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Program schedule for the OSI-ISO 2018

19 Sept. 2018 Reception for Invited speakers, Chairs and regular OSI members 

20 Sept. 2018 21 Sept. 2018 22 Sept. 2018

Breakfast 7:30-8:30 7:30-8:30 7:30-8:30

Opening 
ceremony

9.00-9.30
Chief Guest: Lionel 
Benjamin (IRDE) 

Techno-
commercial

9:30-9:45
ATOS 

E.C.G Sudarshan memorial 
Plenary session:
9:00-9:50
N. Mukunda

Plenary 1 9.50- 10.40
Stefan Enoch

9:00-9:50
Ravindra Kumar

Techno-
commercial

9:50-10:05
ATOS

Plenary 2 10:05-10:55 Yuri S. Kivshar 9:50-10:40
Gautam Vemuri 

Tea break 10.40-11.00 10:55- 11.05 10:40- 11.00

Session 1 11.00 – 13:00 11:05 -13:10 11:00-13:10

Lunch 13:00-14:00 13:10-14:00 13:10-14:00

Session 2 14:00 – 15:40 14:00 – 16:00 14:00 – 16:00

Tea break XXXX XXXX 16:00 – 16:20

16:00 – 17:00 16:00 – 17:00 Concluding session and 
High Tea

Session 3 POSTERS + TEA
Paper # 1 to # 90
17:00 – 18:30

POSTERS + TEA
Paper # 91 to # 195
17:00 – 18:30

18:15 – 19:15 
General meeting of the 
Optical Society of India  

Distinguished 
lifetime 
Lecture & 
felicitation

19:15 -20:15
Ajoy Ghatak

19:00 -20:00
Kehar Singh

Posters + 
DINNER

20:15-22:00 20:00-22:00
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20 Sept. 2018, 
Day – 1  Session -1: 

Parallel session A
A: Guided wave optics

Parallel session B
B: Photonics materials

Parallel session C
C: Light & Imaging

Invited
35 mins

Bijoy Das Yidong Chong Joby Joseph

Techno-
comm
10 min

Invited
35 mins

David Grojo Praveen C. Ramamurthy Ajay Kumar

Oral
15 min

Paper # 127 Paper #  161 Paper #  20

Invited
35 min

Myeongsoo Kang Rajadurai Chandrasekhar Paper #  37 (Oral)

Paper # 86 (Oral)

Day – 1 Session -2:  

Parallel session A
A2: OAM & Polarization

Parallel session B
B2: Metamaterials  & 
Plasmonics

Parallel session C
C1: Optical devices and 
Systems

Invited
35 mins

P. Senthil Kumaran Achanta Venu Gopal Rakesh Kumar Singh

Invited
35 mins

Sankalpa Ghosh Alexander Iskandar Rajan Jha 

Oral
15 min

Paper # 83 Paper #  168 Paper # 36

Invited
35 min

 Nirmal Viswanathan Sulabha Kulkarni Shanti Bhattacharya

Tea break 

Invited
35 mins

R.P. Singh Ritwick Das C. S. Narayanamurthy

Oral
15 min

Paper #  7 Paper #  101 Paper #  85

Oral
15 min

Paper #  14 Paper #  146 Paper # 92
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21 Sept. 2018,
 Day – 2 Session – 1 :  

Parallel session A
 Laser & Polarization

Parallel session B
Metamaterials 

Parallel session C
C: Biomedical Appln

Invited
35 mins

Hari Babu Srivastava Ravi Hegde Anabela de Silva

Oral
 15 min

Paper #  119 Paper # 69 Paper # 88

Invited
35 mins

Naveen Nischal Basudev Lahiri  A. R. Ganesan

Oral
15 min

Paper #  54 Paper #  58 Paper # 113

Oral
15 min

Paper #  136 Paper # 43 Paper # 133

Day – 2  session -2:  

Parallel session A
A1: Quantum Optics

Parallel session B
B1: Materials & Micro/nano 
fabrication

Parallel session C:
C:   Biomedical Appln. 
and imaging

Invited
35 mins

Arvind Ganapati Subramania Renu John

Invited
35 mins

Aranyabhuti Bhattacharjee Subhananda Chakrabarti Murali Chilakapati 

Oral
15 min

Paper # 15 Paper #  72 Paper # 64

Invited
35 min

Amarendra Sarma Ayan Banerjee Paper # 113 (Oral)

Paper # 114 (Oral)

Tea break Light – matter 
interaction/sensors

Invited
35 mins

Shubrangshu Dasgupta Rajesh Kumar Dibakar Roy Chowdhury

Oral
15 min

Paper # 23 Paper # 99 Paper # 164

Oral
15 min

Paper #  195 Paper # 80 Paper # 162

Oral
15 min

Paper # 186 Paper # 33 Paper # 160
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22 Sept. 2018, 
Day – 3, Session – 1:

Parallel session A: 
Memorial session for Prof. 
Porsezian

Parallel session B
B: THz Photonics and 
spectroscopy

Parallel session C
C2: Lasers and NLO

Invited
35 mins

P.K. Panigrahi Ranjan Singh Reji Philip

Oral 
15 min

Paper # 27 Paper # 82 Paper # 193

Invited
35 mins

Shailendra K. Varshney P.K. Datta D. Narayana Rao

Oral
15 min

Paper # 110 R.K. Sinha (Invited) Mrinmay Pal
(Invited)

Oral
15 min

Paper # 48

Day – 3 session -2:  

Parallel session A
Optical devices

Parallel session B
Optical materials & effects

Parallel session C: 
Atmospheric phenomena

Invited
35 mins

Vinod Karar Anand Kumar Jha Raghavendra Prasad

Oral
15 min

Paper # 166 Paper # 183 Paper # 62

Invited
35 min

Kallol Bhattacharya Paper # 10 (Oral) Paper # 19 (Oral) 

Paper # 45 (Oral) Paper # 79 (Oral)

Oral
15 min

Paper # 103 Paper # 66 Paper # 89

Oral
15 min

Paper # 115 

Day – 3  Concluding session

• Concluding remarks by OSI officials
• Announcement and distribution of Best student paper, best poster awards to students 
• Vote of thanks by General Secretary 
• High Tea



LIFETIME DISTINCTION LECTURES  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Evolution of quantum theory and Entanglement 

Ajoy K. Ghatak 

 

Abstract. The talk will briefly discuss the evolution of various theories of light which eventually led 

to quantum theory and concepts associated with it. It will also discuss the EPR Paradox and a simple 

derivation of Bells inequality.   

 

Professor Meghnad Saha Fellow of NASI  
Formerly Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 
Email: ajoykghatak@gmail.com 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Prof. Ajoy Ghatak is currently Professor MeghnadSaha Fellow of NASI (The National Academy of 

Sciences, India). He received his BSc from Agra College, M.Sc from Delhi University and PhD 

from Cornell University. After a short tenure as a Research Associate at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory, he joined IIT Delhi in 1966. Professor Ghatak has research interests in Fiber Optics & 

Quantum Mechanics. He has authored several books including his undergraduate text on OPTICS   

which has been translated to Chinese and Persian. 

His other books include  Quantum Mechanics: Theory & Applications (coauthored with Professor S. 

Lokanathan), Fiber Optics, Lasers, Optical Electronics (all 3 coauthored with Professor K. 

Thyagarajan) and a popular book on AlbertEinstein: The Story of a Genius. He is recipient of several 

awards including the  2008 SPIE Educator award in recognition of “his unparalleled global 

contributions to the field of fiber optics research, and his tireless dedication to optics education 

worldwide..”, the 2003 Esther Hoffman  Beller award (instituted by The Optical Society of  

America) in recognition of his  “outstanding  contributions to optics education …”, the 2003 

Khwarizmi award, the International Commission for Optics 1998 Galileo Galilei award and also the  

CSIR 1979 S.S. Bhatnagar award for “outstanding contributions in physical sciences”.  
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Optical Cryptography for Information Security: A Personal Tour 

(2000-2018) 

Kehar Singh  

 

Abstract. In recent years, the march of optics/photonics has posed a serious challenge to the 

supremacy of digital electronics-centered technology, benefitting numerous areas of science and 

engineering. Cryptography which has been traditionally an area of computer science and 

engineering, is also no exception. Due to inherent advantages of parallel processing and increased 

key-space provided by optical techniques, optical cryptography has made rapid inroads into the areas 

hitherto dominated by digital electronics. The proposed talk aims at presenting glimpses of  some 

aspects of optical cryptography such as double random phase encoding and its variants using various 

integral transforms such as Fourier-,Fresnel-,Mellin-,gyrator-,and Hartley transforms as also their 

fractionalized versions. Systems based on photorefractive-,and digital holography, and structured 

phase masks would also be discussed. Vulnerability of the cryptosystems for some type of attacks 

would be briefly mentioned. The talk is aimed at presenting glimpses of some systems, based mainly 

on the researches carried out by the author’s groups at IIT Delhi and NorthCap University 

Gurugram.     

 

Formerly Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 
E-mail: keharsiitd@gmail.com 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Prof. Kehar Singh served IIT Delhi since 1965 in various capacities, including Head Physics Deptt., 

and Dean Post Graduate Studies and Research. He was an ‘Academic visitor’ at the Imperial College 

London (1969-70) and visited /carried out research for short periods at  British Scientific and 

Industrial Research Association Ealing, Queen’s Univ. Belfast , and N. P. L. Teddington (UK). He 

served as CLUSTER Chair at the Swiss Federal Inst. of Technology, Lausanne (Switzerland) in Dec. 

2002. Until June 30, 2011 he served as an Emeritus Fellow at IIT Delhi where he continued to teach 

and carry out research. Since 2011, he has been working as anHony. Distinguished Research 

Professor at the NorthCap University, Gurgaon (Haryana) where he mentors a group of faculty 

members. He also served as Chairman of the Research Council of IRDE (DRDO) Dehradun, and is a 

OSI-ISO 2018 manuscript No. 
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member of the Research Council of N.P.L. Delhi. Since May 2015, he has been serving as an 

Associate Editor of the journal ‘Optics Express’. He is also engaged in popularizing optics and 

photonics by giving special lectures at various technical institutions, especially in the NCR. 

 

Prof. Singh as an active researcher and educator, created infrastructural facilities for teaching and 

research at IITD in his areas of specialization: Photonics/Information Optics (Image formation and 

evaluation, Dynamic holography, Nonlinear photorefractives, Optical correlators, Holographic 

storage, Nanophotonics, Singular optics and Optical encryption). He has authored / co-authored 

nearly 350 peer reviewed research papers, besides approx. 70 review articles in books and and 

journals, and 60 papers in confer. proceedings. He has mentored 35 doctoral students besides 

supervising 75 M.Tech.,M.Sc., and B.Tech. student projects, and  had been the backbone of the M. 

Tech. program in Applied Optics at IITD, ever since its inception in 1966.     

 

His awards include: S. S. Bhatnagar-, Galileo Galilei- (ICO), ‘Opt.Soc.India’-‘Life Time 

Achievement’ and Golden Jubilee ‘Distinguished Service Award’ of IIT Delhi. He was also honored 

in 2011 under the golden jubilee “Honoring the Mentor’ program of IITD. He is a Fellow of OSA, 

SPIE, INAE, OSI, and LASSI and served as President OSI , LASSI, ISCA (Physical Sci. Sec.)  Prof. 

Singh is an international advisory member of editorial boards of Optical Review (Japan), J. Optics 

(India), and Computer Optics (Russia). He also served on the editorial boards of Optics & Lasers in 

Engg. (Elsevier) and Indian J. Pure Appl. Phys. (CSIR). He has been serving as a reviewer of 

research papers for several journals of repute and has given approx. 95 invited lectures in various 

international and national conferences, besides having been associated as member of 

organizing/technical committees of several conferences. He was one of the Directors of the II Winter 

College in Optics held at ICTP, Trieste, Italy during Feb-March, 1995. Prof. Singh’s research work 

has attracted funding from a number of agencies such as DST, MHRD, and DRDO. He has served 

on many committees of the Govt. of India notably the ‘Environmental Impact Assessment 

Committee’ for thermal power stations.  

 

As technical chair of the Int’l Confer.on ‘Optics and Optoelectronics’( Dehradun, 1998), Prof. Singh 

co-edited a two volume proceedings of the confer. and SPIE vol. 3729, ‘Selected papers from 

International Conference on Optics and Optoelectronics’98’ He was also technical co-chair of the 

Int’l confer. on Optics and Opto-electronics (Dehradun, 2005), co-chair Advisory Committee of the 

OSI confer. (2012, IITD), and Chair Technical Program Committee, OSI’s Int’c conference held in 

2017 at GJUST Hisar. He is also Chair Int’l Advisory Committee of the upcoming confer. on 

Photonics at IIT Delhi.  Prof Singh has edited / co-edited 2 special issues on ‘Photorefractives and 

their applications’ of J. Optics (India), 4 issues on ‘Optical pattern recognition’ and ‘Optical 

information security’ of Asian J. Physics, and  two book; ‘Perspectives in Engineering Optics’ and 

“Those Were the Days; Personal Recollections of Former Faculty Members of  IIT Delhi ” . Prof. 

Singh has also served as a member/chair of several national committees of the MHRD, CSIR, ISRO, 

and DRDO. Besides having served as a consultant to some industries/organizations, he has also been 

a consultant on security holograms to some state Govts. in India. 
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PLENARY LECTURES  

 

 

 

Metamaterials, transformation optics and some applications 

beyond optics 

Stefan Enoch 

 

Abstract. After a brief presentation of research conducted at Institut Fresnel in Marseille in optics 

and photonics we will focus mainly on the work we did on photonic crystals and metamaterials. 

Nanophotonics is a highly topical field of modern optics that has created new exciting technological 

opportunities in many areas. Managing light propagation or near-field light-matter interactions at a 

subwavlength nanoscale level provides new avenues to develop devices. Photonic crystals have been 

introduced to control spontaneous emission but have also the ability to control light propagation. 

Metamaterials have been proposed as a potential solution to have a perfect control on light 

propagation but able to enhance emission or conversion of light. For example, the Near Zero Index 

metamaterials have been proposed to design directive emitters. More recently so-called hyperbolic 

metamaterials have been intensively studied. It has been shown that hyperbolic metamaterials could 

lead to negative refraction and superlensing. The dispersion relation display hyperbolic features (i. e. 

isofrequency dispersion relation is a hyperbola) and, thus, could lead to diverging density of states 

and enhancement of spontaneous emission. 

I will also introduce the transformation optics and it’s well know application to invisibility with 

example of application for plasmonics. 

We will also briefly show how these concepts could be used for other wavelength for example for 

MRI applications or other type of waves leading us to waterwave cloaking or seismic protection. 

 

 

Institut Fresnel, Marseilles 
E-mail: stefan.enoch@fresnel.com 
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E C G Sudarshan's contribution to Quantum Optics: the Optical 

Equivalence Theorem 

N. Mukunda 

 

Abstract. E C G Sudarshan discovered the Diagonal Representation inquantum optics, and the 

Optical Equivalence Theorem that it leads to,in 1963.This talk recalls the historical context in which 

theseresults appeared.Emil Wolf's creation of the classical theory ofpartially coherent fields, the 

impact of the experimental discovery ofthe Hanbury Brown Twiss effect, and Leonard Mandel's 

semi classicaltheory of photo electron counting statistics, will be brieflyrecalled. Against this 

background,we outline Glauber's quantum theoryof partially coherent optical fields , and the special 

role played bycoherent states .The Diagonal Representation is then described, andthe Optical 

Equivalence Theorem stated . Its use in distinguishingbetween 'classical' and 'non classical' states 

within quantum theory ,basic to quantum optics,is outlined and illustrated through several examples. 

 

IISc, Bengaluru 
E-mail: nmukunda@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All-dielectric resonant meta-optics and nanophotonics 

Yuri Kivshar 

 

Abstract. Metamaterials---artificial electromagnetic media that are structured on the subwavelength 

scale---were initially suggested for the realisation of negative-index media, and later they became a 

paradigm for engineering electromagnetic space and controlling propagation of electromagnetic 

waves.  However, applications of metamaterials in optics are limited due to inherent losses in 

metallic element employed for the realisation of artificial optical magnetism. Recently, we observe  

OSI-ISO 2018 manuscript No. 
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the emergence of a new field of all-dielectric resonant meta-optics aiming at the manipulation of 

strong optically-induced electric and magnetic Mie-type resonances in dielectric and semiconductor 

nanostructures with relatively high refractive index. Unique advantages of dielectric resonant 

nanostructures over their metallic counterparts are low dissipative losses and the enhancement of 

both electric and magnetic fields that provide competitive alternatives for plasmonic structures 

including optical nanoantennas, efficient biosensors, passive and active metasurfaces, and functional 

metadevices.   This talk will summarize the most recent advances in all-dielectric resonant meta-

optics including active nanophotonics as well as the recently emerged fields of topological photonics 

and nonlinear metasurfaces. 

 

Australian National University, Australia 
E-mail:yuri.kivshar@anu.edu.au 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Extreme light - spin offs for optics and photonics   

G. Ravindra Kumar 

 

Abstract. High intensity, ultrashort light pulses (‘extreme light’) are revolutionizing science and 

technology  in very exciting ways,  whether it is laboratory simulation of astrophysical phenomena, 

relativistic optics, particle acceleration on a table top,  real time x-ray diffraction of molecules, 

lithography and medical therapies for cancer [1,2] . Such pulses can heat a piece of matter to intra-

stellar temperatures at high density. It is this feature of ultrashort pulses that helps us devise 

compact, novel radiation sources for applications.  

We will review the basics of this interaction and then present some novel efforts in the generation of 

x-ray sources that can be applied to studies in other branches of science.  High harmonic emission 

from gaseous sources has been well established as a source in the VUV - soft x-ray region [3]. Hard 

x-ray sources, however are based mainly on solid target plasmas.  Here, great progress has been 

made by the discovery that the nano spatial scale has a very important role play in the interaction of 

intense, pulsed light with matter.  We will see how nanoparticles [4], nanowires [5, 6] and sub 

wavelength structures [7] influence the generation of very high energy electrons, which in turn 

generate hard x-rays. 

It is also interesting to see that the study of the x-ray emission process itself is leading to great 

advances in attosecond dynamics in atoms, molecules and solids [3].  We will conclude by 

presenting the emergence of high efficiency table top sources at the other extreme, namely terahertz 

region [8] 

OSI-ISO 2018 manuscript No. 
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Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai 400 005 
E-mail: grk@tifr.res.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Non-hermitian dynamics in delay-coupled semiconductor lasers 

Gautam Vemuri 

 

Abstract. We will describe our work on realization of a non-hermitian Hamiltonian system in time-

delay coupled semiconductor lasers. The experimental system consists of two lasers, operated under 

identical conditions with a small frequency detuning between them, which are bidirectionally 

coupled through optical injection. The effective Hamiltonian for this system is non-hermitian, and 

reminiscent of a parity-time (PT) symmetric Hamiltonian. The dynamical response of the intensity of 

the lasers as a function of detuning between them reveals characteristics of a PT symmetric system. 

Numerical simulation of the nonlinear rate equation model that describes our system is compared to 

the experimental results. An analytic theory of the system is also formulated by employing the 

Lambert W function, which makes very specific predictions about the behavior of the system and its 

dependence on the time-delayed coupling. Excellent agreement between experiments, theory and 

simulations is found. 

 

Indiana University Purdue University Indianpolis 
Email: gvemuri@iupui.edu 
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INVITED LECTURES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Multiphoton Bell's inequalities 

Arvind 

 

Abstract. Bell's inequalities are used to capture the non-local aspects of bipartite quantum systems. 

Original formulations of Bell's inequalities was for two spins and most of the initial experiments 

were done using two photons. We describe Bell type inequalities which are formulated for radiation 

modes rather than for photons and which can be applied to a wide variety of quantum states of the 

radiation field. We show how these inequalities can bring out the non-local and hence the non-

classical aspects of various Gaussian and non-Gaussian radiation states. 

 

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Mohali 
E-mail: arvind@iisermohali.ac.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Microlithography using micro-bubbles manipulated using 

thermo-optical tweezers 

Subhrokoli Ghosh . Basudev Roy. Ayan Banerjee 

 

Abstract. We have developed a micro-lithography technique exploiting directed self assembly 

driven by a laser induced microbubble generated in thermo-optical tweezers, where we have been 

able to pattern soft polymers such as oxometalates and a variety of other entities in conjunction with 

the oxometalates on a glass substrate. These include fluorescent dyes, catalysts, organic monomers, 

metallic nanoparticles such as carbon nanotubes, and even biological moieties such as antigens and 

antibodies. Our idea stems from the fact that a microbubble grown in a (typically) aqueous 

dispersion of a material by thermo-optical tweezers induces convective flows of the material that 
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self-assembles at the bubble's base and then undergoes a phase transition to crystallize and thereby 

form permanent patterns as the bubble is translated by the tweezers. The microbubble is grown by 

using a laser wavelength where the material to be patterned absorbs. Thus, we have already made 

considerable progress in preparing plastic electronic circuits, where we have simultaneously 

synthesized, doped, and patterned conducting polymers such as poly-pyrrole and poly-aniline in-situ 

– starting from the parent monomers. The most recent advancement has been in direct patterning of 

biological entities, which reveal the potential of this technique as a new method of fast and low-cost 

lithography for preparing micro-patterns of diverse materials. 

 

IISER Kolkata 
E-mail: ayan@iiserkol.ac.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Near Field Interferometric Phase Coherence Mapping after a 
Quantum Quench of a Bose-Einstein Condensate in an optical 
Lattice using Talbot Interferometry 

Aranya B Bhattacherjee 

 

Abstract. Controlling and manipulating coherence in different systems is one of the primary goals 

of modern research. In cold atom physics, interferometry has proved to be a powerful tool to explore 

coherence. Here a near-field interferometeric technique based on the Talbot effect is described, 

which allows us to probe the phase coherence of ultracold atoms in an optical lattice for well defined 

distances. The gradual build-up of phase coherence after a quantum quench of a Bose–Einstein 

condensate in a one-dimensional optical lattice is demonstrated. The results indicate that the phase 

coherence after the quench builds like a diffusive process. The possibility to probe finite-range phase 

correlations in a quantum gas offers many possibilities for the study of non-equilibrium dynamics. 

 

Department of Physics, Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani, Hyderabad Campus, India 
E-mail:aranyabhuti@googlemail.com 
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Full field birefringence microscopy using a rotating polarizer 

Kallol Bhattacharya 

 

Abstract. This work aims to provide a novel method to characterize and analyze microscopic  

birefringent samples in terms of its magnitude of retardance and its fast axis orientation with the help 

of a rotating analyzer. Moreover, it is possible to estimate the Stokes parameters using a simple 

algorithm thus developed. The simulated and experimental results thus presented are in good 

agreement with the proposed theory. 
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Diffractive Optics on Fibre Facets 

Shanti Bhattacharya 

 

Abstract. Diffractive optics enables the compact manipulation of light, as well as possesses the 

ability to manipulate light in ways impossible with refractive optics. Fibre optics allows access to 

difficult to reach places, and also makes systems more compact. In this paper, we look at how fibre 

optics and diffractive optics can be combined, creating sub-systems that can potentially transform 

the size and functionality of optical systems. 

Keywordsdiffractive optics, lithography, direct laser writing, sub-wavelength gratings, polarization 

manipulation, complex light generation 
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In this work, we will briefly review work by other groups [1-3] on fabricating diffractive optics on a 

fibre facet, before presenting detailed results from our group [4]. Different fabrication techniques, 

such as Focused Ion Beam and Direct laser writing have been used to write the structures and the 

advantages of each method will be highlighted. Results of elements that generate complex light or 

manipulate polarization will be presented.  
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Strain-coupled homogeneous and heterogeneous In(Ga)As 

quantum dot heterostructures for detector and photovoltaic 

applications 

Subhananda Chakrabarti*. Debiprasad Panda . Debabrata Das . Harshal Rawool . 

Sandeep Madhusudan Singh 

 

Abstract. A new perspective of strain-coupled quantum dot (QD) heterostructures is reported in this 

study, which will be the motivation for future generation infrared focal plane arrays (IR-FPAs) and 

solar cells. The Stranski-Krastanov and Submonolayer (SML) QDs have numerous independent 

advantages as the intersubband IR detectors. The homogeneously coupled SK QDIP with a new 
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growth strategy is reported in this study, which has an ultranarrow spectral response. However, the 

heterogeneously coupled SK-SML QD has a broad response in the IR region, which might be 

suitable for the IR detection along with intersubband solar cell (IBSC) application. The lower dark 

current exhibited by these QD heterostructures is also reported in this study, which attributes a better 

vertical confinement of carriers in the QD. 
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Non-Linear Optical Organic Micro-Resonators 

Rajadurai Chandrasekar 

 

Abstract. Bottom-up molecular self-assembly technique has emerged as one of the powerful 

methods to produce miniaturized organic photonic structures, such as optical waveguides, lasers, 

resonators, filters, circuits and modulators.  Optical waveguides and modulators are used to control 

the light propagation down to microscale and modulate the light propagation speed, respectively. In 

optical resonators their mirror-like geometry allows them to tightly trap the photons by repeated total 

internal reflection at the air-matter interface and act as optical gain media exhibiting high-quality 

factor (Q) with the low optical loss. We have been performing single-particle micro-PL spectroscopy 

studies to exploit the geometrical features of diverse self-assembled organic structures for photonic 

applications. In my talk, I will discuss some original results achieved in our group in linear and non-

linear optical organic optical waveguide and microresonators useful for signal enhancement, sensing 

and lasing applications. 
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Overview of Biomedical Raman spectroscopy 

C. Murali Krishna 

 

Abstract. Conventional diagnosis involves clinical examination followed by relevant 

biochemical/microbiological/pathological examinations which rely on symptoms suggesting 

diagnosis of existing disease. Such late diagnosis is often prone to poor prognosis, emphasizing early 

diagnosis for better prognosis. Monitoring of treatment response is another crucial aspect of disease 

management. Accurate evaluation and monitoring of treatment response lead to better disease 

management and towards personalized medicine. In this context, Raman spectroscopy has been 

explored in biomedical applications, as it is better suited due to attributes such as sensitivity to 

biochemical composition, objective, rapid, no external labelling/sample preparation, and most 

importantly in vivo/in situ on line applications. This paper presents an overview of in vivo Raman 

spectroscopy studies and explorations on exfoliated cells and body fluids showcasing aspects of 

diagnosis/screening, treatment response in cancers. 
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Nonlinear topological lattices 

Yidong Chong 

 

Abstract. When lattices with topologically nontrivial phases are extended into the nonlinear regime, 

a variety of novel phenomena can be observed.  I discuss the phenomenon of “topological solitons”, 

a new class of solitons confined by a self-generated topological gap. Next, I discuss our recent 

experimental work on the implementation of a nonlinear transmission line(NLTL) metamaterial 

based on the nonlinear SSH lattice, showing that harmonic generation in a left-handed NLTL can be 

greatly increased by the presence of a topological edge state. 
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Quantitative PhotoAcoustic Imaging of Biological Tissues: 

Accessing to Multiphysics Informational Content 

Anabela da Silva 

 

Abstract. Photoacoustic (PA) offers promising perspectives in probing and imaging  subsurface 

absorbing structures in biological tissues. The principle consists in heating the tissues with pulsed 

light sources. When an absorbing heterogeneity, such as a tumor, more absorbing than normal 

tissues, is present, the optical energy  absorbed is partly dissipated into heat accompanied with 

microdilatations that generate acoustic pressure waves, the intensity of which is related to the 

amount of absorbed energy. This acoustic wave propagates in biological tissues without any 

scattering. Hence the photoacoustic signal measured at the periphery can be time reversed to access 

the map of the pressure at initial time, directly related to the spatial distribution of the absorption 

coefficient, in 3D if tomographic measurements are considered (PAT). If, furthermore, spectroscopic 

measurements are performed, within the so-called therapeutic window (600-900 nm), this technique 

allows to monitor the local molecular composition of the tissues (oxy- or deoxy-hemoglobin, lipids, 

water…). Because PA collected signals are resulting from a multi-wave phenomenon, they contain 

the signatures of both optical and acoustic contrasts of the probed tissues. Our research focusses on 

developing new strategies to retrieve the maximum information from the multiwaves measured 

signals. The different methodological strategies and experimental developments conducted in our 

group are presented. 
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Design and modeling of thermo-optic phase-shifters for 

integrated silicon photonics 

Bijoy Krishna Das 

 

Abstract. With the advent of silicon photonics technology, various design architectures of thermo-

optic phase shifters are being used and proposed for switching and reconfigurable device 
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applications Two important figure-of-merits (FOMs) of a thermo-optic phase shifter seriously 

considered so far are its switching power Pπ (electrical power require for π phase-shift) and 

switching time τ (rise/fall time), respectively. Besides these, effective footprint of a switching cell 

and its operating temperature are going to play important roles for a large-scale photonic integrated 

circuit. Therefore, it is essential to develop a generic model to analyze the performance of a thermo-

optic phase-shifter in terms of its all essential FOMs.  

In this talk, we will address first the various reported design of thermo-optic phase shifters in silicon-

on-insulator platform. Thereafter, we will introduce a couple of characteristics parameters useful for 

modeling a thermo-optic waveguide phase-shifter. These characteristics parameters are then 

extracted from numerical simulation results and subsequently shown to be consistent with 

experimental results. Finally, we will be going to present experimental results of a broadband 

thermo-optic switching cell and an attractive wavelength band add-drop multiplexer/switching 

device fabricated recently at IIT Madras. 
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Tamm-plasmon-polaritons in periodic and aperiodic photonic 

crystals 

Mukesh K. Shukla . Ritwick Das 

 

Abstract. One dimensional (1D) periodic photonic geometries are optical analogues of widely-

investigated counterparts in condensed-matter physics. They exhibit dispersion curves which are 

bounded within the Brilliouin zone boundary and describes the evolution of electromagnetic (em) 

field in the wavevector (k)-space. Due to the cyclic evolution, the em-field picks up a quantized 

geometric phase or alternately `Zak'-phase while moving between equivalent points within the 

photonic pass bands. Such investigations have revealed topological photonic insulators and 

topologically-protected optical surface states. This feature, however, is not apparent in a quasi-

periodic or deterministically aperiodic system. In the present work, we discuss and provide a 

plausible route to define `Zak'-phase in a 1D quasi-periodic (Fibonacci) lattice. 
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Quantum dots on metal-dielectric interface: a novel architecture 

for quantum information processing 

Shubhrangshu Dasgupta 

 

Abstract. A generic architecture based on quantum emitters on metal-dielectric interface to generate 

photons in nonclassical states will be presented. The photons emitted into the surface plasmon (SP) 

mode from the initially excited emitters radiate out in free space, and when detected at two detectors, 

exhibit anti-coalescence - a clear signature of nonclassicality. One can also obtain a two-emitter 

Heisenberg-type coupling, suitable for realization of emitter-based quantum gates, thanks to their 

common coupling to the SP mode. 
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Methods of Ultrafast Optical Characterization for Photonic, 

Electronic and Magnonic Applications 

Sayantan Bhattacharya. Nikita Porwal. P K Datta 

 

Abstract. The origin of electronic and optical properties of materials is a complex interplay between 

lattice, electronic and spin degrees of freedom that generally occur on a timescale that ranges from 

10−18 to 10−9 s (or longer).With a revolutionary technological improvement in the field of ultrafast 

lasers, shorter time domain laser pulses with broader band-with become available for high resolution 

ultrafast spectroscopic techniques. Shorter the pulse become, the resolution goes higher. 

Experimental time resolved optical techniques to characterize the dynamic properties of photonic, 

electronic and magnonic systems in femtosecond time scale have transformed our understanding of 

these materials. In this report we will be discussing about such few techniques which enable us to  
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measure quantitates like ultrafast decay path ways of electrons, spin dynamics and ab

energy quasi-particles. Development and experimental intricacies of Transient absorption 

spectroscopy (TAS), THz-time domain spectroscopy (THz

kerr (TR-MOKE) will be discussed thoroughly along with rep

published in recent years. 

An acquisition of aTi: Sapphire amplifier system (Libra

parametric amplifier(TOPAS-Prime) at IIT Kharagpur have fuelled a flurry of activities in the field 

of ultrafast dynamics. The experimental methods that are being used for the ultrafast dynamical 

characterization of various optical, electronic and magnetic processes in materials are discussed. 

Transient absorption Spectroscopy(TAS) with tunable optical pump and 

covering a spectral range of 350-1400nm and with a temporal resolution of 100fsis used to identify 

different electronic processes and their rates in 2D layer materials (Carbon based and transitional 

metal di-chalcogenides). Total temporal scan window of is 4ns and it is achieved using eight pass 

probe beam through a retro-reflector sitting on the top a motorized delay stage.  Transmitted or 

reflected signal is collected using a fiber coupledspectrometer connected to Si photodiode

(MS-260i, Oriel Instrument).An optical chopper, in synchronization with the spectrometer, operating 

at 500 Hz is used to modulate the pump beam. The pump

samples in a cuvette of path length 2 mm having a magnetic 

absorbance (ΔA) is measured from the difference.Transient absorption data of graphene oxide (GO) 

and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) dispersion is reproduced from the reference [1] in figure 1(a) 

and (b) where the samples are pumped at 415 nm with 3µJ pulse energy.

Figure 1 Transient absorption spectra of (a) as grown GO, (b) RGO2 with 415 nm pump at 3mW 
average pump power.(c) Decay kinetics of RGO2 at probe wavelength of 450nm,480nm and 690n

 

THz time domain spectroscopy( THz-TDS) with THz range of 0.2

of 500 MHz is developed to identify combination phonon modes in doped GaSe crystals. THz is 

generated using an optical rectification process in <110> cut ZnTecry

same crystal by means of electro-optic sampling method.As the THz cycle is of picosecond duration 

measure quantitates like ultrafast decay path ways of electrons, spin dynamics and absorption of low 

particles. Development and experimental intricacies of Transient absorption 

time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and Time resolved magneto optical 

MOKE) will be discussed thoroughly along with representative data that we have 

An acquisition of aTi: Sapphire amplifier system (Libra-He) along with femtosecond optical 

Prime) at IIT Kharagpur have fuelled a flurry of activities in the field 

fast dynamics. The experimental methods that are being used for the ultrafast dynamical 

characterization of various optical, electronic and magnetic processes in materials are discussed. 

Transient absorption Spectroscopy(TAS) with tunable optical pump and white light super continuum 

1400nm and with a temporal resolution of 100fsis used to identify 

different electronic processes and their rates in 2D layer materials (Carbon based and transitional 

l temporal scan window of is 4ns and it is achieved using eight pass 

reflector sitting on the top a motorized delay stage.  Transmitted or 

reflected signal is collected using a fiber coupledspectrometer connected to Si photodiode array 

260i, Oriel Instrument).An optical chopper, in synchronization with the spectrometer, operating 

at 500 Hz is used to modulate the pump beam. The pump-probe measurements are taken on the 

samples in a cuvette of path length 2 mm having a magnetic stirring system. A differential change in 

absorbance (ΔA) is measured from the difference.Transient absorption data of graphene oxide (GO) 

and reduced graphene oxide (RGO) dispersion is reproduced from the reference [1] in figure 1(a) 

ples are pumped at 415 nm with 3µJ pulse energy. 

 

Transient absorption spectra of (a) as grown GO, (b) RGO2 with 415 nm pump at 3mW 
average pump power.(c) Decay kinetics of RGO2 at probe wavelength of 450nm,480nm and 690nm 

TDS) with THz range of 0.2-3.0 THz and spectral resolution 

of 500 MHz is developed to identify combination phonon modes in doped GaSe crystals. THz is 

generated using an optical rectification process in <110> cut ZnTecrystal and THz is detected using 

optic sampling method.As the THz cycle is of picosecond duration 
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and the probe beam is in femtosecond duration, the whole THz cycle is traced with the probe by 

moving the delay stage using an automated code written in LabVIEW 2012 environment. The THz 

 

generation and detection set-up is kept inside a Plexiglas box.Representative time domain and 

frequency domain data of THz field is presented in figure 2 for air reference, pure GaSe and In, Cr 

doped GaSe from ref  2. FFT of time domain data is taken for one cycle of the THz pulse and the 

absolute value of the data isplotted in Figure 2 (b).

Figure 2THz field in (a) time domain , (b) frequency domain for all GaSe s

 

observe uniform frequency mode of the sample and the precession spin wave frequency significantly 

decreases with the decrease in the in-plane bias magnetic fieldsand thus confirms the magnetic origin 

of the spin wave mode of the sample. 

A highly accurate Z-scan set-up is also developed with a laser pulse of 150 fs at 1 kHz repetition rate 

at the wavelength of 808 nmtomeasurereal and imaginary part of third order optical nonlinearity due 

to electronic processes in reduced graphene oxide [3].Lock

stage are incorporated in LabVIEW 2012 environment for automation and averaging of da

to-pulse fluctuation is taken care of using reference data from photodiode. Before taking 

measurements, z-scan set up is calibrated using a slandered sample (CS2).

 

 

and the probe beam is in femtosecond duration, the whole THz cycle is traced with the probe by 

automated code written in LabVIEW 2012 environment. The THz  

up is kept inside a Plexiglas box.Representative time domain and 

frequency domain data of THz field is presented in figure 2 for air reference, pure GaSe and In, Cr 

ped GaSe from ref  2. FFT of time domain data is taken for one cycle of the THz pulse and the 

absolute value of the data isplotted in Figure 2 (b). 

 

frequency domain for all GaSe samples and air reference 

Time resolved magneto-optical Kerr set-up is 

developed to measure spin wave frequencies with 

spectral resolution of 500 MHz in Permalloy film of 

various thicknesses. The TR-MOKE set up is based 

upon two-colour collinear optical pump-probe 

geometry.A static magnetic field is applied at a 

small angle (~10⁰) to the sample plane, the in-plane 

component of which is defined as the bias field H. 

The magnitude of in-plane component of this field 

has to be large enough to saturate the magnetization. 

The time varying polar Kerr rotation is measured at 

room temperature by using an optical bridge 

detector and a lock-in amplifier in a phase sensitive 

manner.Figure 3 shows the background subtracted 

Kerr rotation data (yellow color) with fitting (black 

color) with varying in-plane bias magnetic field for 

Py 30 nm thin film sample and (b) shows the 

corresponding FFT spectra of the sample. We 

observe uniform frequency mode of the sample and the precession spin wave frequency significantly 

plane bias magnetic fieldsand thus confirms the magnetic origin 

up is also developed with a laser pulse of 150 fs at 1 kHz repetition rate 

measurereal and imaginary part of third order optical nonlinearity due 

to electronic processes in reduced graphene oxide [3].Lock-in amplifier and motorized translational 

stage are incorporated in LabVIEW 2012 environment for automation and averaging of data. Pulse-

pulse fluctuation is taken care of using reference data from photodiode. Before taking 

scan set up is calibrated using a slandered sample (CS2). 
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Measurement and Characterization of higher order human 

ocular aberrations 

A.R. Ganesan 

 

Abstract. The aberrations in the optics of the human eye which degrade the quality of the image and 

hence vision can be categorized into lower and higher order aberrations.  The lower order aberrations 

are the defocus and astigmatism which contribute up to 92% of the total aberration.  This is 

commonly measured using a slit lamp apparatus and vision correction is done by spectacles or 

contact lenses.  The higher order aberrations include spherical aberration, horizontal and vertical 

coma, curvature and so on.  The measurement and correction of higher order aberrations would 

result in improved visual quality.   

The talk would present the design and development of an indigenous Shack-Hartmann Wavefront 

Sensor which can measure wavefront phase profiles in real-time.  The system can measure 

wavefront tilts to an accuracy of 2  radians, surface profiles down to /50, and aberration terms 

upto 4th order Zernike polynomials.  Higher order ocular aberrations caused by the eye’s optics have 

been quantified using the wavefront sensor, which provides data for adaptive correction in retinal 

imaging, laser surgery, and vision correction.  The experimental results of higher order aberration 

measurement and compensation would be presented.   
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Theoretical studies of the ultra-cold BEC in a crossed cavity 

system 

Sankalpa Ghosh 

 

Abstract. Recently a supersolid-phase of ultra cold atoms was observed in crossed cavity system by 

the ETH Group In this talk we plan to theoretically analyze ultra cold atoms in such crossed cavity 

system. We derive the effective Bose-Hubbard hamiltonian for such ultra cold atoms in a cross-

cavity system and also try to find out the mean field description of such supersolid phases in the 

appropriate limit. 
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Quasicrystal based metamaterials and their applications 

Achanta Venu Gopal  

 

Abstract. By combining periodic structures with multiple periods one may achieve broadband 

response. However, the polarization and launch angle dependence are still limited by the constituent 

lattices. Designing a truly random pattern with broadband, dispersionless response is not trivial. 

Quasiperiodic structures can be designed for a particular wavelength response. They offer broadband 

dispersionless response. I will present applications of quasi periodic metamaterials for anti-

reflection, Goos-Hanchen shift of a wave packet, and to modulate the magneto-optical properties of 

ferromagnetic thin films and electrical properties of organic semiconductors. Broadband response is 

also possible in sub-wavelength structures with multi-shaped elements of different sizes. While 

different shapes offer polarization independence, different sizes offer broadband response. I will 

present such broadband, launch angle and polarization independent near perfect absorber. 
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Exceeding the threshold of ultrafast laser writing in bulk Si: 

opening the horizon for 3D silicon photonics 

David Grojo 

 

Abstract. An important challenge in the field of three-dimensional ultrafast laser processing is to 

achieve in the bulk structuring of silicon and narrow gap materials. Attempts by increasing the 

energy of infrared ultrashort pulses have simply failed. Our solution is inspired by solid-immersion 

microscopy to produce hyper-focused beams which are intrinsically free from aberrations and 

associated with an extreme energy confinement deep into the matter. Its validity is demonstrated by 

controlled refractive index modifications inside silicon. This opens a way to the direct writing of 3D 

monolithic devices for silicon photonics and provides perspectives for new strong-field physics and 

warm-dense-matter experiments. 
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Flat Optics - Computational Techniques for designing Wide-area 

Metasurfaces 

Ravi Hegde 

 

Abstract. Recent work in plasmonic and all-dielectric metasurfaces point to the intriguing 

possibility of ultraflat optics.A drastic reduction in device bulk, the possibility of dynamic tuning 

and novel functionalities not realizable with standard optics continues to drive further research. The  
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design of metasurfaces is particularly challenging - considering the large number of free parameters.  

In this talk, I will discuss our recent work in the development of computational techniques to enable 

rapid design of these complex optical devices.  Specifically, I focus on the design and optimization 

of ultraflat spectral filters, beam deflectors and lenses. 
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Plasmonic Cylindrical Nanoshell and Its Sensing Applications 

Alexander A. Iskandar 

 

Abstract. Metal Nano Particles of core–shell structures have attracted growing research interest. It 

allows the introduction of an additional parameter of shell thickness invoking the plasmon 

hybridization (PH) effect between inner and outer surface plasmons, as well as the core size giving 

rise to the cavity dependent effects. This structure therefore offers increased sensing tunability. 

Further, a symmetry breaking of the core-shell structure us expected to introduce additional features 

of the scattered wave characteristics promising among others, the potential of directed wave sensing 

applications. 

Presented in this talk are several of our research results on cylindrical plasmonic system, including a 

system of metallic nanotube for complementary high-performance sensing of gases and liquids, 

metallic cylindrical multishell system of highly sensitive responses with large Figure of Merit and 

non-concentric metallic cylindrical nanoshell and its directed wave sensing performance. 
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Acoustic sensor based on post processed optical fiber 

Rajan Jha 

 

Abstract. Optical microfiber based sensing technology is mainly utilized for chemical and 

biological sensing; for sensing physical parameters it is rarely used. Hence, microfibers for sensing 

physical parameters such as curvature and acoustic sensing have been carried out [1-4].  These 

curvature sensors have shown advantages such as high sensitivity, high resolution, negligible 

hysteresis, very low temperature sensitivity and high stability. Another advantage is that the 

performance parameters of these sensors can be easily tailored in accordance with the application.  

These results encouraged us to utilize these structures for acoustic sensing. We started with the inline 

MZI structure and demonstrated a hydrophone system which shows a sensitivity of 14.02 nm/kPa 

and a minimum detectable pressure of 651 μPa/√Hz in the low-frequency range (<100 Hz).  Further, 

a tapered micro-tip in cantilever configuration with cantilever length of 15 mm act as an optical 

microphone and shows a sensitivity of 10.63 mV/Pa or -159.5 dB re1 V/Pa at 250 Hz with a noise-

limited minimum detectable pressure of 19.1 mPa/√Hz [5]. Apart from these diaphragm free 

structures, a low-cost acoustic sensor using tapered SMF structure attached to a nitrile diaphragm is 

also studied for acoustic frequency measurement. Even with this simple design, the sensor shows an 

acoustic sensitivity of 36 mV/kPa and a minimum detectable pressure of 21.11 Pa/√Hz at 2500 Hz 

[6].  

With the advantage of fairly simple fabrication of the sensor head and cost effectiveness, such sensor 

can be deployed for example in iron and steel industry to monitor the workplace noise to protect 

employees from unnecessarily high exposure. Additionally, such system can open a new window for 

underwater defense and bioacoustics applications. 
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Nano-photonic Structures through Phase controlled Interference 

Lithography and its applications 

Joby Joseph 

 

Abstract. Wide applications of photonic structures, and large scale realization of photonic devices 

demand a cost-effective, high spatial resolution, accurate and easy pattern transfer method to 

fabricate such structures in 1D, 2D and 3D over large area. Out of many, Interference lithography 

(IL) based method is very cost effective where, fast and large area patterning is possible. However, 

conventional IL becomes multi-step process for the realization of 2D and 3D complex photonic 

structures. Further, the realization of complex photonic structures such as chiral, quasicrystal and 

motheye involves multiple beams with a control over either the phase or polarization that leads to 

inclusion of multiple optical components. We investigate a reconfigurable and scalable phase 

controlled interference lithography approach leading to fabrication of simple as well as complex 

photonic structures with submicrometerperiodic features, in a single step over large area. 

Fabrications of various photonic structures with feature sizes ranging from ~300nm to many microns 

have been achieved. The presentation gives an overview of the technique of phase controlled 

interference lithography for photonic structure fabrication, and describes some applications which 

have been realized through these photonic structures. 

 

Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi-110016. 
E-mail: joby@physics.iitd.ac.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Optical Coherence Tomography: Clinical Applications 

Renu John 

 

Abstract. This paper provides a broad overview of the recent advances made in the field of optical 

coherence tomography (OCT) in clinical diagnosis. The use of imaging modalities for surgical 

guidance and interventions has resulted in improved patient outcome and a reduction in patient  
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morbidity.  If the surgeon is provided with the ability to view or image tissue intraoperatively, then 

collateral damage to normal tissue can be minimized.  We discuss our results w.r.t. ex vivo imaging 

of surgically resected tumors from gastro enteric patients. We demonstrate how clear tumor margins 

could guide a surgeon for desired tumor-free outcomes post-surgery.   

 

Department of Biomedical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad, Kandi 502285 
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Nonlinear frequency conversion of sound and light in 

micro/nano-scaled photonic systems 

Myeong Soo Kang  

 

Abstract. Micro/Nano-scaled systems can exhibit various types of nonlinear phenomena by very 

tiny input driving pump powers. In particular, nonlinear coupling between different 

optical/mechanical modes is not only an interesting subject of fundamental research in the field of 

micro/nano-optics/mechanics but an important operating principle of various functional 

optical/mechanical devices. In this talk, I will present some recent effort to enhance the nonlinear 

coupling strength to create high-efficiency nonlinear optical/mechanical mode coupling even at very 

small optical/mechanical powers and to understand the underlying physics of the resulting 

phenomena. 
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Technologies Used in Head Up Displays for Fighter Aircraft

Vinod Karar 

 

Abstract. Fighter aircrafts flying at supersonic speeds, doing maneuvering, flying at low height at 

high speed, handling of multiple activities and operation of aircraft, flight and combat leaves pilot 

with lot of workload. In earlier days, conve

dials and gauges which used to provide single information at a time. Their use also used to make the 

pilot divert his attention several times for monitoring of flight information in different direc

The hassle was reduced to great lengths with the advent of glass cockpits. A glass cockpit uses 

several displays driven by flight management systems like: Head

Mounted Displays (HMD), Multi-function display (MFD), Gun Sights

weapon aiming information as needed. The glass cockpit provides maximum information with 

minimal hassle to any pilot. The HUD or HMD (which is essentially a kind of HUD used on helmet) 

eases his/her workload by providing flight,

This means that the flight-weapon information and outside information both are focused at infinity 

thus avoiding need to refocus pilot’s attention on near and far field. This enhances situational 

awareness of pilot tremendously. That’s why HUD has been designated as primary flight instrument 

of a fighter aircraft installed in the glass cockpit. 

A head-up display gives pilots the access to the critical flight information needed to safely fly the 

aircraft while allowing them to focus their attention outside the cockpit for potential conflicts or 

threats. The combiner glass is coated with a unique material or combination materials that reflects 

the green wavelength but allows everything else, such as t

appearing quite naturally. 

(a) Typical Head Up Display (b) Day mode stroke flight symbology (c) Night mode stroke over 

raster symbology (d) Standby sight symbology

HUD interfaces electrically with Mission Computer of 

well as Forward Looking Infrared Camera (FLIR) captured IR video of the outside environment. 

Like aircraft, not all HUD designs are same. One important difference is field of view. This refers to 

the angle of view which a pilot can view on left and right side while looking in forward direction 

through beam combiners. Because aircraft don’t always fly where the nose is pointed, a wider field 

of view allows the HUD to accurately project data at the edges of the di

As each type of cockpit has different spatial geometry based on the aircraft class and built, the HUD 

construction in terms of opto-mechanical layout, critical optical and combiner’s coating design 

changes drastically. The HUD display day mode stroke symbology, low visibility mode stroke in 

raster and the standby sight in case of failure of mission computer to guide pilot in emergency 
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aircrafts flying at supersonic speeds, doing maneuvering, flying at low height at 

high speed, handling of multiple activities and operation of aircraft, flight and combat leaves pilot 

with lot of workload. In earlier days, conventional cockpits used to have the traditional style analog 

dials and gauges which used to provide single information at a time. Their use also used to make the 

pilot divert his attention several times for monitoring of flight information in different directions. 

The hassle was reduced to great lengths with the advent of glass cockpits. A glass cockpit uses 

several displays driven by flight management systems like: Head-Up Display (HUD), Helmet 

function display (MFD), Gun Sights etc. to display flight and 

weapon aiming information as needed. The glass cockpit provides maximum information with 

minimal hassle to any pilot. The HUD or HMD (which is essentially a kind of HUD used on helmet) 

eases his/her workload by providing flight, aircraft and weapon information in his/her line of sight. 

weapon information and outside information both are focused at infinity 

thus avoiding need to refocus pilot’s attention on near and far field. This enhances situational 

wareness of pilot tremendously. That’s why HUD has been designated as primary flight instrument 

of a fighter aircraft installed in the glass cockpit.  

up display gives pilots the access to the critical flight information needed to safely fly the 

craft while allowing them to focus their attention outside the cockpit for potential conflicts or 

threats. The combiner glass is coated with a unique material or combination materials that reflects 

the green wavelength but allows everything else, such as the scenery outside, to pass through, 

 

(a) Typical Head Up Display (b) Day mode stroke flight symbology (c) Night mode stroke over 

raster symbology (d) Standby sight symbology 

HUD interfaces electrically with Mission Computer of the aircraft and displays flight symbology as 

well as Forward Looking Infrared Camera (FLIR) captured IR video of the outside environment. 

Like aircraft, not all HUD designs are same. One important difference is field of view. This refers to 

iew which a pilot can view on left and right side while looking in forward direction 

through beam combiners. Because aircraft don’t always fly where the nose is pointed, a wider field 

of view allows the HUD to accurately project data at the edges of the display in strong crosswinds. 

As each type of cockpit has different spatial geometry based on the aircraft class and built, the HUD 

mechanical layout, critical optical and combiner’s coating design 

isplay day mode stroke symbology, low visibility mode stroke in 

raster and the standby sight in case of failure of mission computer to guide pilot in emergency  
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situations. They are built with real time communication with pilot directly through MC and Multi-

Functional Up-Front Control Panel and continuous health monitoring of the subsystems.  

The HUD/HMD is an amalgamation of multiple disciplines involving electronics, software, optics, 

material science, human engineering, aesthetic aspects, etc. and its design & construction require 

highly specialized skill set. There is a range of display device technologies which could be utilized in 

HUD or HMD construction such as active matrix liquid crystal display (AMLCD), digital light 

engine (DLE), cathode ray tube (CRT), organic light emitting diode (OLED), grating light valve 

(GLV), etc. They along with the associated electronics and software need to be ruggedized for 

operation in harsh electromagnetic interference and compatibility requirements, and electrical and 

environmental requirements. The collimating optics could be constructed as refractive optics with 

spherical, aspheric and freeform optical components, or as reflective optics using waveguide or light 

field optics resulting in varying form factors and achievable optical specifications. The other crucial 

part of technology in HUD or HMD is beam combiners which could be a semi-reflective thin film 

combiner with flat, graded or rugate type coating or could be powered or unpowered holographic 

combiner. To achieve a contrast ratio of better than 1.2 even when the ambient luminance is of order 

of 35,000 cd/m2, the combination of display device, optics and beam combiner technology need to 

be suitably chosen. The innovative electro-optics design and distortion correction algorithms result 

in achieving of very accurate and precise symbol positioning accuracy, which decides apart from 

others the weapon aiming accuracy as well, of order of 1.5mR. 

 

CSIR-Central Scientific Instruments Organisation, Chandigarh 
E-mail: vkarar@rediffmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Technologies Trends in Electro-optical & Thermal imaging 

Instrumentations 

Ajay Kumar 

 

Abstract.Electro-optical instruments play a vital role in modern defence systems especially in day 

and night vision devices, laser based devices, fire control systems, surveillance systems, stabilization 

systems etc. Instruments Research and Development Establishment (IRDE) at Dehradun is a premier 

DRDO laboratory working on advanced electro-optical instrumentation for strengthening armed 

forces including Army, Navy and Air-force of the country. These systems have potential 

applications in surveillance & reconnaissance, target acquisition & engagement, night patrolling, 

vehicle driving, missile guidance, and missile warning.  

IRDE has been engaged in developing vision systems for different parts of electromagnetic spectrum 

ranging from visible, SWIR, MWIR, LWIR etc. Many systems based on thermal imaging 
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technology have been evolved to get rid of night blindness of the armed forces. Apart from this, 

IRDE has realized numerous image intensifier tube based night vision instruments which are 

undergoing production at various production centers across the country. IRDE has also established 

state-of-the-art infrastructure for design and development of laser based instruments such as laser 

range finders, designators, and seekers. Some the laser based instrumentation realized by IRDE will 

be presented 

A majority of these electro-optical systems need to be mounted on a stabilized platform for their 

deployment in the field. In this regard, IRDE has established world class facilities for development 

and testing of gimbaled platform for various field applications with high accuracy, which is required 

for accurate tracking, surveillance and fire control systems. Several such systems will be presented  

These electro-optical systems require precision optical components for high quality imaging, beam 

delivery, and tracking in visible, SWIR and IR spectrum. IRDE has complete facilities to design, 

fabricate and characterize various kind of optical components (such as, conventional spherical, 

aspheric, and freefrom) of sizes ranging from millimeters to several meters.  

Apart from these activities, IRDE has been venturing into futuristic emerging technologies, which 

may find immense defence applications in the near future. These technologies include Micro-optics, 

Nanophotonics, Integrated Optics, Nonlinear Optics, Holography, Tera Hertz, and Adaptive Optics. 

The size and weight of a future defence system would be reduced with better performance by 

exploiting these technologies. A number of new areas of research are also being taken up at IRDE to 

further supplement existing expertise. The emerging technologies would be useful in developing 

next generation camouflaging, countermeasures, explosive detection, and sensing devices.   

In this presentation, a brief overview of activities going on at IRDE Dehradun will be given. 

 

Instruments Research & Development Establishment, Raipur Road, Dehradun – 248 008 
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Hybrid Silicon Photonic Devices for Switching and Memory 

Applications 

Rajesh Kumar*.Shubham Singh. Nadir Ali.Aditi Sharma 

 

Abstract.Silicon photonics is on the forefront to lead photonics technology for short and long reach 

optical communication. Multi-and fully-functional optical chips require integration of active and 

passive photonic components and devices on a single chip. Many photonic components and devices 

with extremely high performance have been demonstrated that can be integrated on a single chip and 
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many are either missing or have poor performance. Photonic memories, buffers and switches that are 

non-volatile in nature and consume lesser power while having ultra-low footprint are in the category 

of later. The talk will focus on novel solutions potentially useful for chip to chip and long reach 

communication using non-volatile phase change material Ge2Sb2Te5 integrated on silicon photonic 

platform. Such devices can be realized at current optical communication wavelength of 1.55 µm as 

well as emerging window of optical communication around 2 µm. 
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Optically Tuned Anisotropic, Plasmonic, Multitasking 

Nanostructures 

Sulabha Kulkarni 

 

Abstract. In the condensed matter Physics one always talks about structure-property correlation. 

However, one talks about structure-size-shape-properties correlation in nanoscience. The properties 

of nanomaterials, either semiconductors, metals or metal oxides depend on material, structure as well 

as size and shape. This gives an opportunity to obtain a huge variety of materials with similar 

building blocks!  

Metal nanoparticles of silver and gold, rightly termed as Plasmonic particles are no exception. They 

can be obtained as spherical particles, rods, cubes, prisms, wires, spears and platelets to name a few. 

Although there are few reports on lithographically achieved shape control, many research groups 

prefer a wet chemical route to obtain the plasmonic particles.  

Amongst the different methods developed to obtain anisotropic particles, seed mediated growth is 

very facile. Starting with the seeds ~ 2-3 nm in size one can choose different paths to end up with 

various shapes and sizes of gold or silver nanoparticles. Reaction parameters like temperature, pH, 

concentrations of precursors, use of surfactants along with the methodology and technique help in 

achieving the final goal. Once the size and shape control is achieved even self assembly of these 

materials can occur under certain conditions adding to the advantages of these materials. Here, we 

will discuss some examples of plasmonic nanostructures.  

Gold as well as silver are unreactive (noble) metals in their bulk form due to their completely filled 

electronic 4d (only for Ag) and 5d shells (for Au). However, these particles are very reactive at the 

nanoscale. The nanoparticles of Au and Ag can be used in sensing applications as well as for 
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catalysis. We have synthesized Au-Cu alloy nanostars and embedded them in Polyaniline (PANI). 

The nanocomposite thus fabricated was used as the ammonia gas sensor. A different type of 

nanocomposite ammonia sensor using coreshell of silica (rod)-gold nanoparticles in PVA proved to 

be even better and selective for ammonia gas. Another kind of sensors, which use the optical 

properties of gold and silver also were made. Novel silica-silver core-shell particles were fabricated 

to detect E-coli in water with very high sensitivity. Surface Plasma Resonance (SPR) characteristic 

of silver was used here to detect instantaneously even the low level of water pollution. Another 

optical ultra sensitive sensor was due to self-assembly of vertically aligned gold nanorods. Due to 

their superlattice arrangement over large area of few micrometers these nanorods generated strong 

electric field between them (hot spots). These were used to detect ultra low concentrations of glucose 

and TNT, using Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). Gold nanorods were also used in 

the laser welding of the tissues. Here the advantage is taken of the tunable longitudinal SPR, which 

can be easily tuned to the wavelength of the laser. This helps in having strong absorption of laser 

power at the required spot in the tissue. 

More interesting galvanic replacement type of gold nanoparticles also can be synthesized using 

silver nanocubes. Silver nanocubes themselves were used in organic solar cell, which showed 

improved efficiency. 

Briefly, gold and silver nanoparticles of variety of shapes and sizes were synthesized and used to 

demonstrate the application potential of plasmonic particles in different fields. This is only a glimpse 

of what can be done with plasmonic particles. Many more morphologies and their applications are 

possible with gold and silver nanoparticles.  
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Nanoscale Chemical Imaging of Plasmonic Modes beyond the 

Diffraction Limit 

Basudev Lahiri 

 

Abstract. The ability to image plasmonic and photonic modes of nanomaterials at the nanoscale 

level is fundamental for their applications in numerous areas including solar energy harvesting and 

single molecule sensing. Present day high-resolution imaging techniques ‒ such as Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) can provide accurate information on 

the structure (morphology) of nanomaterials. However, the information regarding their chemical 

compositions are usually obtained over a large-scale area, typically using Infrared (IR) spectroscopic 
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techniques [usually, tens of micrometer for Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)]. These 

conventional spectroscopic techniques suffer from diffraction limits in probing materials of 

dimensions smaller than their operating wavelengths − thereby producing inaccurate information 

that fails to correlate between the physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials ‒ thus, 

inhibiting their proper development. 

The Photo Thermal Induced Resonance (PTIR) is a new technique that overcomes the limitations of 

conventional spectroscopy by combining the lateral resolution of Atomic Force Microscopy with the 

chemical specificity of IR spectroscopy to produce chemical images at nanoscale levels. PTIR is a 

versatile nano-imaging and characterization technique that is fast, accurate and can be used over a 

variety of materials. In this talk, I will discuss the mechanisms of the PTIR method and describe how 

to image the bright and dark plasmonicmodes of nanoscale Split Ring Resonators (SRRs). I will also 

demonstrate the application of PTIR for chemical imaging of Polymer Nanocomposites and mapping 

their local absorption enhancements. 
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Wave propagation analysis through pseudo random phase plate 

(mimicking atmospheric turbulence) for imaging 

Christi Jose . J Sreelakshmi . Pramod Panchal . C S Narayanamurthy 

 

Abstract. Imaging through atmospheric turbulence is challenging due to the temporal fluctuations of 

refractive index spoiling quality image of distant object. In this paper we report some of our 

experimental investigations by propagating different class of beams through a Pseudo Random Phase 

Plate (PRPP) mimicking Kolmogorov type atmospheric turbulence and its influence on imaging. 
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Vector beam with required phase-only functions for asymmetric 

image encryption 

Naveen Kumar Nishchal 

 

Abstract. With the technological evolution enormous amount of information/data is being created, 

stored, and exchanged. This requires efficient security system for secure storage and secure 

transmission. Digital schemes for information security already in use are being researched further 

considering improvement in terms of robustness and speed. Optical cryptosystems are being 

developed owing to their inherent features in terms of speed and security. The techniques have 

attracted increased attention of researchers after the report of first pioneering work; double random 

phase encoding (DRPE) was reported in 1995. Since then a large number of techniques have been 

demonstrated. At a later stage, the DRPE scheme was proved vulnerable due to involved linearity in 

the method. To overcome the weakness, optical asymmetric cryptosystems have been proposed. In 

which, the encoded spectrum (may be Fourier, Fresnel, fractional Fourier, gyrator) is amplitude- and 

phase-truncated. The amplitude-truncated part is stored as decryption key and phase-truncated part is 

further encoded and the process is repeated. In this process, different keys are used for encryption 

(encryption keys) and during the encryption process, ‘decryption keys’ are generated. The 

encryption keys are not required for retrieval of original information. Use of decryption keys and 

following the correct process results original data/image. To further strengthen the technique, phase 

retrieval algorithm has been applied for generating phase-only functions and used as keys. In this 

paper, the emphasis will be on optical asymmetric encryption schemes based on generation of vector 

beams with non-uniform arbitrary polarization distribution. The proposed scheme is based on the 

vector beam generator which uses the modified phase retrieval algorithm for controlling the phase of 

the generated vector beam. Stokes polarimetry of the generated vector beam is carried out to obtain 

the ciphertext and one of the keys. The encryption process can be achieved optically, while the 

decryption can be done numerically.     
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Fiber Laser and Supercontinuum Source – Versatility in Light 

Domain 

Mrinmay Pal 

 

Abstract. Fiber lasers have seen progressive developments in terms of spectral coverage, brightness 

and beam quality, output power, pulse energy and width since the first demonstration of a glass fiber 

laser in 1964. Their applications have extended into a variety of fields like industrial, medical, 

scientific and strategic sectors. In my presentation, recent development on fiber laser will be briefly 

reviewed and current activities at CSIR-CGCRI on CW, Q-switched and mode-locked fiber lasers 

with pulse dynamics will be addressed. The whole landscape of supercontinuum generation changed 

in the mid-1990s with the invention of photonic crystal fibers (PCF). The special micro-structures of 

these PCFs have a number of benefits like endlessly single-mode nature, dispersion tailoring and 

high non-linear property. The most notable one is the ability to tailor the dispersion properties. In my 

presentation, details of silica PCF fabrication and development of supercontinuum source will be 

presented. 
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On the contributions of Prof. Porsezian 

Prashanta K Panigrahi 

Abstract. Prof. Porsezian’s research encompassed a wide classes of non-linear  systems associated 

with optics. Generation of optical solitons and solitary waves and their physical properties have been 

studied by him  and his collaborators leaving behind research mile-stones which will stand alone. 

The instability of their systems and associated physical aspects had been an area of deep interest to 

him. The generation of  rogue waves and superluminal light owe their origin to this modulational 

instability. In this reminiscence, we will touch upon some of their notable research areas of Prof. 

Porsezian’s brief career. 

 

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Kolkata 
E-mail: pprasanta@iiserkol.ac. 
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Expansion dynamics of ultrafast laser produced metal plasmas 

Reji Philip 

 

Abstract. The properties of laser-produced plasma plumes from metallic targets are under extensive 

investigation owing to a wide variety of applications. Recently, we have comprehensively studied 

the dynamics of the expansion of laser produced metal plasmas into a vacuum chamber for 

background pressures ranging from 10-5 to 102 Torr, employing the diagnostic tools of optical 

emission spectroscopy, fast gated time-resolved imaging, ion time of flight measurements, and 

surface morphology analysis. Comparative studies of ultrashort pulse (fs) laser ablation (ULA) and 

short pulse (ns) laser ablation (SLA) have been carried out. While the electron temperature and 

number density of the plasma can be calculated from optical emission spectra, plume bifurcation due 

to the propagation of fast and slow species can be studied from time-resolved ICCD images. The 

expanding plasma shows a spherical morphology for plumes produced by smaller beam sizes, and a 

cylindrical morphology for those produced by larger beam sizes. Linear, shock wave and drag 

models have been used to understand plume expansion dynamics in the low, intermediate and high 

background pressure regions respectively. Ion current and dynamics have been measured using a 

Faraday Cup and the signals are compared for both ULA and SLA, from which the SLA plasma is 

found to be the more efficient ion source. These studies are of potential importance for variety of 

applications, including ion beam generation, pulsed laser deposition, laser welding and 

micromachining. 
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Visible Emission Line Coronagraph (VELC) on India’s First  

Space Solar Mission AdityaL1– Design and realization challenges 

B. Raghavendra Prasad 

 

Abstract. VELC-Aditya(L1) is an internally occulted space solar coronagraph with simultaneous 

imaging, spectroscopy and spectro-polarimetry channels close to the solar limb. The primary science 

goals of this mission are (1) Diagnostics of the coronal and coronal loops plasma (Temperature,  

Velocity, & Density), (2) Heating of the corona, (3) Development, dynamics & origin of CME's, (4) 

Studies on the drivers for space weather and (5) Measurement of coronal magnetic fields in the 

corona (not planned by any mission so far). VELC is designed to image solar corona from ±1.05Ro 

to ±3Ro (Ro: solar radius) with a plate scale of 2.5"/pixel. It has multi-slit spectroscopic channels at 

three emission lines namely 530.3nm, 789.2nm and 1074.7nm with spectral resolution of 65mÅ, 

95mÅ and 150mÅ respectively. It has dual-beam spectro-polarimetry at 1074.7nm for magnetic field 

measurements. FOV for spectroscopy and spectro-polarimetry is from ±1.05Ro to ±1.5Ro. The pay-

load consists of 40 optical elements, four large format detectors and multi-operational mechanisms. 

The stringent demands on design, realization of subsystems, integration and finally the calibration 

challenges will be discussed in this talk. 

 

Principal Investigator, VELC-AdityaL1 
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore 
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Opto-electronic enhancement in nano-structured thin film 

photovoltaic devices 

Jagdish A K . Kumar M P. D Roy Mahapatra . Gopalkrishna Hegde . Praveen C 

Ramamurthy 

 

Abstract.thinNano-structured platforms have been explored in the context of enhanced absorption in 

photovoltaic systems [1, 2]. However facile fabrication of nanostructures remains a challenge. Also 

identification of important device length-scales over which nano-scale effects result in enhanced and 

combined opto-electronic performance is a problem seldom addressed. We present our work on  
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identification of enhancement mechanisms in both the optical and electrical domains, in a proof of 

concept polymer photovoltaic system shown schematically in Figure 1(a). The experiments are 

carried out a nano-structured platforms fabricated by facile methods involving template-based 

moulding.  

The nanostructured device are seen to result in a significantly improved photocurrent, as seen from 

the external quantum efficiency curves in Figure 1(b) and the enhanced absorptance of the structured 

architecture in Figure 1(c). We see that the enhancement in due to simultaneous improvements in 

optical absorptance and charge transport.   

Further we also present our findings on the effects of the length scales of the various layers in the 

device architecture and the consequent trade-offs between nano-structured enhancement and 

increased parasitic losses with nanostructures. This leads to design rules for geometry and material 

selection in the general context of thin film photovoltaic devices. Further, our novel fabrication 

method opens up a simplified experimental method to make device quality nano-patterned substrates 

at an applied level, and studying nano-scale phenomena at the fundamental level. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic device architecture employed (above) and structured substrate (below), (b) 

External quantum efficiency of planar and structured devices, (c) Computed absorptances of planar 

and structured devices. 
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Laser induced subwavelength periodic surface structures and 
their application towards broad band absorption and super-
hydrophobic surfaces 

D. Narayana Rao 

 

Abstract. Femtosecond (fs) laser direct writing (LDW) has been touted as an excellent technique for 

creating subsurface structures on metals, semiconductors and dielectrics and has led to many 

advanced applications. We are going to present our recent results on fabrication of laser induced sub-

wavelength periodic structures (LIPSS) also known as ripples on various materials like diamond, Si, 

Ge, Ti, Al, and Ag by fs LDW technique. Several theories have been proposed in literature to 

explain the observed sub-wavelength features and we take a look at some of these explanations and 

see how they support our results. The presentation will also show how the surface reflectivities can 

be reduced over a very broad range of wavelengths making them useful in imaging systems. The 

surface modifications also lead to super-hydrophobicity. 
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Thin Film Sensing with Terahertz Metamaterials 

Sabyasachi Banerjee1. Maidul Islam2 . Ch. Sai Amith1. Jagan Mohan Suraboina2 . Gagan 

Kumar2 . Dibakar Roy Chowdhury1
 

Abstract. We investigate thin film sensing capabilities of various terahertz (THz) metamaterial 

structures, one comprising of an array of asymmetric double split gap ring resonators (SRR) and the 

other having simple rectangular SRRs. The sensitivity and corresponding figure of merit (FoM) of 

the odd and even resonant modes are analyzed with respect to different thicknesses of the coated 

analyte film. Such studies should be very useful for the development of metamaterial based sensing 

devices in near future. 

 

1Mahindra EcoleCentrale, Hyderabad, Telangana, India, 500043  
2Department of Physics, IIT Guwahati, Assam, India, 781039 
E-mail:dibakar.roychowdhury@mechyd.ac 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Unconventional Photon Blockade in Cavity Optomechanics 

Amarendra Kumar 

 

Abstract. Single-photon sources are in high demand as its necessary for possible applications of 

photons in quantum information processing and quantum communication. Photon blockade (PB) is 

one of the ways of obtaining single photons. Using PB one can produce sub-Poissonian light from a 

cavity, driven by a classical light field. In this talk I, starting with the basics, will discuss about 

various novel schemes proposed by our research group to obtain photon blockade in various 

optomechanical set up [2]. I will also discuss about our recent proposal to achieve photon blockade 

in three-mode optomechanical systems [3].  

References:  

[1] T. C. H. Liew and V. Savona, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 183601 (2010). 

[2] B. Sarma and A. K. Sarma, Phys. Rev. A 96, 053827 (2017). 

[3] B. Sarma and A. K. Sarma, arXiv: 1805.02218 (2018). 
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Angular momentum transfers in spin-orbit beams 

P.Senthilkumaran 

Abstract. We deal here few mechanisms in which the spin and orbital angular momentums can be 

transferred to spin-orbit beams.  Depending on the type of the angular momentum that is transferred 

the type of the singularity also undergo changes. This has been explained using circular basis 

representation of polarization singularities.  It is planned to introduce the phase singularities and the 

orbital angular momentum of photons. Types of angular momentums are introduced.  Generation  

 

and detection methods are described.  How the transfer of one type of momentum transforms a beam 

is discussed and some of the interesting results are presented in this talk. 
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Optically probing nanomechanical effects of light-fluid 
interaction 

Kamal P. Singh 

Abstract. While the photons momentum in vacuum is well established, the nature of photons 

momentum inside a transparent dielectric medium, such as water, is still debated for over a century 

known as the Minkowski-Abraham controversy. In this talk, I will shed light on this long-standing 

puzzle  by employing direct interferometry on tiny fluid drops capable of resolving nanomechanical 

effects of light on an air-fluid interfaces. With our high precision data we unambiguously validate 

the century-old Minkowski theory for a general angle of incidence. The possibility of existence of 

Abraham momentum is systematically examined experimentally.  We discuss our recent attempts to 

achieve sub-nm precision and non-invasive characterization (thermal, elastic, viscous etc) of 

complex biological fluids. 
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Coherence waves interference to overcome phase recovery 

challenge: in optical, crystallography and X ray imaging 

Rakesh Kumar Singh 

 

Abstract. Coherence function behaves like a wave and follows two-four dimensional wave 

equations. Utilizing this feature, available resources of the optical signal processing can be used for 

the coherence. Moreover, coherence waves give liberty to design and develop lensless configurations 

for  optical, electron beams, X rays.  Recently, we have come up with new methods using 

interference of the coherence waves to overcome phase recovery in a non-iterative manner. Our 

technique makes use of the Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) approach. In this paper, we discuss issues, 

developments and our contributions on phase recovery with a lensless geometry. Applications of 

coherence wave interference in the correlation holography, Stokes holography and single pixel 

Hybrid correlation holography are also highlighted. Based on our experience in the optical domain, 

we believe and propose to apply interference of the coherence waves in areas like crystallography 

and X ray Imaging.  
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Ultrafast dual-channel switching and ultrathin superconducting 

metamaterials 

Yogesh Kumar Srivastava1,2. Ranjan Singh1,2 

 

Abstract. In this work, we demonstrate all-optical dual-channel switching of sharp Fanoresonances 

excited in superconducting asymmetric split ring resonators. Upon irradiation with optical pump, the 

ultrasensitive Cooper pairs in superconductor undergo dual dissociationrelaxationdynamics within a 

single superconductivity restoration cycle and lead to dual switching windows in picoseconds 
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timescale. The extreme sensitivity of Cooper pairs to external perturbations enable access to such 

unique dual switching features, which can be readily engineered by varying the substrate properties. 

Moreover, we introduce a thinnest superconducting terahertz metamaterial. We demonstrate that 

superconducting metamaterials of thickness 25 nm supports excitation of Fanoresonances while 

metallic samples of identical thickness do not show any Fano resonance. Upon irradiation with 

optical pump, ultrathin superconducting metamaterials show extremely low threshold switching. Our 

results manifest new ways to realize extremely low threshold ultrafast dual channel switchable 

devices. 

 

1Division of Physics and Applied Physics, School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Nanyang 

Technological University, 21 Nanyang Link, Singapore 637371, Singapore. 
2Center for Disruptive Photonic Technologies, The Photonics Institute, Nanyang Technological University, 50 

NanyangAvenue, Singapore 639798, Singapore. 
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Statistics of Heralded Twisted Single Photons 

Nijil Lal1, 2.Ayan Biswas1,2. Ali Anwar1.Anindya Banerji1.R. P. Singh1 

 

Abstract. Using spontaneous parametric down conversion with vortex pump, we generate heralded 

single photons carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM). We study the variation of the second 

order quantum coherence function with the topological charge of twisted single photons. 
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Slow light enabled nanophotonic devices on Photonic Crystal 

Platform 

Ravindra K. Sinha 

 

Abstract. Slow light refers to reduction of the group velocity of the light wave propagating in a 

medium. This leads to increased light matter interaction strength, which enables increased time delay 

for optical signals as a key functionality for processing, storing and buffering optical signals. 

Photonic Crystal line defect waveguide is one of the most suitable platforms to generate and control 

the slow light. The dispersion curve of guided modes is used to determine the group velocity of light 

wave propagating through them. The realization of slow light effect in Photonic Crystal line defect 

waveguide due to flattening of dispersion curve can be achieved by numerous ways such as by 

changing hole sizes and shapes, infiltrating with dielectric material and by adjusting the position of 

holes adjacent to the waveguides. In this invited talk, Photonic crystal line defectwaveguides in 

silicon on insulator (SOI) platform will be described and the method to obtain optimized 

structuralparameters for the design of (i) optical buffer in terms of delaybandwidth product (ii) Time 

and wavelengthdivision multiplexure (iii) Optical spectral switch and (iv) generation of optical 

soliton at incredibly low optical power will be covered. 
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Laser based Systems: Recent Developments at LASTEC 

H. B. Srivastava*. A. K. Razdan. M. N. Reddy. Rahul Bhatt 

 

Abstract. LASTEC is a DRDO laboratory working in the field of Laser based systems. Multiple 

Laser technologies are being pursued at LASTEC. Some of these technologies have matured to some 

extent and accordingly a few systems, based on them, have been developed. These include Optical 

target locator, Laser Fence, Explosive Detectors called ‘Pre-emptor’, Ordinance Disposal system 

called ‘LORDS’, etc. These systems are at various stages of Trials, Evaluations and Improvisations.  
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A number of new technological initiatives are also being pursued. LIDAR systems fall under this 

category. Specifically, the technologies related to stand-off detection of clouds, aerosols, chemical 

agents and explosives have become very important. 

LIDAR involves transmitting ‘Pulse Laser’ radiation into the atmosphere and measuring the 

‘backscattered radiation’ with time. Depending on the specific variants and associated algorithms, 

this ‘back-scattered’ signal provides the information about the clouds / aerosols as well as the 

pollutants /chemical agent present in the atmosphere. The knowledge about these has become very 

important not only due to the impact of global climate on human health but also because of the 

current security situation, where chemical threats have become a reality.  

Mie-Scattering based algorithm is used for vertical profiling of clouds and aerosols. By including the 

measurement of depolarization as well as Raman channels, the shape and optical properties of 

aerosol can be detected. Such a system can also find the water vapour content in the atmosphere. 

Differential Absorption Lidar [DiAL] technique is used for identification and quantification of 

hazardous chemical agent in the atmosphere. A number of important pollutants, chemical warfare 

agents (CWA) and toxic chemicals absorb electromagnetic radiation in the mid infra-red region. 

Hence the detection of such molecules is possible if the laser wavelengths are transmitted in this 

wavelength band [mid-infrared]. For evaluation of DiAL based system, the simulants are used, 

which provide the exact spectroscopic signature of the respective chemical species.  

Besides LIDAR technology, high power Laser is another key area in which LASTEC is working 

towards achieving the self-reliance. A Fiber Laser system, up to 1 KW, has been realized. For 

scaling up the power, multiple beams need to be combined. Out of many alternatives of Beam 

combining, the ‘Spectral Beam Combining’ is being pursued. 

The talk will include design, development and testing aspects of the above technologies. 

 

*Director, Laser Science & Technology Centre, Metcalfe House, Delhi 
E-mail: director@lastec.drdo.in 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Nanophotonics for Tailoring Propagation, Emission and 

Topological behavior of Light 

GanapathiSubramania 

 

Abstract.Nanophotonic architectures such as photonic crystals and metamaterials have become key 

players in modern photonics. They offer hitherto unprecedented capabilities combined with great 

versatility to control various properties of light-propagation, polarization, emission and photon 

statistics. They have become increasingly important for chipscale photonics.   In this talk, I will 
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present research carried out along with my colleagues in this area using photonic crystals and 

metamaterials at Sandia. In particular, I will provide a broad overview of our work covering three-

dimensional photonic crystals operating in the visible, light emission from three-nitride nanowire 

two-dimensional photonic crystal arrays, metal-dielectric epsilon-near-zero metamaterials at visible 

wavelengths and non-resonant, broadband ultrasubwavelength light confinement structures. I will 

follow this overview with two of our more recent efforts. One, is on fabrication and spectroscopy of 

site-selective III-nitride quantum dots for quantum light sources using photo-electro-chemical etch. 

This approach for deterministic placement can potentially lead to quantum light sources with 

deterministic properties, important for quantum information processing. The other is on our efforts 

towards achieving topologically non-trivial photonic structures. Topological photonic structures 

exhibit one-way scatter-free light transport that can have important applications in optical and 

quantum communications.  

 

Semiconductor materials and device sciences, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185 
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Revisiting Multimode Optical Fibers: Nonlinear Applications 

Shailendra K. Varshney 

 

Abstract. In this talk, I’d review the nonlinear interactions in multimode optical fibers with few 

recent examples. Multimode optical fibers have been the preferred choice for local area optical 

network due to various reasons. Over the last few years, these fibers have gained significant interest 

in nonlinear regime due to large possibilities of intermodal phase matching, leading to interesting 

nonlinear phenomenon such as intermodal four-wave mixing, cascaded stimulated Raman scattering, 

intermodal modulation instabilities and many more. 
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Investigation of exceptional point in a non-Hermitian system 

Nirmal K. Viswanathan 

 

Abstract. Exceptional points (EPs), the singularities of non-Hermitian systems, where both the 

eigenvalue and eigenvector coalesce, have been under intense investigation due to the unusual 

topology of its eigenmodes. The EPs have been demonstrated and characterized in a variety of 

physical systems leading to unidirectional light propagation, PT symmetry breaking, selective 

optical amplification. The recent article by Berry and Dennis [1] brought together the underlying 

physics of EPs in biaxial crystals under different conditions. The singular axes or EPs occur along 

directions where the birefringence and dichroism are equal in magnitude, and their principal planes 

make 45° angle with each other. The complex dynamics of the EPs is studied carefully, which leads 

to a fine control of the EPs and the associated chiral dynamics [2]. Our results on EPs is expected to 

generate several intricate features to further the emerging interest in topological optics and 

photonics. 
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Splicing of SMF and MOF: Loss Evaluation Using Enhanced 

Analytical Field Model   

Dinesh Kumar Sharma. Anurag Sharma. Saurabh Mani Tripathi 

 

Abstract The majority of optical fiber devices such as detectors and switches use standardized 
telecom fiber connectors. Therefore, most of the practical applications of specialty fibers, 
including microstructured optical fibers (MOFs), require a reliable and repeatable low-loss 
splicing with standard single-mode fiber (SMF). Although strongly demanded such splices are 
still one of the fundamental issues for realistic MOFs based applications due to completely 
different inner structures of SMF and MOFs. Using enhanced version of the analytical field 
model, we have evaluated splice losses between MOF and SMF without considering the effect 
of air-holes collapse at the joint interface. However, collapsing of air-holes can facilitate to 
reduce the mode-field mismatch, and thus lowering the losses. Therefore, we have also 
evaluated splice losses taking into account the effect of shrinking of air-holes at the splice 
interface. For comparison, we have included results based on finite-element method. 

Keywords Splice loss. Microstructured optical fiber. Enhanced field model. Single-mode fiber     

 

I. Introduction 
The performance and integrity of optical fiber based devices and systems are often 
critically dependent on optical coupling between interconnected fibers/waveguides. Fusion 
splicing has been widely used to interconnect different fibers, and the splicing quality 
plays an important role on performance of devices in various applications. Furthermore, 
high mechanical strength at splicing joint is critical, for ensuring excellent long-term fiber 
device reliability, essential for applications such as undersea optical transmission and 
gyroscopes. Recent, emerging specialty optical fibers such as large-mode area fibers and 
microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) also referred as photonic crystal fibers [1] pose a 
new challenge to fusion splicing technology because of their distinct characteristics. New 
splicing techniques are required and more in-depth understanding of optical characteristics 
at splice joint is required. When two dissimilar fibers are fusion spliced together, a 
longitudinally varying transition region at splice joint is created. For a given fiber pair, 
efficient light coupling depends on proper optimization of splice joint. The waveguide 
transition at splice joint leads to optical field change when light propagates through space. 
As a result, an optical transmission loss occurs at the splice joint. For studying the 
fundamental modal characteristics of high-index core triangular MOF with circular air-
holes in air/silica microstructured cladding, we have developed an improved field model 
[2], and have achieved appreciably good agreement between experimental and numerical 
results; reflecting the strength of field model, equipped well to take into account the field 
asymmetries around the air-holes. In this paper, we aim to illustrate optical characteristics 
of interconnected joint when two dissimilar fibers such as MOF and classical step-index 
fiber are spliced together, and to estimate coupling loss by using enhanced field model [2]. 
Also, we have evaluated splicing losses taking into account the effect of collapse of air-
holes at the joint interface between the fibers. We have checked the accuracy of our results 
with those based on full-vector finite-element method (FEM), as available in the literature.  
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II. Enhanced field model 
We have considered the following trial electric field with 1 2, , , , ,A B     and   as the 
field parameters, associated with 6-fold rotational symmetric of the hexagonal lattice [2]: 

                     
222 21 31 6 1 6, cos cosrrr

tE r e Ae Be     
           

 
              (1) 

where  is termed as pitch. Using variational method for guided scalar modes, optimized 
values of model parameters have been obtained during the process of optimization. 

III. Results and discussion 
Using enhanced field model, we have evaluated splice losses based on overlap integral of 
optical field amplitudes of guided modes in interconnected fibers such as high-index core 
MOF and SMF-28 fiber [3], assuming that both fibers are perfectly aligned. Splice losses 
as a function of pitch is shown in Fig. 1 at  = 1.55 μm for d/ = 0.40. For demonstrating 
the performance of enhancement in the field model, we have also included results based 
on earlier developed field model, termed as 1-Ring Model [4]. For checking the accuracy 
of results, we have also included results based on full-vector FEM [3].   

The MOF/SMF splicing loss is mainly caused by mode-field mismatch, and it is possible 
to match mode-field diameters (MFDs) of SMF and MOF by collapsing the air-holes of 
MOF. During splicing process, air-holes of MOF shrink, and the relation between air-hole 

size and pitch can be given by [5]:    
0.52 2

0 0 03 2 4 3 2 4 ;d d         
where 0  and 0d  are initial values of pitch and air-hole size, respectively. The MFD of an 
MOF increases linearly with  and decrease with increase in d   ratio, and the relation is 

given by;       22
0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 ;d d d d           

 

where 3 6   is 

a constant, and the collapse ratio of air-holes is given by  0 0/d d d    with 0 1  . 
The results evaluated by using enhanced field model, for solid-core ESM-12-01 MOF [5] 
with  = 8.0 m and 0 46.d   , is shown in Fig. 2. The MFD of ESM-12-01 MOF is 
enlarged from ~6 m to ~12 m, when the collapse ratio changes from 0% to 55%. The 
MFD of SMF-28e [5] is ~10 m. It can be depicted from Fig. 2, that the enlarged mode 
field of MOF can match that of SMF-28e, when air-hole collapse ratio is 60%-70%.  

IV. Conclusion 
Using enhanced version of field model, we have evaluated splice losses between index-
guiding MOFs, and traditional step-index single-mode fiber. Enhanced field model is 
significantly better for modelling the azimuthal variation of modal characteristics for the 
MOFs, particularly, when modal field spreads deeper into the holey cladding. We have 
checked the accuracy of our results with those based on full-vector FEM. 
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Fig. 1. Splice losses as a function of pitch. Fig. 2. MFD and d/ against degree of collapse ratio. 
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Abstract 

 This work presents the design of multi-band terahertz metamaterial using two hexagonal shaped split ring 

resonators. The designed structure provides bandstop characteristics at five frequencies 0.08THz, 0.142THz, 

0.285THz, 0.39THz and 0.4725THz respectively for transverse electric mode. The numerical simulation results 

show that the design has obtained polarization dependent transmission characteristics. 

Keywords: Terahertz, multi-band, metamaterial, sensing 

Introduction 

 Terahertz (THz) is the band of frequencies i.e. 100GHz to 30THz lies between microwave and infrared 

regions. Initially it has been used widely in the field of astronomy but the advancements in the technology made its 

utilization in number of fields such as communication, medical, security, non destructive testing etc.[1]. The 

development in the metamaterials will provide a solution for obtaining the polarimetric devices in the terahertz 

range[2]. Metamaterials are an artificial electromagnetic structure which consists of a periodic array of the metallic 

unit cell with each dimension in the order of sub-wavelength of the operation. These metamaterials have exotic 

properties such as negative refraction, backward propagation, cloaking and so forth and  are of great interest in the 

terahertz field where it is mainly used for sensing, imaging, modulation, etc.[3–5]. 

Design  

The schematic representation of the proposed multi-band terahertz metamaterial is depicted in Fig1.The structure 

consist of two layers: a PTFE dielectric substrate and on top copper based metallic resonators. The thickness of the 

dielectric and metallic patch is 0.25mm and 0.5μm respectively.  The dimensions of the designed metamaterial 

structure are as follows:  p=0.5mm, d=30μm, g=40μm, w=30μm, r1=180μm and r2=240μm. 

 

Fig1. Schematic representation of the proposed multi-band terahertz metamaterial 
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Results and Discussions 

 

Fig2.Transmission characteristics of the proposed terahertz metamaterial for TE and TM polarization 

 

Conclusions 

 A five band terahertz metamaterial is designed and its numerical evaluation is reported using CST 

Microwave studio software. The designed structure has polarization dependent transmission behavior which finds 

importance for making polarimetric components. The numerical simulation results reveal that the structure has angle 

independent operation in all the resonances. 
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Exceeding the threshold of ultrafast laser writing in bulk Si:

opening the horizon for 3D silicon photonics

David Grojo
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Abstract
An important challenge in the field of three-dimensional ultrafast laser processing is to achieve in the bulk 
structuring  of  silicon  and  narrow  gap  materials.  Attempts  by  increasing  the  energy  of  infrared  ultrashort 
pulses have simply failed. Our solution is inspired by solid-immersion microscopy to produce hyper-focused 
beams which are intrinsically free from aberrations and associated with an extreme energy confinement deep 
into the matter. Its validity is demonstrated by controlled refractive index modifications inside silicon. This 
opens a way to the direct writing of 3D monolithic devices for silicon photonics and provides perspectives 
for new strong-field physics and warm-dense-matter experiments.

Keywords:  Femtosecond  laser,  material  processing,  laser  writing,  ultrafast optics,  nonlinear 
propagation, nonlinear ionization

 

 

An important challenge in the field of three-dimensional (3D) ultrafast laser processing is to achieve 

permanent modifications in the bulk of silicon (Si) and narrow-gap materials. Attempts by 

increasing the energy of infrared ultrashort pulses with conventional laser machining configurations 

have failed [1-3]. 

We concentrate on the limitations experienced in femtosecond interactions at 1300-nm wavelength 

to fully identify their origins. We focus our experimental investigations on the 3D reconstruction of 

the nonlinear pulse propagation and ionization of Si under tight focusing configurations. By 

comparison with simulations[4], we quantify the strong nonlinear and plasma effects in the pre-

focal region causing the limitations [5]. With an extrapolation of the energy density that could be 

delivered with hyper-NA values (up to 3.5 in Si), we show that solid immersion focusing provides a 

solution to achieve ultrafast optical breakdown in Si [5].  

By repeatedly illuminating the center of a Si sphere with pulses focused at apparent NA near 3, we 

exceed the breakdown threshold with sub-100 fs pulses. As illustrated with figure 1, we measure 

with an infrared phase microscopy arrangement a highly-localized negative change of the refractive 

index that allows envisioning the fabrication of photonic microdevices. 

 

 

                    

 

 

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Refractive index modification achieved in the bulk of silicon with ultrashort pulses. (a) Sketch of 
the  configuration for  micro-modifications created  at  the  centre  of silicon  spheres  using  focused  60-fs  laser 
pulses with the hyper-NA value of 2.97. (b) Bright-field infrared images of a modification for 1000 applied 
laser pulses of 20 nJ energy. (c) Corresponding phase image indicating a local change of the silicon refractive

index Δn<−0.07.  
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Beyond this proof-of-concept demonstration, we translate the experiment with the astigmatic solid-

immersion lens (ASIL) configuration consisting in focusing the laser radiation through an 

hemispherical Si sample while ensuring an appropriate optical contact with a planar wafer. This 

makes possible to achieve similar modifications in Si wafers with a long working distance focusing 

objective of modest NA (<0.3). This represents a critical step towards technological developments.  

We expect that refractive index engineering by ultrafast laser writing will open the new possibilities 

of 3D architectures and monolithic Si platforms for silicon photonics and it can change the way the 

microsystems are today designed and fabricated in this field. 
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Novel polarization singularity lattice structures

Sushanta Kumar Pal · P. Senthilkumaran

Abstract : Polarization singularity lattices exhibit richer features and vari-
eties than phase vortex lattices. Phase and polarization engineering technique
can be used to realize lattices consisting of only C-points or only V -points
of different Stokes indices. In this article we discuss the generation of polar-
ization singularity lattice structures embedded with both integral and half
integral C-points. These lattice structures are unique as the occurrence of in-
tegral C-point is rare. Interestingly all the C-points in the lattice patterns are
of same handedness irrespective of the index of the C-points. The feasibility
of these lattice structures are based on sign principle.

Keywords Interference, Polarization, Optical Vortices, C-point.

Star, lemon and monstar are the generic polarization singularities (C-points)
in two dimensional ellipse fields [1–3]. These are isolated singular points in
the spatially varying polarization distributions, where the orientation of the
azimuth is indeterminate. The C-points can have positive or negative, integral
or half integral index values. They can be of left or right handed and can be
dark or bright. C-points with half integral index values are more common,
whereas C-points with integral index values are rare.

We present interference of six phase engineered radially polarized plane
beams for generation of various lattice structures. The wave vectors of these
six beams are symmetric and lie on the surface of a cone such that, kj =
2π
λ {cos(ξj) sin(θ), sin(ξj) sin(θ), cos(θ)}, where j is the beam number and j =

1 − 6. The angle between any of these wave vectors and kz-axis is θ = 0.15◦

and ξj is the angle between the projection of a wave vector onto the transverse
plane and the kx axis. In the transverse plane the electric field vectors of
these six interfering beams are oriented in a radial fashion. The resultant

Department of physics, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi 110016, India.
E-mail: sushanta1985@gmail.com
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Fig. 1 Six-beam interference: (a) Intensity distribution; (b, c) polarization distributions

field of six phase engineered vector beams can be written as ER =
∑6
j=1 Ej =∑6

j=1 r̂e
i(kj·r+2jπ/6). The resultant six-beam interference intensity distribution

is shown in Fig. 1(a) and S12 Stokes intensity is shown as inset.
Normalized Stokes parameters (S1,S2,S3) are widely used to describe the

states of polarization in an optical field [4]. Complex Stokes field S12 = S1+iS2

can be used to identify polarization singularities. In the S12 phase distribution,
the polarization singularities appear as phase vortices of different topological
charges. The resultant polarization distribution for the interference of six phase
engineered radially polarized vector beams is shown in Fig. 1(b) and the cor-
responding S12 Stokes phase distribution is shown as inset. The polarization
distribution is embedded with both integral and half integral C-points. In the
S12 Stokes phase distribution the integral C-points appear as phase vortices
of charge (+2), whereas the half integral C-points appear as phase vortices
of charge (−1) respectively. In the polarization distribution the left and right
handed regions are depicted by red and blue colors respectively. Interestingly
both integral and half integral C-points are of same handedness. The index
inversed polarization distribution of Fig. 1(b) is shown in Fig. 1(c) [5].

In conclusion we present two novel polarization singularity lattice struc-
tures, in six-beam interference, based on phase and polarization engineering
methods. Lattices populated with both integral and half integral index C-
points are demonstrated. The effect of half waveplate on polarization distri-
bution is also analyzed. The salient features of these lattice structures are
discussed.
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Dynamics of nonequilibrium two mode Dicke model

Aranya B Bhattacherjee · Deepti Sharma

Abstract We investigate the collective dynamics and dynamical phases of
the two-mode non-equilibrium Dicke model. The collective interaction of the
ensemble of atoms with all the modes is the determining factor for the super-
radiant phase transition. The critical condition to observe the superradiant
phase transition is derived and it is found that tuning one of the mode influ-
ences the dynamics associated with the other mode.

Keywords Superradiant phase transition · two-mode Dicke model ·
Dynamical phase diagram

PACS 37.30.+i · 42.50.-p · 42.50.Pq

1 Introduction

The collective and coherent effects of many atoms interacting with a radiation
field is described by the Dicke model [1,2,3]. The collective and cooperative
interaction between light and matter is realized only when the spatial dimen-
sions of the ensemble of atoms are smaller than the wavelength of the radiation
field. The Dicke model undergoes a second-order quantum phase transition as
the coupling between the atoms and the radiation mode reaches a specific
critical value.In this work, we investigate the non-equilibrium dynamics of the
two-mode Dicke model.
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2 Multimode equilibrium Dicke model

We consider a system composed of N identical two level atoms confined in
an optical cavity interacting with a certain finite number of cavity modes. All
atoms have the same transition frequency Ω. The atoms are coupled to the
jth cavity mode via a dipole interaction with a coupling constant λj . In terms
of the collective spin operators, the effective Hamiltonian is written as

H =
∑
j

ωja
†
jaj +ΩJz +

(J+ + J−)√
N

∑
j

λj(a
†
j + aj). (1)

Here ωj is the frequency of the jth mode and a†(aj) is the creation (anni-
hilation) operator of the jth cavity mode.

3 Mean field analysis of the critical condition for superradiant
phase transition and the dynamics

The energy function E(αj , θ) in terms of the coherent photon states αje
iφj

, coherent spin 1/2 state |z, θ〉, fractional population difference z and mean
photon number α2

j in the jth mode is derived as

E(αj , θ) =
∑
j

ωjα
2
j +

ΩN cos θ

2
+
√
N sin 2θ

∑
j

λjαj cosφj . (2)

Minimizing E(αj , θ) with respect to αj and θ, we get the critical condition
to observe the multimode Dicke superradiance

∑
j

λ2j cos2 φj

ωj
=
Ω

4
. (3)

For a single mode, Eqn. (3) reproduces the critical coupling constant λc =√
ωΩ/2 [4].

This indicates that the collective interaction of the ensemble of atoms with
all the modes is the determining factor for the superradiant phase transition
instead of interaction with each individual mode. In the mean field approxi-
mation for two modes, we numerically solve the equations of motion for the
variables nj = α2

j , φj , θ and z. The results are shown in Fig.1 which illustrates
the time evolution of the photon numbers n1(t) and n2(t). Fig.1a shows super-

radiance in both the modes which satisfies the inequality
∑
j=1,2

λ2
j cos2 φj

ωj
> Ω

4

while Fig.1b shows absence of superradiance, since it satisfies the inequality∑
j=1,2

λ2
j cos2 φj

ωj
< Ω

4 .
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of the photon numbers n1 and n2 for ω1 = Ω, ω2 = 0.8Ω, κ1 = κ2 =
0.35Ω. For plots 1a, λ1 = 0.55Ω, λ2 = 0.2Ω. For plots 1b, λ1 = 0.36Ω and λ2 = 0.32Ω.

4 Dynamical phase diagram and time evolution

The critical condition for superradiant phase transition for two modes taking
into account the decay of the cavity modes is

λ21ω1

κ21 + ω2
1

+
λ22ω2

κ22 + ω2
2

=
Ω

4
. (4)

Here κ1 and κ2 are the decay rates of the two modes.
We consider the instability of the initial state aj = 0 and Jz = −N/2

by rewriting the operators a − j, J+, J− as a sum of mean field part and a
small fluctuation [5]. Analysis reveals that the initial state becomes unstable
exactly when the critical condition for the Dicke superradiance is satisfied.
The dynamical phase diagram thus obtained is depicted in the contour plot
of Fig.2. The time evolution of Jz(t) at the points J1,J2,J3 and J4 marked in
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Fig. 2 Dynamical phase diagram for ω2 = 0.8Ω, κ1 = κ2 = 0.35Ω, N = 104.The white
region is the stable non-superradiant region. The red solid line is the boundary separating
the stable region from the unstable region for ω1 = 0.3Ω. The dashed boundary line is
ω1 = 0.2Ω and the dashed-dotted boundary line is for ω1 = 0.1Ω.

the phase diagram are shown in Fig.3. The fluctuations destabilize the initial
state and a complex time evolution takes place. At the points J1, J2 and J3,
the system stays in its initial state for a certain duration before it goes into
the superradiant state and reaches its stable attractor. On the other hand,
the initial state at the point J4 remain stuck since the critical condition is not
satisfied for superradiant phase transition.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have explored the collective dynamics of an ensemble of atoms
interacting with two modes in an optical cavity. The collective interaction
of the ensemble of atoms with all the modes is the determining factor for
the superradiant phase transition instead of interaction with each individual
mode. The collective effect is also evident from the fact that presence of a
second mode influences the dynamics of the first mode.
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(J4) with initial conditions a1 = a2 = 0 and Jz = −N/2.
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A comparative study of LMR/SPR based tapered fiber optic sensors: A mathematical modelling 
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Abstract: 

           In present study, theoretical evaluation of Lossy mode resonance (LMR) based tapered fiber optic sensor 

have been carried out.  Indium tin oxide (ITO) is used as a LMR active material and deposited over unclad portion 

of tapered fiber core. We have analyzed the effect of five different taper profiles viz. exponential-linear, linear, 

parabolic, Gaussian and quadratic on the sensitivity of the tapered fiber optic sensor. It was observed that among 

five different taper profiles exponential-linear profile has maximum sensitivity and quadratic profile has the least 

value. Also, it is found that the sensitivity increases with increasing the taper ratio. To compare LMR and surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) based tapered fiber optic sensors, platinum and copper are used as SPR active materials.  

Keywords: Lossy mode resonance, Surface plasmons and Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) 

Theory:    In recent few years, conducting metal oxides are being used as a substitute of conventionally used metals 

for making sensing probes. These metal oxides are capable of exciting several lossy modes. The resonant excitation 

of lossy modes is also extremely sensitive towards change in surrounding refractive index. Apart from that a large 

number of modifications have been proposed in the structure of the optical fiber for its better performance. Tapering 

of the optical fiber is one of the famous techniques used for sensitivity enhancement. In our present study, we have 

used principle of attenuated total reflection (ATR) on Kretschmann configuration[1] on a step index multimode fiber 

with tapered core. The schematic diagram of the tapered fiber optic probe on a PCS (plastic cladded silica) fiber is 

shown in figure 1.  We have conceptualized the deposition of thin layers of ITO/Pt/Cu on unclad portion of tapered 

fiber core. Wavelength interrogation scheme has been used. The dispersion relations can be calculated using Drude 

model as given in reference[2][3]. Transmitted power is calculated using N-layer Matrix method as calculated in 

reference[4]. Sensitivity is defined as the change in resonance wavelength per unit change in Refractive index of the 

sensing medium[4]     

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a typical tapered fiber optic probe 

 

Fig. 2: Transmission spectra for ITO coated 

tapered fiber optic sensors at taper ratio 1.0 
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Results and Discussion: 

                            For LMR to occur, we have used ITO of film thickness 90nm. Similarly, for excitation of surface 

plasmons the thickness used is 90nm for platinum and 35nm for copper. The metal oxide/metal coated fiber optic 

probe is kept in direct contact with surrounding medium of refractive indices varied from 1.333 to 1.335. Fig. 2 

shows the transmission spectra for ITO coated tapered fiber optic sensors at taper ratio 1.0 for two different 

refractive index of surrounding medium (SRI) i.e. 1.333 and 1.335. It shows that there is red shift in resonance 

wavelength if we increase the SRI. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it is clear that, using ITO, for exp-linear profile sensitivity 

corresponding to first lossy mode is 8.53µm/RIU and for platinum and copper it is 4.875µm/RIU and 2.41µm/RIU 

respectively at taper ratio 1.0 i.e. without tapering. We have also analyzed the effect of taper ratio on performance of 

the sensor. The taper ratio is increased in steps of 0.1. It is observed that, for ITO maximum sensitivity is 

12.005µm/RIU at taper ratio 1.7 and for platinum and copper it is 6.39µm/RIU and 3.665µm/RIU respectively at 

taper ratio 2.0. This is due to reason that with increasing the taper ratio the angle of incidence in the transition taper 

region approaches the critical angle leading to a larger value of penetration depth of the evanescent wave and hence 

stronger coupling between evanescent wave and lossy modes results in higher value of sensitivity. The sensitivity 

also varies with variation in taper profile. It was observed that among all five profiles, exponential-linear taper 

profile has the maximum value of the sensitivity.  Thus, LMR based tapered fiber optic sensors using ITO gives 2.5 

fold enhancement of sensitivity than conventionally used SPR based tapered fiber optic sensors.  
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Fig. 4 Sensitivity comparison of a LMR and SPR based 

tapered fiber optic probe for exp-linear profile 

 

Fig. 3 Variation of sensitivity with taper ratio for different 

taper profiles for ITO 
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Low-threshold, stable lasing in gold-coated
nanoporous anodic alumina membranes

Anjani Kumar Tiwari1,† · Saleem Shaik2 ·
S. Anantha Ramakrishna1

Abstract We report optically pumped waveguide lasing in 1.8 µm thick nanopo-
rous anodic alumina membrane. The nanoporous structure is fabricated using
double anodization of aluminum sheet. Rhodamine dye dissolved in methanol is
infiltrated in the membrane which automatically fills the nanopores and maintains
a continuous flow of dye by wetting effect. The reflectivity of the membrane is
improved by depositing a thin gold layer on its top surface. The reflection spectrum
of the membrane consists of a series of Fabry-Perot resonances which is shifted
by varying its thickness. While doing so, the pump laser wavelength is matched
with one of the peak and valley of the Fabry-Perot resonances. Whenever the
pump wavelength matches with one of the reflection minima of the membrane,
the coupling of the pump light maximizes leading to a higher optical gain in the
system. In this case, we observed a low threshold, stable and intense lasing from
the nanoporous anodic alumina membrane.

Keywords Nanoporous anodic alumina · Fabry-Perot resonance · Waveguide
lasing · Random lasing

An optical cavity containing an amplifying medium with sufficient gain can pro-
duce coherent emission. Of late, there has been a keen interest in extracting laser-
like emission from various kinds of microstructures such as planar microcavities,
nanowires, photonic microcavities, waveguides, dye-doped aerosols, and even ran-
domly distributed scatterers [1–3]. Higher Q-factor cavities with smaller gain vol-
ume can significantly improve the performance of these devices by offering low
threshold lasing. However, a tiny cavity will have a modest gain volume, which
yields a lower output emission. To some extent, the performance of an amplifying
microcavity can further be improved by the efficient coupling of the pump light.
Herein, we report the consequence of the effective coupling of the incident laser in
dye loaded nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA) membrane [4]. A highly transpar-
ent NAA membrane is prepared by anodizing a 200 µm thick aluminum sheet at
40 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid at a temperature of 3o C. The thickness of the mem-
brane, pore diameters, and pore lengths are controlled by varying the anodization

1. Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
†E-mail: tiwari.tifr@gmail.com
2. Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
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Fig. 1 (a) FESEM image of the NAA membrane, top panel: surface view, bottom panel:
cross-section view. (b) Top panel: reflection spectrum, the pump laser wavelength is matched
with the reflection maximum (black curve) and minimum (blue curve). Corresponding emission
spectrum at Ep = 5.5 µJ (middle panel) and at Ep = 10.6 µJ (bottom panel). (c) Plot of pump
energy versus the output intensity and bandwidth when the reflection maximum (circle) and
minimum (square) is matched with the pump laser.

parameters. Post-fabrication, a thin layer of gold (20 nm) is deposited on its top
surface to provide the better confinement for light residing inside the membrane.

The top panel in Fig. 1(a) shows the field emission scanning electron micro-
scope (FESEM) images of the NAA membrane. The nanopores are arranged in
a hexagonal fashion, and the average diameter and interpore spacing are about
40 nm and 100 nm respectively. The open ends of nanopores in the gold-coated
membrane is still visible which allows loading of laser dye and ensures its contin-
uous flow on the NAA surface. The Rhodamine dye is excited using an Nd:YAG
laser (λ = 532.8 nm, rep rate = 10 Hz, and pulse width = 700 ps). The coupling
of the pump laser is varied by changing the thickness of the membrane. The top
panel in Fig. 1(b) shows the reflection spectrum of the membrane infiltrated with
dye dissolve methanol solution. The black curve corresponds to the reflection curve
when the peak of the Fabry-Perot profile matches with the pump laser while the
blue curve represents the case when the minimum of the reflection profile matches
with the pump laser. In the former case, the coupling of the pump light is lesser
since the reflection is maximum near 532.8 nm. Consequently, it leads to a lower
gain in the membrane, while we have a larger gain in the latter case. The middle
panel and the bottom panel show the consequent emission at Ep = 5.5 µJ and
Ep = 10.6 µJ respectively. The emission is more prominent when the pump wave-
length matches with one of the reflection minima. Fig. 1(c) shows the variation of
output intensity and its bandwidth as a function of excitation energy. The circles
present the case discussed in the left panel of Fig. 1(b). A clear lasing threshold
is evident at Ep = 8.3 µJ, above which the output intensity shows rapid growth,
and the bandwidth collapses. The square symbol depicts the case discussed in the
right panel of Fig. 1(b), herein lasing starts at Ep = 6.0 µJ. Overall, the lasing
threshold decreases by 30 % in the latter case.
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Planar photonic crystal as a polarizer for the out-of-plane incidence of light 
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Abstract A planar photonic crystal is modeled to demonstrate the polarizing properties of light incident from a plane outside the 
plane of its periodicity. The analysis is done for a square lattice configuration in a symmetric as well as in an asymmetric 
background. The structure can be used to polarize the radiating modes within certain incident frequency intervals. The resonant 
coupling of the radiating modes with the incoming modes at different out-of-plane incident angles which ultimately comprises 
the polarized output modes is studied. The structural engineering helps to operate it as a polarizer for wide incident frequency 
intervals as well as for wide angle incidence of light near the wavelength of 1550nm, which is relevant for optical 
communications. We also discuss if the polarizer operates in reflection or transmission or in both configurations.    
Keywords (050.5298) Planar photonic crystal; (240.5440) Polarizer; (260.1180) Out-of-plane incidence  

[1] Introduction 

The planar photonic crystal (also known as the two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal slab (PCS) of finite thickness) has a 
periodic variation of refractive index in the plane of the slab and a homogeneous refractive index along the direction 
orthogonal to the slab [1]. Several groups have discussed the in-plane control of the polarization of light in a 2D PCS of 
finite thickness [2, 3], but there is no report for an out-of-plane incidence of light. This work is based on the latter 
possibility which is explained by using the property of the light line and Fano resonances. Being able to polarize light 
incident from outside the plane with specialized transmission / reflection characteristics will enable its usage as a micro-
optical component in miniaturized optical set-ups.    

[2] Modeled structure and computational result 

The simulation is performed with BandSOLVE module of RSoftTM based on the plane-wave expansion method and the 
band diagram is computed using the ‘supercell technique’ [4]. The structure has an optimal thickness d of (0.400 ± 0.007)a 
and an optimal r/a of 0.300, where r is the radius of air holes and a is the lattice constant. For our work, we have chosen a 
supercell dimension of 4*period, spatial resolution in steps of 16 and a spectral resolution of 10-10.   
 

Fig. 1 Projected band diagram of the lowest three bands of both TE-like (even) and TM-like (odd) modes of light in a 2D PCS with a square array of air 
holes embedded in the PCS placed in (a) a symmetric, and (b) an asymmetric background. The figures also show the coupling between the leaky slab 
modes of band 2 with the incoming modes at a few angles . The insets in (a) and (b) show the schematic of the operation when the light is incident from 
outside the plane in a symmetric and an asymmetric PCS respectively.
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In Fig. 1(a), we use ray 1 and ray 3 respectively for the out-of-plane transmitted and reflected light and ray 2 for the in-
plane transmitted light. The same for a PCS sandwiched between air (superstrate), and SiO2 (substrate) is shown in Fig. 
1(b). The frequency intervals shown by the hatched regions are summarized in Table 1 and represent the reduced 
frequencies which will get polarized and emerge in reflection or transmission directions for light incident from outside the 
plane of the PCS. Guided modes can be polarized too and are not discussed here. A similar analysis can be applied to other 
2D lattice configurations such as triangular lattice and honeycomb lattice. 

 

For an out-of-plane incidence, subject to a proper k|| matching between the leaky slab modes and the incoming modes 
represented by different , there can be resonant coupling between them indicated by the black stars in Fig. 1 and the leaky 
slab modes will excite. These correspond to Fano resonances [5, 6] which will only increase the light intensity and will 
not affect the above polarization results. 

 
Fig. 2 Coupled reduced frequencies (left y-axis) and the coupled incident wavelengths 
for a = 350nm (right y-axis) of both even and odd modes at various angles of incidence 
when the out-of-plane incident light has an in-plane component along ΓX-direction of 
the square lattice in a symmetric PCS.  
 

 [3]  Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have presented a 2D PCS which can polarize the radiating modes of light and we have identified the 
relevant frequency ranges for polarized light only in transmission and in both reflection and transmission. The structural 
engineering ensures that the PCS can be used as a polarizer for odd modes for a wide angle of incidence at 1550nm if the 
lattice constant is 350 nm.  
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Nature of the PCS 

High symmetry 
direction 

Selected frequency 
interval 

Description of the polarizing mode 

Symmetric PCS  
shown in Fig. 1(a) 

ΓX 0.182 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.237 Radiating, even (TE-like), reflection and transmission 

MΓ 0.182 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.237 Radiating, even (TE-like), reflection and transmission 

 
Asymmetric PCS 
shown in Fig. 1(b) 

 
ΓX 

0.182 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.238 Radiating from air-Si and Si-SiO2  interfaces, even (TE-like), 
reflection and transmission 

0.137 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.182 Radiating from Si-SiO2 interface, odd (TM-like), transmission 

 
MΓ 

0.182 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.238 Radiating from air-Si and  Si-SiO2  interfaces, even (TE-like), 
reflection and transmission 

0.140 ≤ ωa/2πc ≤ 0.182 Radiating from Si-SiO2 interface, odd (TM-like), transmission 

The variation of the coupling frequencies and 
wavelengths with different angles of incidence is 
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the variation of 
selected reduced frequencies and incident 
wavelengths which are resonantly coupled to 
incident modes at different angles of incidence
when k|| is along ΓX-direction of the square 
lattice and are additionally included in polarized 
modes. For a = 350nm the relevant wavelength 
range will be near 1500nm. The flatness of the 
curve indicates wide angle operation for the odd 
polarized modes. This is also true when k|| is 
along MΓ-direction because for the square lattice 
|ΓX| = |MΓ|. The whole discussion is applicable 
to an asymmetric PCS as well.   

 

Table 1 Detailed frequency intervals as shown by the hatched regions in Fig. 1 for which the symmetric as well as the asymmetric PCS can 
behave as a polarizer for the radiating modes. Along the XM-direction of the square lattice, there are no radiating modes. 
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Abstract 

We have experimentally demonstrated a novel method of using inhomogeneously polarized light beam generated using 

a birefringent wedge pair to measure optical rotation due to quartz rotator. The underlying mechanism of non-

separability between the state-of-polarization and spatial-mode degrees of freedom of the optical beam results in 

spatially periodic variation in polarization ellipse orientation. This translates into fringe shift when a polarizer placed in 

the output beam path is rotated. The quartz rotator sample kept before the fixed analyser influences this fringe shift 

which provides an accurate information regarding the optical rotation angle and hence its chirality. 

Key Words: Birefringent wedge pair, Optical rotation, Polarization ellipse, Fringe shift 

Introduction 

One of the ways to characterize chiral molecules, an important constituent of life on earth, is to measure the optical 

rotation (OR) angle [1], the rotation of plane of polarization of light passing through it. The polarimetry method, 

consisting of polarizer-analyzer combination sandwiching the chiral medium, is typically used to measure the OR due to 

chiral medium [1]. However, the measurement sensitivity limitation of the polarimetry method and the requirement for 

large volume of chiral material has motivated researchers in recent times to search for alternate measurement 

techniques. 

Probing optical chirality to measure OR angle using inhomogeneously polarized light beam [2] has recently been 

demonstrated to be advantageous over probing with homogeneously polarized light beam [3,4]. Here we generate 

inhomogeneously polarized light beam having a spatial periodicity in the polarization ellipse orientation [5] using a 

combination of birefringent wedge pair (BWP) [6] and a λ/4-plate at suitable orientation. The BWP is made of two 

wedge-shaped birefringent plates with their fast-axis oriented at 90° to one another.  To detect the spatial periodicity in 

the state-of-polarization (SoP) in the beam cross-section, we place a linear polarizer after the beam exits the BWP. The 

intensity variation is banded, mimicking interference fringe, but is polarization encoded. When a chiral sample is 

introduced in the beam path in-between the BWP and oriented analyzer, the shift in the fringes is measured to calculate 

the optical rotation. A Fourier fringe analysis method is used on the measured fringe pattern to extract accurately the OR 

angle. Large number of fringes in the field-of-view offers additional advantage to average over them to improve the 

measurement accuracy. 

Experimental details and Results 

 
Fig.1. Schematic of the experimental setup. P1, P2: Glan-Thompson polarizer; BWP: Birefringent wedge pair; λ/4: 

Quarter wave plate; QR: Quartz rotator; CCD: Camera. 

 

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The Gaussian beam from He-Ne laser (λ=632.8 nm) passes 

through a Glan-Thompson polarizer P1 to produce vertically polarized light. The uniformly polarized beam passes 

through the BWP resulting in the output beam that is inhomogeneously polarized with spatial periodicity in ellipticity 
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[5]. The spatially varying ellipticity in the beam cross-section is converted to spatially varying ellipse orientation [5] by 

passing the beam through oriented quarter wave plate(QWP). Stokes polarimetry measurements on the output beam are 

carried out to verify the variations in the SoP in the beam cross-section, to make it suitable for OR measurement. An 

analyzer placed after the QWP converts the variation in the SoP to intensity interference fringes shown in Fig. 2 (a). 

Further, when the analyser is rotated the fringes move in linear direction, indicating a field gradient in the beam cross-

section, an essential requirement for its use to measure OR angle. Now, keeping the analyser orientation fixed, we 

introduce quartz rotator in the beam path and the interference fringes are recorded using the CCD camera. Interference 

fringes recorded for three different quartz rotators with different OR angles are shown in Fig. 2 (b) – (d). From the 

recorded intensity images, we extract phase change at a fixed position (indicated by red colour box) using Fourier fringe 

analysis. The phase difference at a fixed position in the fringe cross-section without and with the QRs gives the required 

information of the OR angle. The values obtained are tabulated below and are found to agree well with the given values. 

 

Fig.2. Recorded intensity images (a) without QR and (b)-(d) with 3 different QRs; (e)-(h) phase information extracted 

from the intensity images. 

Summary 

We have demonstrated a novel way to accurately measure the OR angle of chiral sample like quartz rotator using 

inhomogeneously polarized beam generated using a BWP as a viable alternate to the polarimetry method. The 

advantages of the technique include no moving parts, high sensitivity, which can be tuned based on the requirements 

and large number of fringes, suitable for averaging to improve measurement accuracy. 
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Abstract: We report here the experimental demonstration of a fiber based Michelson interferometer as a promising technique for fiber Bragg 

grating (FBG) sensor Bragg wavelength shift measurement. Fiber interferometers for FBG sensor interrogation are extremely appropriate for 
dynamic strain measurement applications in the areas of vibration analysis and acoustics due to their advantages in terms of wide bandwidth, 

high resolution and tunable sensitivity. Fiber interferometers perform phase sensitive measurement of Bragg wavelength shift which is 

recorded as intensity variations at the output end. A Michelson interferometer with optical path difference of ~ 4.7 mm is thus designed and 
fabricated using simple fiber optic components consisting of a 2×2 fiber 3dB coupler and two Faraday rotator mirrors. The polarization states 

of the two reflected light beams are controlled by the two FRMs leading to better interference visibility. Experimental results on the 

measurement of acoustic signal generated Bragg wavelength modulation is presented as a proof of concept. 

Keywords: Fiber optic sensors, Fiber Bragg gratings, Interferometry, Wavelength conversion devices, Interrogation techniques. 

1. Introduction 

Since its first appearance almost a 30 years ago, optical fiber Bragg grating based (FBG) sensors have become an 

indispensable tool for high sensitivity measurement of both static and dynamic strain with detection limits ranging 

from 10-9 to 10-6 𝜀 𝐻𝑧−1 2⁄ , where 𝜀 is the fractional length change [1]. Such low level strain measurement is of 

utmost importance in many research fields encompassing underwater acoustic array detectors, structural health 

monitoring etc. The widespread popularity of FBG sensors are due to its well-known attributes of electromagnetic 

immunity, long distance sensing, wavelength selectivity, environmental endurance, reduced size, and 

multiplexing capability. In its simplest form, an FBG consists of periodic perturbation of optical fiber core 

refractive index (RI) which acts as a filter reflecting a narrow wavelength range centered about a peak wavelength, 

known as Bragg wavelength (𝜆𝐵), given by, 𝜆𝐵 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 Λ. Here, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective refractive index and Λ is 

the grating period. The principle of sensing using FBG is based on the fact that any external perturbation that has 

the ability to affect either the refractive index (𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓) and/or grating period (Λ) can be measured using FBG as a 

sensor. The effect of external perturbation is manifested as a change Δ𝜆𝐵 of the Bragg wavelength. 

The measurement of Bragg wavelength shift has been the subject of substantial research and several methods have 

been developed e. g. Fabry-Perot tunable filter, unbalanced fiber interferometer, edge filter, CCD spectrometer, 

matched FBGs etc. It has been established previously that interferometric interrogation principle realized with an 

unbalanced fiber interferometer offers the highest sensitivity measurement among the known techniques [1-5]. 

This fiber interferometer based wavelength interrogation method has additional advantages of wide-bandwidth, 

high-resolution, tunable-sensitivity etc. and is more suitable for dynamic measurement of strain as required in the 

fields of vibration and acoustics. Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is the most commonly used configuration 

for this purpose [1-5]. Another well-known two-beam interferometric configuration that is frequently used in bulk 

optics domain is the Michelson interferometer (MI). In this article, we present experimental results of a designed 

and fabricated fiber based MI utilized as a FBG sensor interrogation technique. For dynamic strain induced 

modulation in the FBG sensor Bragg wavelength denoted by ∆𝜆𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝑡, the phase-shift modulation of the fiber 

interferometer can be represented as: 

Δϕ(t) = −
2π OPD

λ
2 ∆λ𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝑡 = −

2π OPD

λ
2  γ ∆ε 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔𝑡                                    (1) 

Where Δε is the dynamic strain modulation, γ is the strain-to-wavelength shift responsivity, 𝑂𝑃𝐷 =  𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑑 is the 

optical path difference between the two arms and d is the physical length imbalance. 

The output intensity of the MI can be expressed as: 

𝐼(𝜆𝐵) = 𝐴[1 + 𝑘 cos ∆𝜙(𝑡)]                     (2) 

where, A is proportional to the input intensity and system loses and k is the interference fringe visibility. 

2. Experimental Results and Discussion: 

The experimental set up realized for performing MI based FBG sensor interrogation is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The 

MI is designed using simple fiber optic components cosisting of a 2×2 fiber 3dB coupler and two Faraday rotator 

mirrors (FRM). The use of FRMs as mirrors also controls the polarization states of the two reflected light beams 

leading to better interference visibility. It is important to realize that in order to maintain temporal coherence 

between the interfering light beams travelling through the two arms of MI, the interferometer path difference must 
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be less than the effective cohrence length of the light signal reflected from the FBG sensor. Fig. 1(b) shows the 

power spectrum of the fabricated MI as recorded in an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). Noting the wavelength 

seperation between two consecutive peaks (~ 0.49 nm), the resultant OPD of the MI is calculated to be ~ 4.7 mm. 

This is smaller than the effective coherence length of the Bragg reflected light signal (FWHM~0.19 nm) as well 

as matches very well with the theoretical optimum OPD for maximum sensitivity suggested by Weiss et al. [5]. 

The FBG sensor reflected light spectrum is shown is Fig. 1(c). Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the Bragg 

wavelength modulation measurement with the MI based phase-sensitive detection scheme, the FBG sensor is 

glued onto a cantileve plate. Light from a broad band source with wavelength range: 1525 to 1565 nm is directed 

to the FBG sensor through an optical circulator and the reflected light signal is then goes to the MI. Sound signal 

from a generic speaker exicte vibrations in the cantilever plate inducing dynamic strain modulations which in turn 

results into Bragg wavelegth modulation. The output intensity of the fiber interferometer is then detected with the 

help of an InGaAs PIN photodiode and an in-house facricated transimpedance amplifier. A data acqusition (DAQ) 

device is used to record the analog intererence signal for further digital processing and analaysis. 

 

         

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of experimental set-up for Michelson interferometer bases FBG sensor interrogation principle. FRM: Faraday 

rotator mirror; OPD: Optical path difference; ASE: Broadband light source; DAQ: Data acquisition card; (b) Power spectrum of the designed 

and fabricated Michelson interferometer. The OPD is estimated to be ~ 4.7 mm. (c) Reflection spectrum of FBG sensor; Bragg wavelength ~ 
1550 nm and FWHM is ~ 0.19 nm. 

The FBG sensor attached cantilever plate is excited with sound signals of various frequencies ranging from 200 

to 1000 Hz. Enhanced response is observed at around the resonant mode frequencies of the cantilever plate 

arrangement. Fig. 2(a) shows the temporal response recorded by the photodetector for the MI based FBG sensor 

interrogation system while applying a continuous sinusoidal sound signal of 800 Hz. The red sinusoidal curve 

shows the fitted data on the experimental time signal. The power spectral density (PSD) of the time signal is 

shown in Fig. 2(b) wherein the sharp peak is observed at 800 Hz. The peak-to-baseline height is ~ 43 dB. In 

conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the working principle of a fiber based Michelson interferometer 

for FBG sensor Bragg wavelength shift detection for dynamic strain modulation measurement. The experimental 

results demonstrate the feasibility of MI based FBG sensor interrogation technique which can also be extended 

for an FBG sensor array configuration. 

     

Fig. 2 Fiber MI based FBG sensor interrogation results. (a) Temporal response at the interferometer output for sinusoidal sound 

signal of 800 Hz. The red sinusoidal curve is the fitted data. (b) Power spectral density (PSD) of the time signal. Peak-to-baseline 

height at 800 Hz is ~ 43 dB. 
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Abstract 

Controlling and understanding the behavior of fractional charge optical vortices (FC-OV) during free-space 

propagation is of fundamental importance. The FC-OVs are structurally unstable during propagation and in the far-

field most of the anticipated intricate dynamics are lost, mostly due to diffraction-related smoothing of optical fields 

and measurement limitations. We carry out measurements using a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) 

to gain information on the propagation dynamics of FC-OV. The evolution of fractional vortices is theoretically 

investigated using angular spectrum method and theoretical results are found to match well with the experimental 

measurements. 

 

Keywords: Singular optics, Optical Vortices, Spiral phase plate, Near-field scanning optical Microscope. 

 

Introduction 

The study of the wavefront dislocation or optical vortices in light fields initiated by the work of Nye and Berry [1] 

and its angular momentum aspects due to Allen et al., [2] has enriched tremendously the research areas of singular 

optics and optical angular momentum. The optical vortices have helical phase structure around the singularity and 

have zero intensity at the vortex [3].  These beams are generated by illuminating a spiral phase plate (SPP) with a 

Gaussian beam and are typically described by    (   ) term where,  is the azimuthal angle and l its topological 

charge [4]. In the recent years, work on the fractional charged vortices has gained attention, which is of fundamental 

interest. Fractional charged vortices exhibit a line discontinuity due to non-integer topological charge. Berry [5] 

theoretically explained and analyzed the evolution and strength of the fractional charged vortices containing 

alternate chain of charges having complex phase structure along the discontinuity line. It was subsequently verified 

experimentally in the far-field by generating the half-integer fractional charge using spatial light modulator (SLM) 

[6]. Here we measure the evolution of fractional charge vortices in the near-field since these are unstable structures 

and some intricate dynamics may be lost in the far-field due to measurement related limitations. The intensity 

distribution is measured by scanning at different Z-planes along the free-space propagation and are recorded within 

a few micro-meter range using near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) [7]. The NSOM measurements 

enabled us to resolve the alternate chains of the fractional charged vortices with high spatial resolution and are 

reported here. The spatial evolutions dynamics are modeled using the formalism based on angular spectrum method. 

 

Experiment and Results 

To study the near-field evolution of the fractional charge vortex beam, we used a SPP (diameter of 10µm) etched on 

the core of the optical fiber (SMF-28 with mode-filed diameter of 10.4±0.8µm at 1550nm,) using the ion beam 

lithography [8]. The device is fabricated to operate at 632.8 nm wavelength to generate a single charge optical 

vortex beam. However, we used it with Ar
+
 laser to realize fractional order vortices. To obtain the high spatial 

resolution intensity images with in the near-field, we used MultiView 4000 NSOM (M/s Nanonics imaging limited). 

The device is fixed using a fiber holder at the sample stage of the NSOM and the laser beam is coupled into the fiber 

to generate a desired fractional charge optical vortex out of the SPP device. The schematic diagram of the 

experimental setup is shown in Fig.1.   

The output beam is scanned at different Z-planes along propagation direction using NSOM probe (tip 

diameter of 100 nm with a resonance frequency of 36.41 kHz). This probe is mounted on a mechanical strip which 

can be positioned on the sample using XY piezo drivers and the stepper motor is used to move along Z-axis. The 

transverse field distribution of the output optical beam (20µm x 20µm) is recorded at different Z-planes with a step 

size of 1µm up to 7µm in z-axis.  The tip is attached to optical fiber which transmits the output optical field to the 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector.  
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Fig.1. Schematic of the experimental setup. 

 

The Ar
+
 laser operated at wavelengths of 532nm, 514nm, and 488nm are coupled in to the fiber with SPP 

device and the output beam from the device is measured at different Z-planes. With the design wavelength different 

from the operational wavelength we could realize different fractional charges ( )l   of 1.189, 1.23, and 1.297 using 

this arrangement.  

 
Fig.2. (a) Experimentally recorded, (b) simulated intensity images fractional charge vortices as a function of 

propagating distance. 

 

The experimentally measured NSOM images are shown in Fig.2. (a). The near-field measurements enabled 

us to capture fractional charged vortices with high spatial resolution. As the beam propagates, the alternative chains 

of fractional charges merged with each other, losing the crucial information, as anticipated from far-field 

measurement. Also, as we increase the fractional value of the beam, the radial line gets darker and the alternate 

chain of charges moves towards the center of the core. We also simulated the propagation of fractional charged 

vortices theoretically using angular spectrum method [9] and the results are shown in Fig. 2 (b). The experimental 

results are found to match with the theoretical results. 
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Role of coherence and control of entanglement

longevity in a two qubit system

Namitha C V · S V M Satyanarayana

Abstract We investigate the entanglement dynamics of a two identical dipole
interacting two qubit system couple to a vacuum field. The entanglement of
mixed states suffer finite time death when it undergoes decoherence. In or-
der to understand the role of coherence of the initial state on entanglement
dynamics, we constructed two classes of X states; one class with only one
photon coherence and the other with only two photon coherence. We inves-
tigate the entanglement longevity of both class of X states by defining the
time over which the state remains disentangled after Entanglement Sudden
Death (ESD) (τR − τD) for different interatomic distances. We show that the
state with high two photon coherence and high atomic dipole interaction have
high entanglement longevity and are better resource for quantum information
applications.

Keywords Quantum entanglement · Decoherence · ESD · Coherence

PACS 03.65.Y z

The applications of quantum information processing strongly relies on the en-
tanglement between quantum systems [1]. Real system suffers decoherence due
to the inevitable interaction with the surrounding environment. It leads to the
degradation of entanglement and in some cases undergoes a finite time death
of entanglement called Entanglement Sudden Death (ESD) [2]. In this paper
we consider an open system with two identical two level atoms couple through
dipole forces and interact with a vacuum bath under Markov approximation.
The time evolution of the system is governed by the Lehmberg-Agarwal master
equation [3,4]. In order to understand the role of coherence on entanglement
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Fig. 1 The time over which the state remains disentangled (τR − τD) during evolution is
plotted for different coherence parameter (x) in the case of (a) single photon and (b) two
photon coherence states with different interatomic distance (r12 = λ/3, λ/6, λ/9 and λ/12)

.

dynamics, we construct two classes of X states, one class with only one pho-
ton coherence and the other with only two photon coherence [5]. The class
of X states with one photon (X1) and two photon (X2) coherence states are
respectively given by

X1 =
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; 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.73 (1)

The states are entangled for 1 < x ≤ 1.73. We investigate the entanglement
longevity by studying τR−τD, the time over which the state remains disentan-
gled; where τD and τR are ESD and revival time respectively. It can be seen
from fig. 1 that τR − τD decreases with decrease in r12 for any value or type of
coherence. τR−τD increases with increase in coherence for states with one pho-
ton coherence. For states with two photon coherence, τR − τD decreases with
increase in coherence. These features are valid for all interatomic distances.
Thus, we conclude that the states with high two photon coherence and high
dipole interaction are better entanglement resources for their use in quantum
information processing under noisy environments inducing decoherence.
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Abstract 

Propagation of paraxial beam of light through an inhomogeneous medium like a GRIN rod couples its spin angular 

momentum ( ,SAM) =   and orbital angular momentum ( ,OAM)l =   degrees of freedom of light. This leads 

to a large variety of manifestation of effects due to spin-orbit interaction (SOI) including spin-to-orbital angular 

momentum conversion, intrinsic and extrinsic spin-Hall and orbital-Hall effect that are of emerging interest both 

from fundamental understanding and applications point of view. Breaking the propagation symmetry of the system 

for OAM beam results in a spin-induced orbital Hall effect of light owing to the refractive index gradient. We 

report here different spin-induced orbital-Hall effect due to propagation of circularly polarized OAM beam 

through GRIN rod and measured using orthogonal spin projection. 

Key Words: Spin-orbit interaction of light, Inhomogeneous media, spin-Hall effect of light. 

Introduction 

Spin-orbit interactions of light manifests itself as geometric phase accumulation for circularly polarized (CP) 

Gaussian beam propagation through twisted trajectory resulting in a transverse spin dependent splitting of the 

output optical field, known as SHEL [1]. The refractive index inhomogeneity in a GRIN rod couples the spatial 

and polarization degrees of freedom. Introduction of OAM beams through this media couples the spin, intrinsic 

and extrinsic orbital angular momenta leading to the observation of different type of SOI which depends on the 

path, OAM charge and spin of the optical beam. We present here our theoretical calculation and experimental 

results. 

 

Theory 

Maintaining the excitation and propagation symmetry of light beam through the GRIN rod, a right circularly 

polarized (RCP, 1) = − Gaussian beam generates an optical vortex beam of topological charge l = +2 in 

orthogonal left circular polarization (LCP, 1) = + basis and vice versa, due to Rytov-Vladimirskii-Berry (RVB) 

type geometric phase accumulation. Breaking the symmetry, by off-axis launching, the polarized Gaussian beam 

experiences refractive index gradient resulting in a transverse, spin dependent shift of the optical beam position 

known as spin-Hall effect of light (SHEL) [2]. Equivalently, the off-axis propagation of optical vortex beam with 

helical phase front experiences refractive index gradient resulting in OAM-dependent beam shift dependent on 

the ± l charge of the vortex beam, known as the orbital-Hall effect of light owing to orbit – orbit interaction (OOI)  

of light [3].The shift in the centre of gravity is calculated for displacement of input beam position s sr y= as [4] 

( )

4

3

3 sin
0,

2 4 3cos cos

c

i s

c c

B
Y X l fy

A



 
= = −

− −
                                (1) 

Where, f is the focal length of the GRIN rod, 
c is the acceptance angle of light into the GRIN rod and 

il  is the 

charge of the incident OAM beam. As the topological charge of OAM beams is increased from 1l =   to 3l =   

the resulting Orbital Hall effects increases linearly with launch offset, as can be seen from eqn. (1).  

In addition, the on-axis propagation of RCP vortex beam through the GRIN rod couples with the SAM, 

intrinsic (I) and extrinsic (E) OAM of the beam, resulting in SAM-IOAM enabled spin-to-orbital angular 

momentum conversion of light in LCP basis, distinct from SOI such that the charge of output optical vortex 

increases if 
il = +  and decrease if 

il = − . The off-axis propagation of CP OAM beams couples the SAM, 

IOAM and EOAM, resulting in spin-induced orbital Hall effect (SOHE) of light. The shift in the centre of gravity 

of the output beam in orthogonal CP basis is calculated for displacement of input beam position s sr y= using [4] 
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Where, l  is the OAM of generated optical vortex in orthogonal spin projection for input CP beams due to SOI 

and 
il  is the charge of input OAM beam.  

 
Fig.1.  Schematic of the experimental setup to investigate the spin-induced orbital Hall effect in GRIN rod. 

Experimental details and Results 

 
Fig.2. Experimentally measured spin-induced orbital Hall effect for RCP/LCP input beams with different 

topological charges. 

 

The Gaussian output beam from He-Ne laser is incident on phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) to generate 

OAM beams with different topological charge. The OAM beams are launched on to the GRIN rod using 5-axis 

micro-positioner and the output optical field is projected in orthogonal circular SOP using QWP and analyser. 

The off-axis propagation of CP OAM beams through GRIN rod resulted in the spin-induced orbital Hall effect 

and upon flipping sign of OAM beams, the center of gravity of the beam shift either increases or decreases. The 

beam shift of the output optical field increases if 
il = +  and decreases if 

il = − reflected as beam size change, 

as can be seen in the Fig 2. A special case arises for charge 2  for LCP/RCP beams resulting in Gaussian beam 

in orthogonal spin projection as shown in the Fig 2.  The SOI- IOAM enabled spin to orbital angular momentum 

conversion of light results in this spin induced orbital Hall effect of light for the broken symmetry of system.  
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Abstract: We present an investigation on linear and nonlinear susceptibilities of a four-level asymmetric 
multiple quantum well, wherein a weak probe pulse and two strong control laser beams are interacting in an N-
type excitation scheme. We report the existence of large third-order susceptibility of magnitude ~10��� �� ��⁄  
within an electromagnetically induced transparency window. By changing the Rabi frequencies of the control 
fields, the peak values of the susceptibilities can be shifted to different frequencies. 

Keywords: Electromagnetically induced transparency; Multiple quantum well; Optical susceptibility; Rabi 
frequency; Control detuning; Density matrix formalism. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, the semiconductor quantum wells (QW) have received much attention of the research 

community of nonlinear optics, because of their potential applications in optoelectronic and photonic devices 
[1]. QW systems possess intrinsic properties like large optical dipole moments, high nonlinear coefficients and 
wide adjustable parameter that offer large flexibility in device design. In view of the realization of quantum 
coherence and interference effects by optical pulses in quantum wells, very high nonlinearity at negligible 
absorption are expected in these systems, which may efficiently persuade different nonlinear optical phenomena. 
Recently, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), a technique which eliminates the effect of linear 
absorption in an opaque medium, via quantum interference, is studied extensively in QW systems to obtain 
enhanced Kerr nonlinearity, steeped dispersion, reduction of group velocity etc. [2-4]. Further developments 
have resulted in the realization of efficient four-wave mixing, optical switching, slow optical solitons [2] etc. in 
different three- and four-level QW systems. Therefore, in the present work, we plan to execute an investigation 
of linear and nonlinear susceptibilities in a four-level quantum well system with emphasis to the effects of 
control field parameters. 

2. Physical model and governing equation 
We consider an asymmetric four-level multiple quantum well (MQW) nanostructure [5] which is 

interacting in an N-type configuration with three laser fields as shown in Fig. 1(a). The model consists of a deep 
GaAs well whose thickness is 7.1 nm and is adjacent to two shallow 6.8 nm thick AlGaAs wells separated by 
two AlGaAs barriers of thickness 2.0 nm and 2.5 nm, respectively. Between the deep well and the continuum 
there is an AlGaAs barrier with 0.7 nm thickness. The shallow well which is in left side is in contact with an 
AlGaAs barrier of 10 nm. 

To analyze the light-matter interaction process in the system, we adopt the density matrix formalism. 
Under a rotating wave approximation, we proceed with the same process as described in [4], which led to the 
expressions of first (linear) and third-order (nonlinear) susceptibilities as 

�(�) = −
� |���|�

ħ��
�

��(�)

�(�)
�,          (1) 

�(�) =
� |���|�

�ħ���
�
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where � is  carrier density, ��� is  dipole  moment due  toprobe  field, Ω� and Ω� are  Rabi  frequencies  of  the 
control fields, Δ�, Δ� and Δ� are detunings of the probe and control fields, ��(0) and �(0) terms are functions

of Ω�, Ω� , Δ�, Δ�, Δ� and decay rates ���, ���, and ���.

3. Results and discussions

  To  start  with,  we  first  take  the  system  parameters  as  follows: � = 10�� ���, �� = 8.854 × 
10�����������, ��� = 17.76 × 10��� ��, �� = 2.337 × 10�����,  and  the  decay  parameters ��� = 0.5 × 
10�����, ��� = 1.00 × 10�����, and ��� = 1.00 × 10�����. We first  focus  on  the  linear or  first-order 
susceptibility which  leads  to  the  EIT  phenomena.  The  imaginary  and  real  parts  of �(�) characterize, 
respectively, the absorption and dispersion (or refractive index) of the probe field. In panel (i) of Fig. 1(b), we 
plot the  imaginary  part  of �(�) as a function of Δ� for different  values of Rabi frequencies of the first  control 
field (Ω�). From figure, it is seen that, in  absence  of Ω�,  the probe pulse  is greatly  absorbed showing a large 
peak  around  probe  field  resonance Δ� = 0,  but  in  presence  of Ω�,  the  absorption  peak  splits  into  two  parts, 
which is the signature of formation of EIT window. The suppression of the absorption is caused by the quantum 
destructive interference  effect,  which is driven  by  the strong  control  field Ω� .  Simultaneously,  in  panel (ii)  of
Fig. 1(b), where real part of �(�) is plotted with respect to Δ� , shows a steep negative slope around (Δ� = 0) in
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absence of Ω�, but when Ω� starts growing, the ����(�)� profile dramatically possess a positive slope. This 
indicates the change of the sign of the group velocity from negative to positive. In all above investigations, we 
kept the second control field OFF, i.e., Ω� = 0. Next, to check the effect of the second control filed Ω�, we plot 

����(�)� and ����(�)�with respect toΔ� , for different values of Ω�, at a fixed value of Ω�(= 3 ×

10�����), which are depicted in panels (i) and (ii) of Fig. 1(c), respectively. From panel (i) it is seen that, with 
the enhancement of Ω�, another absorption peak appears around Δ� = 0, thereby creating two EIT windows. 

Meanwhile, the ����(�)� is also seen to be possess a very steep negative slope at around Δ� = 0. This result 
demonstrates that it is possible change the sign of group velocity of the probe pulse, multiple times by regulating 
the control field Rabi frequencies. 

 
Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the band structure of a single period of the quantum well, (i) conduction band energy level diagram, 
(ii) N-type excitation scheme. (b) Imaginary (i), and real (ii) parts of  (χ(�))as functions of Δ� for different values Ω�at Ω� = 0. (c) 

Imaginary (i), and real (ii) parts of  (χ(�))as functions of Δ� for different values Ω�at Ω� = 3 × 10��s��. (d) Real (i) parts of  

(χ(�))as functions of Δ� for different values Ω�at Ω� = 0, and imaginary (ii) part of  (χ(�))as functions of Δ� for different values Ω� 

at Ω� = 3 × 10��s��.Other system parameters are mentioned in the text.  

Next, we proceed to the investigation of third-order susceptibility ��(�(�)). First we plot the profiles 
of ��(�(�)) for different values of first control field (Ω�), in absence of second control field (Ω� = 0), as 
depicted in panel (i) of  Fig. 1(d). In the figure, it is seen that though, initially, in absence of any control 

fileds, ��(�(�)) possess a positive slope at around zero probe detuning �Δ� = 0�, but with the increase of the 

first control field (i. e. , Ω� > 0), the profile of ��(�(�)) splits into two peaks, and the separation between these 
two peaks increases with increase in Ω�. In order to study the influence of second control field (Ω�) on 
��(�(�)), we plot panel (ii) of Fig. 1(d). In this figure, it is seen that, under the effect of Ω�, ��(�(�)) develops 
another peak at around zero probe detuning. Comparing panel (i) of Fig. 1(d) with panel (i) of Fig. 1(b) and 
panel (ii) of Fig. 1(d) with panel (i) of Fig. 1(c), it is seen that, the all changes in ��(�(�)) occurs under EIT 
regime. The important point to note is that the QW possesses third-order susceptibility of magnitude 
��(�(�))~10�����/��, at EIT window. Comparing this with previously reported values, such as ~10�����/
�� in GaAs quantum disc [6] and ~10�����/�� in GaAs/AlGaAs QW [3], we can claim that, the QW system 
adopted in the present work, may possess large third-order susceptibility. The large value of ��(�(�)) could be 
very interesting in the view point of efficient observation of nonlinear phenomena in this QW system. 

 

4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have identified the existence of large third-order susceptibility in the quantum well 

system whose magnitude is as large as~10��� ��/��. By changing the Rabi frequencies of the control fields, 
the peak value susceptibilities can be obtained at different frequencies. The large value of third-order 
susceptibility maybe utilized for observation of different nonlinear optical phenomena efficiently under EIT 
condition. 
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Abstract: In this work we have studied the fabrication and transmission through an optical fiber nano-probe with 40nm 
silver coating using finite-element method in COMSOL Multiphysics. Axicon shape probe is fabricated by tapering an 
optical fiber by chemical etching method, and using the same probe dimensions, a numerical study is performed. The 
studies of effect due to different probe diameter, apertured and non-apertured silver-coating on transmission are 
investigated. The demonstrated probe provides an understanding of probe behaviour which can be exploited as a tool for 
studying optics from nano-structutres including near-field scanning optical microscopy. 

 
Keywords: Nano-antenna, optical fiber probe, axicon. 

 
Fabrication and simulation method 
The fabrication of axicon probe is prepared with chemical etching method [1]. The FUD 3837, SMF is etched in HF acid. 
A small amount of toluene is added into the beaker above the acid solution to prevent evaporation of the acid. At the 
centre of the fiber facet the tip is grown, Fig.1 (a), under the influence of surface tension combined with capillary action.  
 

 
Fig1. (a) SEM image of etched fiber, (b) cropped image of fiber probe, (c) curve fitted image of fiber probe, (d) COMSOL probe geometry. 

 
Surface curvature of the antenna has significant role to control transmission. Using the SEM image, curve fitting is 
performed in MATLAB and then exported to COMSOL to draw the exact geometry as of the prepared probe.  Optical 
simulations are performed in Wave Optics Module using finite-element method (FEM). The electric field of about 1 V/m 
is applied in (z) direction and polarization, electric field in z-direction is calculated. The mesh size in core-probe is taken 
as 50nm to have more precise and realistic results. 
 

Results and discussion 
Fig.2, 3, 4 and 5 present the beam profile from the tip under different conditions. The behaviour of tip with variation of 
diameter shows different electric field transmission through the fiber. The normalized electric filed in z-direction is 
calculated for different polarizations. 

1. Nano-probe with apertured silver coating and study of variation in aperture diameter: 
 

 
Fig2. (a) Normalized electric filed for aperture 40nm,(b) 80nm, (c) 100nm and (d) 140nm at wavelength 500nm. 
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Fig3. (a) Normalized electric filed for aperture 160nm at wavelength 500nm, (b) electric field in z-direction, (c, d) polarization in y- & z-direction 

 

1. Nano-probe with non-apertured silver coating and study of variation in aperture diameter: 
 

 
Fig4. (a) Normalized electric filed for aperture 40nm,(b) 80nm, (c) 100nm and (d) 140nm at wavelength 500nm. 

 
Fig5. (a) Normalized electric filed for aperture 160nm at wavelength 500nm , (b) electric field in z-direction, (c,d) polarization in y- & z-direction 

 

2. Graphs of apertured and non-apertured silver coating nano-probe.  

 
Graph1.(a)Transmission spectra for silver coated apertured tip and, (b) silver coated non-apertured tip. 

 

It is found that in the silver coated apertured tip, the transmission increases with the increase in diameter and attains 
saturation after the diameter of 140nm whereas in non-apertured tip it increases with diameter. The smallest aperture of 
45nm allows sufficient brightness to image single molecule [2].  
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Experimental  demonstration  of  far-detuned  sidebands  via

intermodal  four-wave  mixing  in  SMF-28  fiber  with  Q-switched 

nanosecond pulses

Sudip K. Chatterjee and R. Vijaya

Abstract We  have  experimentally  demonstrated  intermodal  four-wave  mixing  in  a  standard
SMF-28E+ fiber through pumping in the deeply normal dispersion regime by a commercial Q- 
switched nanosecond laser at a low input peak power (< 7 kW). We identified a new intermodal
phase matching condition where the pump photon in LP01 mode is completely annihilated to give 
rise to Stokes and anti-Stokes photons both in LP02 mode.  A cascaded intermodal four-wave
mixing leading to a discrete peak in the UV at 390.7 nm in communication fiber, considering the 
first anti-Stokes as secondary pump, is also reported. The spectral position of each peak has been
found to be in good agreement with theoretical predictions.   The role  of spontaneous Raman 
scattering (SRS) and intermodal walk-off have also been discussed. The results would be useful
for the generation of high-purity quantum entangled photons, which has practical implementation 
in  quantum  information  processing  technologies  as  well  as  in  biomedical  science  and
fluorescence spectroscopy.

Keywords Nonlinear  fiber  optics,  Four-wave  mixing,  intermodal  phase  matching,  cascaded 
nonlinear process.

Generation of bright single-mode photon pairs and preparing them in a specific state is the 
backbone  of  quantum  optical  technologies  namely,  quantum  cryptography  and  quantum 
communications  [1].  Four-wave  mixing  in  optical  fiber  is  used  as  an efficient way  to 
produce such photon  pairs  when  pumped  close  to  the  zero  dispersion  wavelength  in  the 
anomalous dispersion regime. However, the detection of the phase-matched Stokes and anti-
Stokes photons gets contaminated due to the presence of spontaneous Raman scattering as
these parametric wavelengths lie within the first Raman band of the fiber [2]. One way of 
generating Stokes and anti-Stokes waves beyond the SRS bandwidth (~ 40 THz) is to utilize 
the  intermodal  four-wave  mixing  (IMFWM)  process  in  multimode  optical  fiber  (MMF).
Graded-index multimode  fibers  and  specially  designed  photonic  crystal  fibers  have  been 
proposed to be the platform to generate such far-detuned Stokes and anti-Stokes sideband
[3]. We perform here, the IMFWM process in a commercially available standard SMF-28E+ 
fiber by pumping with a Q-switched nanosecond laser at 532 nm in LP01 mode. A pair of
distinct intermodal phase matching conditions with different spectral and modal properties 
of Stokes and anti-Stokes waves has been found.
In the experimental setup, we use a Q-switched frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser centered 
at 532 nm with a 7 ns pulse duration and 10 Hz repetition rate as the pump source. The input 
beam is passed through a variable attenuator (comprising of two polarizers P1 & P2) and a
half-wave plate (HWP). Finally, the pump pulses are coupled by a 20 microscope objective
(MO) into a Corning SMF-28E+ fiber (Fig. 1). A spectrometer (USB-4000, Ocean Optics)
in the range of 200-900 nm has been used to monitor the output of the fiber.
The modal content of the output beam intensity profile is characterized by using a set of 10 
nm band-pass filters (BPF) and a CCD camera. The predominant excitation of LP01 pump
in SMF-28 up to 40% of the incident power is achieved by carefully aligning the injection 
conditions (offset/tilt with reference to the fiber longitudinal axis) through a 3D translational
stage with a resolution of 10 m.
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In Fig. 2, we show the output spectra obtained for 28 cm long SMF-28 fiber as the input 
peak power (PP) is increased from 3.61 kW (average power, Pavg ~ 253 W) to 6.71 kW 
(Pavg ~ 470 W). For a PP of 4.61 kW (Pavg ~ 323 W), we observed the generation of a 
couple of sidebands at 447.5 nm and 655.3 nm, highly detuned from the pump (106 THz). 
With increase in PP to 6.71 kW (Pavg ~ 470 W), the bandwidth of the sidebands broadens 
due to high conversion efficiency. We further observed four additional spectral peaks at 
423.2 nm (145 THz) and 715.2 nm (144.4 THz). Figure 3 displays the spatial profile of the 
imaged transverse field distribution of the generated Stokes in LP02 mode, anti-Stokes in 
combination of LP01 and LP02 modes (not solely in LP01 due to the presence of nonlinear 
mode coupling [4]) along with the residual pump in combination of LP01 and LP02 modes, 
at wavelengths of 655.3 nm, 447.5 nm, and 532 nm respectively.  Subsequently, a series of 
experiments were performed by increasing the fiber length. 

 
 

 
In IMFWM process, two fundamental pump photons at P simultaneously generate one 
Stokes and one anti-Stokes photon in the fundamental or higher order modes. The 
wavelength of the Stokes (S) and anti-Stokes (A) waves can be calculated from the energy 
conservation and phase matching conditions, given by [2]: 2 1 1

 
P S A  

and  

     2 0            S S A A P P . Here, j (i) denotes the propagation constant of jth 
mode at wavelength i.  Now, considering the degenerate IMFWM process of IMFWM#1, 
wherein two pump photons in LP01 mode annihilate to produce one Stokes photon in LP02 
mode and one anti-Stokes in LP01 mode, we plotted  as a function of frequency shift 
between pump and Stokes (or, anti-Stokes). The intersection point (=0) at 3572 cm1 
gives rise to the Stokes wave at 656.9 nm and anti-Stokes at 447 nm and matches quite well 
with the experimental results. The phase-matched wavelengths of the other IMFWM, 
namely IMFWM#2, wherein both the Stokes and anti-Stokes propagate in LP02 mode, at 
715 nm and 423.5 nm from the intersection point at 4811.7 cm1 have also been found to be 
in striking coincidence with the observed one. 
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for observing IMFWM in SMF-28 fiber 

           
Fig. 2 Observed output spectra for a 28 cm long SMF-28 fiber 
with pump at 532 nm and average input powers of 253W 
(black), 323W (blue), 396W (red) and 470W (green). 

 

Fig. 3 Output beam profiles recorded at (a) 
447.5 nm, (b) 532 nm, and (c) 655.3 nm 
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Extended Abstract 

Numerical reconstruction is a constituent part of digital holography in which both amplitude and 
phase of recorded object is recreated using scalar diffraction computation. Among several numerical 
reconstruction methods; e.g. Rayleigh – Sommerfeld diffraction integral, Fresnel diffraction 
method, angular spectrum method, convolution method etc., two of the most frequently used 
numerical reconstruction methods are angular spectrum and Fresnel diffraction method. Both the 
methods are preferred as they are Fourier transform based techniques and so provide less effort in 
computation. But, they suffer due to limitations on propagation distance during reconstruction. 
Although, angular spectrum method is an exact technique in which reconstructed image size does 
not change with distance, it works only in near field and generates aliasing error after a certain 
distance. On the other hand, Fresnel diffraction method is an approximation of Rayleigh-
Sommerfeld integral and works only in far field. Contrary to angular spectrum method, in Fresnel 
diffraction method, the reconstruction distance depends on pixel resolution and computation 
window size and thus reconstructed image size becomes smaller as reconstruction distance 
increases. 

In this paper, numerical reconstruction methods i.e. multistep Fresnel diffraction method to counter 
the problem of variable size of reconstructed image with propagation distance and combination of 
angular spectrum and Fresnel diffraction methods for near and far field propagation are studied. The 
two methods are compared experimentally with conventional angular spectrum and Fresnel 
diffraction methods in terms of accuracy and reconstruction quality. 

Keywords 

Numerical reconstruction, digital holography, reconstruction distance, accuracy, reconstruction 
quality  
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Abstract: Coherence function behaves like a wave and follows two-four dimensional wave equations. Utilizing this 
feature, available resources of the optical signal processing can be used for the coherence.  An interference of the 
coherence  waves  can  be  utilized  to develop  non-iterative  phase  recovery  methods  for  optical  to  matter  waves. 
Moreover, coherence waves give liberty to design and develop lensless configurations for optical, electron beams, X 
rays.

Recently,  we  have  come  up  with  new  methods  using  interference  of  the  coherence  waves  to  overcome  phase 
recovery in a non-iterative manner. Our technique makes use of the Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) approach. In this 
paper,  we  discuss  issues,  developments  and  our  contributions  on  phase  recovery  with  a  lensless  geometry. 
Applications  of  coherence  wave  interference  in  the  correlation  holography,  Stokes  holography  and  single  pixel 
Hybrid correlation holography are also highlighted.  Based on our experience in the optical domain, we believe and

propose to apply interference of the coherence waves in areas like crystallography and X ray Imaging.

Key Words: Lensless Imaging, Phase retrieval, Coherence, Single pixel Imaging, Fourier spectrum

Introduction

Light fields are inherently of a statistical nature and correlations play significant role in characterizing the light. In 
particular, the cross correlation of the random fields at two points, is a complex quantity and known as coherence 
function  [1]. The  complex  coherence  behaves  like  a  wave  and  several  tools  and  techniques  of  the  optical  signal 
processing can  be  extended  to  the  coherence  waves [2]. In  this  paper,  we  highlight  application  of  the  coherence 
waves  in  a  phase  recovery  and  discuss  how  this  technique  can  be  applied  in  other  areas  of  imaging  such  as 
crystallography and X ray.

Consider  an  example  of  an  incoherent  source  and  description  of  the  spatial  coherence.  The  size  and  shapes  of 
incoherent  source  tailor  the  coherence  function  according  to  the  propagation  kernel.  For  example,  coherence 
function  in  the  far  field  is a  Fourier  transform  of  the  incoherent  source.  Therefore,  a  complex  coherence  function 
carries  signature  of  the  Fourier  spectrum  of  the  source.  Measurement  of  the  coherence  requires  interferometric 
approach wherein two points intensity correlation, i.e. the Hanbury Brown-Twiss approach, plays an important role 
due to high stability and simplicity [1]. However, the HBT approach provides only modulus square of the Fourier 
spectrum and phase information is lost. There have been attempts to recover the phase of the Fourier spectrum using 
iterative techniques. On the other hand, we have proposed non-iterative techniques to recover the complex Fourier 
spectrum using the HBT approach [3, 4]. Basic theoretical explanation of the technique and possible applications are

discussed in coming section.

Principle:

Consider propagation of the light from a source(s) as shown in Figure. The complex field at the detector plane is

written as E(

 

p)

 



 

 G(r,

 

p)E(r)dr

 

1(

 

)   
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where, ),( prG  is propagation kernel, )(rE and )( pE  represents the complex field at the source and observation 

planes respectively. Consider a relation between coherence function and intensity cross-covariance as: 
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2
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 where < > represents ensemble average, * complex conjugate and )( pIII  is fluctuation of intensity over 

its mean value. If we assume that source is composed of two independent incoherent sources as shown in Fig. 

therefore 
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Eq. (3) represents interference of the coherence waves which can be used for phase recovery applications such as in 

lensless imaging through random scattering medium, crystallography and X ray imaging. 

Results and Discussion: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Formation of fringes in the intensity correlation structure due to interference of coherence waves generated from two incoherent 

sources 

Fig. shows superposition of coherence waves coming from two un-correlated sources. A two dimensional result 

shown in extreme right of the Fig. represents an experimental result of the intensity correlation fringes due to 

interference of two coherence waves. Formation of the intensity correlation fringes is realized in a complete lensless 

geometry and makes a lensless Fourirer transform hologram. Moreover, such geometry helps to achieve spatial 

stationarity of the random field even in the Fresnel domain from the random source plane [4]. The intensity 

correlation can be utilized to develop various new and un-conventional imaging systems such as correlation 

holography, Stokes holography and single pixel imaging [3-5]. Similar requirements also exist in x ray and electron 

beam diffraction where knowledge of the complex Fourier spectrum is desired for different reasons. Based on our 

experience in the optical domain, we propose to apply the coherence wave interference in the x ray imaging and 

electron beam. 
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Conventional diagnosis involves clinical examination followed by relevant

biochemical/microbiological/pathological examinations which rely on symptoms suggesting diagnosis of

existing disease. Such late diagnosis is often prone to poor prognosis, emphasizing early diagnosis for better

prognosis. In addition to disease diagnosis/screening, monitoring of treatment response is another crucial aspect

of disease management. Accurate evaluation and monitoring of treatment response lead to better disease

management and towards personalized medicine. In this context, optical spectroscopy methods such as laser-

induced-fluorescence, FTIR, Raman and diffused reflectance are some of the most widely pursued as potential

alternatives/adjuncts. The discovery of Raman Effect, in the year 1928, demonstrated that the analysis of

inelastically scattered light from the simplest molecule H2O could provide unique fingerprint of molecular

structure. With advent of lasers and CCDs, Raman spectroscopy of even weakly scattering samples like tissues

and cells is easy. And Raman spectroscopy hasbeen explored in biomedical applications, as it is better suited

due to attributes such as sensitivity to biochemical composition, objective, rapid, no external labelling/sample

preparation, and most importantly in vivo/in situ on line applications.

Paper presents an overview of in vivo Raman spectroscopy studies and explorations on less invasive samples

(exfoliated cells and bodyfluids) showcasing aspects of diagnosis/screening, treatment response in cancers1-8.

Key words: Optical diagnosis, Raman spectroscopy, Optical biopsy, Theranostics.
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Effect of quantum channels on quantum networks: A case study on
Quantum Fourier Transformation

Prajit Dhara1, S. Sivakumar2

Abstract Quantum Fourier Transform is an important part of many other quantum algorithms. If the circuitry 
for performing the transform is not ideal, the output is not reliable. The effect of three important classes of 
quantum channels, namely, phase flip, bit flip and bit-phase flip, on the output is studied in this report. Effect 
of these channels is quantified in terms of quantum state fidelity, which measures the deviation of the Fourier 
transformed state in realistic circuits from the expected ideal output. It is found that the fidelity decreases 
drastically with increasing input size and depends on the type of channel. This implies that the resource
requirement for error correction scales nonlinearly with problem size.

Keywords Quantum Fourier Transform · Quantum channel · Fidelity

Quantum algorithms perform better than classical algorithms in specific problem classes. Certain intractable 
problems (mostly belonging to the NP class) in the classical domain, have polynomial time solutions in the 
quantum framework. Prime factorization of large numbers [1] and data search in a unsorted data structure [2]
are two famous examples which have highly efficient quantum computing algorithms.

  Quantum algorithms are implemented using quantum circuits or networks, made of quantum gates in tandem. 
An ideal circuitry is not influenced by external disturbances, i.e., they are closed systems. However, it is 
impossible to achieve perfect isolation. These imperfections may lead to processes such as bit flip, phase flip, 
bit-phase flip and dissipation. Such non-unitary processes are accounted for in the operator sum representation
[3]. In this study, we have explored the delirious effects of these processes on Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT).

We compare the ideal QFT ρ of an input state with its channel-affected QFT σ. The deviation between ρ

and σ is quantified using quantum fidelity, given by tr 
(√

ρ1/2σρ1/2
)

. The dependence of fidelity on system size

(n), error probabilities (p) and error types (X, Z, Y ) have been studied. For a fixed error probability, a large set 
of randomly initialized states were used as input states. The effect of channels on randomly initialized states, 
as system size increases, gives a few indicators regarding the general behavior of fidelity. For random states, 
the bit-phase flip channel affects the system the most, as this channel leads to the lowest fidelity. However, the 
standard deviation is lesser compared to those in the case of bit flip and phase flip channels. To determine a 
more general behavior of the effect of these channels, it is beneficial to study their effects on the computational 
basis states. By examining which states are more susceptible to the effect of channels, algorithms can be tailored 
to avoid the susceptible states. While increase of error probability p affects the fidelity more, it is found that 
some basis states are more prone to be affected by the channels. Based on the observations from Fig. 1, the 
mean of fidelities for the bit flip and bit-phase flip errors, is almost a constant for the various basis states. 
The dependence of fidelity on p is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, (bit + bit-phase) and phase flip respectively. 
Important lesson from these profiles is that the reliable (closeness of p to unity) performance of gates is a 
stringent requirement as the system size increases. For instance, fidelity as high as 0.98 is possible with a error 
probability (1 − p) = 0.02 if the system size is 3. However, when the same architecture is scaled to size 6, the
fidelity drops to 0.85. It deteriorates further as the system size increases. It is possible to get a best fit curve for 
the profiles shown in Fig. 2. As the error probability increases, the fidelity of the transformed state decreases. 
With the increase in system size, as required for scalability to handle large inputs, the fidelity deteriorates as
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BITS Pilani, Pilani 333031
E-mail: prajitdhara1@gmail.com
2 Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research,
Kalpakkam 603102
E-mail: palakadsiva@gmail.com
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a modulated exponential of the system size. An equation of the form f = a(1 − x)−b exp(c(1 − x)), where x is
the error probability, provides the best fitting functions among those evaluated. In conclusion, quantum error
correction is required in equally large measure which scales nonlinearly with the system size and p. Requirement
for an almost ideal quantum circuitry for implementing quantum algorithms has been highlighted in our study.

Fig. 1: Fidelity trends for various kinds of error vs. basis state; Basis states are marked by their decimal notation; n=6 p=0.9

Fig. 2: Average fidelity trends with respect to p values for various system size (n) (a) Mean of bit and bit-phase flip (b) Phase flip
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Abstract 

 The spread of hologram technology through embossed holograms as anti-counterfeit devices in every 

sector has aggravated the counterfeiter to make imitation or counterfeiting of the same.  Unfortunately, there has 

been very little development in the area of methods to establish the authenticity of the security hologram itself. 

Hence, there is always need of a robust method to verify security hologram; which does not require special steps 

to be taken during production of the security hologram and should be able to work on any security hologram. 

We have made an invention, using spatial profile analysis exploiting the analogy between uniqueness associated 

with security hologram and fingerprint and apply feature score matching method similar to biometric 

recognition techniques for authenticating the security hologram. The invention can be applied to any hologram 

as it utilises the comparison of the spatial profile of a genuine hologram with a sample hologram to be verified. 

Keywords  

Security hologram, Authentication, Spatial profile analysis, Biometric recognition techniques.  

 

 Since Steve Benton’s invention of the rainbow hologram in 1968 and development of mass 

development method by recording a surface relief in photoresist and mass-production by embossing the relief in 

a polymer (1979), holograms have been first choice to be applied as a security feature and ensuring the 

authenticity of documents and products. However, there has been very little development in the area of methods 

to establish the authenticity of the hologram itself. The spread of hologram technology through embossed 

holograms as anti-counterfeit devices in every sector has aggravated the counterfeiter to make imitation or 

counterfeiting of the same. Initially, hologram counterfeits are produced from the artworks and conventional 

recording method. The evolution of computer-generated holograms increases the number of hologram 

counterfeiting. Also, the technological advancement made in the availability of associated equipment at a 

cheaper cost. Now the embossed holograms are turning out to be getting easier to counterfeit. There are several 

straightforward, simple, and inexpensive ways to counterfeit the kinds of holograms currently used in 

documents and products. A skilled holographer in collaboration with the graphic artist can make optical copies 

of holograms that are very difficult to distinguish from the originals. Even though it may be impossible to make 

a perfect counterfeit of a hologram, it is not very difficult for a skilled, well-equipped holographer to make a 

counterfeit that will pass a cursory inspection by an untrained person. Also, as the embossed hologram is in 

bumps or pits on the plastic, just peel it off and use it as a mould for mechanical copying. The reproduction 

won't be perfect, but no one knows what they are supposed to look like well enough to tell the difference. And, 

once a good master copy has been made, high-quality replicas are very easy to make. Hence, to serve the 

holograms and other diffractive optical variable image device as an anti-counterfeit role, it is necessary to 
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identify a fast and efficient automated analysing and authentication method in the forensic level to detect 

counterfeits.    Thus there is always need of a robust method to verify hologram; which does not require special 

steps to be taken during production of the hologram that can work on any hologram and should be free from the 

constraints related to experimental set up for verifying the hologram.  

    We have made an invention, using spatial profile analysis exploiting the analogy between uniqueness 

associated with security hologram and fingerprint and apply feature score matching method similar to biometric 

recognition techniques for authenticating the security hologram. The principle of the proposed method involves 

the comparison of the spatial profile of the holograms with that of a reference one. The analysis of the spatial 

profile of the security hologram will be done with the help of a scanning/image acquisition device. 3D profiles 

of holograms converted into the 2D images and the corresponding data matrix are extracted using image 

processing technique. Using this output, authentication of holograms can be performed. The present invention 

overcomes the drawback present in the prior art systems by applying a digital image processing technique to 

authenticate the hologram so that the effect of the physical parameter such as angle of incidence, type of 

incidence light, the position of the detector etc. are not present. Also, the present invention does not require any 

specific steps to be followed during the production of the hologram; neither has it needed any prior information 

about the hologram. As it utilizes software based computation, the possibility of human error during observation 

is eliminated. Further, the invention can be applied to any hologram as it utilises a comparison of the spatial 

profile of a genuine hologram with a sample hologram to be verified. 
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Abstract 

Using the principle of specular-reflection from metallic target surfaces, a precise non-contact based position sensing 

technique is brought forward in this paper. In this technique, a laser is projected at an angle and a portion of the specular 

light band from the target is collected by the lens and focused on the centre fiber of linear fiber array coupled to the CCD 

camera. As the position of target changes, there is the shift of the image spot across the fiber array and correspondingly to 

the CCD Camera. The position change of target is inferred from the centre of image spot using Fourier Phase Shift 

method at CCD camera. A position resolution of 500 µm for 6 mm range was achieved for the selected optical linear fiber 
array. The given system can be used in industrial environments having EMI, nuclear radiations as the camera can be 

placed remotely. 

 

Keywords 

Non-contact position sensing, Linear fiber array, CCD camera, Centroid measurement. 

 

Introduction 

Laser-based measurement techniques have many advantages over the others in industrial environments. These 

advantages include non-contact, non-destructive, fast and harsh environment adaptive measurement techniques. Position 

measurement is a common task in various industrial applications such as the location of the tool on a work-piece in 

coordinate measurement machines, differential gear alignment in automobiles etc [1]. Most of object surfaces in industry 

are made of polished metal. These materials are likely to reflect laser light in a mixed diffuse and specular way as shown 

in Fig 1. The intensity of reflected and diffused light depends on the characteristics of the target surface such as 

roughness, gloss etc. Light band emerges with a reflection pattern and light intensity distribution is based on the rough 

surface scattering theory. For position measurement of metallic target surfaces, a portion of this specular light is captured 

via lens and is focussed to the detector. As the target changes its position, the image spot at the detector also changes. The 

detector can be CCD or Position Sensing Detector (PSD) based on the application and resolution required. Thus, change 

in target position can be measured. However, sometimes due to the EMI/EMC or nuclear radiation environment it is 
difficult to place electronic components and measurement is needed to be done remotely [2]. In this paper, above-

mentioned property of specular light intensity based change in position of the target is investigated  by using optical linear 

fiber array coupled with the CCD camera. The position change information is inferred by calculating the centroid of 

image spot using Fourier Phase shift technique [2, 3]. For the given linear fiber array resolution of 500 µm was achieved 

for the range of 6 mm. 

                                                                               
 

  

  

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic of light scattering from the 

metallic target surface 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic of specular-reflection based position measurement 
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System Description & Experimental Setup  

 

From Fig 2 the relation between target position change Δ and image position change δ is given as, 

∆ =  
𝛿 × cos𝜃

𝑚
                                                                                       (1) 

Where, m = magnification of lens. For θ = 45˚,         𝛿 =   2 ×𝑚 ×  ∆                                                                                     (2) 

The pitch of the linear fiber array used in our system is 250 µm. This linear fiber array acts as transmitting position 

information to CCD where the algorithm measures the position information. Substituting the value of 𝛿 as 250 µm, we 
get: 

𝑚 =  
176.5

𝛥
                                                                                           (3) 

For 𝛥 = 500 µm, the magnification of the system is 0.3535. The relation between a and b from Fig 2 comes out as, b= 

0.3535a. Using Lens formula, focal length f comes out as 19.58 mm for a = 75 mm. For experimentation, f = 20 mm. 

The experimental setup consists of the aluminium target fixed on the linear movable stage. A laser (λ = 650 nm, 2.3V, 

30 mA) is inclined and focused at the target surface at an angle of 45°. From the target surface, the lens placed at an angle 

of 45° from the normal captures the portion of a band of reflected laser light as shown in Fig 2. This portion of reflected 
light is collected by the lens and is focused at the centre fiber of linear fiber array (Step Index Fiber 12 fibers of Core = 50 

µm, Clad = 125 µm, Pitch = 250 µm, Numerical Aperture = 0.2, Length = 5 m). The CCD does the detection of the image 

spot from the individual fibers of linear fiber array at the other end. There are various techniques for measuring the centre 

of image spot which includes centre of intensity, least square technique, Fourier series etc. We selected Fourier series 

method to obtain the centroid of image spot, as it offers a robust technique for solving for the centre of a symmetric curve. 

The algorithm is based on the detection of the phase shift in the Fourier domain, i.e., the spatial frequency domain.  

 

Results 

 

An aluminium target fixed on the micrometer was displaced. As the position of target changes, there is corresponding 

change in the image spot position at the linear fiber array takes place via lens.  The CCD camera connected to the other 
end of linear optical fiber array acquires the image of shifted laser spot continuously based on the change of target 

position. An algorithm based on Fourier series method to calculate the centroid of the laser spot. The calibration is done in 

terms of pixel values as shown in Fig 3 and the position of unknown target was measured as shown in Fig 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Fig. 3 Calibration Curve                                 Fig. 4 Measured data after calibration along with the error 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, specular reflection based technique for position measurement of the target is investigated. The given 

technique is useful for the non-contact measurement and can be used in environment with EMI and radiation. In our 

measurement system, the range of 6 mm with the resolution of 500 µm was achieved. The maximum error in the 

measurement range was 300 µm.  
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Abstract: In this paper, the effect of control field Rabi frequency on modulation instability of a probe field is 
investigated in a three-level quantum well system under an electromagnetically induced transparency regime. The 
system is found to be stable against modulation instability for small control field intensities whereas the growth of 
modulation instability gradually reduces for large intensities of the control field. 

Keywords: Semiconductor quantum well, electromagnetically induced transparency, Rabi frequency, modulation 
instability. 

Introduction 

Modulation instability (MI) is a fundamental nonlinear phenomenon which is observed in diverse fields like fluid 
dynamics, plasma physics, nonlinear optics [1-4], etc. MI refers to an exponential growth of weak perturbations of a 
continuous wave resulting from interplay between the dispersion and the nonlinearity. Due to MI, in time domain, the 
wave disintegrates during propagation, leading to filamentation of pulse trains and in spectral domain, it results the 
generation of frequency sidebands around the central frequency of the pump pulse. From its discovery [5] in optical 
fibers, MI has been studied extensively, due to their potential applications in frequency generation, optical switching 
and laser techniques.  

Recently, several nonlinear optical phenomena originating from quantum coherent and interference, such as, 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), gain without inversion (GWI), slow light, Kerr nonlinearity, optical 
soliton etc., have been studied extensively in semiconductor quantum wells (SQW). The devices based on SQWs 
possess intrinsic properties like large optical dipole moments, high nonlinear coefficients and wide adjustable parameter 
that offer large flexibility in device design. Though, the study of MI in QWs still rare, but recently, the effects of higher-
order dispersion and nonlinearity on MI in SQWs have been studied [6,7]. In this paper we have investigated the 
influence of control field intensity on MI gain spectrum of a weak probe field, results of which may have important 
applicability in nonlinear optics. 

Theoretical Framework 

For this study, a three-level asymmetric double quantum well (ADQW) system, same as referred in [8], which is 
depicted in Fig. 1(a). The system consists of two GaAs QWs of thickness 6.4 nm and 3.5 nm, respectively, which are 
separated by a 1.5 nm tunnel barrier. On the left hand side of the wide well, there is a 1.0 nm AlGaAs barrier followed 
by a 36 nm thick AlGaAs layer. On the right hand side of the narrow well, there is a 1.5 nm AlGaAs barrier. A weak 
probe pulse of angular frequency �� couples the transition |�1〉 → |�3〉 and a strong continuous wave control beam of 

angular frequency �� couples the transition |�2〉 → |�3〉, in a Λ-type excitation scheme. 
Here, adopting density matrix formalism, under rotating wave approximation, and proceeding with same process as 

described in [7], the standard nonlinear Schrödinger equation governing the evolution of the probe pulse is obtained  

�
����

��
−

�

�
��

�����

��� + ������
�

��� = 0,     (1) 

where ��� is envelope of the probe field, associated with probe field Rabi frequency Ω� �=
�����

ℏ
�, �� is the probe electric 

field and ��� is the dipole moment for |�1〉 → |�3〉 transition. The term �� is group velocity dispersion (GVD) which 
accounts for the dispersion contribution to the propagating wave. We ignored third-order dispersion term, since it has no 
contribution to MI [7]. The term � represents the nonlinear coefficient. Both �� and � are the functions of probe field 

detuning ��, control field Rabi frequency Ω� �=
�����

ℏ
�, and decay rates ��� and ���, detail expressions of which can be 

found elsewhere [7]. 

The modulation instability of the probe field has been investigated via a standard approach [9], where a steady-state 
solution, with small perturbation contribution to the amplitude is considered, which leads to a dispersion relation  

   �� + ��|W|P�Ω� −
�

�
��

�Ω� = 0,        (2) 

where P� is the input power of the continuous wave. The MI gain, at any frequency of perturbation Ω, is defined as 
�(Ω) = 2 × Imaginary part of (�) which can be written as  

�(Ω) = 2 ���|W|P�Ω� −
�

�
��

�Ω��
�/�

.       (3) 

We are now in a position to investigate the MI spectra, with emphasis to the effect of control Rabi frequency. 
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Results and discussion 

For this investigation, the system parameters are taken as follows: Carrier density � = 10�� ���, dipole moment 
��� = 20.0 × 10��� ��, probe frequency �� = 26.0 × 10�����, decay rates ��� = 1.0 × 10����� and ��� = 0.5 ×

10�����. MI results from the interplay between dispersion and nonlinearity. Using equation (3), we have investigated 
the effect of different values of control filed Rabi frequencies (��) on MI of the probe field, which are depicted in 
Figure 1(b). Panel (i) of Fig. 1(b) depicts that the MI gain for �� ���⁄ = 1.0, possess a gradual increase of the gain with 
increase in power P�. Interestingly, in panel (ii) of Fig. 1(b), which depicts the MI gain at �� ���⁄ = 1.9, it is seen that 
though the gain increases with power, but the spectral width has reduced. Panel (iii) of Fig. 1(b) depicts the MI growth 
for �� ���⁄ = 3.5, where it is seen that, the gain reduces in comparison to the previous cases, but the width of the MI 
spectrum increases.  In panel (iv) of Fig. 1(b), which has been plotted for �� ���⁄ = 4.0, reveals that though the gain is 
minimum, but the spectral distribution is still significantly large. Therefore, the control field Rabi frequency plays a 
significant role in the growth of MI.  

 

Figure 1: (a) The MQW adopted in this study. (i) Conduction band energy level diagram of a single period of MQW, and (ii) Λ-type 
excitation scheme of the MQW. (b) Modulation instability gain spectra as functions of instability frequency � and input 
probe powers, at four different values of �� ���⁄ : (i) �� ���⁄ = 1.0, (ii) �� ���⁄ = 1.9, (iii) �� ���⁄ = 3.5, (iv) �� ���⁄ =
4.0. (c) Modulation instability gain spectra as functions � and �� ���⁄ : (i) Variation of instability gain, and (ii) 2D 
contour plot representing the distribution of MI spectrum at different values of �� ���⁄ . 

 
In order to have a clear picture how MI behaves at different control field Rabi frequencies at a fixed power, we 

have plotted Fig. 1(c). Panel (i) of Fig. 1(c) depicts the MI gain spectra for a series of control field Rabi frequencies 
(��) at a fixed power P� = 200 mW. It is evident form panel (i) that for small values of Rabi frequencies, such as 
�� ���⁄ ≲ 0.5, the MI is absent. The instability start developing at around �� ���⁄ ≳ 0.5, and disappears again for 
�� ���⁄ ≈ 2.0 to 3.0. From �� ���⁄ ≈ 3.0 onwards, the MI gain spectra gradually decreases. For better clarity, we 
present the spectral distribution of MI gain with control field Rabi frequencies in the form of 2D contour plots in panel 
(ii) of Fig. 1(c). From the contour plot in panel (ii), it is seen that, MI gain possess wider spectra at around �� ���⁄ ≈
0.5 and ≈ 3.2, whereas gain maximize at around �� ���⁄ ≈ 1.5. For smaller values �� ���⁄ ≲ 0.5, and mid-values 
�� ���⁄ ≈ 2.0 to 3.0, the probe field remains stable against MI. For larger values �� ���⁄ ≳ 5.0 the MI gain gradually 
suppressed. Thus, the control field Rabi frequency has a great control over modulation instability of probe field.   

Conclusion 

To conclude, it is shown that the control field Rabi frequency has a great influence on the modulation instability of 
a probe field, interacting in a three-level asymmetric double quantum well system. The probe field remains stable 
against modulation instability for particular values of control filed Rabi frequencies. This investigation may have 
potential applications in optoelectronic devices made from semiconductor quantum well systems. 
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Abstract 

 

The emission properties of the molecules confined in a cavity can be very different compared to their behaviour in an 

isolated homogenous environment. The emission rate as well as their emission direction can be tuned depending on the 

magnitude and polarization of the local electric field present in the cavity. Here in, we discuss the effect of an elongated 

one dimensional plasmonic cavity, silver nanowire placed on a gold film, on the molecular emission from the gap 

between nanowire and the film [1]. The Nile blue molecules, present in the cavity give both surface enhanced Raman 

scattering and fluorescence signals, which overlap in the wavelength or energy domain. But when studied in the 

momentum space of the outcoupled emission, surface enhanced Raman scattering and fluorescence outcouple at 

different wavevectors. The fluorescence of the molecules was mainly confined to higher values of in-plane 

wavevectors, whereas the SERS signal was distributed along all the wavevectors. 
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Abstract 

We report here on the reorientation dynamics of the avian Red Blood Cell (aRBC) a structure ellipsoidal in 

shape and which has a non-uniform distribution of birefringence across its diameter. We find that in linearly 

polarized light, an aRBC shows a dual reorientation behaviour with the first reorientation about the major axis 

and the second about the minor axis so as to align its major axis along the laser propagation direction. Under 

circularly polarized OT, about 70% of the trapped cells showed both first and second flips and the rest showed 

only the first flip. The dynamics under elliptically polarized light reveals that the extent of the second flip 

depends on the degree of ellipticity of the polarized light.   

Keywords:  

Avian Red Blood Cells, Optical Tweezer, Polarization of light, Reorientation-dynamics 

 

Introduction 
Any asymmetric microstructure maximizes its volume along the region of highest electric field when trapped in 

an Optical Trap (OT) [1]. Furthermore, if the trapped object is birefringent along with being asymmetrically 

shaped, then, apart from maximizing its volume along the region of highest electric field, the optic axis of the 

trapped micro-object also becomes aligned along the linear polarization direction. In a previous study [2], we 

found that a human Red Blood Cell which is biconcave in shape and birefringent, acquires an edge-on 

orientation with respect to the laser beam propagation direction, and subsequently, stays rotationally bound to 

the linear polarization direction. In another study carried out by us previously, we showed that avian red cells 

which have an overall ellipsoidal shape are also birefringent and have a contrasting distribution of the 

birefringence across the cellular volume when compared with the human RBC [3]. Therefore, it is interesting to 

investigate  the trapping dynamics of aRBC under OTs of different polarizations.  

 

Experimental Details 
The details of the setup used by us is discussed elsewhere [2]. Briefly, we used a 1064nm laser that was focused 

down to a diffraction-limited spot using an oil-immersion objective of Numerical Aperture 1.4. The trapped 

micro-objects were imaged using a camera of resolution 2.1MP run at 15 frames per second. Blood sample was 

collected aseptically from the wing vein of an adult layer chicken into an equal volume of Alsever’s solution 

and was washed twice at 2000 rpm using a table top centrifuge. The washed aRBCs were stored at 4˚C by 

adding 2ml of sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) of pH 7.4. About 10µl of this solution was suspended in 

1.5ml of PBS solution. About 10µl of this solution is further diluted with 400µl of PBS and loaded in a sample 

holder made by sticking an o-ring of diameter 1 cm and thickness 1mm on a glass slide. The sample holder was 

slightly overfilled and another glass slide was kept on top to make the whole arrangement air-tight. 

 

Results and Discussion 

a) Linearly Polarized Laser 
The reorientation dynamics of an aRBC is captured in the sequence of images in Fig. 1.1 and 1.2. An aRBC 

shows a dual reorientation in a linearly polarized OT with the I reorientation about the major axis and the II 

reorientation about the minor axis so as to align its major axis along the beam propagation direction in the final 

equilibrium orientation.  
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Fig1. An aRBC reorienting about the major axis. Frames (a) and (b) are separated by about 0.56s and (b) 

and (c) by about 0.49s 

 

 
Fig2: aRBC shown in Fig 1 continues to show a further reorientation, this time, about a perpendicular to 

the plane of the aRBC. Frames (a) and (b) are separated by about 0.84s and (b) and (c) by about 1.47s 

 

In [4], we explain the observed reorientation sequence by means of comparing the work done by the laser torque 

against the drag experienced by a reorienting cell in each of the possible reorientations of the aRBC.  

 

b) Circularly Polarized Laser 
We find that, amongst the trapped cells only 70% show both I and II reorientations and the remainder show only 

the I reorientation. These results need further exploration with cell populations segregated according to their age 

so as to take into consideration subtle change in the chemical composition and the consequent changes in 

refractive index, changes in shape and the consequent changes in the birefringence distribution and furthermore 

the influence of the shape-dependent drag coefficient.  

 

c) Elliptically Polarized Light 
We find that we are able to control the extent of the II reorientation in elliptically polarized OT by controlling 

the degree of ellipticity of the laser polarization. We are able to infer a II reorientation through an angle < 90˚ by 

comparing the cross-section of the trapped cell under elliptically polarized light with the case of a cell trapped 

with linearly polarized light. Similar results were obtained in [4] Understanding these results would require 

modelling with careful considerations of the cell shape, size and the birefringence distribution across the cell 

volume and the consequent competition between shape and birefringence induced torques. This work is 

currently underway. 
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Abstract: Delay time calculations for the wavelengths of a 12 channel digitally tunable optical filter system are

presented. This method of finding delay time can be used to analyse the timing performance of the system and 

optimising the system performance by decreasing the wavelength routing lengths. The method can be expanded 

for any number of wavelengths to be filtered.
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1. Introduction

Tunable optical filter system is one of the most important subsystems of any optical communication network. 

These filters can dynamically choose the wavelengths to be transmitted by using a tuning mechanism or 

selection system. The selection system routes the desired wavelength to the output while blocks all other 

wavelengths. One of the most popular selection systems is electrical tuning system which offers high speed and 

computer compatibility and controllability. Recently, a digitally tunable optical filter system [1] was designed 

for wavelength selective switching based optical network, in which selection of output wavelengths was done by 

giving combinations of ‘0’ and ‘1’ at the inputs of SOAs (Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers). The filter system 

used 2 splitters, 12 two-by-two (2×2) wavelength-selection elements with thin-film filters, 7 SOAs and 1 four-

by-one (4×1) combiner. The selected wavelength reached at the combiner output after transmission and/or one 

or more reflections from the wavelength selection elements. The idea presented in that work [1] used lesser 

number of SOAs in comparison to other digitally tunable filter systems [2]. This work presents delay time 

calculations for different wavelengths transmitted through that system. These delay time calculations can be 

used to analyse the timing performance of the system.

2. Theory and Calculations

By looking into the paths followed by each wavelength between input SOAs and output SOAs in reference [1], 

the delay time equations can be written as

ft ttt 1                 (1)
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ftr tttt  122     (2)

ftrr ttttt  23133     (3)

ftrrr tttttt  3424144     (4)

frt tttt  155     (5)

frtr ttttt  26566     (6)

frtrr tttttt  3767577     (7)

frtrrr ttttttt  487868588                   (8)

frrt ttttt  19599     (9)

frrtr tttttt  21061091010                 (10)

frrtrr ttttttt  311711101191111                 (11)

frrtrrr tttttttt  4128121112101291212                 (12)

where nt is the delay time for the nth wavelength between input and output SOAs; the values of ‘n’ are [1]

...121,2,3.....n  ; mnrt  is the time taken by the nth wavelength to go into the wavelength selection element for 

m center wavelength, and coming back after reflection; tt is the time taken by the nth wavelength in passing 

through the wavelength selection element with n center wavelength; ft is the time taken by the n

wavelength in passing through the fibers. 

If psttt ftmnr 10 for ...121,2,3.....n  and 12.....,3,2,1m . The calculated delay times are 

pst 201  , pst 302  , pst 403  , pst 504  , pst 305  , pst 406  , pst 507  , pst 608  , 

pst 409  , pst 5010  , pst 6011  and pst 7012  . The average delay time for the system is ps45 .

3. Conclusion

The delay time calculations for all wavelengths of a recently proposed 12 channel digitally tunable optical filter 

system are given. This method of calculating delay time can also be used in similar type of systems to analyse 

the timing performance of the system and to optimise the system performance by decreasing the wavelength 

routing lengths. The method can be expanded for any number of wavelengths to be filtered.
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Abstract 
The ability to serially multiplex Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors provides advantage for monitoring quasi 

distributed sensing. With over a decade of development, researchers have devised three main techniques for 

serial multiplexing of FBG sensors. Of them, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is the first form of 

multiplexing explored for the FBG sensor and most prominent technique in serial multiplexing. Here, we 

demonstrate the multiplexing of FBG sensors for quasi-distributed monitoring using WDM techniques. We have 

taken four in-line FBGs with different characteristic central wavelength placed in various points of the 

measurand fields (Strain and temperature).  Among the four FBGs, two are used for measuring temperature and 

remaining two for measuring strain. The experiment has been repeated for different combinations of FBGs for 

strain and temperature sensing simultaneously. We achieved good linearity of 0.999. 

 

Keywords: 
Fiber Bragg Grating; Multiplexing; Distributed sensing; WDM; Optical fiber. 

 

Introduction: 
FBGs have been shown to measure an array of various measurands such as temperature, pressure, stress/strain, 

etc. [1]. FBGs are mostly used for quasi-distributed measurement of strain and temperature. Here, we propose a 

method of multiplexing FBGs for distributed sensing. The whole area of sensing can be divided in some matrix 

segments. Hence a wavelength division multiplexing scheme can be opted and signal can be detected with 

interrogator [2]. For this purpose four in-line FBGs with different characteristic central wavelength have been 

placed in various points of the measurand fields (strain and temperature). Eventually, the corresponding 

wavelength shift of four in-line FBGs due to temperature and strain are noted using interrogator. 

 

Experimental Details:  
An array of four in-line FBGs of central wavelength of ~1512nm (FBG1), ~1520 nm (FBG2), ~1528 nm 

(FBG3) and ~1536 nm (FBG4) respectively have been taken for distributed monitoring. Among these four 

FBGs, at first FBG1 and FBG4 are deployed for temperature sensing while FBG2 and FBG3 for sensing strain. 

For sensing the temperature, the FBGs are kept on heater plate connected with a dimmer-stat for controlling 

temperature and for strain sensing the FBGs are pasted on cantilevers, connected with strain gauge circuits. The 

experiment has been repeated for different combinations of FBGs for strain and temperature sensing 

simultaneously. The temperature range from 250C -900C with 5 degree step interval and applied loads from 

50gms to 700 gms with 50 gms step interval are considered for this experiment. Initially for measurement 

temperature of 250C and load of 50gms were taken, then temperature raised with 50C interval and loads with 

50gms interval. For measuring strain a full bridge strain gauge circuit was used. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Schematic of experimental setup 
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Results: 
The graphs between temperatures vs. Wavelength shift and strain vs. Wavelength shift have been drawn. For 

measuring Strain, loads are converted to strain using the formula E0= (
𝐸

4
)*𝐾𝑠*𝜀0.Where 𝐸0=bridge o/p voltage 

(mV). E = Excitation Voltage; Ks=sensitivity (~2); 𝜀0 = Strain (𝜇𝜀). For temperature sensing as the temperature 

is increased the wavelength shift also increases correspondingly (Fig. 2 (a) & (b)).For strain sensing, as the 

loads are increased the wavelength shift is also increasing accordingly but with negative slope (Fig. 2 (c) & (d)) 

Because, as the output voltage of strain gauge circuit decreases with increasing loads. Further the output voltage 

is proportional to strain. As a result we got negative slope. The experiment has been repeated for different 

combinations of FBGs for strain and temperature sensing simultaneously 

 

 

  

 

                  
 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Conclusions: 
We achieved very good linearity of 0.999. This scheme of multiplexing is very prominent in simultaneous 

measurement of strain and temperature for distributed monitoring. The obtained results of strain and 

temperature measurements from this scheme perform better with respect to existing method. 
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Abstract 

Metasurface consisting of resonator array integrated with active element, could enable switching 

between various modes of multipole excitations with respect to incoming radiation. Switching 

toroidal excitation to fundamental electromagnetic excitation provides an innovative approach 

of implementing multifunctional features in a single device. Toroidal dipole, which is visualized 

as the currents flowing on the surface of torus along its meridians, offers weak electromagnetic 

scattering compared to the electric and magnetic dipoles, plays an important role in tailoring the 

losses by radiative means. Here, we demonstrate an optical metamaterial switch that supports 

dynamic transition from weakly-radiative toroidal dipole excitation to strongly-radiative electric 

or magnetic dipole excitations, through optical control of active element in planar hybrid 

metasurface. 

The unit cell design consists of a planar asymmetric resonator pair arranged in the mirrored 

configuration, which supports a toroidal resonance excitation. Suppressing electromagnetic 

resonance through silicon patches beneath the gaps of resonators in mirrored configuration, one 

could dynamically switch toroidal resonance to a magnetic dipole or an electric dipole resonance.  

Keywords: toroidal dipole, multipole switching, metasurface 

 

1. Introduction 

Frequency dependent electromagnetic properties have 

facilitated in realization of state-of-the-art techniques, such as 

enhancing optical activity, stimulating nonlinearity, by 

exploiting the novel features artificially designed materials.1, 2 

Here, we like to narrow down our discussion to mainly three 

excitation features, which are electric, magnetic, and toroidal. 

Electromagnetic spectrum of the conventional double gap 

symmetric SRR in the unit cell configuration of planar 

metasurface usually results in broad line-shaped dipole 

resonance, which couples strongly to free space. The moment 

of electric dipole lies in the plane of metasurface and is along 

the electric field polarization of the incoming radiation. If 

asymmetry is introduced by shifting one or both the gaps in 

SRR, then an asymmetric resonance mode with significantly 

narrower linewidth, known as Fano resonance, appears in 

addition to electric dipole resonance.3 At this instant, current 

distribution in SRR is in magnetic dipole type configuration, 

which has projection perpendicular to the plane of 

metasurface. Mirroring asymmetric SRRs leads to further 

linewidth narrowing of asymmetric resonance due to toroidal 

dipole excitation, which has moment in the plane of 

metasurface.4  

2. Discussion 

In this active scheme, silicon layer beneath the split gap of a 

metallic resonator of metamaterial array acts as a active 

material that controls the optical properties of the hybrid 

metamaterial in presence of the optical pump beam. By 

selectively suppressing electromagnetic resonance of one or 

both resonators in mirrored configuration, toroidal resonance 

could be switched to magnetic dipole or an electric dipole 

resonance. In absence of optical pump, Fig 1a shows toroidal 

excitation in presence of terahertz pulse, having its electric 
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field polarization along X direction. In presence of optical 

pump pulse silicon shorts the gaps of one (Fig 1c) or both (Fig 

1b) resonator, leading to switching of toroidal excitation to 

electric dipole or magnetic dipole type excitation of SRRs in 

metasurface array. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Switching in the response of unit cell from (a) toroidal 

dipole to (b) electric or (c) magnetic dipole in presence of 

optical pump. Here, green arrow represents current along SRR 

strips, region enclosed in dotted red circle represnts optically 

excited silicon in split gaps. Conical red arrow shows 

magnetic flux due to circulating currents in SRR.5 
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Abstract: In this work, we demonstrate all-optical dual-channel switching of sharp Fano 

resonances excited in superconducting asymmetric split ring resonators. Upon irradiation with 

optical pump, the ultrasensitive Cooper pairs in superconductor undergo dual dissociation-

relaxation dynamics within a single superconductivity restoration cycle and lead to dual 

switching windows in picoseconds timescale. The extreme sensitivity of Cooper pairs to 

external perturbations enable access to such unique dual switching features, which can be 

readily engineered by varying the substrate properties. 

 

Moreover, we introduce a thinnest superconducting terahertz metamaterial. We demonstrate 

that superconducting metamaterials of thickness 25 nm supports excitation of Fano 

resonances while metallic samples of identical thickness do not show any Fano resonance. 

Upon irradiation with optical pump, ultrathin superconducting metamaterials show extremely 

low threshold switching. Our results manifest new ways to realize extremely low threshold 

ultrafast dual channel switchable devices. 

 

Keywords: Metamaterials, superconductors, terahertz metamaterials, ultrafast switch 

 

1. Ultrafast dual-channel switching 

Superconductors are an interesting family of materials that 

have attracted considerable attraction from both the 

fundamental and applied physics community. 

Superconductors possess zero DC electrical resistance and 

perfect diamagnetism below Tc. The unique and dramatic 

properties of the superconductors are attributed to the 

presence of Cooper pairs. Ultrafast response observed in the 

Cooper pair dynamics upon photoexcitation of the high-Tc 

cuprate superconductors is widely explored to understand the 

underlying physics and the mechanism which leads to 

Cooper pair formation. When irradiated with an optical pulse 

of energy higher than the binding energy of the Cooper pairs, 

the Cooper pairs dissociate into quasiparticles.
1
 The 

dissociated quasiparticles reunite to form Cooper pairs again 

in a very short time scale of the few picoseconds. During this 

process, there is a large dramatic reduction in the 

conductivity of the superconductor.
2
 The ultrafast switching 

between macroscopic quantum superconducting phase and 

the resistive phase of photo-excited cuprate superconductors 

can be exploited for high-speed quantum-photonic devices. 

Interestingly, we discovered the existence of dual 

dissociation-relaxation channels within a single 

superconductivity restoration cycle. Dual switching channels 

arise due to primary and secondary dissociation of Cooper 

pairs, which eventually results in two distinct pathways for 

the modulation of THz radiation at picoseconds timescale.
3
 

This peculiar observation leads to the discovery of 

superconducting dual-channel, ultrafast switchable devices 

which could be highly advantageous for various application 

in time division multiplexing, superconducting  
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Fig.1 Schematic illustration of the dual-channel switch. 

Cooper pair dynamics measured using OPTP method at the 

optical pump fluence of 254.8 μJ/cm
2
. The inset depicts the 

unit cell of the TASR metamaterial and artistic illustration of 

OPTP measurements. 

 

photodetectors, THz high-speed wireless communication and 

superconducting radiation sensors. 

The artistic illustration of the unit of designed asymmetric 

split ring metamaterial and OPTP measurement scheme is 

shown in the Fig. 1.
4
 The metamaterials sample was 

fabricated using wet chemical etching of 50 nm thick YBCO 

film deposited over the r-cut sapphire substrate. The sample 

was irradiated with an optical pulse of wavelength 800 nm 

(1.55 eV) which has energy much larger than the binding 

energy of the Cooper pairs (20-30 meV) in YBCO.
5
 The 

large change in the conductivity of YBCO metamaterial upon 

photoexcitation is measured in terms of the differential 

terahertz transmission as shown in the Fig1. The two 

switching channels observed in a single superconductivity 

restoration cycle is shown by red and blue arrows in Fig. 1. 

The two switching channels arise due to the primary and 

secondary dissociation of the Cooper pairs by an optical 

pulse. We also demonstrate that the optical pump fluence 

required to switch the Fano resonance could be substantially 

reduced by reducing the thickness of the YBCO 

metamaterial. The 25 nm thick superconducting 

metamaterials show strong Fano resonance which could not 

be achieved by identical metallic structures. The Fano 

resonance could be switched using extremely low fluence of 

the optical pump fluence.  
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Abstract 

Stimulated by the discovery of the large field enhancement due to the localized surface plasmon 

resonance (LSPR) effect of a metal nanoparticle, nanoplasmonic sensing has over the last two 

decades rapidly evolved into an important subject of major research interest. Metal nano particles 

and nanostructures have been reported to offer a wide field of applications ranging from refractive 

index sensing to biomedical applications. For those applications a large variety of nano metallic 

systems have been introduced, ranging from single metal nano particle (MNP), various 

configuration of MNPs, to MNP of more complicated shapes. Among the large variety of MNPs 

proposed in the research literature, the MNPs of core–shell structures have attracted growing 

research interest. It allows the introduction of an additional parameter of shell thickness invoking 

the plasmon hybridization (PH) effect between inner and outer surface plasmons, as well as the core 

size giving rise to the cavity dependent effects. This structure therefore offers increased sensing 

tunability. Further, a symmetry breaking of the core-shell structure us expected to introduce 

additional features of the scattered wave characteristics promising among others, the potential of 

directed wave sensing applications. 

 Presented in this talk are several of our research results on cylindrical plasmonic system, 

including a system of metallic nanotube for complementary high-performance sensing of gases and 

liquids, metallic cylindrical multishell system of highly sensitive responses with large Figure of 

Merit and non-concentric metallic cylindrical nanoshell and its directed wave sensing performance. 

Keywords 

Metal Nano Particle, Cylindrical Nanoshell, Plasmonic Sensing 
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Abstract: Characterization of micro-lenses can be performed by interferometry based digital 

holography technique. However, Nyquist sampling criteria limits the dynamic range of this 

technique and so this technique cannot be used for surfaces with high slope, i.e. fast lenses. In this 

work results are presented on high-sag micro-lens characterization by submerging the micro-lens 

in a near index-matching polymer which reduces the effective phase slope and improves dynamic 
range of the digital holography technique. 

 

1. Introduction 
Digital Holography (DH) [1,2] is a very versatile technique which has been used in recent times to characterize the 

surface profile of Micro-optical components [3, 4]. Different geometrical parameters of a micro-lens such as surface 
profile, focal length, sag, diameter, radius of curvature (ROC), f-number and NA can be measured either directly or 

indirectly by DH technique. For characterization of high-sag micro-lens the change in phase across the cross-section 

of the micro-lens is fast enough. To reduce the sampling points to less than the Nyquist sampling criteria which 

limits applicability of DH technique for high-sag or fast micro-lens. By submerging these micro-lenses in a near 

index matching polymer, effective focal length of the micro-lens can be increased. This gives lesser effective phase 

change and therefore sufficient number of sampling points for the given detector for charaterization of fast micro-

lens (small f-number). 
 

2. Theory 
In comparison to the other techniques, DH gives quantitative phase estimates of the object which can be translated to 

a surface profile map if the refractive index of the material is known. In DH, the interferogram produced by the 

object wave and reference wave is recorded by a camera. The angle (θ) between the object wave and reference wave 

is related to the fringe period (Δ) and wavelength of operation (λ) by the relation 
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The lower limit of the angle (θ) in Eq. (1) is determined by the maximum frequency content of the object. The upper 

limit of the angle given by Eq. (1) is determined by the Nyquist sampling criterion which states that the sampling 

frequency should be at least twice as much as the maximum signal frequency. The upper limit due to Nyquist 

criteria limits the use of this technique for characterization of high-slope phase surfaces like fast microlenses. 
However, if a suitable near index matching polymer is used to submerge the micro-lens under test, the effective 

phase slope is reduced and it makes the characterization of the fast micro-lens possible. In this work, an additional 

layer of poly di-methyl siloxane (PDMS) is introduced, on the top surface of micro-lens. This leads to less refraction 

of light as shown in Fig. 1 and the effective focal length can be written as 
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where, RC, ns and nl are ROC, refractive indices of micro-lens and cured polymer, respectively. The effective focal 

length is increased by the factor of (ns - 1)/(ns - nl) and phase difference between the vertex to edge of the micro-lens 

is reduced by the same factor. 

 
Fig.1:  Increase in effective focal length of micro-lens by submerging it in a polymer of near matching refractive index nl.. 

 

3. Experimental Setup 
A Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup was used to record digital holograms. As shown in Fig.2, a collimated laser 

beam is split into two plane waves and recombined through the use of two mirrors and two beam splitters. The 

object (micro-lens submerged in polymer) is placed in the object arm of the interferometer and it interferes with the 
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reference arm on second beam splitter. Since, the micro-lenses are small in diameter, a 10X objective is placed in 

object arm and the same matching 10X objective is placed in reference arm to nullify the phase introduced by this 

objective. The interference pattern is imaged onto a CMOS camera.  

 
Fig.2:  Schematic of the experimental setup used for DH based approach for characterization of high-sag (fast) microlenses. 

 

The sample is a commercial micro-lens with ~ 0.8 mm diameter and ~ 70 µm sag on a 1 mm thick BK7 substrate. 

PDMS is mixed with its curing agent and poured over micro-lenses. The sample is degassed and cured at 80 deg C 

for 6 hrs. The refractive index of cured PDMS is 1.45 and it almost matches with the refractive index of BK7. As 

shown in Fig. 1, this leads to an increase in effective focal length of micro-lenses and so the fringes in the hologram 
can be sampled easily by the detector.  
 

4. Results and Discussion 
The recorded hologram of micro-lenses before and after submerging in PDMS is shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). The 

phase profile can be reconstructed by Fresnel’s reconstruction method. It is not possible to process the hologram in 
Fig. 3(a) because of sub-sampled fringes due to high slope of micro-lenses. The hologram in Fig. 3(b) can be 

reconstructed to obtain the phase profile. Fig. 3(c) shows the experimentally measured and calculated phase profile 

of center micro-lens in Fig. 3(b).The sag and diameter of micro-lens are compared with their known values in Table 

1. The results are also compared with simulations using Zemax software and found in good agreement.  

         
(a)                        (b)                                                 (c) 

Fig. 3: Experimental results: (a) Recorded hologram of micro-lens before submerging in PDMS, (b) after submerging in PDMS, (c) dashed curve 

shows the measured phase profile of one of the micro-lens(submerged in PDMS) solid curve shows the calculated phase profile of micro-lens in 

air.  

 

 Sag Diameter 

Measured by DH 68 µm 0.76 mm 

Actual value 71 µm 0.80 mm 
Table 1: Comparison of sag and diameter of micro-lens  

 

5. Conclusions 
A method is demonstrated for characterizing micro-lens with high-sag using DH technique. Effective dynamic range 
of DH was found to be improved by submerging the high-sag micro-lens in a near index matching polymer PDMS. 

The same experimental setup and reconstruction technique can be used for measuring phase profile of high-sag 

micro-lens.   
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Abstract: In this paper the multiple low resolution images obtained from a Multiaperture camera 

have been used to reconstruct a scaled up high resolution (HR) image using the Super-resolution 

algorithm. In a Multiaperture camera each channel provides the degraded image on which a 

mathematical operation was done to estimate the degradation function to achieve deblurred 

images, and to fuse them together shift and add operation is used. The experimental results from 

the implementation of the developed algorithm on a Multiaperture camera are presented and the 

image quality compared by detecting sharpness in frequency domain with other methods.  

1. Introduction 

The performance of multiaperture imaging system is limited by either the detector or the optics depending on 

whether the angular resolution of the optics exceeds the Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) of the detector or not 

[1]. For the case when diffraction effects due to the finite aperture of opticslimits the performance of the imaging 

system, one needs to use larger aperture optics. When detector limits the performance, one needs to use detector 

with smaller pixel pitch and more number of pixels. Often this leads to increased cost or there are technological 

limitations. An alternate approach to overcome the limitations of the detector is to use signal processing techniques 

to generate a scaled up image with enhanced resolution by using multiple images shifted relative to each other by a 

fraction of the detector pixel pitch which is referred to as Multiframe super resolution technique. The super 

resolution (SR) image reconstruction is an inverse problem. In multiaperture imaging system the HR image 

undergoes blur degradations mainly due to limited aperture size of the optics resulting in a loss of information and 

also due to additive noise. This makes it an ill posed problem.  

In this paper, the developed algorithm presented and compared the image quality compared by detecting sharpness 

in frequency domain in real world situation. 

2. Theory  

The essential ingredients of any super-resolution image reconstruction mainly are the estimation of the HR image by 

upsampling onto an HR grid by taking samples from subpixel shifted LR images and correct for imaging channel 

degradations. Many of the SR algorithms proposed earlier, perform the above two tasks in a single step. In cases 

where they are performed separately, the LR images are fused together after appropriate shifts (shift estimated 

beforehand) and the images so obtained is corrected for degradation assumed to be known a priori. 

 In a departure from the above approaches, here the above two tasks are performed in two separate and 

independent steps. In the first step that is done separately for each channel, the degradation function (assumed to be 

unknown) and the images corrected for degradation are estimated simultaneously for each channel using an iterative 

optimisation technique. In the second step, the estimated image of each channel is fused together to generate a single 

HR image. 

The fusing of the images is done by shifting the images and adding in such a way that the Total Variation of thefinal 

image is maximised. This approach has the following advantages: 1) since the degradation function estimation and 

correction is done separately for each channel, there is flexibility to assume a different degradation function for each 

channel; .2) since the shift and add operation is done as a separate step, any errors in shift estimation is limited only 

to this step. 

3. System description 

The Multiapertue imaging camera optics comprises of a 5x5 array of Microlenses. Each microlens has a diameter of 

0.8mm and a focal length of 4mm. The lens array is placed at a distance of 4mm from a CMOS sensor with 1024 

x1280 pixels and pixel pitch 5.2 µm x 5.2 µm. A window of 950x950 pixels was used on the raw image from the 

detector as the 5x5 array of images from the Microlens array falls on 1024x1280 pixels of the detector. The entire 

image of 950x950 pixels was segmented into 5x 5 equal regions which give 25 LR images. The center image is 

taken as reference image. 
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4. Experimental results and discussion 

The results obtained from the Multiaperture camera are shown in Figs. 1 for the object statue. The object was about 

50cm high and about 30cm wide placed at a distance of 2.7m from the camera alongwith a few smaller objects 

placed in front of the statue at varying distances with the farthest object at about 30cm in front of the statue. Figs. 

1(a),1(b) and 1(c) show a frame grabbed by the Multiaperture camera, the LR image that corresponds to the center 

lens in the array interpolated by a factor of 2 using cubic spline interpolation and the HR image scaled up by a factor 

of 2 and estimated using the algorithm developed in this paper respectively. 

The performance of the developed super-resolution algorithm is compared with two regularised optimisation 

methods proposed in Ref. [1]. This method referred to as Method I, in which L2 norm is used as data fidelity term 

and the regularisation term is the Tikhanov regularisation. The results were obtained using codes available in public 

domain [2]. The parameters used for Method I are: Regularisation factor-0.05, Number of iterations-20, Step size-8, 

Regularisation kernel 1/16 [1 1 1;1 -8 1;1 1 1], deconvolution kernel-gaussian low pass filter of size 5x5. The results 

obtained using the Method I are given in Fig. 1(d). A No reference Image quality metric defined in the frequency 

domain [3] was used to compare the methods.The metric was calculated as follows: The two dimensional Fourier 

Transform of the image is performed. The Image quality metric in the Fourier domain is determined by finding the 

number of pixels that has the absolute value of the Fourier Transform greater than a threshold value normalised by 

the total number of pixels. The threshold is chosen as the 1/1000 of the maximum value of the absolute value of 

Fourier transform. The Frequency domain Image quality metric effectively determines the spread of the Fourier 

spectrum. The Fourier spectrum spread will be more if the image has higher spatial frequency content. The 

thresholding operation makes the metric less sensitive to noise as compared to other spatial domain image quality 

metric like Variance. Table 1 gives the values of the Fourier domain Image quality metric of the LR image; the HR 

is image estimated by the method developed here in as well as Method I for statue as object. 

The algorithms were tested with real world objects illuminated with white light. The 25 images in the array 

had different intensity levels and different SNR. The outermost images had poorer SNR as compared to the center 

image as the outermost lenses in the array received less light as compared to the center lens. 

 

 LR image Present Method Method I 

Statue 0.0353 0.0509 0.0368 

Table 1: Comparison of the developed method with two other methods based on no reference frequency domain image quality Metric 

 

 
(a)                             (b)                           (c)                            (d) 

Fig. 1. (a) A frame grabbed by the Multiaperture camera of size 950x950 pixels (b) LR image that corresponds to the center lens in the array 

interpolated by a factor of 2 to size 200x320 pixels (c) HR image of size 200X320 pixels reconstructed using the method presented in the 
paper.(d) Image reconstructed by Method I  

 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, it may be observed that the proposed method gives better results as compared to the other two 

methods. This is also reflected in the values of Frequency domain image quality metric given in Table 1. The result 

shows that the algorithm performs robustly in real world situations. 
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Abstract: The present work proposes a non-contact optical polarization based technique for 
determining surface roughness of metal surface. The sample is mounted on a prism, illuminated by a 
linearly polarized collimated light beam and two intensity frames are digitally recorded with specific 
orientations of an analyzer. The pair of intensity data frames captured with this simple setup is 
combined through an algorithm developed for the purpose, assuming that the refractive index of the 
sample is known, to find the phase difference between the transverse electric and transverse magnetic 
components which preserve the information about surface roughness. 
 
Keywords: Surface Roughness, Phase, Polarization, Refractive Index. 

 
1. Introduction  
Surface roughness is defined as the repetitive and random deviation from the nominal surface that forms the three 
dimensional topology of the surface. Roughness measuring techniques can be divided into two broad categories such as 
(i) a contact type such as mechanical stylus method and (2) a noncontact type such as different optical methods [1, 
2].The present work proposes and demonstrates a simple non contact optical two-frame non-interferometric technique 
for measuring surface roughness. The theory behind this technique is optical reflection from metal surface. Here 
roughness is measured in terms of phase change associated with the reflected TE and TM polarization states of light 
from the rough sample. The difference of phase between these orthogonal states of polarization is indicative of the angle 
at which light is reflected from the sample, and hence leads to measurement of the surface profile. 
 
2.  Theory, Equation and Experimental Set Up  
The phases φs and φp for transverse electric (s-polarized) and transverse magnetic (p-polarized) polarized light 
respectively, due to reflection at the interface of dielectric metal medium having refractive indices n1 and n2, (n2=n+ik) 
can be expressed as[3]
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The phase difference φdiff between the p-polarized and s-polarized components and can be expressed as    
  spdiff φφφ −=

 
From Eqns. 1-5 it may be observed that the phase difference between the s and p components is a function of refractive 
indices n1 and n2 as well as incident angle θ1. So, for a rough metal surface where the surface normal varies 
continuously, the phase variation occurs due to variation of incident angle assuming that the metal has an uniform 
refractive index. Fig.1(a) represents the experimental set up. Here USAF target used as a sample where we have 
attempted to evaluate the surface roughness of the Chromium coating on glass as shown in Fig 1(b). Two intensity data 
frames are recorded on a CCD with the transmission axis of the output polarizer (LP2) oriented along 45o and 135o so 
that the s and the p components are added in-phase and out-of-phase respectively. From these data frames the phase 
change associated with the height change due to surface roughness can be determined using an algorithm and can be 
expressed as [4]                             
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Fig.1.(a).Schematic diagram of the experimental in-line setup. Source= LED, CL=Condenser Lens, N=pin hole, L=Lens, 
CP=Circular Polarizer, LP1=linear polarizer with 450 angle, LP2=Linear Polarizer, CCD=Charge coupled Device. (b) USAF target 
used as sample. 
 
3.  Result and Discussion  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2. (a) Calibration curve for determining surface roughness for Cr (n=3.1399,k=3.3150). (b) Two intensity data frames I45 and I135 
recorded by CCD (c) 3D phase profile of sample (d)2D phase profile along y section along rows of pixels (e) average phase 
difference for sample (f) variation of incident angle due to presence of surface roughness (g) Deviation of incident angle due to 
surface roughness from the nominal surface incident angle. 

Two intensity data frames I45
0 and I135

0 are recorded as shown in Fig.2 (b). The 3D phase profile is reconstructed from 
these intensity data frames is shown in Fig.2(c). Fig 2(d) and 2(e) represent the 2D variation of phase difference along 
the y section of 3D profile. Assuming that refractive indices are constant for prism (n0=1.518), oil (n1=1.721) and metal 
(n2=n+ik=3.1399+i3.3150) the only factor responsible for the variation in φdiff is variation of incident angle on the metal 
surface. Using the calibration curve shown in Fig.2(a), the  phase difference change can be converted into variation of 
incident angle and this is shown in Fig.2(f). Fig.2(g) represents the deviation of incident angle due to surface roughness 
from the nominal surface incident angle.  

Alternatively, for an optically flat metal surface, its complex refractive index may be easily determined.  
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Investigations on self-healing property of Bessel Gaussian and Gaussian Beam propagation 

through Pseudo Random Phase Plate mimicking atmospheric turbulence 
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Abstract: In this paper we study and investigate the Self-healing tendency of Gaussian and Bessel-Gauss beams when 

it propagates through Pseudo Random Phase Plate (PRPP) mimicking atmospheric turbulence. We find that atmospheric 

turbulence distorts Bessel beams to a lesser extent when compared with variations and distortion of Gaussian beam. 
Keywords: Bessel-Gaussian Beam, Zernike Polynomial, Pseudo Random Phase Plate, Atmospheric Turbulence. 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

The ability of the optical beam to recover its initial amplitude or intensity profile after encountering an obstacle is 

dubbed as self-reconstructing [1]. Study of such phase fluctuations of the incident beam when it propagates through a 

turbulent atmosphere has substantial interest in free space optical communication, imaging through optical turbulence 

and quantum optics [1,2]. 

The beam from a He-Ne laser source is considered as Gaussian beam. A Gaussian beam is beam of monochromatic 

electromagnetic radiation whose transverse amplitude distributions are of Gaussian functions. The optical distributions 

of laser beams and the modal field distributions of optical waveguides with special index profiles may be Gaussian [3]. 

On the other hand, Bessel beam was originally proposed by Durnin [4] as a solution of scalar Helmholtz equation 

containing an infinite amount of power. The complex amplitude of Bessel beam is given as, 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

21
0

, 0 , exp expr

r
U r z J k r il 


 −

 = =  
 

 

Where Jl denotes the lth order Bessel function of the first kind, kr is the radial component of the wavevector with 

wavenumber k = 2π/λ and wo is the waist of the Gaussian beam [2]. The two fascinating features of Bessel beam are its 

transverse intensity profile through their entire free space propagation i.e. non-diffracting propagation and self-healing 

ability. Although ideal Bessel beams with infinite energy cannot be generated experimentally, approximations to Bessel 

beams are made in practice by focusing a Guassian beam with an axicon lens (Lens with a conical surface which 

transforms a laser beam to a ring shaped distribution) to generate Bessel-Gauss beams [5]. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The schematic of Fig. 1, shows the double passage geometry of the experiment to measure the Self-healing of Bessel –

Gaussian (BG) beams. A He-Ne laser source generating a TEM00 wave field of wavelength 633nm and 75mW power is 

attenuated using Neutral density filters as the Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (SHWFS) and Charge-Coupled 

Device (CCD)  not sensitive to high powers. The TEM00 wave field is then allowed to propagate through an axicon lens 

of  physical angle 1 degree. The optical beam coming out of the axicon lens is called as Bessel-Gaussian beam. Then 

the BG beam is allowed to propagate through a turbulent atmosphere by using PRPP (Pseudo Random Phase Plates) 

which introduces phase fluctuations by the rotation of glass plate, where the speed of rotation can be controlled by 

external micro-controller. The beam from PRRP is made to strike on the mirror where the reflected beam again 

experiences an atmospheric turbulence and directed to the beam splitter. It should be noted here that the source is now 

considered at the beam splitter, SHWFS and CCD are successively kept at distance (d) ranging from 5cm to 15cm from 

the beam splitter. The beam view and wave front variation of the beam is captured at various distances from beam 

splitter using CCD and SHWFS respectively. Instantly the speed of the rotation of PRPP is increased from 0 to 6000 

rotations per minute and the variation in beam view is captured using CCD. 

 

Fig.1 Double Passage geometry of GB beams with turbulence. 
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Now the PRPP from the experimental setup is slowly removed and BG beam is made to propagate in the free space 

without any atmospheric turbulence and its variation in wavefront at various distances is captured using SHWFS and 

CCD. To measure the self-healing tendency of Gaussian beam, axicon lens from the geometry shown in Fig.1 is 

removed from the setup and same procedure is repeated. 

    
      (a)     (b)                                          (c)                                        (d) 

 

    
                 (e)                                         (f)                                (g)             (h) 

 
Fig.2 CCD shots of optical beams. (a) and (e) represents BG and Gaussian beams without turbulence respectively. (b),(c),(d) and 
(f),(g),(h) represents BG and Gaussian beams with turbulence at distances 5cm,10cm,15cm from beam splitter respectively. 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: 

Fig. 2 depicts the propagations of optical beams after encountering atmospheric turbulence at various distances which 

are instantly captured by CCD. On comparison with undistorted beam it is clearly visible from the results that the BG 

beams self-heals rapidly and retains its shape almost similar to that of free space propagating beam , whereas the 

Gaussian beam distorts abruptly as it propagates in a turbulent atmosphere. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) shows the variations 

of Zernike polynomial with respect to their index profile i.e. type of aberrations; it is clearly evident that variation in 

optical aberrations of BG beams is comparatively less than Gaussian beams at varying distances. 

     
Fig.3 (a) Plot of Zernike polynomial vs aberrations of BG beams         (b) Plot of Zernike polynomial vs aberrations of Gaussian beams 

 
CONCLUSIONS: 
As the variation of Zernike polynomial for BG beams remains almost the same for beams with turbulence at varying 

distances and beam view recorded by CCD distorts to a lesser extent when compared with variations and distortion of 

Gaussian beam, we could conclude that Bessel beams self-reconstructs itself when it propagates through an atmospheric 

turbulence. The future scope of our research work is to study the twist parameter of the incident beam while 

propagating though a turbulent atmosphere using variance matrices, as it is widely used in quantum optics. 
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Abstract 
In the present course of work, a high efficiency dual band anti-reflection coating on BK7 optics is reported for CCD 
(486-656nm) and 1535nm laser range finder (LRF) systems. The two layer design has been developed using HfO2 
and SiO2 as high and low index materials. The sample was fabricated by physical vapor deposition in a high vacuum 
coating plant with EBG source. The design was fabricated by simplex method and the developed coating has high 
transmission and environmental stability as per MIL-C-48497. The coated sample was measured by double beam 
spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, lambda- 950) giving 99.7% and ~96.8% transmission for 1535nm and CCD 
range, respectively. 

Keywords 
CCD, anti-reflection coating, spectrophotometer, EBG, refractive index 
 
Experimental Details 

BK7 glass is a highly homogeneous optical glass with refractive index 1.51 and is used in large scale in the optical 
industry for fabricating optical components. In light matter interaction, the incident light splits into reflection, 
transmission and absorption components depending upon the optical properties of the material. The transmission of 
polished bare BK7 glass is ~ 91.6%, rest of the optical energy is reflected back as reflection component as there is 
negligible absorption. Anti - reflection coating is an essential requirement for using any optical glass components in 
instrumentation applications to minimize the reflection losses. 

The general trend in developing anti-reflection coating for a single wavelength is to deposit alternate layers of high 
and low refractive index materials of λ/4 optical thickness with λ as the design wavelength. The same is not true if 
one has to develop an anti-reflection coating for two different wavelength bands or two distinct wavelengths far 
apart. For developing such a coating, a multilayer coating has to be designed. In this work, a dual band anti-
reflection coating has been developed using only two alternate layers of high and low indices. SiO2 and HfO2 were 
selected as low and high index materials for developing the AR coating on BK7 substrate for better performance. 
The film has been designed and the process of optimization was carried out by simplex method with Macleod thin 
film design software for various different refractive index materials. The optimized design gave a solution with 
overall layer thicknesses less than half wave optical thickness @ 1535nm for BK7 glass. The transmission of BK7 
could further be enhanced by using MgF2 as low index material instead of SiO2 at the cost of lower laser damage 
threshold.  

The coating was fabricated using electron beam gun (EBG) evaporation technique on HHV coating unit 300 BC on 
BK7 substrate. The substrate was fixed in a dome shaped substrate holder which rotates on its axis for ensuring the 
thickness uniformity of the deposited thin film layers.  Initially the chamber was evacuated up to a pressure of 2x 10-

6 mbar. The temperature of the chamber was raised to 250o C (with tolerance of ± 5o C) before starting deposition. 
Alternate layers of HfO2 and SiO2  were deposited on the substrate in oxygen atmosphere at a pressure of 2.5 x 10-4 
mbar. The ambient conditions like temperature and pressure were kept constant while depositing the layers.  
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Results and Conclusion 

 

                      

Fig. 1 Refractive index profile of the ARC design                    Fig. 2 Designed (dashed) and experimental (solid)       
transmission curve of dual band ARC BK7 sample 

 
The transmission was measured by Perkin-Elmer, lambda 950 spectrophotometer. A 99.7% transmission @ 1535nm 
wavelength and an average of ~ 96.8% in CCD region (486-656nm) were obtained for both side coated sample 
(sample thickness = 3mm). It is also concluded that higher refractive index substrate gave better efficiency in terms 
of transmission both in CCD and 1535nm range. This optimized thicknesses of layers save time, material and also 
enhances the durability and coating stability. The deposited films have been tested for stability in accelerated 
environmental conditions; the coating has been found to pass MIL-C-48497 tests. The achieved optics has a high 
laser damage threshold estimated to be 500MW/cm2. 
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Abstract :-    
For long range imaging applications in challenging atmospheric conditions, Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) 

imager has become popular over imagers exploiting visible spectrum. For getting long range performance, the optics 
focal length for such system will be large, which leads to a narrow field of view optics. So to cover a large area, 
either an array of sensors or a scanning platform is required.  In this paper, the optical design of a panoramic optics 
is discussed where a top mirror will rotate horizontally to cover large area onto a fixed detector. The effect of image 
rotation because of top mirror rotation is addressed optically by using Pechan prism. The f#2.5 optics is designed for 
a 1280x1024 array with 10μm pitch SWIR detector.  
 
Key Words: Optical Design, Panoramic optics, SWIR lens. 
 
Introduction  

At long ranges and under low visibility conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio in the SWIR will be 
significantly better than in the visible spectrum. This advantage makes SWIR imager popular for long range 
applications in challenging atmospheric conditions. Though the SWIR spectral band covers 0.9 to 2.5 μm , the  0.9 
to 1.7 µm region became popular due to mature InGaAs detector technology.  The wide spectral band necessitates 
good correction of dispersion which in turn makes the selection of lens materials very difficult.  Both optical glasses 
as well as IR materials transmit in the SWIR spectral band. However, refractive index and dispersion values of 
optical glasses as well as IR materials for the SWIR band are not readily available. Use of visible optical glasses has 
the advantages of low density compared to IR material, low cost, high transmission and low reflection loss etc. On 
the other hand, IR materials have higher refractive index which facilitates better aberration correction with lesser 
number of lens elements. In this design, a combination of both visible optical glasses as well as IR materials was 
used to give overall advantage. 

For getting long range performance, the optics focal length will be large, which leads to a narrow field of 
view optics. To cover a large area, an array of sensors can be used or the system needs to be mounted on  a scanning 
platform.  In this paper, optical design of a panoramic optics is discussed where a top mirror will rotate horizontally 
to cover large area onto a fixed detector.  
 
Optical Design and Layout 

The designed optics is for InGaAs detector having 1280 × 1024 array with 10µm pixel pitch.  The effective 
focal length is 300 mm which covers a field of view of 2.44° × 1.96°. To enable the optics to work in very low light 
level conditions, the f number is kept 2.5.  

The rotation of top mirror with respect to a fixed detector leads to the rotation of image in the focal plane.   
A suitable sized Pechan prism is inserted in the optics layout for de-rotation of image. The ray diagram is shown in 
fig 1.  To cater for the chromatic aberration for such a large focal length, a catoptric module consisting of two 
mirrors are used to reduce the aperture followed by 6  spherical lenses of glass materials NPK51, PSF67, NLAF2, 
ZnS in the dioptric module.  

 
Fig. 1                                   
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Performance Evaluation 
The performance of the designed system has been evaluated by MTF, Rim Ray and Field Aberration 

curves. The MTF plot shows that contrast is near 0.6 for on-axis field and greater than 0.3 at all other fields at 
30lp/mm (Fig. 2). Despite the large spectral band, the RIM ray curves clearly depict that the transverse aberrations 
are within 50 µm for the rays coming at all field angles with respect to optical axis of system (Fig. 3). Field 
aberration curve (Fig. 4) shows that Longitudinal spherical aberration, Field curvature, Astigmatism & Distortion 
are also well corrected and distortion is less than 1%.    

              
                        Fig 2               Fig. 3 

 

                
                    Fig. 4 
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Surface treatment of ITO coated PET sheet for

coating with optically transparent polymer
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Abstract Currently, ITO coated PET sheets are widely used as transparent
conductive flexible films. However, the brittle nature of ITO causes it to have
poor scratch resistance and hence poor handling capability leads to early fail-
ure of the electric device. We protected the ITO surface by coating it with
an optically transparent and robust polymer to improve handling and scratch
resistance. Before coating, the effect of UV, plasma and chemical surface treat-
ments over ITO surface is compared using contact angle measurements. Among
these, plasma surface treatment was found to be the most effective means to
increase the hydrophilicity and wettability of substrate without any noticeable
degradation in optical properties. Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) was drop cast at
ambient temperature over the substrate to obtain a protective film of 10 µm
thickness. Optical transparency of ITO-PET (substrate) before and after coat-
ing with polyvinyl butyral are compared.

Keywords ITO coated PET sheets · Surface treatment · Transparent
protective coating

Conductive films typically grown by the vacuum-sputtering process have
found to have numerous application in modern electronic devices including
solar cells, metamaterial absorbers, etc [1]. Indium tin oxide (ITO) coated
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is one among the widely used flexible and
transparent conductive films. However, due to the brittle nature of ITO, it
offers poor mechanical strength, scratch and wear resistance which leads to
a decrease in the conductivity with time resulting in an early failure of the
devices [2]. In this work, we cast 15 % Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) solution in
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Fig. 1 Contact angle of ITO coated PET surface, (a) without any surface treatment,(b)
after UV treatment, (c) after plasma treatment and (d) after chemical treatment. (e) Plot
of optical transmission versus time for which the samples were drenched in water.

methanol over the substrate (ITO coated PET) and dried it at ambient tem-
perature which resulted in an optically transparent tough protective films of
10 µm thickness which are further scalable to a large area. Primarily the sur-
face of ITO has been made hydrophilic to increase the adhesion strength of
the coating [3].
We explored the effect of broadband UV source, nitrogen plasma and chemi-
cal treatment comprised of dipping the substrate in 1 : 1 solution of hydrogen
peroxide and ammonia by volume and after washing with water which was
further treated with potassium hydroxide solution. Without any surface treat-
ment the contact angle of ITO surface was measured to be 108.3◦ which drops
down to 85◦, 11.7◦ and 4◦ for UV, plasma and chemical surface treatment
respectively as shown in Fig 1 (a, b, c, d) respectively. Although the chemical
surface treatment resulted in the lowest contact angle, the film had lost the
optical transparency which is our essential requirement hence only UV, and
plasma treated substrates were coated and further investigated. The optical
transparency of PVB coated substrate has been compared with the bare sub-
strate using a red laser of wavelength 632.8 nm. Average optical transmission
of the substrate was found to be 73.4 %, which was slightly reduced to 68.9 %
after PVB coating as shown in Fig 1(e). The transmission decreases due to the
non uniformity in the coating, which can further be improved by optimizing
the drop cast method. We drenched the coated samples in water to note the
change in transparency with time, after 12 hours it reduces to 52.3 %. Coating
from the substrate without surface treatment got delaminated after 9 days of
being soaked in water while it remains attached to the treated substrate for
more than 20 days, hence showing increased adhesion.
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Abstract 

In this paper, we have studied plasmonic structure with transparent conducting material in Kretschmann configuration 
which is found to increase the sensitivity and improve the performance of SPR sensors in wavelength interrogation 
mode. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is taken as alternative plasmonic material beyond conventional plasmon generating metal. 
Selection of ITO thickness and incident angle is important for designing an efficient sensor with high figure of merit. 
We have investigated the wavelength sensitivity for the change of refractive index of the sample in the order of two. 
Moreover, sensitivity can be increased by using differential reflectance measurement approach. Theoretical simulation 
based results validate that the proposed sensor can provide higher sensitivity by measuring the differential phase.  

Keywords 

Surface plasmon resonance, ITO, Sensitivity, Figure of merit 

Introduction 

SPR sensing technology has enjoyed rapid development in the past two decades and undergone a boom in recent years 
for the detection of biological and chemical analytes [1]. Surface plasmons (SPs) are free charge oscillations which 
occur at the metal-dielectric interface depending upon the incident beam properties. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 
occurs under attenuated total reflection (ATR) coupling mode induced by TM polarized light after satisfying phase 
matching condition. In [2] we have reported sensing of concentration of hemoglobin and temperature of water using 
Ag-Au bimetallic structure. The reflectance constrained Dynamic range [3] can be increased using the higher 
wavelength. The performance of plasmonic sensor can be limited by the optical losses in metals in the near infrared 
regime (NIR). In this respect, Indium tin oxide (ITO) has been found to be a good alternative to noble metals for 
generation of SPs [4]. V. Maslov et. al. experimentally demonstrated ITO based SPR sensor in the visible region [5]. 
Earlier, we have experimentally verified plasmonic excitation [6,7] in the prism based structure with Al as plasmon 
generating metal film. In this paper, we have investigated ITO based Kretschamann configuration in NIR region. ITO 
thickness is optimized and angle is selected in order to achieve maximum figure of merit (FOM). In this context, 
incident angle is kept fixed for wavelength interrogation. Reflectance, phase, field enhancement curves have been 
studied for different samples in gaseous medium and corresponding sensitivity have been calculated. Furthermore, 
differential resonance parameters have been studied which are found to provide increased sensitivity.  

Description of the structure and numerical results   

Schematic diagram of the plasmonic structure using transparent conducting oxide (ITO) film is shown in Fig. 1(a). An 
ITO layer with thickness of 150 nm is coated over BK7 glass prism and is in contact with the sensing medium (air).  

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of plasmonic structure. Reflectance and field enhancement curves in (b) angular 
interrogation, and (c) wavelength interrogation. 
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 The choice of metal thickness has been done by some preliminary optimization technique. Here, as the study 
has been done in wavelength interrogation mode, wavelength dispersion has been taken into account. The dielectric 
constant of ITO has been calculated using Drude model. The reflectance and electric field enhancement curves in 
angular interrogation are shown in Fig 1(b). The reflectance and phase plots are shown in Fig 1(c) as we are interested 
in studying resonance in wavelength regime.  
 Fig 2(a) shows the contour plot of reflectance for simultaneous selection of angle and wavelength of ITO based 
SPR structure. ITO thickness is varied following some optimization technique as shown in Fig 2(b). Thickness-
dependent SPP on ITO thin films was reported in [8]. Considering 150nm as optimum ITO thickness, incident angle is 
varied (Fig 2(c)) in order to get minimum reflectance and minimum full width half maximum (FWHM) which is 
desirable. Resonance occurs in NIR in all cases. FOM is defined as the inverse of the product of reflectance minimum 
and FWHM. It is found that 48 deg corresponds to maximum FOM shown in table in Fig 2(d).  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
  
  
 

 
  
   
  
  
 

Fig.  2 (a)  Simultaneous  angular  and  wavelength  interrogation  of  reflectance  in  contour  plot,  (b)  ITO  thickness 
optimization and (c) angle selection in wavelength interrogation. (d) Figure of merit is tabulated for the angles shown in
(c), (e) sensing of RI of analytes with optimized structure, (f) differential reflectance and differential phase (inset) plot 
for change of RI of the order of two in wavelength regime.

  In addition to this, sensing of gaseous sample has been done in wavelength interrogation as shown in Fig 2(e). 
Spectral  sensitivity  for  sample  with  refractive  index  (RI)  n=1.01,  1.02,  1.03  and  1.04  is  5500,  6000,  6500  and  7200 
nm/RIU respectively, considering air (n=1) as reference. Our aim is to improve the sensitivity of the designed sensor. It 
is  already  reported  that phase  dependent  resonant  behavior  of  SPR  measurement  technique  provides  certain 
improvement  over  the  sensitivity  acquired  by  the  conventional  angular and  wavelength  interrogation.  Differential 
reflectance  and  differential  phase  (inset)  have  been  plotted  for  the  same  samples  as  shown  in  Fig  2(f).  Differential 
reflectance/phase is the direct difference of reflectance/phase of the test sample with the reference sample.  We achieved 
maximum  sensitivity  of  17,799  nm/RIU  using  differential  approach.  Differential  resonance  parameters  can  be
experimentally evaluated using proposed set-up of our earlier report [9].

Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied plasmonic resonance in Kretschmann configuration using ITO as the plasmon generating 
material  instead  of  noble  metals in  near  infrared  region.  ITO thickness is  optimized  and  incident  angle  is  selected  in 
order to obtain maximum FOM. It is found that differential reflectance or phase measurement approach is preferable in 
order  to  increase  the  sensitivity. Thus,  present  cost-effective  technique  may  open  up  new  ventures  in  nanoplasmonic
sensing and imaging.
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Optical Design and Analysis of Passively Athermalized Si-Ge Optics in MWIR 
Band 
 

Ranabir Mandal1*, Amitava Ghosh1, Ajay Ghosh2 
 
 
Abstract  
Silicon and Germanium are the most preferred materials for the design of optics in Mid-Wave InfraRed (MWIR) band 
and Aluminum is used as housing material of the objective lens. Use of these materials suffers from degradation of the 
image quality due to thermal defocusing. To cater to this problem, active athermalization method is used where a lens 
module is adjusted for keeping the image focused on detector’s Focal Plane Array. In this paper the performance of a 
Silicon- Germanium combination lens module and the performance with temperature are studied. By using Invar as 
housing material, feasibility of designing a temperature immune optics is explored. The image quality of the designed 
MWIR lens for the operating temperature range -20°C to +60°C shows that the design system is passively 
athermalized.  
 

Keywords Passively athermalized optics, MWIR lens, Optical design, Lens design 
  

Introduction   
The material used for the elements of a MWIR thermal imager have large index variation due to temperature 
change and as a result the image becomes defocused because of environmental temperature change[1]. To cater 
for this, generally position of one element/ group is adjusted to focus it which is commonly known as active 
athermalization. To implement this active atheralization additional hardware like motors, temperature sensors 
and control electronics  are required in the system, which increases the complexity in opto-mechanical design. 
The other way of tackling this thermal defocusing is optical (passive) athermalization, where optics itself takes 
care of  compensating thermal defocus due to thermal expansion of housing as well as variation in refractive 
index of material[2].  As a result a passively athermalized infrared system requires no moving parts and thus 
makes the system much simpler.  
Silicon and Germanium are the most preferred materials in MWIR optics design[2, 5]. In the paper, Ge-Si lens 
system and their performance with temperature is investigated. Based on the study, two sample designs are 
presented which show the feasibility passively athermalized optical system in MWIR spectral band for the 
temperature range of -20°C to +60°C.  
 
Si-Ge lens properties:   
If  two thin components of power ∅  and ∅  separated by a finite distance 𝑑, having chromatic dispersive power 
𝜔  and 𝜔  with thermal dispersive power   and   respectively and 𝑦   and 𝑦  are the paraxial ray heights at 
the two elements respectively, its power, chromatic focal shift  and thermal focal shift   can be expressed as 
[3,4] 

Power of the lens,        ∅ = 𝑦 ∅ + 𝑦 ∅          (1) 
Chromatic focal shift,  𝜔 = 𝑦 𝜔 ∅ + 𝑦 𝜔 ∅    (2) 
Thermal focal shift     = 𝑦  ∅ + 𝑦  ∅        (3) 
and relation between 𝑦  and 𝑦 is  
    𝑦 = 𝑦 (1 − 𝑑 ∗ ∅ ) = 𝑦 (1 − 𝑘)  (4)        where 𝑘 = (𝑑 ∗ ∅ ) 
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Using achromatic condition, (=0), 
′𝑘′ and corresponding thermal defocusing
in Table 1.  
 

k 0.0 0.05 0.1

∅  1.737 1.807 1.891

∅  -0.737 -0.849 -0.99
𝑦

𝑦  1.0 .95 0.9

 1.54E-05 1.6E-05 1.68E

Table 1 Thermal 
 
Optical Layout & Performance Evaluation     
An InSb cooled detector, sensitive in 3.6 to 4.9
considered for studying the feasibility to design an optically passive MWIR lens. 
objective having focal length 50mm is designed with Invar as housing material. The layout (Fig 1) and MTF for 
different fields with respect to temperature (Fig 2) are shown below  

   
 Fig. 1 Non-pupil forming lens 

                            
Conclusion:  
 This paper describes the solution space of designing a passively athermalized Si
band. A non pupil forming type lens is
temperature range  -20C to +60C.  
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=0), the power distribution of the two components with respect to the values of 
and corresponding thermal defocusing can be computed. The results for a unit power lens (

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 

1.891 1.996 2.128 2.3017 2.537 

0.99 -1.172 -1.411 -1.736 -2.197 

0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 

1.68E-05 1.77E-05 1.89E-05 2.04E-05 2.25E-05 

 
Table 1 Thermal defocus of Si-Ge lens for =0 

Optical Layout & Performance Evaluation      
An InSb cooled detector, sensitive in 3.6 to 4.9m band, having  320X240 array with 20µm pixel pitch is 
considered for studying the feasibility to design an optically passive MWIR lens. A non
objective having focal length 50mm is designed with Invar as housing material. The layout (Fig 1) and MTF for 
different fields with respect to temperature (Fig 2) are shown below   

         
                   Fig. 2 MTF variation with temperature
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Abstract 

We studied ultrafast switching response of fundamental resonance mode in single gap split ring resonator based 

terahertz metamaterials through optical excitation of radiation damaged silicon. We have noticed the dynamic 

transition of the fundamental resonance from ON-to-OFF state on a time scale of 4 picoseconds (ps) and 

subsequently recovery of the resonance to the ON-state within next 20 ps. 

Keywords: Terahertz; Metamaterials; Split Ring Resonators; Ultrafast Switching. 

1. Introduction  

In the Electromagnetic spectrum, terahertz gap represents a technologically important and comparatively immature 

field mainly due to the lack of practical devices such as filters, switches, modulators, lenses etc. [1] In this scenario   

metamaterials can play significant role in designing and improving the performances of such devices.  

Metamaterials are novel artificial composites with unusual electromagnetic properties emerging from their 

geometrical structure rather than the composition [2-6]. In this context, controlling electromagnetic properties of 

terahertz metamaterials at ultrafast time scale is an important study.  

2. Brief discussion about work 

In this work, we examined the ultrafast switching of fundamental resonant mode in terahertz metamaterials through 

optical excitation of ion implanted silicon placed in the gap of a single split ring resonator (SRR). Upon optical 

excitation, we observe the active transition of the fundamental resonance from ON-to-OFF state on a time scale of 4 

picoseconds (ps) and then fast recovery of the resonance to the ON-state within next 20 ps. We have done numerical 

simulations using CST microwave studio and the results are in well agreement with our experimental findings. 

Further we have simulated electric field distributions in the metamaterials unit cell clearly supporting our 

experimental observations, showing the intense electric field lines at the resonator gaps at resonance, responsible for 

inductive-capacitive (LC) resonance, which completely disappears and switches OFF the resonance after being 

optically excited. The ultrafast switching of the metamaterial resonance is attributed to the relaxation of the photo-

carriers through the defect-states of radiation-damaged silicon layer. Our demonstrated scheme allowed us to photo-

dope and tune the silicon conductivity at an ultrafast time scale precisely in the gap region of the SRR, in contrast to 

previous scheme where the properties of the entire substrate were modified because of optical excitation [4]. We 

have further employed a tri exponential theoretical model to examine the charge carrier relaxation process inside the 

ion implanted silicon layer. This work has potentials to enable ultrafast terahertz devices by combining the emerging 

phenomena of metamaterials with well-established silicon technologies.  
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Abstract We have proposed an alternative route to generate 

tunable supercontinuum in a liquid-filled chalcogenide 

capillary optical fiber (CCOF) when it is pumped by a 

hyperbolic secant femtosecond pump pulse in the 

anomalous dispersion regime. Utilizing the temperature-

assisted dispersion tailoring, generation of dispersive wave 

which is tunable within a broad range of 2500nm is reported 

with detailed investigations of various predictions of 

dispersive waves through phase-matching characteristics. 

We have also observed the temperature-controlled soliton 

tunneling effect. It is observed that soliton spectral 

tunneling depends on the width of the normal dispersion 

region sandwiched between the two anomalous regions if 

the maximum value of the dispersion in the normal 

dispersion region is constant. Hence it is possible to switch-

on or off soliton spectral tunneling effect by changing the 

temperature, however, it is not possible by changing the 

pump power or pulse width of the input soliton. 

Keywords Supercontinuum generation, Dispersive wave, 

Soliton tunneling, Chalcogenide capillary optical fiber. 

Introduction 

Coherent radiations in mid-IR region from 2-6 µm are of 

great interest due to their huge applications in spectroscopy, 

remote sensing, free space communications, non-invasive 

medical diagnosis and defense related applications such as 

detection of biological and explosion hazards and 

enhancing the capability of night vision equipment. 

Supercontinuum generation is a convenient technique for 

generating broadband radiation from near- to mid-IR 

wavelength regimes. The generation of mid-IR radiation by 

supercontinuum has taken a great interest due to the arrival 

of the highly nonlinear soft-glass fibers and photonic crystal 

fibers (PCFs) [1, 2]. The dispersive wave (DW) plays an 

important role in spectral broadening and blue-shifting of 

the supercontinuum generation [3]. The phase matching 

(PM) condition, between the soliton (s) and the dispersive 

radiation (d)  that relies on the matching of the group 

velocity of the soliton and the dispersive wave, determines 

the wavelength of the generated DW [4]. The phase 

matching condition is given as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 .
2

s
d s s s

P
       = + − +      (1) 

Where (s) and 1(s) are propagation constant and 

inverse group velocity of soliton, respectively. Ps is the 

peak power of the soliton formed after the fission and s is 

the dispersive wave. By changing the PM characteristics, 

the wavelength of the DW radiation can be tuned. In this 

paper, we have proposed an alternative way to generate a 

temperature-controlled broadband mid-IR supercontinuum 

radiation in a liquid-filled chalcogenide COF which is 

tunable within a broad range of 2500nm. 

Results and Discussions 

The structural parameter of the COOF (R = 2μm, a/R = 
0.25) is chosen in such a way that it exhibits an almost flat 

dispersion profile (Fig.1) with three ZDWs which is very 

helpful in the tunable parametric amplifier and 

Supercontinuum generation. The detailed investigations on 

the dispersion characteristics of CCOF Structure is given in 

the ref. [5].  The tunability feature in the device appears due 

to infiltration of thermo-optic liquid into air-capillary of the 

CCOF. There are many liquids which are transparent in 

mid-IR wavelengths, e.g., CCl4 which is transparent upto 

6μm with more than 80% transparency [6]. The 

temperature-dependent refractive index of As2S3 is also 
taken into account. A hyperbolic secant pulse with peak 

power of 30W and pulse-width of 100fs at a wavelength of 

3.0m is launched in the anomalous dispersion region of 

the CCOF. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) show the phase matching 

curves of DW and soliton at two different temperatures T 

= 0 and 40 °C, obtained by solving the phase matching (PM) 

Eqn. (1). The corresponding spectral evolution of the 

 
Fig. 1 Dispersion characteristics of the CCOF (R = 2 μm, a/R = 
0.25 and nliq =1.45) at various temperatures (ΔT = 0, and 40 °C) 

above room temperature, Δn and Δa are the widths of the normal 
and anomalous regions which are denoted by N and A. The inset 
shows typical CCOF schematic cross-section where, R and a 

denote radius of core and capillary.  
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soliton across the fiber length at these temperatures (i.e. 

T= 0°C and 40°C) are depicted in Fig. 2 (b) and (d). Three 

vertical black and white dashed lines correspond to three 

ZDWs of the fiber, N and A represent the normal and 

anomalous dispersion regions. In case of a dispersion 

profile having three ZDW point, two regions of anomalous 

dispersion are separated by a normal dispersion region, 
when a pulse is launched in one of the anomalous dispersion 

region (A1), there is a sharp switching of the soliton 

frequency from anomalous dispersion region (A1) to the 

second anomalous dispersion region (A2). This behavior of 

the soliton is referred to as spectral soliton tunneling [4, 7]. 

The Raman self-frequency shift plays a key role in the 

soliton propagation dynamics and tunneling to the other 

anomalous dispersion region. The generated DW at 5050 

nm in the anomalous dispersion region does not possess 

sufficient power to form a stable soliton. When the 

temperature is varied from T = 0 °C to 40 °C while 

keeping other parameters fixed, the phase matching curve 

(Fig. 2(c)) predicts the generation of two dispersive waves. 
However, the strong spectral peak in the anomalous 

dispersion region (A2) is not a dispersive wave because the 

intensity of the generated DW is sufficient to form soliton. 

We have also try to obtain the spectral soliton tunneling 

(SST) effect by varying the input pump power and pulse 

width while keeping temperature fix at 0 °C. Even if we 

have made the DW PM characteristics same as in case of 

the SST at 40 °C and pump power 30 W (Fig. 2 (c)) by 

increasing the pump power to 250 W while keeping 

temperature fix at 0 °C, we didn’t get the SST effect as 

evident from the Fig. 2 (e). So, we can say that SST depends 

on the width of the normal dispersion between the two 
anomalous regions if the maximum value of the dispersion 

in the normal dispersion region is constant with the 

temperature (Fig. 1). Hence.by changing the temperature, 

the width of the normal dispersion can be controlled and 

hence the SST which is not possible by varying pump 

power and pulse width of the input soliton. 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusions, an alternative way to generate tunable mid-

IR supercontinuum by controlling the phase matching 

characteristics of the dispersive waves has been investigate 

along with the temperature-controlled soliton tunneling in a 

liquid-filled chalcogenide COF when it is pumped by a 
hyperbolic secant pulse in the anomalous dispersion region. 

To simulate the soliton pulse dynamics and the generation 

of dispersive wave nonlinear Schrodinger equation has been 

used. 
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Fig. 2 The phase matching characteristics of DW and the spectral evolution of the soliton across whole fiber length at different 

temperatures (T = 0 and 40 °C) and input soliton power (P = 250W).  
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ABSTRACT 

Thermal tuning of photonic bandgap using the concept of thermo-optic effect is presented in this paper. GaAs slab 

with air holes, arranged in a triangular lattice is used as the Photonic Crystal Waveguide (PCW). A micro heater, 

with plates parallel to the slab is assumed for creating localized heating and varying refractive index of the slab. 

Temperatures ranging from25 
o
C to 75 

o
C are assumed for this purpose. The refractive index and the dielectric 

constant of slab are calculated at these temperature values using thermo-optic equation at wavelengths 1.31 µm, and 

1.55 µm. For obtaining wider bandgap, a fraction filling ratio of 0.3 is used throughout the process. The simulations 

are performed in MIT Photonic Bands (MPB) software. Using the output of the program, band diagrams were 

obtained and it is observed that the bands were shifting with change in temperature. The applications of the proposed 

system include on chip integrated networks, switching and routing devices in communication and ultrafast networks.    

Keywords: Photonic Crystal Waveguide, photonic bandgap, bandgap tuning, thermo-optic effect, optical switches.  

 

Introduction:  
Photonic Crystal Structures (PCS) are gaining the attention of both scientific and commercial fraternities due to their 

wider light controlling and modulating applications [1]. These are the structures formed by periodic arrangement of 

refractive index, for achieving specific applications like, transmission or reflection of band of frequencies, 

slowdown of light due to dispersion mechanism, parametric amplification, optical switching even nonlinear effects 

such as second harmonic generation, four-wave mixing [1,2,3,4].  The variation in refractive index is achieved by 

various methods, including creating air holes and placing parallel cylindrical rods in a slab of semiconductor 

material [1,5]. These structures possess photonic bandgap, which determines the frequency of operation. Photonic 

Crystal Waveguide (PCW) is formed by eliminating one row of air holes or cylinders [6]. The photonic bandgap of a 

PCS and PCW depends on the geometry of the structure and the material from which PCS is fabricated [1]. Most 

common method of altering bandgap and dispersion features is of a PCS and PCW is altering of the geometry [6].  

In the present work, refractive index of the slab material is considered as varying by adopting thermo-optic 

effect [7, 8]. This can be realized by creating localized heating of PCW by a micro-heater. Here, GaAs based PCW 

with air holes, arranged in triangular lattice are considered as the base structure [9]. Initially the bandgap of the 

structure is calculated at room temperature. Later, using thermo-optic equation [7, 8], the refractive index of the slab 

and its dielectric constant are calculated at two wavelengths 1.310 μm and 1.550 μm at temperatures ranging from 

25 
o
C to 75 

o
C. These dielectric constant values are used during the simulation, performed in MIT Photonic Bands 

(MPB) software. The results reveal that the band gap is increase in temperature.  

 

Theory and Methods:   

According J. McCaulley, et al, [7], the refractive index of the gallium arsenide at near infrared regions is given by 

n(T) = n(Tref)/exp[(Tref – T) β] where ‘T’ corresponds to temperature of the sample, Tref corresponds to reference 

temperature, and β represents temperature coefficient or thermo-optic coefficient of the material. For this work, Tref 

was chosen as 20 
o
C. Using this equation, refractive index and therefore dielectric constant of GaAs is calculated at 

increasing temperatures. 

Air holes, arranged in the triangular lattice were considered in the GaAs slab for creating PCW [9].  For 

localized heating, a micro-heater is considered. The schematic of the proposed system is shown in figure 1.   

 

 
Fig 1: Schematic arrangement of the proposed system with micro heater. (a)Top and side view. (b) Front view of the system.  
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The simulations were performed in MPB software and the obtained eigen frequencies are plotted against 

the ‘k’ index of the structure. The simulations were performed by considering dielectric constant at various 

temperatures and the band diagrams were plotted for further analysis.  
 

Results and Discussions:  
The initial band diagram shows that the photonic bandgap exists between the bands 6 and 7. For a lattice constant of 

350 nm it is found to be 0.2393 eV at 20
 o

C. The band diagrams of the slab with increasing temperature were 

obtained by simulation and the position of band 6 and band 7 were plotted against temperature as shown in figure 2.  

The plots show that the bands are shifting contributing to shift in bandgap.  

 

    
Fig 2: Shift in bands due to increase in temperature (a) shift of band 6 (b) shift of band 7.  

 

Figure 3 shows the band 6 and 7, against k-index at two temperatures 25 
o
C and 75

 o
C.  The plot clearly shows the 

shift in bands due to rise in temperature.   

 
Fig 3: Shift of band positions due to temperature 

 

The shift in band positions was calculated at 75 
o
C

 
using the obtained output. The upper band (band 7) is shifting 

about 4.9991 nm and the lower band (band 6) is shifting about 2.3736 nm, when compared to that of at 20
 o

C.  The 

total shift in the bandgap is found to be about 2.625 nm. This shift is sufficient enough for switching applications in 

communication networks and on-chip applications.  

 

Conclusions:  

A theoretical model for tuning the bandgap of a PCW through thermo-optic effect is proposed and the variations in 

the bandgap are studied. It is found that the bands of the proposed system are shifting with temperature. The 

variations are even higher at higher values of temperature. The proposed system can have on chip applications for 

switching of signals, all optical devices, switching and routing devices in communication and ultrafast networks.     
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Abstract We report the enhanced visualization of latent fingermarks that were
collected on rough aluminum surfaces having high diffuse reflectivity. We use a
vacuum metal deposition technique to detect the fiducial features of the fingermark
by depositing a thin layer of gold and zinc sulfide on the fingermark residue. The
optical properties like reflectance from the residue and the deposited layers of gold
and zinc sulfide are analyzed using the transfer matrix method. The calculation
reveals that the best image contrast will emerge for the gold layer thickness of
10 nm and zinc sulfide layer thickness of 170 nm. Implementing these values in the
experiment, we succeeded in developing the fiducial feature of the fingermark with
70 % success ratio and also recover the fingermarks for the aged sample stored for
65 days under temperature and pressure conditions.

Keywords Latent fingermarks · Rough aluminum surface · Vacuum metal
deposition · Reflectance

Fingermark detection is among the benchmark technology for personal iden-
tification purposes. In recent times, the fingermark development techniques have
significantly evolved [1]. Often, the detection method depends on the physical and
chemical nature of the surfaces on which the fingermarks are located. Many spec-
imens may present several constraints such as surface roughness, high background
fluorescence, etc. which can hamper the visualization of the fingermarks [2]. For
example, commercial aluminum used for constructing soft partitions, windows,
door frames, etc. have the microscopic surface roughness which creates a large
background scattering for light making the development of fingermark remarkably
challenging. In this work, we show the enhance visualization of latent fingermarks
that are collected on the rough aluminum surfaces with a success ratio of 70 %.

To develop the aged fingermarks we used the metal deposition technique in
a vacuum chamber at a low pressure of 2 × 10−5 mbar [3]. For the deposition,
the material was placed in a tungsten boat, and the fingermark samples were
mounted about 20 cm above it. When the electrical heating is applied, the evap-
orating material flux gets deposited on the fingermark samples. The thickness of

1. Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
†E-mail: tiwari.tifr@gmail.com
2. Physics Department, Faculty of Sciences Semlalia, Cadi Ayyad University, Marrakech 40000,
Morocco
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the thin layer of gold and one of the zinc-based materials
deposited on the fingermark residue. (b) Difference between the reflected light from the fin-
germark residue region and the Au-ZnS bi-layer region. (c) Images of the fingermark samples
collected from six donors aged between 20 to 35 years. The left halves are the virgin region,
and the right halves are the developed region using Au-ZnS bi-layer deposition.

the material is precisely monitored using a quartz crystal thickness monitor. The
evaporating flux of the first material (Au vapor) penetrates the porous fingermark
residue and gets uniformly deposited throughout the aluminum substrate. When
the second layer of ZnS is deposited, it only attaches to the nucleating islands of
gold in the valley regions and leaves the fingermark residue uncoated. Fig 1 (a)
shows the schematic diagram of the fingermark system. The parallel homogeneous
layers represent the fingermark residue and deposited materials. On this system,
we perform the transfer matrix calculation to obtain the approximate thicknesses
of the materials so that the contrast in the reflectivity from different regions of
the fingermark maximizes. Fig 1 (b) plots the difference in reflectivity (∆R) from
the fingermark ridge and valley region by having the following parameters. The
thickness of fingermark residue = 100 nm, its refractive index = 1.55, gold layer
thickness = 10 nm and ZnS layer thickness = 170 nm. For these parameters,
the peak in ∆R is observed at 560 nm, near the maximum spectral sensitivity of
the human eye. Based on these inputs, we performed the fingermark development
using the vacuum metal deposition technique. Fig. 1 (c) shows the fingermarks
collected from six donors, one female, and five male donors aged 20 to 35 years.
The left halves of the samples are the virgin area with no depositions. In most
cases, the fingermarks are not visible. The right halves show the developed finger-
marks area. There is a definite enhancement in the visibility of the fingermarks.
We observed that for gold and ZnS combination with the above-stated parameters
the fingermark visibility improves significantly, and we can recognize the fiducial
features in about 70 % of the samples. Using the same procedure, we have also
successfully enhanced the visualization of latent fingermarks aged over two months
under normal temperature and pressure conditions.

Acknowledgements We acknowledge DST, India through project No. DST/PHY/20130147.
AK Tiwari also thanks DST for the INSPIRE Faculty Award (DST/INSPIRE/04/2016/002068).
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Establishing the paucity of Thermal Effects for Pulsed versus CW 
Lasers in Fluids 
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Abstract: A numerical method to understand and analyze the laser-induced heating in various solvents have been 
described in this paper. We have developed the model comparing heating in continuous wave (CW) laser and pulsed 
laser for pure water, binary mixtures of water in ethanol and methanol. This comparative study has been done by using 
numerical simulation through MATLAB©. Interestingly, our results show that thermal effects in pulsed condition are 
always lesser than the CW case irrespective of the choice of fluid.  

Keywords: Thermal Effects, Continuous Wave Laser, Pulsed Laser, Heating, Light-matter interaction. 

1. Introduction  

Lasers are known for generating heat through absorption while propagating through an absorbing medium. This 
heating property has been used effectively in in various fields such as biological treatments, laser welding, cutting and 
melting of metals in machining, etc. The major advantage of using a very tightly focused laser beam is in its precision 
and accuracy, which is much higher than any other conventional methods used earlier [1].  In this paper, we illustrate 
how temperature builds up in 1different fluids (water, water-ethanol mixture and water methanol mixture) using a 
tightly focused laser heating source. We are also comparing the results obtained with a CW and a pulsed laser. We 
also show the distinct effect of these two types of lasers on the temperature profile in the absorbing medium over a 
period of exposure time.  

This model has been presently developed only for the longitudinal direction of propagation of laser beam. The 
present model can be utilized to obtain the temperature profile for materials as long as its material properties, such as, 
specific heat capacity, heat conduction, density and absorption coefficient are known.  

2.  Heat Generation Concept and Mathematical Model: 

The basic concept behind the generation of heat within a material when irradiated with a tightly focused high intensity 
laser beam comes from the flow of heat due to conduction of heat within a material [2]. For the sake of simplicity, we 
have ignored the convective heat flow effects as of now. This conduction of heat follows the parabolic heat equation 
given as follows [3]: 

   ρ𝐶𝐶𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− ∇. (𝐾𝐾∇𝑇𝑇) = 𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣                          (1) 

  Here ρ is density of material, 𝐶𝐶𝜌𝜌is specific heat capacity, T is temperature, K is thermal conductivity and 𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣 is 
volumetric heat source. In our case K is constant in all the directions and hence equation (1) reduces to: 

      ρ𝐶𝐶𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− K∇2𝑇𝑇 = 𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣            (2) 

This equation is the final form of heat conduction equation in our model. Volumetric heat generated is due to 
absorption of intensity by the material and is given by: 
                                                           
1Tushar Gaur 
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𝑞𝑞𝑣𝑣 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟, 𝑡𝑡)            (3) 
Here 𝛼𝛼 is the absorption coefficient of the material and I(r,t) is the intensity of the laser beam. Laser beam intensity in 
our case is given as: 

      𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟) = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤2

𝑒𝑒−𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤           (4a) 

   𝛼𝛼(𝑟𝑟) = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤2

𝑒𝑒−𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒�−�
𝑡𝑡
𝜏𝜏�
2
�           (4b) 

Here, the first equation (4a) is for the CW laser and the second equation (4b) is for the pulsed laser, such that, 𝜏𝜏 is the 
pulse width and t is time. Io is the peak intensity at the center, which comes out to be same in both the cases. 

3.  Results and Discussion: 

Our results show that in the case of pulsed laser due to limited time interaction, the peak temperature attained is smaller 
as compared to the CW laser.  Additionally, it is clearly seen that for the case of CW laser, after a certain time period 
the temperature becomes constant. The constant data that was used for all simulations are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1  This table contains all the constants that were used while simulating the results. Numerical aperture of 1.2 was used. 

(Data from Ref. 4) Water Water Ethanol Mixture Water Methanol Mixture 

Conductivity (Kg.m-3) 0.6 0.586 .581 

Specific Heat (J.Kg-1K-1) 4186 4120 4090 

Density (kg.m-3) 997 990 987 

Absorption Coeff. (m-1) 1100 1094 1090 
 
On the other hand, in the case of pulsed laser, the temperature rises to a peak temperature that is smaller than the CW 
case and then decreases gradually after the pulse is switched off. This property of pulsed laser can be utilized efficiently 
in the areas where laser induced damages are to be prevented. All these results are summarized below in figure 1, 
where our pulse width is fixed at 20 µs.   

 
Figure 1 Numerical results have been generated using 10 mW of laser power at the wavelength 1560 nm with a highly focusing numerical 

aperture lens (1.2) for both pulsed and continuous wave lasers. 
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Abstract : The relationship between the phenomena of coherence and polarization is demonstrated through phase shifting holography. 

Phase shifting digital holography is used in which phase of the reference wave is varied stepwise. Effect of path length and hence 
coherence is studied using dynamic phase shifting where as polarization state is changed in geometric phase shifting holography. The 

holograms obtained for both the methods are numerically reconstructed and then studied. 

 

Keywords: Digital Holography, Dynamic and Geometric phase shifting, angular Spectrum of waves 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The phase shifting digital holography was first suggested by Yamaguchi and Zhang [1]. This method can reconstruct 

an arbitrary cross section of a three-dimensional object with higher image quality and a wider viewing angle than 

from conventional digital holography using an off-axis configuration. They measured the complex amplitude of the 

object wave at the CCD plane located at finite distance in the in-line setup by using phase shifting interferometry. 

The phase of the reference waves is changed stepwise. Phase shifting digital holography captures at least three 

interferograms with mutual phase shift in the reference wave. Each interferograms indicate the phase relationship 

between the light returned from all points on the object and the controlled reference beam of light. The resulting four 

interference fringes are processed by a computer to yield the distribution of the complex amplitude of the wave. 

Then the distribution is Fresnel transformed in the computer to reconstruct images at arbitrary planes. 

      We take multiple holograms corresponding to different phase shifts. Hologram can be expressed as   

                     I =  |U+R exp(−j δ)|
2               

                                                                                        (1.1)                                                                          
                     

= |U|
2 
+

 
|R|

2
 +U*R exp( j δ) + UR* exp(−j δ)                                                            (1.2) 

Where U and R denotes object and reconstruction wave respectively and δ denotes the phase difference [2] 

In four-step PSH, four holograms are acquired sequentially. The phase differences for the four holograms are δ= 0,  

δ = π/2, δ = π, and δ =3π/2.The complex amplitude of object is given by 

              U =  
(I0 − Iπ) – j (Iπ/2− I3π/2) 

4 𝑅∗
                                                                                         (1.3)        

 

2. DYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC PHASE SHIFTING HOLOGRAPHY 

Michelson geometry is employed to create interference pattern at the CCD plane as shown in fig 1.In dynamic PSH 

method the reference mirror is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) so that the optical path difference 

between the object light and the reference light can be adjusted. In geometric phase shifting digital holography,[3] 

the phase shift can be done with geometric phase only, it does not depends on optical path length or wave length. 

The rotating wave plates are used for changing the geometric phase. i.e the rotating wave plates are introduced in the 

reference arm of the Michelson interferometer. The two quarter wave plates are placed in the reference arm. The 

first QWP is fixed at 45
0
 with the polarizer. The second QWP is placed near to QWP 1 which is free to rotate. After 

passing through QWP1,the light becomes right circularly polarized. The beam then passes through QWP2, which is 

free to rotate through any angle then it is converted back to linearly polarized light. 

      If Ex and Ey represents the x and y components of electric field vectors which are mutually orthogonal and are 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the reference beam. Then the intensity can be written as 

I(θ, ϕ) = Jxx cos
2
θ + Jyy sin

2
θ + Jxye

−iϕ
cosθsinθ- Jyxe

iϕ
sinθcosθ ,              (2. 1) 

Where Jxx = ExEx
*
, Jyy = EyEy

*
, Jxy = ExEy

*
, Jyx = EyEx

*
and the corresponding coherency matrix can be written as 

 

1

2
 

1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 exp −𝑖𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

exp 𝑖𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 exp −𝑖𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃
                   (2. 2) 

 

Where θ and ϕ represent the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, on the Poincaré sphere. . If the rotation of 

QWP2 by an angle of ψ then beam suffers a geometric phase shift equal to 2ψ. This phase (2ψ) is the 

geometricphase ϕG, which does not depend on the optical path length or wavelength, unlike the dynamic phase ϕD. 
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Thus the phase of the reference beam suffers a pure geometric phase shift equal to 2ψ with respect to the object 

beam. 

      Holography is performed for a five rupee coin and changing the phase as 0,
𝜋

2
 , π and 

3𝜋

2
. Since Michelson 

geometry is used, the beam scattered from the object and the reference wave interferes through the beam splitter and 

an interference pattern is observed on the camera plane. Good patterns can be obtained by adjusting the position and 

distance between the object and camera. The holograms are captured and reconstructed using Matlab code using 

angular spectrum approach [4] 

                        
 

Fig 1 Expeimental Set up                                                      Fig 2 Hologram for  
𝜋

2
 phase shift in dynamic PSDH 

 

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 

A typical digital hologram is shown in fig 2. The hologram is recorded with the geometry of figure 1.The object is 

placed at d = 45.5 cm from the CCD array of 640 × 480 pixels with pixel    size=9.9 μm. The wavelength is 632.8 

nm. The holograms reconstructed using numerical methods are shown below.  

       In dynamic phase shifting, phase shift is introduced by changing the length of reference arm. This is done 

through controlling the positions of piezo mirror. To obtain a stable interference pattern, the path difference of beam 

traversing two arm of Michelson interferometer should be less than the coherence length. In geometric phase 

shifting, the quarter wave plates introduce phase shift between two components of light wave, thereby altering its 

polarization.The images that we reconstructed using dynamic and geometric phase shifting methods are both found 

to be identical. Hence we conclude that the principles of coherence and polarization are unified through phase 

shifting holography. 

                         
 

Fig 3 Reconstructed image in dynamic PSDH                 Fig 4 Reconstructed image in geometric PSDH 
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Macroscopic quantum entanglement in a modulated
optomechanical system

Subhadeep Chakraborty · Amarendra K.
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Abstract We propose a scheme to entangle two mechanical oscillators in
an optomechanical system, within the current state-of-the art experimental
setups, by exploiting the periodic modulation of both the external driving and
mechanical coupling strengths. It is found that, depending on the strength of
the mechanical coupling, one could observe either a stationary or a dynamical
behavior of the mechanical entanglement. The entanglement observed is found
to be significantly robust against the oscillator temperature.

Keywords Cavity Optomechanics · Quantum Entanglement · Mathieu’s
Equation

Cavity optomechanics is arguably one of the most exciting areas of modern
quantum optics with a goal to realize the true quantum mechanical behavior of
a macroscopic object. It has witnessed tremendous progress in both theoretical
and experimental research, and now considered as one of the most potential
platforms for the so-called quantum technology. The basic prototype of such an
optomechanical system comprises of an optical cavity with one fixed and the
other a movable end mirror, where the radiation pressure force is implemented
to couple the light field with the mechanical motion. Based on this platform,
several studies have already been reported on the ground state cooling of me-
chanical oscillators, generation of quantum entanglement and squeezinig of
nanomechanical oscillators etc.[1,2]. In this work, we have considered an op-
tomechanical system consisting of two identical mechanical oscillators placed
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within a Fabry-Perot optical cavity. In addition, we have considered a peri-
odic modulation on both the external driving and the mechanical coupling
given by E(t) = E0 +E1cos (Ωt) and λ(t) = λ0cos (Ωt) respectively. The com-
plete Hamiltonian (in the unit of ~ = 1) of the system can be written as [3]:

H = ∆0a
†a+

∑2
j=1

ωm

2 (q2j +p2j )+ga†a
∑2

j=1 qj+λ(t)q1q2+i
(
E(t)a† − E∗(t)a

)
,

where a (a†) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the cavity field (with
frequency detuning ∆0), qj is the dimensionless position operator of the j-th
mechanical oscillator (with frequency ωm), and g is the single-photon optome-
chanical coupling strength. Moreover, owing to the interaction with the ex-
ternal environment, we have included all the necessary fluctuation-dissipation
processes affecting the dynamics of both the cavity field and the mechanical
oscillators. As the dynamics of the quantum fluctuations is of our prime con-
cern, we expand each operators around its classical mean values, and derive
equation of motion corresponding to the correlation matrix. Fig. 1 depicts the
time evolution of the quantum entanglement (as quantified by the so-called
logarithmic negativity [2]), for various mechanical coupling strengths for two
different oscillator temperatures. One can see that, depending on the strength
of the mechanical coupling, the entanglement dynamics could be essentially
different. In order to obtain more insight, we have introduced the normal modes
of the mechanical oscillators. Our study shows that the dynamical transition
occurs only when one of the normal mode becomes unstable. Furthermore, we
have shown that this unstable normal mode satisfies an equation analogous
to Mathieu’s equation, from which one can give an analytical estimation of
the critical mechanical strength where the transition occurs. The proposed
scheme is based on the current state-of-the art experimental setups and hence
it should be very promising and experimentally feasible.

Fig. 1 Entanglement dynamics of the two coupled mechanical oscillators for various cou-
pling strengths.(a) T/T0 = 0 and (b) T/T0 = 3 , where T0 = ~ωm/kB .
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Abstract: We investigate the existence of intermodal entanglement of a weakly driven, damped three-mode 

optomechanical system containing two optical modes and a mechanical mode. The Hamiltonian of the system 

solved using short time dynamics by solving corresponding equation of motion for different field modes. 

Variations of the nonclassical correlation with laser detuning and mechanical resonance frequency are studied 

under different coupling strength. The system exhibits the higher order nonclassical correlation even in weak 

coupling regime conditions and this investigation should be useful for quantum information processing. 

 

Keywords: optomechanics, nonclassical, entanglement 

 

Summary of the article: 

Entanglement is a nonclassical property, important for different fundamental questions and potentially useful in 

quantum computation and quantum information processing [1,2]. This property is observed for a multi-particle 

system. If the wave-function of a multi-particle system can’t be factorized into a product of wave functions of 

the individual particle then the state is called a non-separable or an entangled state. The idea of this nonclassical 

correlation has been drawn from a novel thought experiment by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen.  Optomechanical 

systems provide a good platform to study this quantum behaviour at macroscopic scale. The existence of 

entanglement is already studied theoretically and observed experimentally in different optomechanical system 

[3,4].  The evidences of the nonclassical behaviour can be revealed by negativity of Wigner functions, 

homodyne detection etc. In this article, we are interested to study intermodal entanglement of a three mode 

optomechanical system, in which two cavities are coupled to a single mechanical resonator. This type of system 

has potential application in gravitational wave detectors [5] etc. Three-mode entanglement is a type of higher 

order nonclassicality which are much useful from weak or lower order nonclassicality. Higher order 

nonclassicality have application in cavity magnomechanics, cavity quantum electrodynamics etc. and these 

effects have drawn attention in recent both theoretically and experimentally [6]. Motivated by these we decided 

to study higher order entanglement as no effort has been made yet. 

The system Hamiltonian of the model is [7] 

                                                                                                   (1) 

where   ,   and   are the destruction operator for two optical mode and mechanical mode respectively.     and 

  represent the frequency of the mechanical mode and coupling strength respectively. The driving strength 

          , with P is Laser power,   cavity line width and    resonance frequency of cavity mode b.  

In order to investigate intermodal entanglement we use Li et al. moment based criteria [8]. For the state      is 

entangled if                  
 
  and                       . We define these two conditions as  

                                                                                 
 
                                                           (2) 

                                                                                                                                             (3) 

If      and     then tripartite entangled state exists. 

To find out   and    , we solve numerically the quantum master equation of the system. The master equation is 

                                                                                                                                                     (4) 

LindbladWhere the operator            , with      
 

 
                     ,      

 

 
                       and      

 

 
                        where   is mechanical damping. 

For our numerical calculations we choose, weak coupling regime in which coupling strength smaller than cavity 

decay rate and others are experimentally realistic parameters. 
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a)                                                                          b) 

Fig. 1.  Variation of  a)  E   and b)  ξ   with normalised cavity detuning for different values of       with 

           and             .   

                

Fig. 1. a) and b) are shown the variation of the depth of steady state entanglement as a function of cavity 

detuning. Maximum entanglement observed for zero detuning i.e. resonant excitation of optomechanical 

frequency for both conditions but depth of entanglement is slightly different. Our study is shown that system 

exhibit intermodal entanglement between two cavity field modes and mechanical mode in weak coupling regime 

which should be useful for quantum computation. 
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Plasmon mediated photoluminescence enhancement
from Quantum Dot solid

Riya Dutta · Jaydeep K Basu

Abstract We present here the Photoluminescence enhancement of Quantum
Dot(QD) solid formed heterostructure for a particular separation between QD
and Gold Nano Particle(AuNP). This exciton-plasmon interaction strongly
depends on the size, structure and separation of QD and AuNP. It achieves
maximum enhancement at separation 3 nm. This tunable enhancement arises
from the contention between Plasmon mediated excitonic mode and Non ra-
diative energy transfer.

Keywords QD Solid · LSPR · Exciton

Nanoparticles offer unpredicted optical properties as they are small enough to
confine their electrons and produce quantum effects.It has been demonstrated
that the spontaneous emission rate of a single emitter depends on the environ-
ment.[1] The enhancement of spontaneous emission rates emerged when they
are matched in a resonant cavity (the Purcell Effect)[2].These modifications of
the spontaneous decay rate can be observed in the presence of metallic surfaces.
The optical and photo thermal properties of noble metal nanoparticles arise
from localized surface Plasmon resonance (LSPR). To probe this properties,
here we have used Gold Nano particle(AuNP)based CdSe Quantum dot(CQD)
system where both assembled into monolayer heterostructures.Incorporation
of AuNPs leads to generate Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP). Recently some
studies [3-4] have suggested the possibility of obtaining the strong coupling
and collective emission (CE) from an ensemble of quantum emitters medi-
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Fig. 1 (a)AFM image shows the compact monolayer film.(b)TEM image of the CQD-AuNP
heterostructure film shows the inter-paticle distance between CQD and AuNP.(c)Individual
PL emission spectra from the film for different surface separation between AuNP and
QDs(R).

ated by Plasmon of Metal Nano Particle.In our previous report[5-6], we have
reported how surface plasmon of AuNPs can mediate collective emission in
compact CQD monolayers by changing the effective density[7]. Mostly emis-
sion of QD is reduced in the presence of MNPs because of energy dissipation
in the metal.To study the dependence of this QE on surface separation(R) of
AuNP and CQDs, we have studied QD-AuNP based distinct systems which
are differed by non-identical R values.Fig 1(c) shows the photoluminescence
photon counts from AuNP based QD films. Which indicates the maxima arises
around 3 nm. With decreasing R, the QE of the system reaches maximum for
a particular regime of R where quenching is expected. The system become less
efficient otherwise. The emission of a QD increases in the presence of AuNPs
that comes from Plasmon-induced electric field amplification inside a complex.
The regime of increased emission can be realized via enhancement of optical
absorption or via amplification of the emission process.For a optimum condi-
tion of size and separation (R) It can overcome the increment in non-radiative
decay rate.
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                                                                  Fig.1 

Passive  athermalisation :  
Due to variation of operating temperature from -30°C to 55°C, there will be change in spot size on receiver  and  on 
output divergence of transmitted beam. To compensate the changes in optical parameters, movement in optical 
element is required. Compensation can also be achieved without movement of optical component by choosing 

Interference Filter 

Passively Athermalised and Large Aperture Trans- receiver optics for Eye safe LRF
V.K. Mishra , Arun Sundriyal, P.K.  Sharma

Instruments R&D Establishment (DRDO) Dehradun 248008
email: pks@irde.drdo.in

ABSTRACT : In  present  paper the optics  design  of a single  channel trans- receiver is proposed that  will  utilize 
common front optics for collimator and receiver both .Collimated light will use  central part while peripheral part of 
front optics will be utilized for collection of scattered radiation from target. One important factor on which receiver 
performance depends is aperture of receiving optics. In adverse climatic conditions when there is a large variation 
in  temperature, output  divergence  of  transmitter  and  spot  size  of  receiver are also  affected which can adversely 
affect the reliability of ranging. In present paper the design , performance and scheme of such an optical system is
discussed.

Keywords : Laser Range Finder, Transmitter, Receiver, Interference Filter, spot diagram, Detector

Introduction: Laser range finder is a versatile device to calculate the distance of any target of interest. In traditional 
design ,transmitter and receiver optics form two different channels. To make the system compact now a days single 
channel  Trans- receiver  optics  is  used. Trans- receiver  optics  is  more  compact and  it eases  the  packaging  of the 
system. The designed system consists of an afocal module through which laser light will be transmitted and the same 
optics will be used to collect scattered radiation from the target. The received radiation passes through interference 
filter and group of focusing lenses that will focus it on the APD detector. A suitable combination of lens material 
and housing material  can reduce the effects of temperature variation on spot size and output beam divergence.
Optical design
The system is designed in such a way that an eye- safe laser beam from the transmitter passes through the a hole in a 
right angled prism and then incident on the front negative lenses of  beam expander, and then it passes through the 
central part of front optics .In this design input beam divergence was  considered as 10 mrad and the output beam 
divergence of the order of 0.5 mrad was achieved.
The aperture of receiver optics is 145 mm derived after considering factors like reflectivity of target and atmospheric 
attenuation of signal. The incoming beam has been made parallel  before incidence on the interference filter used to 
block the unwanted radiation from falling onto the detector .Receiver optics has a field of view 0.7 mrad and focal 
length 285 mm. High index material has been used to control the aberration and length. The performance of receiver
optics is analyzed through spot diagram, while performance of beam expander is analyzed through rim ray plot..
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suitable housing material. In this case analysis has been done and found that the combined effect ( housing material 
as well as optics ) gives  excellent results throughout the required  range of athermalisation  (-30°C to 55°C). The 
thermal effects can compensated by choosing  different housing materials in combination with lens material.  Use of 
stainless steel (α~99x10-7 /°C) or titanium (α~108x10-7 /°C) as housing material in place of aluminum (α~236x10-7 

/°C) gives very good result in all temperature range. 
 
Table . 1 Analysis of variation of output divergence with temperature with different housing materials 
Temp (°C) Order of error in output divergence (µrad) with different housing material 

Aluminum                                                                                           SS416     Titanium 

20°C 23 21 21 

-30°C 140 40 53 

+55°C 104 27 31 

 
Table .2 Analysis of variation of RMS spot size on receiver with temperature with different housing materials. 
Temp (°C) Order of error in RMS spot size (µ) with  different housing material 

Aluminum  SS416 Titanium 

20°C 20 23 23 

-30°C 125 40 55 

+55°C 99 20 21 

 

Conclusion:  With proper selection of housing material along with lens material, reliability of ranging can be 
ensured  for  extreme temperature conditions. 

Acknowledgement:  Authors are grateful to Director Instruments R&D Establishment Dehradun for granting 
permission to publish this work. 
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Abstract: Infrared search and track (IRST) systems are required for fighter aircrafts to enable them to passively 

search, detect, track, classify, and prioritize multiple airborne targets under all aspects, look-up, look-down, and 

co-altitude conditions and engage them at as long ranges as possible. The system requires a fast f-number optics 

having large field of regard. In this paper, optical design of a fast f-number optics having three discrete fields of 

view (FOV) has been presented that will work in mid-wave Infrared (MWIR) spectral region. In case of mirror 

stabilized system, there will be rotation of the image as the detector orientation remains fixed. The provision for 

countering this image rotation has also been discussed in the paper.  

Keywords: IRST, thermal imaging, FOV, MWIR, Three fields of view, Derotation. 

 

Introduction: IRST systems are becoming more and more important in air defense applications because radars 

do not meet the requirement of passive surveillance, suffer from jamming, and are vulnerable to anti-radiation 

missiles. Other reason for preference of IRST systems over radars is a dramatic increase in IR sensor 

performance, resulting in long-range detection capability. In addition, IRST should be able to provide landing 

and flying-aid capability during night and bad weather conditions. A three field of view optics design with 

image derotation and deblurring mechanism has been presented in this paper.   

Design Specifications:  

 Effective Focal Length :  75mm (Narrow FOV); 38mm (Mid FOV); 19mm (Wide FOV) 

 F/Number  : 1.5 (All FOVs) 

 Spectral Band  : 3.6µm – 4.9µm 

 Detector Type  :  640x512 cooled InSb 

 Pixel pitch  : 15µm 

Optical Design and Description: Optical layout of designed optics has been shown in figure 1.The designed 

optics consists of different sub modules. Scanning Mirror used to provide 360° azimuth and +40°/-20° elevation 

degree of freedom. There are three afocal magnification changeover optics (MCO) modules that will come one 

by one in the optical path with a motorized assembly in order to change the field of view. As the top mirror 

rotates in azimuth, the image will also be rotated. In order to cater for this image rotation, a dove prism has been 

introduced that will move in sync with the top scanning mirror. The beam is then focused onto the focal plane of 

the detector by a base thermal imager optics which is common for all the three fields of view. Moreover, as the 

top mirror rotation will be very fast, the image will be blurred because of limited integration time of the 

detector. In order to cater for this image blurring, a fast steering mirror (FSM) has been introduced in the base 

thermal imager channel which will also be in closed loop with the top scanning mirror. Design optimization has 

been carried out using CodeV® optical design software.  

Acknowledgments: Authors are thankful to the project team from the Vision Instrumentation Design Centre of 

IRDE for their help and valuable inputs. Authors are also grateful to Group Director, Optical Engineering 

Division and Director IRDE for their guidance, inspiration and encouragement. 
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Abstract: Transparent phase sample which lacks 

contrast in bright-field imaging can be imaged at 

better contrast by attaining edge enhancement which 

transforms the phase difference at the edges of the 

sample to intensity contrast. Using a fractional order 

spiral phase filter in a Fourier filtering setup, 

selective edge enhancement is achieved where a 

selective direction of the edge can be more contrast 

enhanced. The degree of enhancement is controlled 

by the fractional charge of the spiral phase and 

direction of the enhancement can be tuned by input 

wavefront curvature. This is explained by the 

transformation of the field profile of the point spread 

function corresponding to optical vortex beams with 

different fractional charge. Tunable and selective 

edge enhancement is demonstrated using a 

transparent Xylem tissue on a glass slide imaged 

with some fractional order spiral phase filters. 

Quantitative phase imaging capability of the 

demonstrated technique is investigated. 

Keywords: spiral phase contrast imaging, fractional 

Hilbert transform, fractional spiral phase filter, 

selective edge enhancement. 

Introduction  

Using an integer order spiral phase filter in a 4f 

configuration Fourier filtering setup, isotropic edge 

enhancement of a transparent phase sample has been 

achieved. This action mathematically describes the 

two-dimensional generalisation of the radial Hilbert 

transformation [1]. The isotropic edge enhancement 

is described by the convolution of the object field 

with the Fourier transformation of the spiral filter 

function of the form exp(imφ) [2]. Here φ is the 

azimuthal angle and ‘m’ is an integer, generally of 

unit value. As the filter is circularly symmetric for 

integer values of ‘m’, the achieved edge 

enhancement is isotropic. But for some application 

more contrast at some part of the sample is desired 

which exhibits a shadow effect [3], visually 

resembling an oblique incidence of the input light. 

In that cases, a fractional spiral filter where the ‘m’ 

is now a fractional number is found to be very useful. 

Mathematically, this action can be related to the 

fractional Hilbert transform [4].  

In this study, it is demonstrated that the degree 

and spread of this selective enhancement can be 

tuned by the fractional order spiral phase filters. 

Further the orientation of the enhanced edge can be 

tuned by the input wavefront curvature. Previously, 

anisotropic edge enhancement has been achieved 

using different shifted and anisotropic vortex 

profiles that has their individual advantages [5]. 

Here the fractional order spiral phase filter enables 

advantages of both shifted and anisotropic vortex 

filter simultaneously. The potential of this technique 

to make a quantitative phase reconstruction of the 

sample by numerical post-processing will be 

discussed. 

Experimental details 

The schematic experimental setup is shown in figure 

1(a). A spatially filtered and collimated beam of a 

He-Ne laser is focussed using a lens (f =5 cm) on to 

the Xylem sample on a glass slide. The scattered 

light from the sample is collected by a microscope 

objective (MO) lens (10X, 0.25 NA) and then 

propagated to the phase filter plane using a 

telescopic system such that the filter plane is the 

Fourier conjugate plane of the sample plane. Spatial 

phase filters (shown in figure 1(b)) are displayed on 

a spatial light modulator (SLM) placed at the Fourier 

plane. 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic setup for achieving selective edge 

enhancement using fractional spiral phase filters. (b) some 

on axis (SPF) and off-axis (CGH) spiral phase filters with 

the corresponding point spread functions (PSF) 

 

As the spiral phase filters, the computer 

generated on-axis spiral phase function (SPF) and 

off-axis bifurcation grating holograms (CGH) have 

been used for the current study. After the Fourier 

filtering, it is again brought to the Fourier conjugate 

plane by another lens and is imaged on the CCD 

camera. The input wavefront curvature on the phase 

filter can be tuned by translating the SLM along the 

beam axis within the Rayleigh range and 

maintaining the collimation by keeping the optical 
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distance between L3 and L4 same. The bottom row of 

figure 1(b) shows the point spread functions (PSF) 

of corresponding fractional order spiral phase filters. 

Results 

The edge-enhanced images after Fourier filtering 

using different fractional phase filters are shown in 

figure 2 for both on axis SPF and off-axis CGH. The 

case when m=0 implies a bright field imaging which 

illuminates the total field of view but fails to feature 

out the relevant and important details of the object 

in terms of local change in thickness or refractive 

index of different parts of the sample. For m=1 spiral 

phase filter, an isotropic edge enhancement of all the 

different orientation of the object is achieved 

simultaneously. But most interestingly, with a 

fractional order spiral phase filter a gradual and 

orientation specific change in the contrast is visible. 

For SPF of order below 0.5 some anisotropic edge 

enhancement is achieved but the background 

illumination is still present. At and beyond 0.5, a 

clear distinction in contrast of two diametrically 

opposite direction of the phase sample demonstrate 

that a selective edge enhancement of different parts 

of the object is achieved (enhanced edges are shown 

by red arrow). This is due to the anisotropic PSFs (as 

shown in 1(b) for 0.5) when using fractional spiral 

phase filters. Image intensity in former on-axis SPF 

case is more but it shows high noise across the 

object. On the other hand, the later using CGH 

shows slightly reduced intensity but less noisy 

intensity variation. 

 

Fig. 2 Selective edge enhanced images filter of a Xylem 

test sample on a glass slide with different fractional order 

spiral phase. The red arrow points the direction of 

enhancement 

 

Conclusion 

 The edge enhanced images of the Xylem sample 

using different spiral phase filters demonstrate that 

by choosing proper fractional order of the spiral 

filter a specific orientation of the sample within the 

field of view can be enhanced up to a certain degree. 

Thus both the advantages of using a shifted 

anisotropic phase vortex filter in a Fourier filtering 

setup can be achieved. Moreover, the orientation of 

the enhanced edge can be further tuned by the input 

wavefront curvature. The results are explained by 

the point spread function of the FOV beams [6] and 

will be discussed in details during the conference. 
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Designing a hyperbolic metamaterial resonator
for spontaneous emission rate enhancement from
silicon-carbide based quantum emitters

Nadeem Ahmed · Faraz A. Inam

Abstract Here we computationally studied the single photon emission from
a silicon carbide (SiC) nanoparticle based vacancy-centre on the top of the
hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) structure. The relevant HMM parameters
such as the top dielectric layer thickness and number of HMM periods were
optimized to achieve substantial spontaneous emission enhancement in the
single photon emission from SiC based quantum emitters.

Keywords Hyperbolic metamaterial · silicon-carbide · single photon sources ·
spontaneous emission rate

Multilayer metal-dielectric hyperbolic meta-material (HMM) structures are
being used to achieve emission enhancement from single photon emitters.
These HMM’s are known to provide emission enhancement over a broad emis-
sion spectrum extending to few hundred nanometers [1]. Recently, bulk SiC
has also emerged as a promising host for ultra-bright single quantum emitters
with count rate of 2 × 106cps [2]. Here, we computationally studied emission
from a single silicon carbide (SiC) nanoparticles based vacancy centre on the
top of the HMM structure. The emission peak for these vacancy centres is
known to be around 900 nm [3]. We optimized height of the top dielectric
layer along with the number of metal-dielectric periods required for getting
optimum spontaneous emission rate (SER) enhancement [4] for dipole emis-
sion on top of the structure.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of our HMM design. The alternate pack-
ing of metal (Au) and dielectric (ZnS) layers provides HMM with hyperbolic
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Fig. 1 Schematic of HMM model consisting alternate layers of ZnS and Au of thickness 30
nm with the SiC sphere on the top ZnS layer.

Fig. 2 Relative SER plots. In (a) and (b) emission rate is calculated for the variable height
of top ZnS layer in the case of parallel and perpendicular dipole respectively. In fig. (c) and
(d) relative SER is calculated at optimum height of top ZnS layer which for parallel and
perpendicular dipole

dispersion relation. For, top ZnS layer height of 75 nm we observed the max-
imum SER enhancement for perpendicular dipole orientation. Figure 2c and
2d shows the SER performance as a function of the number of HMM layers.
On the basis of these result we can conclude that the optimum choice for the
multi-layered HMM structure is 5 layered HMM structure.
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Abstract 

We propose a very compact diaphragm free acoustic sensor consisting a tapered SMF micro-tip in cantilever 

configuration. The change in the light coupling between the micro-tip and the source fiber caused by the acoustic 

pressure is utilized to detect the external acoustic signal. Experimental results show that the sensitivity and working 

range of the sensor depends upon the length of cantilever and hence, the performance of the sensor can be easily tuned. 

The SMF only structure along with intensity-based interrogation makes this acoustic sensor very cost effective. 

Experimental results show that for a cantilever length of 15.53 mm, the probe has a maximum acoustic sensitivity of 

196 mV/KPa, minimum detectable pressure of 1.03 Pa/√Hz and the linear frequency range is 0-250 Hz. 

Keywords 

Microphone; Optical Cantilever; Single mode fiber; Fiber optics sensor; Micro-tip; Acoustics. 

 
Acoustic sensors or microphones find application in many application from flight path estimation to structural health 

monitoring of nuclear plants 1,2. Researchers have successfully demonstrated that microphones can also be utilized for 

vehicle classification, gas flow measurement, muscle vibration measurement and bioacoustics analysis of insects3,4. 

Recently reported optical fiber microphones (OFMs) exhibit equal or even better performance as compared to 

traditional piezoelectric based microphones in terms of sensitivity, bandwidth and noise equivalent pressure5–7. 

Furthermore, the OFMs have inherent advantages of multiplexing, remote sensing and immunity to electromagnetic 

signals. Majority of OFMs utilize thin diaphragm as a part of the sensing element. This category of OFM is dominated 

by interferometric structures involving very small and thin reflecting diaphragms8,9. In order to overcome the 

complexity involved with diaphragm fabrication and to avoid the requirement of costly phase/wavelength measuring 

devices, we propose a simple and intensity dependent acoustic sensor. The sensing structure is a cantilever type and it 

consists of a tapered single-mode fiber (SMF) tip placed in front of an SMF tip. 

The proposed setup consists of a tapered microfiber tip placed in front of vertically cleaved SMF, as shown in Fig. 1. To 

fabricate the tapered micro-tip, firstly a simple SMF taper is fabricated using well-established flame and brush 

technique12. The SMF taper is then carefully cleaved at the waist position where the fiber diameter is smallest. By doing 

so, we will create two tapered micro-tips. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the micrograph of one such tapered micro-tip with a 

tip diameter of 17.28 m and length of tapered tip is 1.24 mm. Now, a SLED source is pigtailed with a standard SMF, 

its end is vertically cleaved and placed on a computer-controlled stage. The tapered micro-tip is placed on another 

computer-controlled stage, as shown in the Fig. 1. The other end of the micro-tip fiber is connected to a photodetector 

system. 

 
Fig. 1.  Schematic of tapered microfiber based optical fiber microphone. 

 

The broadband light generated by the SLED source comes out of the 8 m core of the SMF tip and gets coupled to the 

tapered micro-tip placed at a close distance. The output field intensity at the SMF tip follows a Gaussian distribution 

curve. While keeping the output power of SLED constant, the amount of light which gets coupled to the guided mode of 

tapered microfiber depends on two parameters; first being the distance between tapered micro-tip and cleaved end of 

SMF and the second parameter is the axial alignment of tapered micro-tip with respect to the cleaved end of SMF. If we 

start moving the taper micro-tip further away from the untapered SMF tip then the coupled optical power will start 
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decreasing. Similarly, maximum power will be coupled to tapered micro-tip if the central axis of micro-tip coincides 

with that of the untapered SMF tip. Any deviation from this optimum position will result in a decrease of coupled 

light13. Such a small displacement can also be caused by airborne acoustic pressure waves. Hence, given a proper 

cantilever length, the tapered micro-tip can be used to sense the acoustic waves. 

To examine the acoustic performance of such a tapered micro-tip-based cantilever structure, an acoustic source is placed 

in front of the tapered micro-tip with a cantilever length of 15.53 mm, at 5 meters. For referencing a commercial 

microphone (B&K) is placed just beside the fiber cantilever setup. The acoustic source is placed in such a way that it is 

equidistant to both the microphone setups and its central point is in the same place as that of the microphones. Acoustic 

waves of different frequency and intensity are generated from the acoustic source and this signal deflects the micro-tip 

of the fiber cantilever structure. This deflection changes the amount of optical power coupled to the tapered micro-tip 

which is recorded by using a photodetector (Thor Labs). The output of the photodetector of OFM with cantilever length 

15.53 mm for an acoustic signal of 200 Hz is shown in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows the respective FFT of the 

photodetector output signal. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Time domain and (b) frequency domain response of Sensor-1 at 250 Hz acoustic signal; (c) variation of acoustic sensitivity 

with frequency. 
 

With the help of the signal recorded by the reference microphone, we can calculate the acoustic sensitivity of the 

sensing setup. The sensitivity variation with frequency for the OFM is shown in Fig. 2(c). The sensitivity is nearly 

constant for low acoustic frequencies and then it starts increasing rapidly to reach a maximum value, following which 

the sensitivity again starts decreasing. The point of maximum sensitivity corresponds to the first order natural frequency 

(ffn) of the cantilever structure which is 500 Hz, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Considering the linear working frequency range 

to be half of the natural frequency, we get the linear frequency range as 0-250 Hz for the cantilever length 15.53 mm.  

In conclusion, we successfully fabricated and demonstrated a tapered microfiber tip based acoustic sensor.  The micro-

tip is employed as a cantilever and the change in the light coupling efficiency between the two fiber tips in presence of 

external force is utilized to detect the applied acoustic pressure. For a cantilever length of 15.53 mm, the acoustic 

sensitivity at 200 Hz is 0.196 V/KPa. 
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Tamm-plasmon-polaritons in periodic and aperiodic
photonic crystals

Mukesh K. Shukla · Ritwick Das
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Abstract One dimensional (1D) periodic photonic geometries are optical ana-
logues of widely-investigated counterparts in condensed-matter physics. Due to
the cyclic evolution, the em-field picks up a quantized geometric phase or alter-
nately ‘Zak’-phase while moving between equivalent points within the photonic
pass bands. Such investigations have revealed topological photonic insulators
and topologically-protected optical surface states. This feature, however, is
not apparent in a quasi-periodic or deterministically aperiodic system. In the
present work, we discuss and provide a plausible route to define ‘Zak’-phase
in a 1D quasi-periodic (Fibonacci) lattice.

Keywords Photonic crystals · Tamm-plasmon-polaritons · Bragg diffraction

Tamm-plasmon-polariton (TPP) modes are a variant of optical surface states
which are strongly confined at the interface of metal (−ve dielectric constant)
and a distributed-Bragg-reflector (DBR). Such modes allow free-space excita-
tion in both the polarizations. They have been widely explored in the periodic
configurations such as DBRs and they have been employed for ascertaining the
topological (or ‘Zak’) phase of the pass bands. However, aperiodic geometries
such as Fibonacci sequence and Thue-Morse sequence based DBRs, which pos-
ses photonic bandgaps (PBGs) by virtue of long-range order, have not been
explored from this perspective [2]. In the present work, we have investigated
the existence of TPP modes at the interface of 1D quasi-crystals such as Fi-
bonacci sequence (FS)-lattice and plasmon-active metal. We further explore
the possibility of existence of TPP modes in deterministic aperiodic crystals
based on Thue-Morse sequence (TMS). We consider two dielectric material for
the study namely SiO2 (‘A’) and Ta2O5 (‘B’) having thicknesses dA and dB .
For ascertaining the reflection spectrum, we consider standard transfer matrix

School of Physical Sciences, National Institute of Science Education and Research, HBNI,
Jatni - 752050, India
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Fig. 1 (a), (b) & (c) Schematic of DBR, FS-DR and TMS-DR. Reflection spectrum and
mode-field distribution of DBR in (d) & (e), C − Ag in (f) & (g) and F − Ag in (h) & (i)
respectively.

method [ref]. As can be seen in the Fig. 1(d), a DBR with 10 unit cells exhibits
a PBG ranging from 570−720 nm. With a thin metal layer (Ag) (30 nm) pla-
ced adjacent to DBR, a sharp drop in reflectivity could be observed within the
PBG which depicts a TPP mode excitation. This is confirmed from the mode-
field distribution at resonance wavelength (λr = 661 nm) as shown in Fig.
1(e). In a similar manner, we consider a FS defined through Sn = Sn−1Sn−2
for n ≥ 2 with S0 = A and S1 = B. A few strings could be written as
S0 : A;S1 : B;S2 : BA;S3 : BAB;S4 : BABBA; and S5 : BABBABAB. In
the present case, let us consider a distributed reflector (DR) sequence defined
through a linear chain (C) comprised S0S1S2S3S4S5. The simulated reflection
spectrum for a geometry C− Ag where dAg = 30 nm is shown in Fig. 1(f).
The PBG as well as TPP-like excitation at λr = 717 nm is evident (Fig.
1(g)). The TPP-like excitation in lowest-order PBG has been employed for
ascertaining ‘Zak’-phase of the zeroth-order pass band of C which would be
discussed in the symposium. On a similar note, we have considered a TMS
based 1D-lattice defined by Sn = Sn−1S

†
n−1 and S†n = S†n−1Sn−1 for n ≥ 1

with S0 = A and S†0 = B. Following this chain rule, the reflection spectrum for
a lattice F ≡ S0S1S2S3S4 −Ag where dAg = 30 nm is shown in Fig. 1(h,i).
Multiple discernible PBGs and moderately sharp reflectivity minima within a
few PBGs depict TPP-like mode excitation which could be confirmed from the
mode-field distribution. Using the TPP-like excitation in F crystal, we could
ascertain reflection phases of backscattered waves from different PBGs. Using
this information, we explore the possibility of exciting topologically protected
optical modes in TMS lattice based heterostructure configuration during the
symposium.
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Characterising the gas-drag forces  on various laser-heated interface. 
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Abstract 
We used a simple setup to measure the magnitude of the gas-drag force and distinguish it from radiation pressure 
force which a interface of two medium experiences by a laser beam. We demonstrate the formation of gas-drag 
forces by Watt-level laser on various interfaces and results are validated using COMSOL simulations. Given its 180 
degree directionality and 10 times higher magnitude, compared to the radiation force, one can use these gas-drag 
forces for various applications like smoke remover in case of fire or levitation of lightweight objects. 

Keywords : gas-drag forces, radiation pressure force, laser heating, solid-gas interfaces. 

Main 
When a high power laser hits on a solid-gas interfaces, two forces are generated. One, the radiation pressure force, in 
the direction of the laser beam. This force is the result of the momentum transfer of the photons to the solid surface. 
Second, the gas-drag forces , opposite to the direction of the laser beam. This force is the result of the air pressure 
difference created by the diffused heat on the solid/liquid interface due to lasing action.  Given the magnitude of the 
radiation pressure (order of nN), earlier studies used constraint setups and calculations, which ignores these gas-drag 
forces [1-2]. 

For a solid gas interface like laser action on an Al mirror, the heat 
diffuse on a solid surface due to high power laser, creates a 
temperature difference between  top and bottom surfaces. This 
results into a air turbulence circling inside a bounded system,, 
creating a lift force (like radiometer). We devised a simple setup to 
measure this lift force or gas-drag force for various laser power.  

The gas-drag force on a mirror was found to, linearly increases with 
power and 10 times that of the magnitude of the radiation pressure 
force. These forces gradually decreases to zero as the diffused heat 
from laser cools down, when laser is switched off. 

To validate the theory of the air turbulence generated due to lasing 
action resulting to the gas-drag force, we used visible smoke (size: 0.1 - 1 micron) on silicon wafer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

LASER OFF          LASER ON 
 

        Images showing the air turbulence created by the lasing action on a silicon wafer. 
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Air flow in the surrounding, because of heat diffusion from silicon wafer, is simulated in COMSOL by solving 
Navier-Stokes Equation and simulated results are in good agreement with the experimental observations. 

 

 

 

COMSOL simulation image showing the air turbulence created by the lasing action on a silicon wafer. 

 

In conclusion, we have calculated the gas drag force using a simple setup. Given the magnitude of these force, one 
needn’t ignore the effects of these forces for a stimulated lasing action. Due to the nature of these forces, one can 
build applications like smoke remover, in case of fire and other hazards or levitation of small lightweight objects. 
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A hyperbolic metamaterial based design for practical
solid-state single photon sources with GHz photon
collection rates

Faraz A. Inam · Abhinav Kala · Nadeem
Ahmed · Achanta Venu Gopal

Abstract Here we report the design of a 5-layered, planar hyperbolic meta-
material (HMM) resonator-antenna for efficient photon extraction from solid-
state single photon sources (SPS). Our resonator-antenna design is composed
of a dielectric that is indexed-matched to diamond/silicon-carbide (SiC). We
analyzed the performance of this resonator-antenna system for the Purcell en-
hancement, quantum and collection efficiencies. Our calculations show a large
spontaneous emission rate enhancement with Purcell factor in the range of
300, along with the collected photon count rates in the range of few GHz over
the broad emission spectrum (650-900 nm). This broadband range covers the
emission spectrum of most of the diamond/SiC based SPS. Our design is the
first to report GHz range photon count rates from solid-state SPS. Compared
to the previous computational designs, our design show a state-of-the art im-
provement in the antenna-performance for solid-state SPS with properties very
close to a practical SPS.

Keywords Single photon sources · quantum optical technologies · hyper-
bolic metamaterial · resonator-antenna · collected photon rate · Purcell
enhancement
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Fig. 1 a) Schematic image of the 5-layered Au-ZnS HMM like resonator with cylindrical Au
antenna on top. (b) The in-plane far-field dipole radiation profile of the 5-layered Au-ZnS
resonator-antenna. The dipole is considered to be oriented perpendicular to the Au interface

Solid-state single photon sources (SPS) such as quantum dots or color centers
in diamonds, silicon-carbide have shown promises for practical deployment in
the emerging quantum optical technologies [1]. Many of these technologies
including quantum cryptography and quantum communications demand data
rates in the GHz range [1]. This thereby limits the use of these SPS, where the
maximum observed photon count rates are limited to few MHz with lifetimes
of the order of few nanoseconds [2]. These technologies are presently relying
of probabilistic SPS based on nano-linear processes for practical applications
[1].

Here we report the design of a 5-layered planar hyperbolic metamate-
rial (HMM) [3] based cavity resonator with metallic antennas that results
in collected photon count rates of the order of few GHz from diamond/silicon-
carbide based SPS. The design is based on sandwiching the nanodiamond/SiC
crystal between a period of metal/dielectric, gold/zinc-sulphide HMM layers
[4]. The zinc-sulphide (ZnS) is chosen as a dielectric due to its close refractive
index-matching with that of diamond/SiC and helps in the near to far-field
out-coupling of emission from diamond/SiC based quantum emitters [4].
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A Comparison of Optical Delay of Light in SBN:60 and SBN:75 

Satchi Kumari .  Stuti Joshi  

 

 

Abstract Slowing down of light pulses has been studied theoretically in SBN:60 and SBN:75 

via degenerate two-wave mixing technique. The optical delay and the corresponding group 

velocity were found to vary systematically with the pulse width. Role of response time and 

electro-optic coefficients of these crystals onto optical delay is studied. 

Keywords Slow light. photorefractive crystals. two-wave mixing. group velocity.  

Introduction  

 
Strontium barium niobate (SBN) is a well know photorefractive crystal for nonlinear 

optics (NLO) [1-2]. It has various device applications viz. self-pumped phase conjugation, 

spatial filtering, spatial solitons and two-wave mixing [3-5]. Two-wave mixing (TWM) 

phenomenon leads to Optical delay in the SBN crystal [4-5]. In two-wave mixing a 

continuous strong pump beam and a weak pulsed probe beam are launched onto the 

crystal. The interference of these beams forms a grating pattern inside the crystal. These 

gratings diffract the light from pump to probe. The probe beam gets amplified and 

delayed. This optical delay is measured by comparing two pulses, first travelling in the air 

and second travelled through the crystal [6]. The role of time is very important in these 

experiments since grating formation and stabilization governs the optical delay [7]. To 

study the dynamics of time scale, pluses with various pulse width are launched and its 

effect on optical delay and nature of output pulse (amplification and broadening) is 

studied.  

            Further, SBN has unique open crystal structure containing vacant lattice sites [2]. 

Therefore, it potentially exhibits a greater flexibility for doping. The electrooptic 

coefficient is influenced by the doping (Sr/Ba ratio). Hence, in the present study optical 

delay is compared for two different SBN crystal viz SBN:60 and SBN:75 [8] with 

different Sr/Ba ratio, as a function of pulse width. 

 

Theory  

Let us consider a Gaussian signal pulse launched onto the PR crystal with the form given 

by equation 1,   

  (   )       [
   

  
]                                                                                        (1) 
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  ( )  is the Fourier transform of the input amplitude S(0, t) and T is the input pulse 

width. 
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On interaction with the SBN crystal and after travelling a distance d inside the crystal the 

form of equation will be as follow [9].                      
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In the above Eq. the first exponential term [( 
 

 
)] represents the signal pulse due to two 

wave mixing. The second term    (
 

     
)  represent the frequency dependent delay. 

On substitution for Eq. (1) in the Eq. (2) we get the following expression [9]  
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In order to compare output signal pulse with input signal pulse we find the inverse 

Fourier transform of eq (3). The detailed derivation can be seen from reference 9. 
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The normalized output pulse at the exit of PR crystal is represented by Eq. (4). The 

exponential term in Eq. (4) accounts for PR two wave mixing gain. The cosine term 

accounts for the optical delay in output pulse. 

Numerical simulation and Results 

The input and corresponding output pulse is generated by using equations (1) to (4). The 

fixed parameters used for the numerical simulation are enlisted in table 1. These 

ferroelectric /electro-optic coefficients of SBN:60 and SBN:75 were estimated at 514.5 

nm (1-2) with light intensities 1-10
4
 W/cm

2
. 

Table (1) Electro-optic coefficients of the SBN:60 and SBN:75 crystals. 

Parameter SBN:60 SBN:75 

r13 47 pm/V 67 pm/V 

r33 235 pm/V 1340 pm/V 

ne 2.33 2.35 

no 2.36 2.37 

tr 0.03 sec 0.1 sec 
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The simulated delay and corresponding group velocity of signal pulse at the exit of PR 

crystal is compared for SBN:60 and SBN:75. 

 

Figure 1. Shape of the output signal for (a) SBN:60 and (b) SBN:75 for different values of input 

pulse width. Variation of delay and the corresponding change in group velocity as a function of t0 (c) 

for SBN:60 (d) for SBN:75. 

 

Figure 1a and 1b, shows the normalized output intensity |S(d, t)/S0)|
2
 as a function of normalized 

time (t/tr) for three different values of the input pulse width (t0) 0.15 sec, 0.45 sec and 1.45 sec 

respectively, at a fixed value of beam crossing angle 2= 40
0
 for SBN:60 and SBN:75 respectively. 

The delay is estimated by comparing the peak of input and output pulse as shown in inset of figure 

1a and b. Delay and corresponding group velocity as a function of input pulse width is plotted in 

figure 1c and 1d for SBN:60 and SBN:75 respectively. It can be seen from Figure 1c and 1d that 

delay increases with increase in pulse width for both the crystals. The increase in delay with increase 

in pulse width arises due to PR coupling. On increasing the pulse width, more charge carriers diffuse 

throughout the crystal and a stable grating is formed. The refractive index change will also be large 

and thus the output signal will observe more delay with increase in pulse width. However, the 

estimated delay is two orders of magnitude higher in case of SBN:75 than SBN:60. For SBN:60, we 

get maximum group velocity of 5 cm/sec for t0 = 0.15 sec and minimum group velocity of 3 cm/sec 

for t0 = 1.15 sec. while for SBN:75, we get maximum group velocity of ~ 0.23 cm/sec for t0 = 0.15 

and minimum group velocity of ~ 0.21 cm/sec for t0 = 1.15 sec. The higher delay in SBN:75 as 

compared to SBN:60 can be attributed to large response time of 0.1 sec in case of former as 

compared to 0.03 sec in the later. The grating formation time will reduce by one order of magnitude 

in SBN:75 as compared to SBN:60. Thus for a given pulse width more stable grating will be formed 

in SBN:75 crystal than that of SBN:60, resulting in higher delay. Further, the detailed mechanism of 

amplification and broadening shall be compared and presented in the conference.  

 

Conclusion 

 

In summary, large optical delay has been obtained for SBN:75 than SBN:60 under similar 

experimental conditions. With the increase in pulse width delay has been found to 

increase. SBN:75 is showing order of magnitude higher delay as compared to SBN:60.  
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Abstract 

 

We investigate thin film sensing capabilities of various terahertz (THz) metamaterial structures, one comprising of 

an array of asymmetric double split gap ring resonators (SRR) and the other having simple rectangular SRRs. The 

sensitivity and corresponding figure of merit (FoM) of the odd and even resonant modes are analyzed with respect to 

different thicknesses of the coated analyte film. Such studies should be very useful for the development of 

metamaterial based sensing devices in near future. 

 

Keywords: thin film; metamaterials; sensors; figure of merit 

 

Introduction 

 

Nowadays metamaterials are an area of avid research owing to the unusual properties they display, which are not 

observed in naturally occurring materials. Metamaterials have found promising applications in diverse areas viz. 

medical diagnostics, food quality control, sensing, detection of noxious gases, development of ultra-high speed 

communication devices etc.  

The concept of metamaterials was first demonstrated in the microwave region
[1]

, but it was soon extrapolated to 

other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum including terahertz. Operational THz frequencies occupy a very 

narrow band (0.1–5 THz) in the electromagnetic spectrum and can result in several interesting phenomenon and 

applications in terms of light matter interactions. Due to the longer wavelengths, it is relatively easier to fabricate 

metamaterials for THz since its basic building blocks split ring resonators (SRRs) have dimensions of typically few 

tens of microns
[2]

. Because of the ease of fabrication and planar nature of metamaterial (known as ‘meta’ surface), it 

forms a convenient platform for thin film sensing.  

 

Discussions 

 

Here, we examine two different THz metamaterial structures with potentials in thin film sensing. Fig.1 shows the 

unit cell of an asymmetric resonator based MM which displays sharp resonance peaks 
[3]

 due to the excitation of 

dark eigen modes having high Q factor. Such high Q asymmetric SRRs can be used to design highly efficient THz 

sensing devices. In order to examine the sensing abilities of this planar metamaterial, analyte layer is applied on top 

of the metamaterial, hence sensitivity and FoM values are calculated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1. Schematic of a unit cell of the asymmetric resonator (units in μm).  

In another example, we examine the sensing capabilities of fundamental and higher resonance modes supported by 

single split gap ring resonators based metamaterials 
[4] [5]

. We have used loss-less analyte of different thicknesses 

over the metamaterial structures. The refractive index of the coated thin film is varied in order to calculate the 

sensitivity and figure of merit of few of the lowest resonance modes. Our study shows that the lowest order or 

fundamental resonance exhibits the highest FoM values making it ideal for thin film sensing. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Sensitivity Plot 
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Fig.2 Schematic of planar Terahertz metamaterial geometry consisting of gold SRRs on a silicon substrate 

 

Conclusion 

 

In summary we have analyzed thin film sensing potentials for single and double split gap ring resonator based 

terahertz metamaterials. The sensing capabilities in terms of sensitivities and figure of merits (FoMs) are calculated 

for both the structures. It was found that dark mode (double gap ring resonator) based MM with high Q factor 

resonances demonstrate higher sensitivity compared to typical single gap ring resonators based MM.  
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Abstract 

Shape Adaptive Grinding (SAG) is an emerging process for fabrication of aspheric optical components. Process 

mechanism has been studied mostly on chemical vapour deposited Silicon carbide substrates. Here we have 

shown that this process can also be utilized for generation of aspheric profiles in glass substrates. Using SAG 

process an aspheric surface in BK7 glass was generated from a grinded spherical surface and average surface 

roughness was controlled below 300nm. 

Keywords 

Grinding, Polishing, Sub-aperture polishing 

 

1. Introduction: In recent years, Shape Adaptive Grinding (SAG) has emerged as a cost effective alternative for 

machining of very hard materials such as CVD-SiC [1, 2].Aspheric and freeform surfaces can be generated 

using SAG process. In SAG process flexible diamond sheets are used for making tools. In these sheets diamond 

particles are deposited in the form of circular or polygon pellets on a metallic mesh. This metallic mesh is 

backed on a canvas sheet. SAG tools are made by gluing this sheet on an air-inflated spherical membrane 

(bonnet). The characteristic semi elastic nature of SAG tool is achieved by combining the flexibility of the air-

inflated bonnet with rigid contact formed between diamond pellets and optics. The SAG tool presses against the 

optics to form a small spot on the optics. Diameter of this spot is governed by equation 1 and can be changed by 

altering the offset (∆z). 

                                                        � = 2√2� ∆�    ……………………………………  (1) 

where d is the diameter of the spot, R is the radius of the bonnet and z is the offset. 

 Due to semi-elastic nature of SAG tool this process can be implemented even on low stiffness machines and 

high surface accuracy and low surface roughness can be achieved. 

2. Fabrication of glass aspherics using SAG: To investigate effectiveness of this process for fabrication of 

glass aspherics on a 7 axes machine platform, Intelligent Robotic Polishing System (IRP 400, M/s Zeeko Ltd. 

make) was used.  Spherical bonnet of 40mm radius was used to make SAG tool. Metal bonded flexible diamond 

sheet with a particle size of 9 µm was glued on the bonnet. Final radius of SAG tool was found to be 41.89mm. 

A parabolic surface on BK7 glass was fabricated to investigate effectiveness of the SAG process on glass 

substrate. The parameters for parabolic surface and SAG tool are given below 

S.No. Description Parameters 

1 Parabolic surface Material: BK7 

R=422.98mm (Cave), K=-1 

Diameter=160mm 

2 SAG tool Radius= 41.89 mm 

Pressure= 1bar, offset=0.2mm 

Diamond pellet size= 9 µm 

                                     Table1. Parameters for parabolic surface and SAG tool 

To generate this parabolic surface with SAG tool, first a concave curvature of 429.762 mm was generated over a 

160mm aperture of a BK7 glass plate. The diameter and thickness of glass blank were 165.0mm and 20.5mm, 

respectively. A manual curve generator (Make Adcock Shipley) with diamond bonded tool was used for curve 

generation. After curve generation the part was measured on a stylus profilometer (Mahrsurf LD260). A 

diamond stylus with 2 µm tip radius was used for surface form measurement. This measurement result was 

fitted against the designed parameters of parabolic surface to derive tool path for corrective polishing. 

Fabricated spherical surface had a form error of 29.37µm (Peak to Valley) with respect to parabolic profile of 

the surface. In the next step the part was mounted on a 7 axes CNC polishing machine (IRP 400). Corrective 

polishing tool path was derived from the 2D profile error generated in the previous step. In the corrective 
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polishing method, machine feed rates were moderated according to the input error. Material removal rates 

(MRR) were derived from a removal test experiment on a flat BK7 glass substrate. Only 50% error was targeted 

for correction. Instead of cerium oxide slurry, re-circulating water was used for cooling and removing the fine 

glass chips generated during shape adaptive grinding process. Surface profile measurement before the start of 

SAG process is shown in figure 1. Flexible diamond sheet and SAG tools are shown in figure 2 & 3, 

respectively.  

                             

Fig.1 Surface profile before SAG process          Fig.2 Diamond Sheet            Fig.3 SAG tool     

(PV=29.37 µm) 

As only 50% error was targeted in this step, measurement results (Figure 4) shows good conformance to the 

material removal test data. Differential profile obtained in this step was used to derive the corrective polishing 

feed rates for the next SAG run. At the end of this step surface profile error was reduced to 5.14 µm. Surface 

profile measurement after 1
st
 and 2

nd
 SAG runs are shown in figure 4 &5, respectively. For surface roughness 

characterization, measurement data was taken at various locations of optics with a sampling length of 10mm. 

After 2 runs of SAG process, the average surface roughness was reduced to 250nm. Results achieved in this 

SAG process are comparable to those achieved in conventional grinding. As the profile error was reduced to 

only 5.14 µm (PV) from 29.37 µm (PV) and average surface roughness of 250 nm was obtained, polishing 

process was resumed after this. Effectiveness of SAG process is shown in figure 6. Here surface profiles were 

averaged and the lowest point on profile was chosen to lie on x axis.  

.            

       

3. Conclusion: Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of SAG process. With this process surface form error and 

surface roughness can be quickly reduced. SAG is an emerging process and its effectiveness on CVD-SiC has 

already been established. Here we have utilized this process on glass substrate. This process provides a very cost 

effective method for aspheric surface grinding. SAG process can be easily implemented on low stiffness 

polishing machines. Different SAG tools can be easily made according to the requirement. This process 

eliminates the need of expensive diamond bonded cup tools or wheels. Surface form and surface roughness 

achieved in this process are comparable to aspheric grinding process. Using SAG process freeform surfaces can 

be generated on glass or other optical materials as tool paths can be generated in raster mode. 

4. Acknowledgement: Authors are thankful to Sh. Benjamin Lionel, OS & Director IRDE for his support and 

encouragement. 
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Fig.6 Comparison of surface 

profile before and after SAG runs       

Fig.5 Surface profile after SAG 
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run1(PV=14.38 µm)        
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Abstract: Non-interferometric phase retrieval techniques are useful for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of a pure 

phase object. Phase objects usually do not alter the intensity of light wave but it does make a significant change in 

the phase. Exploiting the phase delay information is helpful to visualize several biological objects, processes, and 

their movements, which are nearly transparent in bright field microscopy. In this paper, a non-interferometric and 

non-iterative phase retrieval method has been demonstrated using a commercially available liquid crystal variable 

retarder. The method is based on conventional transport-of-intensity (TIE), which does not require any physical 

displacement of the recording camera. Instead, intensity images are recorded at different refractive indices. The 

liquid crystal retarder introduces required change in the refractive index of the input beam by changing the applied 

voltage. Phase image has been retrieved numerically in MATLAB with the help of modified TIE expression. The 3D 

surface plot of the retrieved phase has been realized. 

 

Keywords: Phase retrieval, Transport-of-intensity, Non-interferometric method, Liquid crystal variable retarder 

 

1. Introduction 

Phase objects have surface unevenness or difference in its refractive index with respect to its surroundings. 

A phase object can be imaged using phase retrieval techniques [1]. There are several phase retrieval techniques in 

the literature which include phase contrast [2] interferometric [3,4], iterative [5,6] and non-interferometric non-

iterative techniques [7]. The transport of intensity (TIE) based phase retrieval method comes under non-

interferometric non-iterative techniques. Being a non-interferometric method, TIE has advantages over the 

conventional interferometric techniques [7]. 

In this paper, a modified TIE based technique has been utilized for phase retrieval. The conventional TIE 

method uses two intensity images at different displacements which need recording camera to be shifted. That 

physical shift may involve mechanical instability error. This mechanical instability error can be avoided using the 

modified TIE based technique. In this case, two intensity images are recorded at different refractive indices. Liquid 

crystal variable retarder (make: Thorlabs Inc.) is inserted in the path to change the required refractive index. 4f 

imaging setup has been utilized to record the intensity images. Transparent ultraviolet (UV) glue drops on glass side 

is used as a pure phase object. Numerical analysis to retrieve phase image is done on MATLAB. Theoretical 

analysis and experimental results are discussed in the following sections. 

 

2. Theoretical analysis 

The monochromatic beam propagating along the z-axis passes through an object and tunable refractive 

index medium with a thickness L. Under the paraxial approximation, the complex field u(x,y,z) after passing the 

object,  

                                                            
),(

0 ),,(),,( yxiezyxuzyxu                                                                    (1) 

where u0(x,y,z) is the amplitude and φ(x,y) carries the phase information of the object. After solving the propagation 

with angular spectrum method and taking derivative with n, we obtain the differential equation [8]  
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It can be seen that Eq. (2) is similar to the paraxial wave equation. So, TIE like equation can be derived to show the 

intensity-phase relation with the variation of refractive index in the medium. The modified TIE equation is, 
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Eq. (3) shows that phase information can be retrieved if the intensity variation is calculated with respect to the 

change of the refractive index. 

 

 

3. Experimental results 

As shown in Figure 1, a collimated monochromatic beam of laser (wavelength 633 nm) is incident on the 

object. Drops of UV glue on glass slide is used as phase object. Diffracted beam from object is passed through 4f 

imaging processor and liquid crystal variable retarder. Finally, the intensity images stacks are taken on a CCD 

camera (make: Imaging Source) and stored on computer. Images are taken at different refractive indices introduced 

through controlling the applied voltage on liquid crystal retarder. Datasheet of retarder (available on Thorlabs 

website [9]) has been used for measurement of refractive index at a particular voltage. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental setup (CL: collimating lens, L: lens, LCVR: Liquid crystal variable 

retarder, CCD: charge-coupled device camera) 

 

The recorded intensity image (Fig. 2(a)) is used to calculate the derivative. Then using FFT solver of 

conventional TIE on MATLAB, phase image (Fig. 2(b)) of the object is retrieved and its surface (Fig. 2(c)) has been 

plotted.  

 
                     (a)                                                      (b)                                                              (c) 

 

Fig. 2(a) Intensity image of glue drop, (b) retrieved phase image, and (c) 3D surface profile 

 

4. Conclusion 

As seen from results, the quadrature surface profile of glue drops has been retrieved. Actual shape of glue 

looks like semi-spherical which is verified by the retrieved result.  
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Abstract 

Imaging through atmospheric turbulence is challenging due to the temporal fluctuations of refractive index spoiling 
quality image of distant object. In this paper we report some of our experimental investigations by propagating 
different class of beams through a Pseudo Random Phase Plate (PRPP) mimicking Kolmogorov type atmospheric 
turbulence and its influence on imaging.   

Introduction The turbulence1,2 in the atmosphere can spoil optical communication and can distort images for 
ground-based astronomy. The phase and amplitude profiles of a distant object get distorted according to the 
characteristics of the medium. This optical effect that decreases with altitude is mainly due to temperature 
fluctuations that results in refractive index variations. The advent of the adaptive optics (AO) technique helps to 
identify the image distortions and retrieve the unperturbed light from the source. In astronomy, AO functions 
between a celestial object and an imaging device in order to remove aberrations. The quality of image is restored by 
the application of this technique. In this paper we report experimental investigations of wave propagation through 
PRPP as well as phase screen with different Fried Parameters (characteristic length known as Coherence length, 
which limits the detectors’ aperture size	)	represented by	r0 values.  

2. Higher order aberration measurements of Laguerre-Gaussian Beam Propagating through Pseudo Random 
Phase Plate(PRPP) 

Our experimental arrangement is illustrated in the Fig. 1.The He-Ne laser beam of 632.8 nm is passed through a 
polarizer and a spatial filter so as to get a linearly polarized smooth intensity profile of the Gaussian beam. The 
filtered beam is collimated using a lens of focal length 75 mm. Using a polarizing beam splitter, the light is X-
polarized in the transmitted direction and Y-polarized in the reflected direction. Here the transmitted beam is 
allowed to fall on the spatial light modulator in which the phase profile of Laguerre-Gaussian light beam of different 
modes is loaded. The information is loaded by the computer. 

1.

2. � 	 !  

                               Fig.1                                                                         Fig.2 
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controlled phase hologram generated using MATLAB programming. The reflected beam from SLM is captured 
using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor and the Zernike coefficients are analyzed to find the wavefront 
aberrations. This is repeated by placing pseudo random phase plate (PRPP) which is designed to provide 
atmospheric turbulence like conditions in laboratory [1].  The results are plotted for analyzing the wavefront 
aberrations in the presence of turbulence.  

2.1 Results and Discussions 

The Zernike coefficients for different Laguerre-Gaussian modes obtained when the experiment is performed 
without turbulence and with turbulence introducing PRPP respectively. The Zernike coefficient for different LG 
modes in the presence of turbulence is shown in Fig.2. The variation in aberrations between different modes is in the 
decimal range so that it is difficult to distinguish between different modes. These small random variations between 
different modes are due to unpredictable characteristics of turbulent medium. 

               !              !     

                                     Fig.3                                                                             Fig.4 

3.Wave propagation through phase screen with various Fried Parameter Values 

3.1 Introduction  

Most of the interference phenomena are due to the superposition of two coherent beams but Fabry-Perot 
interferometer(Fig.3) uses amplitude splitting and multiple beam interference phenomena. It consists of two plane 
parallel highly reflecting surfaces separated by a distance d. These reflecting surfaces are generally two semi 
silvered mirrors. The separation distance ‘d’ is usually large of the order of 0.1 to 10cms. It uses the transmitted light 
from the interferometer to produce fringes. Light gets reflected back and forth inside the air film between the plane 
plates, which are thinly silvered on the inner surfaces. The observation of interference pattern is made near the 
normal direction. Hence the fringes obtained from this device come under the ‘fringes of equal inclination’. Using 
such an interferometer and by inserting phase screens with different Fried parameter values we investigate the 
behavior of least fluctuating beams by analyzing the interferograms. We have used Mercury and laser beam for this 
analysis. 

3.2 Results and discussion 

The light from the source directly fell on the Fabry Perot etalon and the interference pattern formed is recorded. 
Since the fringes are circular and the presence of unlimited rays in the fringe formation due to multiple reflection, 
the phase unwrapping is little bit difficult. So, the obtained fringes are cropped into half the portion. Then, by using 
the commonly used Fourier transform method, the phase is unwrapped. Due to the focusing of the fringes of equal 
inclination the fringe system is a concentric rings system. Fig.4 shows the variation of phase information of different 
sources with the introduction of Fried’s parameter and it is found that the fluctuations in phase happen more 
randomly for mercury where as only small variations occur in its phase for laser beams as expected.  
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Abstract: Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) beams are generated using vortex phase plate and analysed the propagation of this 

Laguerre-Gaussian beam through a pseudo-random phase plate. One of the quantities of physical interest such as the twist 

parameter is estimated from the variance matrix generated from Shack–Hartmann wave front sensor data. Fluctuations of 

twist at various distances are also estimated. The estimated quantities are then used to compare the distorted Laguerre-

Gaussian beam with its undistorted counterpart.  

INTRODUCTION: 

Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) beams are optical beams having doughnut-shaped intensity distribution and a singularity in its 

phase distribution. These type of beams gained increasing attention, especially after Allen et al. [1] demonstrated that these 

modes carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light. LG modes can be obtained as a solution of a scalar wave equation 

in the paraxial approximation and can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates which is given by [2] 
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In eq. (1) and (2), r, υ, and z represent the cylindrical coordinate parameters,
 
w(z) denotes the transverse beam size with w0 

being the waist radius at z =0, k is the wave number, ZR represents the Rayleigh range of the Gaussian envelope, Rs is the 

wavefront  radius of curvature , and υ denotes  the Gouy phase, which changes with the propagation distance from  the 

waist position. The azimuthal index n, corresponding to the topological charge of the embedded singularity, indicates the 

number of twists of the helical wavefront within a wavelength and represents the amount of OAM, in units of ℏ, carried by 

each single photon. The index l represents the number of radial nodes on a plane perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation and is thus related to the distribution of the intensity pattern in l+ 1 concentric rings around the central dark 

zone of the phase singularity ( where |n|≥1). 

A given wave-field can be characterised by computing the expectation value of the observable operators (position 

and momentum). For an LG beam this can be done by evaluating its second moments which forms the so called Variance 

matrix (V) [4]. In this work when an LG beam propagates through a turbulence mimicking medium such as a Pseudo-

random phase plate (PRPP), its phase and amplitude tends to change thus getting distorted, which is captured through the 

Variance matrix (V). The variance matrix can be calculated at a particular distance, using Shack-Hartmann wavefront 

sensor (SHWS). Then V corresponding to the distorted and the undistorted LG beam can be. Data for intensity and beam 

centroid position extracted from the SHWS is used for evaluating the variance matrix. This does not involve any inbuilt 

wavefront reconstruction algorithm [4]. In addition to the estimation of variance matrix, we also determines certain 

parameter which can be derived from the variance matrix such as Twist parameter, τ at various distances for LG beams for 

both i.e., with and without propagation through PRPP.  

LG BEAM CHARACTERIZATION USING VARIANCE MATRIX: 

The variance matrix of a paraxial light-field is defined as a 4 × 4 matrix. The variance matrix, stated as V [3], is defined as 
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 It obeys the uncertainty principle which is stated as: 

0
2

i
V    ; where      α =σ ⊕ σ; 

 where     
0 1

1 0


 
  

 
 , σ is the Pauli matrix.  

The twist parameter τ, extracted from V can be given by 

   
1

( )y xx p y p           

which gives the measure of how much a wave-field twists as it propagates along z axis.  

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 

At the beginning, TEM00 wave-field of wavelength 633 nm and 12 mW power from a He–Ne laser source is allowed to pass 

through a spatial filter to remove random fluctuations from the intensity profile of the laser wave-field. The wave-field is 

then collimated to align the wave-field in a specific direction. The output wave-field from the collimating lens is subjected 

to pass through a vortex phase plate (VPP) which generates a LG beam. Our experiment is performed in two procedures. In 

the first procedure, this beam is allowed to propagate a distance d before being detected by the SHWS. The distance d is 

varied to 20 different positions at an interval of 2.5 cm and the variance matrix is estimated for about 250 wave-field 

samples of this LG beam at each distance. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram for second procedure where the PRPP is 

introduced at a distance of 10 cm from VPP and the SHWS is placed at various distances from PRPP and the variance 

matrices of the wave-field samples are estimated at each distance. 

 
Fig1: LG beam propagation through PRPP 

RESULTS: 

In Fig. 2 (i), the values of the twist parameter measured at a distance of 12.5 cm from VPP for 250 samples are shown. Fig. 

2 (i), shows the measured values of the twist parameter for the experimental procedure, in which the PRPP was not inserted 

in the wave-field path, in black colour, and the PRPP was inserted, in red colour. Clearly, there is noticeable enhancement in 

the values of twist when PRPP was inserted i.e. on an average the twist parameter value for the LG beam propagating 

through free space is approximately zero but on the other hand, the average twist parameter value for the LG beam 

propagating through PRPP is found to be -1.2 where the negative sign shows the direction of twist. Fig. 2 (ii), shows the 

plot of twist as a function of distance and Fig. 2(iii) shows the fluctuation of twist as a function of distance. From both the 

frames (i) and frame (ii), it is clearly seen that, on an average there is an increase in the values of twist for the wave-field 

passing through PRPP than the wave-field propagating through free space. 

  
(i)                                   (ii)                                                             (iii)  

Fig 2: (i) Corresponds to the measured values of twist, for both the cases, i.e., with (black) and without (red) the insertion of a PRPP. (ii) Plot 
shows measured twist values at 20 different positions as a function of distance for both with and without the insertion of the PRPP. (iii) The 
fluctuation of twist as a function of distance for with and without the insertion of the PRPP. 

CONCLUSION: 

We have studied Laguerre-Gaussian beam of different modes propagated through a PRPP (mimicking atmospheric 

turbulence). The uncertainty principle has been used as a tool in discriminating the data. We have studied one of the 

quantities of physical interest such as the twist parameter and its fluctuations at different distances for both i.e., with and 

without PRPP. We have found that there is enhancement in twist parameter and its fluctuations upon the insertion of the 

PRPP.  
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Abstract: The orbital angular momentum (OAM) is an intrinsic property of light that has attracted much attention in 

many research fields for its special phase and intensity distribution. Twisted light carrying OAM is a special kind of 

structured light that has helical wavefront and a phase singularity point on the propagation axis that results in ring-

shaped transverse amplitude profile. The OAM is proportional to the number of intertwined helices constituting the 

wavefront, represented by topological charge (TC). These orthogonal OAM modes can be employed to encode 

information onto a laser beam. The TC carried by the OAM beams are determined by the fork-like interferograms. 

In this paper, vortex beams with integral topological charges have been generated. This has been achieved through 

displaying the computer generated holograms on the liquid crystal spatial light modulator. The fringe pattern 

resulting from the interference of vortex beam with plane wavefront gives the visualization of phase pattern encoded 

on the spatial light modulator. Mach-Zehnder interferometer is implemented to obtain these fringes for confirmation. 

 

Keywords: Vortex beam, Orbital angular momentum, Mach-Zehnder interferometer, Computer generated 

holograms. 

 

1. Introduction 

Optical vortex light beam with helical phase structure has phase singularity in its beam axis [1]. Phase of such beam 

is mathematically represented by exp (±𝑖𝑙𝜙), where 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) is the azimuthal angle and l is the topological charge 

(TC). Each photon of such vortex beam carries orbital angular momentum (OAM) whose magnitude depends on the 

TC as ±𝑙ℏ. Some of the potential applications of OAM are lasers communications, optical manipulations and 

imaging [1-5]. The beam carrying OAM can be experimentally produced using various methods [6-9]. Azimuthal 

phase mask converts a Gaussian beam into a helical mode whose wavefront resemble an 𝑙-fold corkscrew [1-2]. 

Simply a spiral phase plate can be used for this purpose [7]. For generating OAM with higher TC, diffraction based 

techniques are preferred [8]. Computer generated holograms (CGHs) displayed on spatial light modulator (SLM) are 

most convenient tool for variable diffractive optical elements.  

2. Principle 

Confirmation of TC can be done using various interferometric techniques, such as self-referenced or 

Michelson interferometry [9-10]. We have used a Mach-Zehnder based interferometer. This method is simple and 

stable. Moreover, same setup can be utilized, if SLM is replaced by holograms [9].  Observed interference pattern 

gives the visualization of encoded phase pattern onto the SLM [10]. 

]22exp[1 AyAxilTTT o                                                              (1)        

Eq. (1) is the phase-only transmission function of electric field after being diffracted from CGH, produced by adding 

linear phase grating to the desired phase function 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) [14].  1/A is the spatial period of added linear phase 

grating and 𝑇𝑜 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇1  are coefficients corresponding to zeroth and first order term, respectively. Eq. (1) shows that 

zero-order term does not contain phase information.  

)}22{cos(2),( 1

2

1

2
AyAxTTTTyxI oo                                                   (2) 

The same transmission function given by Eq. (1) is obtained for two beams. The zeroth order diffracted light from 

beam 2 and first order from beam 1 are made to interfere with each other. The output intensity is given by Eq. (2). 

The desired phase variation is observed in the interference pattern. 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

The experimental arrangement for generating the OAM using Holoeye 2002 SLM is shown in Figure 1. 

Laser beam of wavelength 532 nm is expanded and collimated. Beam splitter, BS1 splits collimated beam into beam 

1 and beam 2 (showed by solid and dashed lines, respectively). Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup is used to make 

both beams travel along same direction. They are allowed to diffract from the CGH displayed on the SLM. Zeroth 

order diffraction component of beam 2 and first order component of beam 1 are simultaneously allowed to pass 
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through pin hole with beam. Rest components are filtered out. Resulting beam 1 has helical phase and the beam 2 

has plane wavefront. The CCD (make: Imaging Source) has been used for recording intensity of interference pattern 

of beam 1 and 2. For the recording intensity of OAM beam, beam 2 is blocked. CGHs for different TCs (l = 1 to 5) 

are displayed one by one for generating different modes of OAM. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental set-up. BS: beam splitter, M: mirror, HG: holographic grating, L: lens, f: focal 

length, SF: spatial filter, CCD: charge-coupled device camera. 

 

Fig. 2 (i) Generated OAM beams. Interference patterns of vortex beam and plane wavefront: (ii) experimentally 

observed, and (iii) obtained theoretically. Different orders of topological charges (TC) from l = 1 to 5, respectively 

are shown in Fig. (a - e). 

4. Conclusion 

The vortex beams carrying OAM with (l = 1 to 5) are generated using the CGHs. The fork type structure observed 

experimentally in the interference pattern confirms the presence of vortex beam. 
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Scatter distribution over the FOV of VELC on
Aditya-L1 mission

Suresh Venkata · B. Raghavendra Prasad

Abstract Visible Emission Line Coronagraph (VELC) on board ADITYA-L1
mission is an internally occulted reflective coronagraph. To achieve proposed
science goals of the mission, total instrument background should be minimum.
Major contributor to the instrument background in VELC is scattered light of
solar disk due to the RMS microroughness and contamination over the Primary
Mirror (M1). VELC being an internally occulting system, scatter generated
at the primary mirror interface due to all source points (Sun is an extended
source with an angular size of 32 arcmin) do not contribute the scatter over
the field of view. VELC covers a wide band of wavelength ranging from 5000
Å-10750 Å. Hence, the scatter over the FOV at different wavelengths is not the
same. Another important factor to be considered is the surface topography of
M1 at different spatial scales / frequencies. In this paper we describe in detail
about the effect of source size, wavelength and surface topography of M1 at
different spatial scales / frequencies on scatter distribution over the FOV of
VELC with the help of simulations. All the simulations are carried out using
Advanced System Analysis Program (ASAP).

Keywords VELC · Aditya -L1 mission · scatter · microroughness ·
wavelength · spatial scales / frequencies

1 Introduction

Visible Emission Line Coronagraph (VELC) [1] is the prime payload on Aditya-
L1 mission. VELC is designed [2] to perform simultaneous observations of solar
corona in imaging, spectroscopy and spectro-polarimetry modes. Primary mir-
ror of VELC collects the solar disk and coronal light over the Field of View

Suresh Venkata · B. Raghavendra Prasad
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, II Block, Koramangala, Bangalore-560034
E-mail: venkata@iiap.res.in, brp@iiap.res.in
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of 3 Ro. Secondary mirror with central elliptical hole at the prime focus of
VELC ejects the solar disk and coronal light upto 1.05 Ro and reflects the
coronal light over the FOV 1.05 - 3 Ro towards different channels. The solar
corona is million times fainter than the solar disk, scatterd disk light from the
primary mirror (M1) of VELC can over shawdow the actual coronal signal.
Thus, compramize the targetted science goals. In order to meet the science
goals of the misson, total instrument background should be less than 5 ppm
(parts per million) with respect to the disk brightness. RMS microughness and
contamination over the M1 surface will result in scattering of disk light, which
is the main source of instrument background. In order to control the scatter,
M1 surface should be super polished and with minimum contamination.

2 Effect of wavelength, source size and spatial sclaes / frequencies

Theoretical studies carried out to determine the scatter distribution over the
continuum channel of VELC. With the help of these studies microroughness
and contamination limits on M1 surface are specified [3]. In addition to the con-
tinumm channel, VELC performs observations in spectroscopic and spectro-
polarimetric modes at 5303 Å, 7892 Åand 10747 Å. Harvey BRDF parameters
for different wavelengths of interest are calculated to determine the scatter
over the FOV. These parameters are used for simulating the scatter distribu-
tion over the FOV for different wavelengths. In order to determine the source
angles the contributes maximum scatter over the FOV, simulations are carried
out considereing different angular sizes of the source (maximum 32 arcmin).
From the simulations it is evident that the source points toward the limb of the
solar disk contrbutes to maximum scatter over the FOV. Based on the scat-
ter angles and their contibutions towards the total instrument background,
critical scattered light paths are identified. These scatter angles are converted
into spatial scales / frequencies by using Bragg’s law. With the help of sim-
ulations, scatter over the FOV due to surface microroughness over different
spatial scales / frequencies of M1 is estimated.
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Abstract: A photonic bandgap structure is proposed here for designing mode independent optical filters. The 

structure is basically hybrid in nature, which is constructed by stacking low refractive index material and high 

refractive index material.For this design, sputtered Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and Electro-optic (EO) polymer 

SEO125 are taken as high and low refractive index material.The length of high refractive index material as well 

as low refractive index material is pre-calculated and adjusted to provide both flat-top and narrow band 

transmission spectra with a sharp peak. To design the filter, the concept of electro-optic as well as angle tuning 

is also utilized. The designed narrowband optical filter can have a bandwidth as low as 2 nm and is insensitive 

of the modes of light. We have shown different results by changing different parameters of electro-optic and 

angle tuning mechanism. This type of optical filters is very useful in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 

systems used in optical communications. 

Keywords: Photonic bandgap structure, Cavity resonator, Wavelength division multiplexing, Electro-optic 

tuning 

1. Introduction 
Photonic Band Gap (PBG) structure is a periodic structure with spatial distribution of materials having suitable 

refractive index (RI) contrast. This type of structure is essentially characterized by the existence of photonic 

band gap that forbids propagation of a certain frequency range of light [1]. Optical PBG structures, such as fiber 

Bragg gratings [2], multilayer thin-film filters [3, 4], sensors, low power lasers [5] have been used as photonic 

devices.  
The proposed PBG structure is basically a three cavity resonators consists of periodic layers of high and low 

r.i. dielectric with a low index material sandwiched between each of these three resonators. The structure will 

act as a transmission band pass filter having a flat top response, centered at 1550 nm. It is shown here that the 

bandwidth and position of the spectral output can be changed by controlling the r.i. of the EO polymer (low 

index material) and the angle of incidence of the light the structure can be made to act as flat-top bandpass and 

narrowband transmission filter useful for multiplexing applications. Thus the structure acts as hybrid optical 

filter. 

2. Results and discussion 
Phase shifted narrowband transmission filter using high (nH) and low (nL) refractive index (RI) material 

working in Fabry-Perot resonator principle have already been proposed in [1]. Three such resonators are made 

to overlap with each other here to design the proposed flat-top bandpass filter and the resulted structure looks 

like(HL)
N1

2H(LH)
N1

L(HL)
N2

2H (LH)
N2 

L (HL)
N3

2H(LH)
N3

, where H and L represent the high and low index 

layer respectively.N1,N2,N3 represent the number of bilayers in the first, second and in the third resonator 

respectively. It is seen that when the structure is excited with a source of central wavelength 1550 nm, a flat-top 

transmittance spectra is obtained at the output ,if a relation among the bilayers like N1=N3 and N2=N1+1 is 

maintained. The flat-top nature of the spectrum can be improved if the structure is modified asL 1.587 H  L 

(HL)
N1 

2H (LH)
N1 

L (HL)
N2 

2H (LH)
N2 

L (HL)
N3

2H(LH)
N3

L 1.587 H  and the transmittance spectrum (FWHM 

bandwidth 8nm) of such structure is shown in Fig.1a for N1=N3=3 and N2=4. For this design, sputtered 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and Electro-optic (EO) polymer SEO125 are taken as high and low refractive index 

material. The refractive indices (r.i.) of TiO2 and EO polymer are taken as 2.567 and 1.621 at 1550 nm 

respectively [2]. The width of the high and low index material are considered as 260.3 nm and 733.7 nm 

respectively. The FWHM bandwidth of the spectra can be made narrower if the number of bilayers is increased. 

Fig.1b depicts the same. 

 
Figure 1 (a) Spectral response of the proposed PBG structure for flat-top bandpass filter. (b) Effect of 

increasing the number of bilayers (c) Electro–optic tuning for converting the flat-top bandpass spectrum to 

narrowband spectrum. 
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Electro-optic property of the EO polymer can be utilized to change the r.i. of it by applying an electric field 

across crystal axis of the EO polymer to select r33electro-optic coefficient. The change in the refractive index of 

EO polymer due to applied electric field [3] can be calculated by the equation  

   ΔnEO =
 

 
(nEO)

3
r33

 

 
……………….(1) 

where, V is the applied voltage , d is the interelectrode gap, nEO is the r.i. of EO polymer at the wavelength under 

consideration and △nEO is the change in r.i. Electro-optic coefficient of EO polymer is considered as 100pm/V 

[3]. Designing the structure as mentioned in [1], it is possible to apply the voltage across the EO polymer layers 

and thereby the r.i. of EO polymer can be changed. For normal incidence of light, if the applied voltage across 

the EO polymer is increased, it is found that the FWHM bandwidth of the pass band got narrower. However this 

bandwidth narrowing is associated with a shift of the transmittance peak from 1550 nm which is shown in 

Fig.1c. This shifting of the transmitted peak from the working wavelength (here 1550 nm) can be once again 

tuned to the desired position by angle tuning which is shown in Fig. 2a. From this figure, it is clear that a 

rotation of 6.7 degree of the light source or the device results a narrow band transmission peak having 

bandwidth 2 nm at 1550 nm. It is also clear from the figure if only TE or TM mode of light is considered angle 

tuning can be done for wider range of wavelength. But if an output is required which will be TE, TM 

insensitive, a restriction is automatically imposed on this angle tuning. From this figure it is also evident that to 

get a transmission band with 2 nm bandwidth insensitive to TE, TM mode of light, the light source can 

maximum be rotated by 9 degree.  

 If the central wave length of the transmitted band is plotted against the applied voltage, Fig. 2b is 

obtained. The curve remains linear as long as the structure provides a flat top response and once aging becomes 

linear as the structure starts providing narrow band transmission with a sharp central peak. 

 
Figure 2: (a) Effect of angle tuning (b)Wavelength voltage plot showing linearity for both flat-top and peak 
response region. 
 

3. Conclusion  
In this paper a structure is proposed which provides hybrid outputs. Initially a PBG structure is designed which 

works as a bandpass filter with almost flat top response. Applied electric field is used to control the bandwidth 

of the spectral output. Then angle tuning is suggested to tune the peak at the desired position. The limits of 

rotation of the incident ray for which the output spectra will remain insensitive to TE, TM mode of light are also 

shown here. It is found here that the incident ray is required to be rotated by a maximum angle of 6.7 degree to 

get the output at the desired position with 2nm bandwidth. At last the linearity nature of plot for wavelength 

versus applied voltage is also discussed. Thus, a double tunable PBG structure design is proposed which can 

work as optical modulator to provide a flat-top band pass response having a central wavelength at 1550 nm and 

at the same time a narrowband tunable transmission filter which can provide a TE, TM insensitive output 

transmittance spectra. 
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Abstract 

We report here time dependent retardance and polarizance properties, accessed through time resolved Mueller matrix, 

from stromal region of cervical tissue. As the disease evolves, time dependent circular degree of polarization is more 

preserved as compared to time dependent linear degree of polarization. The exponentially increasing retardance in 

healthy collagen changes to an almost constant variation in the precancerous case. Interestingly, the chirality of collagen 

network that rotates the plane of polarized light in either direction in normal sample get limited to only clockwise 

direction during the progression of the disease. These results show potential in the early detection and understanding 

mechanisms of morphological changes in cervical cancer development. 

Keywords 

Time resolved Mueller matrix, polarizance, retardance, chirality, cervical cancer 
 
Introduction  

Cervical cancer is one of the major causes of female mortality around the world. Early diagnosis is the key to survival 

with the optical techniques aiming towards this through various approaches [1-4]. Time resolved Mueller matrix in 

backscattered geometry has shown its capability to address turbid media with picosecond resolution [5]. Weakly 

scattered photons carry direct information about histological characteristics of tissue. It has been reported in [6] that 

time-resolved Stokes vectors of transmitted optical signals differentiate normal and stunned myocardium tissues. 

Optical characterization based on time-resolved Stokes-Mueller measurements is a diagnostic tool of immense potential, 

which can be of assistance to the management of cardiovascular diseases [6]. The full 4 x 4 time-gated Mueller matrix 

can reflect altered structures in cervical tissues. Time-gated signals will be helpful in reducing the depolarization effect 

of random scattering in biological tissues. The transmission measurements are used for the first-step characterization of 

such tissues because they are supposed to provide more information than the reflection measurements. Because of the 

highly birefringent and chiral nature of stromal region, its complete characterization in terms of optical properties like 

retardance (birefringent and chirality) and polarizance (degree of polarization effect) through polar decomposition 

becomes crucial in early detection of cervical cancer. Here, we investigate time dependent retardance and polarizance 

properties of stromal region of cervical tissues extracted through polar decomposition of time resolved Mueller matrices 

for early detection of cervical cancer. 

 

Experimental Methods and Materials  

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the experimental set up in transmission mode. It consists of a PicoQuant 

picosecond pulsed diode laser (PDL) (440 nm with pulse width 56 ps and average power 1.5 mW) to illuminate the 

sample and a LaVision Intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) to record images. A PSG unit consists of a quarter 

wave plate followed by a linear polarizer while PSA unit consists of the same optical element as PSG placed in reverse 

order. Images at 16 different elliptical polarization states of laser light are used to construct time gated Mueller matrix 

of stromal region of normal and precancerous cervical tissue sections in a transmission mode [2,4]. A polar 

decomposition has been applied on time gated MM of healthy and precancerous cervical tissues to extract different 

optical properties. 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up to record images for different polarization states for 

constructing the time gated Mueller matrix and typical co-polarized microscopic images of stromal region of normal (b) 

and precancerous (c) respectively 
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Results and Discussions 

Time gated linear polarizance (LP), linear 45 polarizance (LP-45) and circular polarizance (CP) extracted from time 

gated MM on applying polar decomposition are shown in figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2 (c) respectively. It is clear from figure 

2 that degree of linear polarization decreases and degree of circular polarization increases with time evolution during 

the progression of the disease as circular polarization suffers less depolarization compared to linear polarization. The 

time gated circular retardance and retardance are shown in figure 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) Linear polarizance for normal (black) and precancerous (blue) and (b) linear 45 polarizance for normal 

(black) and precancerous (blue) and (c) circular polarizance for normal (black) and precancerous cervical tissue sections 

(blue) 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Circular retardance for normal (black) and precancerous (blue) and (b) retardance for normal (black) and 
precancerous cervical tissue sections (blue) 

 

The time dependent retardance property of collagen network increasing exponentially for normal samples decreases and 

is almost constant in the precancerous case as shown in figure 3(b). The decrease in the time dependent retardance may 

be attributed to the loss of linear retardance as collagen cross links get broken during the progression of the disease.  

Collagen network is highly birefringent and chiral in nature. Initially, chirality of collagen network that rotates the plane 

of polarised light in clockwise direction ( RL nn  ) and afterwards in anticlockwise direction ( RL nn  ) in healthy 

collagen gets limited to only clockwise direction ( RL nn  ) in the precancerous case where Ln and Rn  are refractive 

indices experienced by left and right circular polarization of light respectively. This behaviour of stromal region may be 

attributed to the loss of chiral nature as the disease evolves. 

Conclusion 

Polar decomposition has been applied on time resolved Mueller matrices of normal and precancerous cervical tissue 

sections to extract time dependent polarizance and retardance properties of stromal region. Time dependent circular 

degree of polarization suffers less depolarization as compared to linear degree of polarization as disease progresses. 

Time resolved retardance, increasing exponentially in healthy collagen, degrades. Chirality of collagen network that 

rotates the plane of polarized light in either direction gets limited to only clockwise direction in precancerous case 

implying loss of chiral nature during the progression of the disease. These results show potential in the early detection 

and understanding mechanisms of morphological changes in cervical cancer development. 
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2-colour pump-probe setup and carrier dynamics
study

Banoj Kumar Nayak · Shriganesh
Prabhu · Venu Gopal Achanta

Abstract We developed an ultrafast time-resolved pump-probe setup with
35fsec time resolution to study the carrier dynamics in semiconductors as well
as plasmon dynamics in metamaterials. The setup is unique that we can do
either collinear or non-collinear degenerate or non-degenerate time-resolved
measurements. The time-dependent nonlinear phenomena can be well under-
stood in ultrafast timescales in this setup. We have demonstrated the carrier
dynamics of GaAs by exciting carriers to energy levels much higher than its
conduction band-edge.

Keywords ultrafast · time-resolved · carrier · GaAs · dynamics

Time resolved pump-probe spectroscopy is an important technique to study
ultrafast carriers dynamics of a wide range of materials such as semiconduc-
tors, metals, organics as well as nanostructures with short carrier lifetimes [1,
2]. The optical response of a material for a particular probe wavelength varies
with different pump wavelength of excitation as both carrier energy and carrier
density are strongly dependent on the excitation wavelength. So, a 2-colour
pump-probe method will give a broader and detailed insight of carrier dynam-
ics of a material and corresponding change in optical properties in picosecond
timescales [3].

We have setup a time-resolved 2-colour pump-probe setup with 35fs tem-
poral resolution. The high power amplifier laser operates at 800nm wavelength
with 25fs pulse duration. It has a secondary laser output generated through op-
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Fig. 1 2-colour Pump-Probe Setup
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Fig. 2 Pump-probe measurement of
transient reflectance change for GaAs

tical parametric amplifier(OPA) which can operate from 275nm upto 1600nm
wavelength. The 800nm-amplifier laser is used as probe and output from OPA
is used as pump. We made sure that both the laser beams are travelling al-
most equal optical path before reaching the sample so that the center of the
delay stage corresponds to zero time delay between pump and probe pulses.
Then, the collinear pump and probe beam were focused by a lens and spa-
tially overlapped at the focal plane. Then, the sample was kept at overlap
region. Differential reflection and differential transmission of the sample were
measured by lock-in technique.

We have demonstrated the ultrafast carrier dynamics of GaAs with probe
wavelength of 800nm, little above the band-edge wavelength. Pump wavelength
of 500nm was used to excite the carriers in GaAs to energy levels much higher
than its conduction band-edge. Fig.2 shows differential reflection vs time delay
of probe for GaAs at given pump and probe wavelength with 1mW pump
power. The data can be divided into three components i.e. fast rise, a fast
decay and a slow decay component. The slow decay lifetime of carriers is
around 10ps at 500nm excitation wavelength. This setup is also being used for
ultrafast surface plasmon polariton dynamics as well as hot carrier dynamics
in plasmonic structures.
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Estimating OAM of light using partial Fourier
transform

P. A. Ameen Yasir · J. Solomon Ivan

Abstract An algorithm to extract phases with dislocations from intensity
measurements is proposed, and demonstrated on paraxial wave fields. The
proposed algorithm makes use of the partial Fourier transformation which
does not conserve the longitudinal orbital angular momentum and hence can
create or destroy phase dislocations naturally, and can distinguish between
their orientation. A method to realize the partial Fourier transformation using
thin cylindrical lenses is outlined. Unambiguous phase retrieval is numerically
demonstrated on random complex superpositions of Laguerre-Gaussian modes
with both integer and fractional orbital angular momentum.

Keywords Phase retrieval · Fourier optics · Wave optics

PACS 42.30.Rx · 42.30.Kq · 42.25.-p

Wave-fields whose phases have dislocations have been well-explored in the
literature [1]. Such wave-fields occur naturally in several contexts such as in
optics, electron beams, x-ray beams, atom interferometry, Bose-Einstein con-
densates, etc. A well-known example in paraxial wave optics are the Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) modes which are the stable solutions of the paraxial wave
equation, and these are readily realized in experiments. In fact, the LG modes
and their superpositions are known to possess well-defined orbital angular
momentum (OAM), which is intrinsically linked to the dislocations in their
phase [2]. An important problem in regard of LG modes and their superpo-
sitions is the detection of dislocations in their phase (also their orientation),
estimation of such a phase through intensity measurements, and estimation of
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OAM possessed by such wave-fields [1]. While amplitude is readily available
through intensity measurements, phase is in principle retrieved.

In this work [3,4], we propose and demonstrate an algorithm to retrieve
phases with dislocations (and consequently the OAM) through transverse plane
intensity measurements. The algorithm is inspired by the well-known Gerchberg-
Saxton (GS) algorithm [5], albeit with one fundamental difference in that :
while the GS algorithm is based on two dimensional Fourier transform which
conserves the longitudinal OAM of the wave-field, the proposed algorithm uses
partial Fourier transform (i.e., Fourier transformation in one transverse coor-
dinate and identity transformation on the other; see Fig. 1) [4], which does not
typically conserve the same, and can distinguish between the orientation of
the dislocations. In our opinion, the present technique is not only relevant to
optics, but to a wider context, where phases with dislocations occur naturally.

Fig. 1 Realization of partial Fourier transformation using thin cylindrical lenses L1, L2,
L3, and L4. Here, IP (OP) stands for input (output) plane.
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Abstract 

 A comparative study has been performed on human oral tissue and saliva samples for oral cancer detection on three 

groups: oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC), dysplastic, and normal by using diffuse reflectance (DR) spectroscopy. 

DR spectra obtained from tissue consists of blood valleys as well water absorption dips while human saliva only 

consists of the water absorption dip. Classification has been performed by employing principal component analysis 

(PCA), Mahalanobis distance model, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. DR spectroscopy for oral 

tissue is able to differentiate OSCC to normal, dysplasia to normal, and OSCC to dysplasia with the accuracy of 95 %, 

83 % and 77 %. For saliva, it differentiates respective groups with the accuracy of 85 %, 81 %, and 77 %. Obtained 

results with human saliva are significantly good for discrimination of OSCC to normal and dysplasia to normal. Thus it 

may be supplementary tool for detection of oral cancer.  

Keywords 

Oral cancer, tissue & saliva, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, Mahalanobis distance 

 

Introduction 

Incidence rate of oral cancer are increasing progressively due to late diagnosis and lack of early symptoms. If diagnosed 

at an early stage, there is higher chance of cure. Worldwide it is the 6th most common cancer and in India it is ranked 

number one among males and third most in females. [1].  

In the conventional techniques, tissue biopsy with histopathologic examination is gold standard for the clinicians but it 

is an invasive process for diagnostic purpose. Cancer detection has been performed by research groups by using non-

invasive techniques such fluorescence spectroscopy, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy etc. and significant good results 

have been obtained [2 - 4].  

During the evolution of cancer various changes occur in the tissue of oral cavity, such as nuclear size distribution, blood 

concentration, fluorophore concentration etc. Unlike the change in human oral tissue, obvious changes are not seen in 

human saliva, however biochemical changes do occur and are reflected in it during development of oral cancer. Human 

oral tissue and saliva both consist of many fluorophores such as amino acids (tryptophan, tyrosin etc.), coenzymes 

(NADH, FAD etc.), collagen, porphyrins, proteins, amylase, deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA), ribonucleic acids (RNA), 
etc. In a previous study, we have shown that fluorescence from saliva detects precancer with significantly high 

sensitivity and specificity [5]. 

 

Materials and Methods  

Measurements were performed on 86 oral tissue samples and 86 saliva samples of oral squamous cell carcinoma 

(OSCC), dysplastic, and normal groups. Sample collection was done in Hallet hospital affiliated to GSVM medical 

college, Kanpur. Ethical clearance was obtained with IEC communication number IITK/IEC/2015-16/2/10. 

Histopathology reports were later obtained and compared with optical results. 

Diffuse reflectance (DR) measurements were taken on spectrofluorimeter (Fluorolog 3, Model FL3-22). For DR 

measurements, slit width was fixed at .5 nm for both monochromators (excitation and emission) and spectra acquisition 

were taken in 0.1s integration time in the interval of 1 nm.  Signals were recorded in the scan range of 300 to 650 nm. 

 

Experimental results and discussion 

Averaged diffuse reflectance (DR) spectra of OSCC, dysplastic, and normal oral tissue and saliva samples in the scan 

range of 300 – 650 nm are shown in the Fig. 1(a) & (b).  DR spectra of tissue samples of all the three groups (OSCC, 

dysplastic & normal) show valleys near 410, 537 and 577 nm which are due to blood absorption and a kink near 397 nm 

may be Raman band of water. A dip near 505 nm is also present in the spectra of all groups which is attributed to 

absorption by water. Averaged spectra of saliva samples shown in Fig. 1(b) show significant difference in intensity 

between OSCC to normal. DR spectra of saliva only show a valley near 513 nm which is due to water absorption and a 

kink near 397 nm which may be the Raman band of water. Overall contribution to the tissue and saliva spectra are 

attributed due to presence of scatters (cells, nucleus, mitochondria, etc.) and absorbers (hemoglobin, water, etc.).  
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Fig. 1 Averaged diffuse reflectance spectra (DR) spectra of OSCC, dysplastic and normal (a) oral tissue (b) saliva  

 

Data Analysis  

Principal component analysis (PCA) has been applied on the DR spectra of oral tissue and saliva samples in scan range 

300 to 700 nm. Data sets of DR spectra have dimension of 351 and are reduced to 7 dimensional data set by computing 

principle components (PCs). From the computed PCs, Mahalanobis distances are calculated and receiver operating 

characteristic (ROC) analysis are performed on these distances. ROC on the Mahalanobis distances obtained from PC 

scores of DR spectra of tissue are able to differentiate OSCC to normal, dysplasia to normal, and OSCC to dysplasia 

with sensitivities 97 %, 78 %, 74 % and specificities 92 %, 88 %, 81 % respectively while ROC on the Mahalanobis 

distance obtained from PC scores of DR spectra of saliva is able to differentiate respective groups with sensitivities 88 

%, 74 %, 68 % and specificities 80 %, 88 %, 89 % respectively. ROC curves are shown in Fig. 2(a) & (b) respectively. 

 

 

Fig.2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for OSCC to normal, dysplasia to normal, and OSCC to dysplasia 

for (a) human oral tissue samples (b) human saliva samples 

 
Conclusion 

 

Results with human saliva appears to be as good as oral tissue especially for discrimination of OSCC to normal and 

dysplasia to normal. It shows that human saliva may be useful supplementary diagnostic medium for oral cancer 

detection since its collection is non-invasive. 
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Abstract: Deposition of metal organic framework (MOF) on optical fiber surface has been studied 
experimentally in order to develop a MOF integrated fiber optics gas sensor. HKUST-1 MOF thin 
film was grown over optical fiber surface through layer-by-layer (LBL) method and simultaneous 
variation in the transmission spectra of the fiber was investigated. The MOF thin film grown for 
five cycles resulted into 40% transmission loss and broad absorption peak around 700 nm. 
Parallelly, fiber optics surface plasmon resonance (SPR) response was generated through metallic 
(Au) film deposition over the fiber and change in SPR response due to MOF film growth was also 
studied. The overall wavelength shift was found to be 30 nm for five cycles of MOF grown.  The 
high porosity and surface area of MOF could act as pre-concentrator for gas molecules and thus 
could result into highly sensitive fiber optics gas sensor. 
 
Keywords: Optical Fiber, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), Gas Sensor 

 
1. Introduction 
The property of optical fibers to guide light to a remote location makes them an ideal platform to perform remote 
sensing at precise locations that are often hard to reach. Integration of optical fiber with suitable materials for 
biological and chemical sensing has given birth to a new technological vision – Lab on Fiber [1]. Optical fiber-based 
gas and vapour sensing is comparatively less explored. For trace gas analysis, less number of molecules within the 
interaction volume and difficulty in adsorbing them on the fiber surface become serious obstacles and lead to poor 
sensitivity. Integration of a porous film with high surface area on optical fiber surface can help to pre-concentrate 
gas molecules on the fiber surface resulting in effective increase in interaction volume. Metal organic frameworks 
(MOFs), in which metal ions are coordinated to organic linkers, are three-dimensional crystalline hybrid structures 
with high surface area and porosity [2]. They can provide pre-concentrating effects, host guest interaction and 
molecular sieving properties. Moreover, suitable functionalization of MOFs can result in controlled host-guest 
interaction leading to the selectivity of the sensor. Among optical fiber sensors, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 
based sensing mechanism provides an ultrasensitive detection platform by monitoring the RI change of the medium, 
but the same principle makes it highly non-specific, and therefore an additional functionalization step with 
recognizing elements is obligatory [3,4]. 
In this work we are integrating MOF thin film on optical fiber surface so that gas molecules can be pre-concentrated 
around the sensing area resulting in an enhancement in sensitivity. We are also developing metal coated optical fiber 
surface functionalized with MOFs which would provide chemical recognition for gases/vapours necessary to 
introduce specificity in SPR based sensing. 
 
2. Experimental Methods 
For the deposition of MOF, multimode optical fiber (core diameter 400µm) was used and the cladding of the central 
portion of fiber was removed (approx. 1-1.5cm) to expose the core to the air. HKUST-1 is chosen as the MOF which 
has an open framework topology. Besides high pore volume and surface area, HKUST-1 contains an open metal site 
which makes it highly preferable and capable for selective adsorption and separation of various gases [5,6]. For 
deposition of MOF thin films on optical fiber surface, layer-by-layer method was used with freshly prepared 
ethanolic solutions of copper (II) acetate and trimesic acid linker. Different number of cycles of MOF can be 
deposited according to desired application. The fiber was connected between the visible light source (Halogen light 
source, Ocean Optics) and the spectrometer (Avantes) as shown in the schematic in figure1.  
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Fig. 1.Schematic of (a) HKUST-1 framework and (b) Experimental configuration along with SEM image of HKUST-1 
deposited fiber surface. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
The crystalline structure of deposited HKUST-1 film is confirmed by FESEM and XRD. The optical response of 
HKUST-1 thin films on bare and gold coated optical fiber is shown in figure 2. In case of bare fiber, with every 
cycle of MOF deposition, loss in transmission is observed as change in intensity (figure 2a). It indicates more 
absorption of light with the growth of thin film of MOF.  

   
 

Fig. 2. (a) for 5 cycles of HKUST-1 on bare fiber (b)  Transmission spectra for 5 cycles of HKUST-1 on Gold coated fiber. 

 
In case of sputter coated gold fiber, the position of plasmonic dip in the transmission spectrum shifts towards higher 
wavelength with increase in number of MOF cycles. This is due to the fact that effective refractive index of MOF 
layer changes with the increase in number of cycles which affects the plasmonic response of Au film as shown in the 
figure 2b. Both the films are then used for ammonia sensing. It is also observed that with heating or with vacuum 
activation the MOF films can be recovered for re-use. 

 
4. Conclusion 
The MOF deposition on uncladded part of bare as well as gold coated optical fiber have been experimentally 
investigated. The change in transmission spectrum with every cycle signifies the growth of MOF on the optical 
fiber. This MOF coated optical fiber could act as the probe for the detection of gas molecules even at the lower 
concentrations.  
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Abstract Structured illumination is a technique to improve resolution beyond the diffraction 

limit of an optical microscope. It increases the effective numerical aperture of the microscopic 

system. Generally, spatial light modulators (SLM) has been used for generating structured 

beams for illumination but SLMs are bulky and costly. Here, we report the use of off-the-shelf, 

low-cost diffractive optical element (DOE) for structured illumination microscopy. DOE is like 

a 2-D grating that will create 2-dimensional diffraction pattern in the Fourier plane. The 

mechanical movement in the system reduces the stability of the system and creates error. This 

could be overcome to some extent with the use of DOE as compared to grating. DOE can be 

used to create multiple beam interference and different fringe density interference pattern can 

also be obtained by rotating it. Simulation and experimental results will be presented. 

Keywords : structured illumination, super resolution, resolution, microscopy 

1. Introduction 

Structured illumination microscopy is a technique to improve the spatial resolution of the 

image by collecting information from frequency space that is outside the diffraction limit 

of the optical system. This can be done by illuminating a sample with the structured 

pattern. Abbe stated that the microscope cannot give the resolution beyond the diffraction 

limit of the system which was governed by the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective 

and condenser lens. The resolution of the image depends on the wavelength and the 

numerical aperture of the system. The maximum NA for the oil immersion is 1.4 which 

limits the axial and lateral resolution by 500nm and 200nm respectively [1]. Structured 

illumination is the super-resolution microscopy in which the resolution can be doubled 

thus we can achieve the axial and lateral resolution up to 250nm and 100nm respectively. 

The applications include the study of membrane nanostructure, protein aggregation, 

nuclear machinery, molecular architecture of cell-cell interface and synaptic transmission 

[2].SLM and grating are usually used for illuminating the sample with the structured 

pattern but SLM is a very costly device and grating requires a lot of mechanical 

movement. It has been reported that grating requires rotation for taking a different set of 

images at each angle [2]. Here, we are proposing a technique that is low cost and requires 

less mechanical movement, we have used laser machine to make hole on cardboard such 

that it will pass only those angular illumination that is required at a time and sequentially 

open the holes in Fourier plane of the DOE so that we can get the required 2-beam 

interference pattern. To take phase shifted images at an angle, we are using a translation-

stage with micro-stepper motor which reduces the cost further as compared to PZT. Micro-

stepping controller has been designed using a TB6560 motor controller which has 1/16 

micro-stepping but a controller that can give resolution in nanometer scale having 1/64 

micro-stepping can also be designed. The proposed system design offers high efficiency 

for high-resolution imaging in a very cost-effective manner. 
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2. Experimental setup 

The schematic view of the experimental set-up is shown in fig1. The sample (S) is 

illuminated by the structured pattern created by DOE. The green diode laser 532nm has 

been spatially filtered (SF) and then collimated beam from lens (L1) falls on DOE. The 

2-D diffraction pattern is observed in the Fourier plane (FP) of the DOE. Here, in the FP 
of the DOE only two point sources are shown but actually many point sources will form. 
In the FP of DOE, the mount is placed such that at a time only 2 -beams are passing 

through it, keeping the other holes closed. In this way, rotation of diffracting element is 

not required, only translation motion is required to record phase-shifted pattern at a 

particular angle that is given by micro-stepping motorized translational stage. Lens (L3) 
combines the beams and sample is illuminated by interference pattern. Microscopic 

objective (MO) will collect information beyond diffraction limit due to the illumination 

of the sample with this modulated pattern and L4 is the tube lens that will collimate the 
beam and then it will fall on camera. Here, we recorded 12 images, 3 each  at 0

0
,45

0
,90

0
 

and 135
0
 angles so that more filling in frequency space can give rise to better results 

 

Fig.1  Experimental set-up of structured illumination microscopy for high-resolution imaging 

3. Results and Discussion 

The simulation result are shown in fig 2(a), (b), (c) and (d), the size of the object was 

taken to be 1µm, the PSF generated using diffraction limited frequency of the system 

was 0.25µm
-1

 and the frequency of the modulation pattern was similar to diffraction 

limited frequency. The obtained improvement in resolution of the image was almost 

double [3]. Fig 2(a) and (c) were obtained without illuminating the object with the 

modulation pattern and fig 2(b) and (d) were obtained by illuminating the object with 

modulation pattern. Hence, we propose that DOE can also be used to illuminate the 

sample with multiple beams such that single shot structured illumination with multiple 

beam interference can be achieved.  

 

Fig.2 (a) and (c) showing images without structured illumination , (b) and (d) showing images with structured 

illumination. 
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Abstract In this paper, we have numerically studied the 

Fano resonance arising from the interaction of bright and 

dark mode in all dielectric two-dimensional periodic 

metasurfaces. Two arc-shaped nanostructures made up of 

silicon are placed back to back on a silica substrate with 

unequal geometrical parameters. The simulation has been 

carried out using Finite difference time domain method. 

Fano resonance arises at 1109 nm wavelength due to the 

asymmetric shape. We have proposed a refractive index 

sensor utilizing the Fano characteristics arising from the 

asymmetric geometry. The redshift in the resonance curve 

is observed when the refractive index (n) of the surrounding 

environment of Si arc varies from 1.0 to 1.3 and 1.4. The 

achieved sensitivity of the sensor is 180 nm/RIU and the 

figure of merit is 30. 

Keywords Metasurfaces, Fano resonance, All-dielectric 

metasurfaces, RI Sensor 

Introduction 

Electromagnetic metamaterials and metasurfaces are 

gaining huge interest due to their ability to manipulate the 

direction and orientation of electromagnetic waves in the 

desired manner. The metasurface is usually made up from 

metallic components which bring ohmic losses [1] and to 

resolve this issue all dielectric metasurfaces made up from 

high index materials such as Silicon, Germanium and 

Tellurium were proposed as they result in less dissipation 

of energy. When light with a frequency below or near the 

bandgap frequency hits the dielectric medium both the 

electric and magnetic resonances are excited. Two Mie 

resonances are there where the first Mie resonance behaves 

as a magnetic dipole whose behaviour is similar to split ring 

resonator and second Mie resonance correspond to electric 

dipole [2]. The beauty of using dielectric materials in 

addition to less dissipation of energy is that the resonances 

are achieved at optical frequencies whereas metallic split-

ring resonators work better at low frequencies. 

Metamaterials show various functionalities including 

negative refractive index, perfect absorption, transmission 

etc. These functionalities result in many potential 

applications such as cloaking, perfect lens, sensing etc. Few 

papers have been reported on Fano resonance-based sensing 

of refractive index using all dielectric metasurface with 

difference designs [3-5]. In this paper, we have designed a 

refractive index sensor based on Fano resonance. Fano 

resonance is a sharp curve in the absorption or transmission 

spectrum when the bright and dark mode overlap [4]. When 

there is an asymmetry in the Nanoresonators which is 

achieved with a simple bent or asymmetric gap between the 

resonators there arises an interference between the dipolar 

and quadruple modes and that produces a Fano feature [2]. 

Since Fano resonances are very sensitive to the outside 

dielectric environment and due to the sharp line width of 

Fano curve it is designed to be used as a refractive index 

sensor.  

Design of Metasurface 

The schematic of the proposed metasurface is depicted in 

Figure 1. The unit cell of all dielectric metasurface 

composed of Si arcs of uneven lengths over Silica substrate 

as shown in Figure 2. The sweep angle made by the major 

arc is 2.79 radians and that of the minor arc is 2.09 radians. 

The inner and outer radius of the arcs is 150 and 300 nm 

respectively. The Si arcs have a thickness 110 nm and the 

period (P) of the unit cell is 700 nm. Results are obtained 

by Finite element method (FEM) (in COMSOL 

Multiphysics) where the periodic metasurface is 

illuminated by an x-polarized normally incident plane 

wave. The response of the metasurface was observed for the 

air (n=1) and refractive indices of 1.3 and 1.4. 

 
Fig. 1 The schematic of periodical array of all dielectric metasurface 
of Si arcs over Silica substrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Three-dimensional schematic of all dielectric metasurface 
(unit cell) composed of Si arcs (blue) of different lengths placed back 
to back on a Silica substrate (grey). 
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Results 

A Fano transmittance curve of the proposed structure has a 

quality factor (Q) 184.83 and spectral contrast 99.95% as 

shown in Figure 3. A sharp Fano peak is observed at 1109 

nm. The asymmetric field distribution at the Fano-

resonance is due to the uneven arc length. The graphical 

representation of electric field distribution in the xy plane 

 at z=5 nm above the metasurface is shown in Figure 4. The 

redshift in the resonance peak of transmission spectra is 

observed when the refractive index of the surrounding 

environment of Si arc varies from 1.0 to 1.3 and 1.4 as 

shown in Figure 5. It can be observed from the 

transmittance spectrum that the resonant peak is red-shifted 

to 1162 and 1180 nm as the refractive index increases to 1.3 

and 1.4, respectively. The sensor is showing sensitivity 

around 180 nm/RIU and figure of merit (FOM) is 30. 

Conclusions  

The numerical study of Fano resonance based all dielectric 

metasurface for refractive index sensing is presented. Due 

to the asymmetry in the design of proposed metasurface, the 

Fano resonance peak wavelength is observed at 1109 nm 

with high Q-factor of 184.83 and spectral contrast of 

99.95%. The dependency of Fano resonance peak on the 

refractive index of the surrounding environment is utilized 

for the refractive index sensing application. The Fano 

resonance based all dielectric metasurface refractive index 

sensor have a sensitivity of 180nm/RIU and FOM of 30. 
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Fig. 5 Transmittance curve of all dielectric metasurface when the 
refractive index (n) of the dielectric environment is 1.3 (black) and 
1.4 (red). 

 
Fig. 3 Transmittance spectra of all dielectric metasurface showing 
Fano resonance peak at 1109 nm wavelength for n=1 (air). 

 

Fig. 4 The Electric field (Ez) distribution at the Fano resonance (anti-
peak of transmission spectrum), calculated in x-y plane, 5 nm above 
the top surface of the arcs. 
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Design of a near-infrared astronomical photometer optimized for
use at low altitude astronomical sites

Anwesh Kumar Mishra · U. S. Kamath

Abstract Due to the presence of high water vapour concentration, low altitude astronomical sites
are generally considered as sub-optimal for near infrared astronomical observations. However with
the availability of newer type of detectors as well as filter sets, it might be possible to fully utilize
such sites in this wavelength range. In regards to this we discuss of possible optical designs for a
single pixel photometer to be used on the 1 meter Carl Zeiss telescope at the VBO(Vainu Bappu
Observatory), Kavalur. We present simulations on the variability of sky transmission for this site as
well as estimation of SNR (signal to noise ratio) for the designed instrument.

Keywords Astronomical photometry · Near infrared · Optical design · Optical filters

1 The problem of variable atmospheric transmission:

In the near infrared wavelength range, Earth’s atmosphere is characterized by certain windows of good
transmission followed by regions of very low transmission. The major culprit for absorption in these
wavelengths are rotational and vibrational transitions in molecules such as CO2 and H2O. Hence
atmospheric transmission is a strong function of the concentration of these molecules.In particular
water vapour concentration can change in very short timescales. Variability of water vapour causes
a variable extinction of the sky throughout the night. This issue is more prominent at low altitude
astronomical sites where there is an inherently large concentration of water vapour. We compare
the results of such variability in figure(1) between a high altitude site(Hanle) and a low altitude
site(Kavalur). It can be seen that there is a significant amount of variability present within the
traditional-extended Johnson- Y(1.02 microns ), J(1.22 microns) and H(1.63 microns) photometric
filters.

2 Design goals for a photometer suitable for low altitude sites

In order to avoid the issue of variable transmission it is essential that both the target star as well
as the standard star are observed within a small time scale- possibly of the order of a few minutes.
In order to achieve high signal to noise ratio within a small integration time,the photometer should
consist of high throughput optics as well as a detector with small NEP(Noise Equivalent Power). The
responsive spectral range of the instrument needs to be such that at least three photometric bands
are covered while blocking out the high intensity thermal radiation present in longer(greater than 3.5
microns) wavelengths. The field of view of the instrument needs to be slightly bigger than the seeing
limited stellar disk so as to reject additional sky background.Following this argument, we have fixed
a field of view of 8 arc-seconds for the instrument.
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Fig. 1 A plot of variability of sky transmission in the near infrared. We have used site parameters such as lati-
tude,altitude and a global model of atmosphere using the software ATRAN to calculate atmospheric transmission
as a function of wavelength.For both the sites of Kavalur and Hanle,transmission at 10 % and 90% water vapour
concentration is calculated. The difference of transmission for low and high water vapour content is given in this
figure. As seen from the figure, the IRWG(Infrared working Group)[1] recommended filters block out most of the
highly affected regions.

Table 1 List of optical designs and estimated SNR, The SNR is calculated for a 1 second integration period

Sl.
No.

Design type No. lens elements Expected
throughput

JSNR (6th
magnitude star)

iJSNR[IRWG] (6th
magnitude star)

1 Focal reducer 1 (CaF2) 38 % 35 15
2 Collimator-Camera 2 (Caf2) 34 % 31 13
3 Collimator-Camera 4 (BK7 and Fs9) 28 % 26 11
4 Collimator-Camera 4 (Off the shelf achro-

matic doublet )
25 % 23 10

Detector selection: Among various available detector materials in the near infrared we have short-
listed InGaAs type detectors for our purpose. These detectors typically have spectral response from
0.9 to 1.85 microns. This satisfies the requirement as stated in section 2. We have chosen the model
G12181-203k from Hamamatsu as the specific detector for our purpose. This is a single pixel detector
having a low NEP of 9 × 10−15(W/Hz1/2) and a small size of 0.3 mm (diameter). Additionally this
particular detector operates using a two-stage thermo-electric cooler which eliminates the need of
liquid nitrogen cooling.

3 Summary of various optical designs

Since the instrument is meant to be single pixel based,the focus of our optical design is to minimize
on axis chromatic and spherical aberrations. A summary of the possible optical designs is presented
in table (1). We also estimate the expected SNR of these various designs and list them out.All designs
manage a SNR of better than 10 even in the narrower IRWG bandpass filters,with an integration of
one second only. The design using off the shelf achromats is chosen as the final design for the best
compromise between complexity and performance.
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Plasmonic quasicrystals

Shilpa Samdani · Aman Agrawal ·
Vijay Mocherla · Amogh Naik · Ajith
Ravishankar · Venu Gopal Achanta

Abstract Plasmonic Quasicrystals (PlQC) have a broadband plasmonic re-
sponse. In this work we have studied the origin and dependence from the
broadband response of the PlQC. For this purpose we fabricated the PlQC by
varying the hole sizes, period of the base lattice and thickness of the plasmonic
metal. We see that the enhancement in normalized transmission is dependent
on the hole size.

Keywords Plasmonic Quasicrystals · Broadband Plasmonics · Collective
response of hole array · Surface Plasmon Polaritons

Plasmonics is a sub-field of nanophotonics that studies interaction of free
electrons in metals with electromagnetic field. The hybrid light-matter states
formed as a result are called Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs). However,
SPP generation at metal-dielectric interface requires momentum matching of
the incident EM radiation and the surface plasmons which can be achieved
through sub-wavelength gratings. By solving Maxwells equations at the metal-
dielectric interface it is known that only TM polarized incident light can excite
surface plasmons at metal-dielectric interface.
Plasmonic Quasicrystals (PlQC) are subwavelength air-hole structures in a
metal film that support SPPs regardless of the incident EM field polariza-
tion and launch angle over broadband. PlQCs have long-range ordering and
rotational symmetry but no translational symmetry [1].
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Following is the SEM image of PlQC pattern with 600nm base lattice and
five-fold rotational symmetry fabricated in 100nm thick Gold film.

Fig. 1 SEM image of PlQC with 600nm base lattice and five-fold rotational symmetry.

Upon changing period of base lattice to 1000nm the plasmonic response is red-
shifted. The hole diameter also affects the nature of the spectrum due to the
collective response of the hole array. We have also studied the effect of metal
film thickness on the response of the PlQC. The patterns were fabricated
on Gold sputtered metal films using e-beam lithography and Reactive Ion
Etching.

Fig. 2 600nm Base period Quasiperiodic pattern with 40nm hole diameter and 60nm hole
diameter in 100nm Au film. (Plotted using OriginPro 2015)

As can be expected we observe higher transmission enhancement for larger
hole diameters in the PlQC.
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Control transfer of optical energy in the Ince-Gaussian higher order modes  
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Abstract 

Ince-Gaussian optical beams are known to be the third complete family of exact and orthogonal solutions of the paraxial 

wave equation. Their elliptically symmetrical transverse intensity profiles are described by the Ince polynomials. The 

higher order modes constitute of different lobes varies from each other in terms of size and optical energy distribution. 

Here, we present a generic method to transfer the optical energy from the lobes having maximum optical energy to the 

lobes having minimum or lesser optical energy of the higher order Ince-Gaussian beam, in a control manner. The 

proposed method also equalizes the maximum optical energy in each lobes present in the particular higher order modes 

of the beams. Such transformation of optical energy among the lobes of the Ince-Gaussian beams makes them available 

simultaneously for equal participation in most of the applications like particle manipulation, optical lithography and 

propagation through turbulent media.  

Keywords 

Ince-Gaussian beam, elliptical beams, laser modes, beam shaping, structured beams, optical energy 
 

Introduction 
Recently, much attention has been paid to explore the characteristics of the Ince-Gaussian (IG) beams. The exact 

solutions of the free-space paraxial wave equation in Cartesian and circular cylindrical coordinates systems are the 

Hermite-Gaussian (HG), and Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams, respectively. Similarly, Ince-Gaussian beams constitute 

the third complete family of exact and orthogonal solutions of the paraxial wave equation in the elliptic cylindrical 

coordinate system
1
. Mathematically, it is described by Ince polynomials which form the transverse field distribution 

with elliptical symmetry. By changing the value of the ellipticity parameter of IG beams such as for zero and infinity 

values, it can be transformed into HG and LG beams, respectively. Therefore, HG and LG beams are correspond to the 

special limiting cases of the IG beams. Like the HG and LG beams, IG beams also show the shape invariant feature and 

its width is periodic function of the propagation distance. The higher orders modes of IG beams consist of numbers of 

lobes having different shape and size with unequal optical energy distribution given by following expressions
1
 

       2 2
, , , , exp ,

e m m
p m p pIG r AC i C r w              2 2

, , , , exp ,
o m m
p m p pIG r BS i S r w               (1) 

where, the super indices e and o refer to even and odd IG beams, respectively, and A and B are normalization constants. 

Equation (1) is valid for the waist plane at 0z  , where the transverse field distributions are described by the even and 

odd Ince polynomials, 
m
pC and 

m
pS , respectively, of order p and degree m, while  and  are radial and angular elliptic 

coordinates given by  
1 2

2 cosh cosx w    ,  
1 2

2 sinh siny w    . w and  are the beam waist and elliptic 

parameters of the Ince polynomials. As we can see from the above expressions, three main parameters order p, degree 

m, and ellipticity shape the transverse intensity profiles of IG beams. Since, all the lobes of higher order IG beams are 

not equally intense; they cannot be utilized simultaneously with equal efficiency in applications. Therefore, here, we 

present a systemic method to equalize the optical energy of each lobe as well as control transfer of optical energy from 

high energy lobes to the low energy lobes in the different modes of Ince-Gaussian beams by using an appropriate mask.  

Methods 

The computer generated hologram we used is an annular phase mask consists of two regions with opposite phase and is 

given by following expression 
2-5 

 
max

1

1

r r
r

r r r





 
 

 





                     (2),
 

where, max0 r r  , and max 2r d , d is the diameter of the mask aperture at the pupil plane and r is the radial co-

ordinate. When the binary phase mask given by Eq. (2) is illuminated with the input plane wave, output beam generated 

at the focal plane of the lens is the Fourier transform FT   r  of the mask. By changing the value of r optical 

energy is transferred from one lobe to other lobes in a control manner of higher order IG beams. The phase mask 
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corresponds to the even Ince Gaussian beam from Eq. 1 is modulated by the proposed phase mask produced from Eq. 

(2) at the pupil plane of the Fourier transforming lens. By taking the Fourier transform of the modulated resultant phase 

mask at the pupil plane, we observed the modulation in the intensity profiles of the IG beams at the Fourier plane.  
 

Results and discussion   

The phase map and corresponding transverse intensity distribution of the even IG22 mode are shown in the first column 

of Fig.1 (a & g, respectively). The optical energy is not uniformly distributed in the horizontally oriented lobes of the 

mode as it is consist of two high energy side lobes with one low energy lobe at the centre. At the pupil plane of the lens, 

phase map 1(a) is modulated by the phase mask of Eq.(2). The modulated phase maps for 0.3 & 0.52r  are shown in 

the first row of Fig.1 (b & c, respectively). Corresponding to these phase maps, the transverse intensity profiles are 

generated at the Fourier plane of the lens as shown in the second row of Fig.1 (h & i, respectively). We observed that 

when we continuously increases the r value optical energy are constantly transferred from two side lobes to the central 

lobe and for 0.3r  all the three lobes of IG22 modes become equally intense (Fig.1h). Further, for 0.52r  , central 

lobe is more intense in comparison to that of the two side lobes (Fig.1i) i.e. the optical energy distribution in this 

intensity profile is reversed to the original intensity distribution of IG22 mode (Fig.1g). At this value of r  additional 

low intensity side lobes are also appeared. All the intensity profiles are normalized from 0 (black) to 1(white) and phase 

maps vary from 0 (black) to  (white). Similarly, we applied the mask to modulate the even IG20 mode, consists of 

three vertically oriented lobes where central lobe is more intense than the two side lobes. Optical energy distributions in 

all the three lobes of IG20 are opposite to that of the IG22 mode with different orientations. The phase map and 

corresponding transverse intensity distribution of the even IG20 mode are shown in the fourth column of Fig.1 (d & j, 

respectively). It is observed that for 0.12r   the optical energy is transferred from central lobe to the outer side lobes 

which make the entire three lobes equally intense (Fig.1k). For 0.01r  , the two outer side lobes become more intense 

in comparison to that of the central lobe as shown in Fig. 1(l).  

 
 

Fig.1First row corresponds to the phase maps of even Ince Gaussian beam; IG22 mode (a-c) and IG20 mode (d-f); (a, d) 

normal phase maps, while (b, c, e, f) with mask for 0.3,0.52, 0.12, 0.01r  , respectively. Transverse intensity profiles 

in second row (g-l) are corresponded to the Fourier transform of the phase maps (a-f), respectively.  

Conclusions 
  

In conclusion, here, we present a systematic method to modulate the optical energy distribution among the different 

lobes of the higher order Ince-Gaussian beams. Using this method, the optical energy is being transferred from high 

intense lobes to the low intense lobes in a control manner. In this process, all the lobes become equally intense as well 

as low intense lobes are converted into the high intense lobes. This control modulation of optical energy makes all the 

lobes simultaneously available with equal efficiency for many applications especially for particle manipulation. Also, 

the different lobes can be converted into more intense or less intense based on the desired applications.  
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Abstract: Fiber bending attracts various applications of optical sensing, even though optical signal gets attenuated 

while undergoing external bending. The fiber bending losses depends on bend radii, bending angles, wrapping turns 

and wavelength of light. The attenuation due to macro bending occurs in optical fiber when radius of bend is very 

large as compare to fiber core radius. Goniometers are widely used in industries for measurement of contact angle, 

bend angle and surface tension. The proposed research is implemented on the concept of using fiber optic sensor to 

measure bending angles between two planes of contact. A single mode fiber coupled laser source with wavelength 

850 nm is used for this setup. The three paddle fiber polarizer is used to control the polarization of beam which 

occurs during various bends. The measurement of loss of optical power is investigated for different bend angles and 

bend radii. The precise measurement of bending angle is completed by fitting the bending attenuation data with fiber 

bend parameters. 

Keywords: Goniometer, Bending Angle, Paddle fiber polarizer, Bending loss. 

System Setup: The principle of proposed concept is to measure output power and bending loss with respect to 

different angles this carried out using an optical fiber goniometer. Optical fiber goniometer that make use of 

intensity modulation of a laser beam propagating in single mode optical fiber [1].  Fiber polarizer controller is used 

to maintain the polarization status of fiber which is changed by rotation or bend of fiber.  

 

Fig1 Optical fiber goniometer system setup  

 

Fiber polarization controller consists of three endlessly rotatable wave plates, including two quarter-wave plates and 

one half-wave plate. The polarization paddle was coupled with single mode fiber (core size 5𝜇𝑚) using a 1-1-1 loop 

configuration. Typically initial power measured 30 mW at no bending of fiber. Various bending angle configuration 

is achieved by varying arc of fiber bends and fiber radii. When fiber is bend at any arbitrary angle, the complete 

bending arc of fiber exhibits optical loss mechanism. The output was monitored using a power meter and 

corresponding power was obtained for each bending angle. The bending attenuation due to wavelength is neglected 

in this experiment as laser source of fixed wavelength (850 nm) is used for measurement of all bending losses. The 

output power 𝑃0 exponentially increases with angle of bend [2] and is given as 
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𝑃0 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵𝜃)                                  (1) 

The attenuation (𝐿𝜑) is measured as function of bending angle (𝜃)  

𝐿𝜑 = 𝐴𝜑+𝐵𝜑θ+ 𝐶𝜑θ2                             (2) 

Where, 𝐴𝜑, 𝐵𝜑 & 𝐶𝜑 are fitting parameters dependent on bending angle 

The fiber bending attenuation (𝐿𝑅) with respect to bending radii is given as  

𝐿𝑅=𝐴𝑅 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (−𝐵𝑅𝑅)                            (3) 

where 𝐴𝑅 and 𝐵𝑅  are radius dependent fitting parameters. The total bending attenuation is calculated as [3] 

 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =𝐿𝜑 + 𝐿𝑅                                    (4) 

 

                                   Fig2(a)                                                                         Fig2(b) 

Fig2 Measurement of output power Fig2(a) and Power loss Fig2(b) with various bending angles  

  

Analysis: As it is shown in Fig2(a) and Fig2(b), the bending angle variation with output power and overall 

attenuation is observed. The large bending angles with small radius of bend exhibit low attenuation, while the small 

bending angles with large bend radius exhibit high attenuation. The angle measurement for each fiber bend is 

demonstrated with precision accuracy of ±1°. 
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Tailoring polarization singularity lattices by phase engineering of 

three beam interference  
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Abstract Structured optical lattices obtained from interference of three radially polarized waves 

arranged in umbrella geometry possesses interlaced polarization singularity structures. These 

lattices are known to be populated with both positive and negative index C- and V-point 

singularities as a consequence of index conservation. In this article, we focused on tailoring these 

polarization lattices by perturbing the interfering beams with a relative encoded phase. We have 

shown that a spatial lateral-shifting of the ellipse- and vector fields by an order of lattice 

parameter can be achieved through an appropriate phase engineered design.   
Keywords Singular optics; Interference; Polarization; Optical lattice. 

1. Introduction  

Our group has recently demonstrated that the superposition of three non-coplanar, axially 

symmetric, radially polarized beams can generate novel optical lattice structures embedded 

with interlaced C-point and V-point polarization singularities [1]. A next step ahead would 

be to look for tailoring these embedded polarization singularities. Motivated with this fact, 

in this article, the idea is to use appropriately designed set of relative-phase encoded radially-

polarized waves whose interference attains the targeted tailorability.                                                

2. Generation of polarization singularity lattices 
We consider the superposition of three radially polarized plane waves arranged in an 

umbrella geometry as shown in Fig. 1. The wave vectors corresponding to these interfering 

beams can be expressed as [2] , 
                                         𝑘𝑚 = 𝑘0{sin 𝜃𝑚 . cos𝜑𝑚 , cos 𝜃𝑚 . cos𝜑𝑚 , cos 𝜑𝑚}                                      (1) 

where, m {= 1, 2, 3} is the designation given to the respective beam, 𝜃𝑚 is the angle 

subtended by the axially symmetric wave vectors to the central z-axis, 𝜑𝑚 is the angle 

between the projection of a wave vector on the transverse plane (𝑘𝑥𝑘𝑦 ) and the 𝑘𝑥 axis. In 

our case, 𝜃𝑚 is fixed to 0.3o to abide by paraxial approximation and the 𝜑𝑚’s are chosen to 

be π/2, 7π/6, and 11π/6 respectively for the three interfering beams. Subsequently, the 

electric field of the mth wave in the transverse plane can be expressed 

as,                                                    �⃗� 𝑚 = (𝐸𝑚𝑥�̂� + 𝐸𝑚𝑦�̂�). 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑖(�⃗� 𝑚.𝑟 +∅𝑚)                                              (2) 

where, ∅𝑚 is the initial phase offset imparted to the respective beams. The polarization distr-

bution of the superposed fields can be completely described by the generalized Stokes  
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the three radially wave beams arranged in an umbrella geometry. (b) Transverse plane 

projection of km onto a circle is shown by blue dots for three radially polarized waves. Red arrows show plane of 
polarization of individual beam. 
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parameters {𝑆0, 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3} whose mathematical description in terms of constituent fields is 

readily available in several books and literature [3]. For a completely polarized light, C-

points are circular polarization points at which 𝑆3 = ±1 and 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 0. Similarly, in terms 

of Stokes parameter, V-points are the intensity nulls where each of the Stokes parameter 

vanishes. An effective way to probe such polarization singularities embedded in the ellipse 

fields and vector fields is through complex Stokes field (𝑆12) constructed from the Stokes 

parameters (𝑆12 = 𝑆1 + 𝑖𝑆2); since, here the polarization singularities appear as phase 

singularities. In Fig.2 (a1-a4), we show the simulated transverse intensity distribution of the 

superposed beams, Stokes field intensity, corresponding Stokes phase variations and the 

polarization distributions for the case when there is no relative phase imparted to the 

interfering beams (𝑖. 𝑒.  ∅𝑚 = 0). The phase variation of 𝑆12infers that the vortices with 

topological charge +1 represents the C-point (lemon) and with -2 depicts V-points 

(disclinations). The flower patterned phase contour lines plotted over the phase-maps further 

depicts nodes with three and six petals as C- and V-points respectively. The phase contour 

lines in this case are the azimuth lines (a-line) of the polarization distribution.                              

3. Phase engineered polarization singularity lattices: tailorability 
It is perceived from the simulation that a lateral shifting of the polarization singularities can 

be achieved by encoding each of the radially polarized beam with an appropriate initial 

phase offset. In our case, a relative phase of ∅𝑚 = 2𝜋𝑚 3⁄   among the superposing beams 

yielded a spatial shifting of the embedded polarization singularities by an order of lattice 

parameter as depicted in Fig.2 (b1-b4). The presence of this initial perturbation is well 

controlled and can be realized experimentally by impinging an accurately designed phase 

mask to the spatial light modulator of the experimental configuration reported in [1]. The 

experiments to demonstrate this are underway and the detailed computational analysis and 

experimental investigation will be presented in the conference.  
4. Conclusion 
We propose a technique for generating and tailoring interlaced polarization singularities 

lattices (combination of lemon and disclinations) in the three beam interference by a phase 

engineered superposition of three radially polarized plane beams. The spatially shifted 

polarization lattices are realized by perturbing the participating beams with a relative phase-

encoded. By an appropriate tuning of the input polarization state of the interfering beams, 

one can obtain the other degenerate set of C-point (star) and V-point (+) singularities.  
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Fig. 2. Simulated three beam interference (a1-a4) without phase engineering (b1-b4) with phase engineering: (a1, 
b1) transverse intensity distribution of the resultant field; (a2, b2) Stokes intensity (S12); (a3, b3) phase variation 

of the Stokes field; (a4, b4) polarization distribution. 
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Abstract Polarization singularities are points in an inhomogeneously polarized beam where 

some of the parameters that define state of polarization of light become undefined. Polarization 

singularities can be described as superposition of right circularly polarized (RCP) and left 

circularly polarized (LCP) scalar vortices. We present a method to produce C point polarization 

singularities in a symmetric ring by using superposition of orthogonally linearly polarized vortex 

beams of topological charges 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 where 𝑙1 ≠ 𝑙2. It is found that number of C points in a 

ring depend upon the difference (𝑙1 − 𝑙2) and it is independent of the absolute value of 𝑙1 and 

𝑙2. Varying topological charges in orthogonally polarized beam will lead to net change in OAM 

content of the beam which give rise to change in number of C points. C point being more stable 

against small perturbation might open new ideas to use this beam in application related to 

particle trapping, optical communication and many more. 

Keywords Singular optics, Interference, Polarization, C points 

 

1. Introduction: Light beams with inhomogeneous polarization distribution have 

tremendous growing applications in the field of photonics, microscopy, quantum science 

etc. These inhomogeneously polarized beams may contain polarization singularities which 

are divided into two broad categories: ellipse field singularities and vector field singularities. 

C points and V points are  polarization singularities in ellipse field and vector field 

respectively. At V point, the polarization direction of electric field of the beam is 

indeterminate whereas C points are points of circular polarization in inhomogeneously 

polarized ellipse field where orientation of polarization ellipse is undefined [1]. Lattice of C 

points and V points can be generated experimentally using multiple beam interference [2]. 

C points can be described as superposition of homogenously polarized vortex (Right 

circularly polarized) and non-vortex beam (Left circularly polarized). In this article, we 

introduce a method to generate C point polarization singularities in a symmetric ring by 

using interference of orthogonally (linearly) polarized vortex beams of topological charges 

𝑙1 and 𝑙2 where 𝑙1 ≠ 𝑙2. It is found that number of C points in a ring is equal to 2(𝑙1 − 𝑙2) 

and hence depends on the net content of OAM (orbital angular momentum) in resultant 

beam. Reversing 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 will give rise to both sign inversion and handedness change for 

each C point in the ring. Results shown in this article can be realized experimentally using 

simple interferometric set up. This structured beam of polarization singularities may find 

application in optics communication due to its robust nature in atmospheric turbulence 

medium [3].  

2. Mathematical description: Components of orthogonally polarized vortex beam in linear 

basis can be written as: 
    𝐸𝑥 = 𝑟𝑙1 exp(𝑖𝑙1𝜙) �̂�                     𝐸𝑦 = 𝑟𝑙2exp (𝑖𝑙2𝜙)�̂� 

Where 𝐸𝑥 is horizontally polarized vortex beam of topological charge 𝑙1 and   𝐸𝑦 is 

vertically polarized vortex beam of topological charge 𝑙2. Due to spatially varying amplitude 

and phase distribution of interfering beams, the resultant beam will have spatially varying 

polarization distribution 
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3.  Simulation Results and Discussion: Simulation results for interference of linearly 

polarized OAM beams with different topological charges are shown in Fig1 and Fig2.  Fig1 

shows the stokes phase (a-d) and corresponding stokes intensity (e-f) for resultant beam with 

topological charge difference 1,2,3,4 respectively. In each case topological charge of C 

points alternate in sign along the ring and hence net C point index of the resultant beam is 

zero but net orbital angular momentum carried by the beam is non zero due to the non-zero 

value of  (𝑙1 − 𝑙2). Phase distribution for 𝑙1 = 1and 𝑙2 = 5 are shown in fig. 2(a) and (b) 

respectively. Polarization distribution corresponding to the resultant field is shown in 

Fig2(c). It can be easily seen from Fig2(d-f) that on reversing value of 𝑙1 and 𝑙2, both sign 

and handedness of C point polarization singularity changes in the ring. It can be easily 

observed from fig2(c and f) polarization distribution that number of stars and lemons are 

same and their handedness also varies alternatively in a ring. Blue and red color in fig2 

correspond to regions of left and right handed beam and black color corresponds to linear 

polarization state. Green dots in polarization pattern show the position of C points in the 

ring. Detailed explanation of the idea and mathematical description would be presented in 

the conference. 
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Fig. 2: Optical phase of interfering vortex beams and the resultant polarization pattern consisting of C points in a ring 

 

Fig. 1: Stokes Phase (a-d) and Stokes intensity (e-h) for resultant field obtained using interference of 

orthogonally(linearly) polarized OAM beams with 𝒍𝟏 = 𝟐, 𝟑, 𝟒, 𝟓  and 𝒍𝟐 = 𝟏 respectively  
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Optical Design of a Binocular Eyepiece for HD OLED 
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Abstract  

For comfortable viewing of an opto-electronic sight, it is better to view through a 
binocular eyepiece than a monocular eyepiece. In binocular eyepiece a single micro-
display is used as input to the eyepiece and the scene is projected to both the eyepieces by 
splitting the input light. In this paper the design of such an eyepiece is discussed. The 
input is 1280X1024 format, 12m pitch OLED. Optical design addresses the dioptric 
adjustment of + 4D and Intra Pupil Distance from 55 to 75 mm. 
 

Keywords: eyepiece, optics for micro-display, magnifier design, optical design 

 

Introduction:  
An eyepiece is used to view the real image formed by the objective of an optical system. 
In modern imaging systems, sensors like CCD, CMOS or infrared focal plane array are 
used to capture the image formed by objective lens. The final image is generally displayed 
through a bigger sized LCD display. For many handheld applications, it is convenient to 
view the image through eyepiece like a telescopic system. For that a very small display, 
known as micro display is used. A magnifier with suitable magnification factor is used to 
view the micro display. Binocular display increases the comfort of the viewer as both eyes 
can be used to view the image. This calls for two separate micro-display devices with their 
own magnifiers coupled to both eyes and this requires a high degree of alignment between 
the two micro-displays, which should be retained for a long time. The other solution is a 
binocular eyepiece where the micro-display image is collimated and then split into two 
channels and projected on both the eyes, to view through the respective eyepiece module. 
In this paper design and analysis of a binocular eyepiece with magnification 11X for 
viewing a micro display is discussed. 
  
Layout: 
The designed binocular optics contains three modules. The first module collimates the 
micro-display image followed by a splitter (two mirrors having 90 angle between them), 
then image forming module and last one is eyepiece module. By varying the distance 
between splitting mirror and image forming module, the Intra Pupil Distance (IPD) can be 
varied from 55mm to 75 mm.   
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Fig 1 Layout of binocular eyepiece

The three modules are designed separately, then
ensure the performance with pupil matching of the 
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Abstract: The advantages of optical measurement methods in biomedical diagnostics like heart rate variability 
(HRV) is that many vital functions can be measured noninvasively and more precisely. The aim of sensing 
methods proposed here is to observe the activity of heart with approach based on a low-cost self-mixing laser 
interferometer based technique to measure vibrations on human skin with very high accuracy and temporal 
resolution. In this technique, the information is carried in the electromagnetic field, which is a superposition of 
two wave fronts which have travelled along different routes. One of these wave fronts has undergone a frequency 
shift due to interaction with a moving target or particles. This frequency shift is called the Doppler shift. After 
coherent mixing of these two waves at a photo detector, information about the velocity of the target can be 
obtained from the frequency of the superposition signal. When visible or near infrared wavelengths (600-1500nm) 
can be used, it is possible to achieve a resolution of 300-750 nm if only one detector is used and the difference of 
constructive and destructive interference is considered. It works on the basis of optical interference, requiring two 
coherent light beams, with their respective light intensities I1 and I2, to overlap. The resulting intensity is not just 
the sum of the single intensities, but is modulated intensity. The interference term relates to the path length 
difference between both beams. 
 
Keywords: Interferometry, Doppler shift, HRV, AOM 
 
Principle of Operation: The laser beam is first split into two beams (reference and measurement). The 
measurement beam with frequency is focused onto the measurement point on the test surface. The reflected beam, 
experiencing a frequency shift  (heart rate frequency) proportional to the velocity of the test surface, is re-
combined with the reference beam at an optical detector. Figure 1 shows an example of the basic concept used in 
this approach. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Optical Heterodyne Detection Technique for HRV Measurement 
 
 An Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) which contains Bragg cell is used to shift the frequency of the reference 
laser by f" (typically 60 KHz). Without a Bragg Cell, the system would not be able to distinguish whether the 
detected movement is towards or away from the laser. This 60 KHz signal ±𝑓$ is demodulated electronically to 
provide a voltage output proportional to instantaneous velocity. A voltage proportional to displacement can also 
be provided by decoding the relative phase between the carrier signal driving the Bragg cell and the photo-detector 
signal. The laser oscillator produces a beam with reference frequency 𝑓%. The scattered or reflected light has a 
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frequency equal to 𝑓% + 𝑓$ + 𝑓' . This scattered light is combined with the reference beam at the photo-detector. 
The initial frequency 𝑓%  of the laser is very high. The resulted beat frequency between the two beams, which is at  
𝑓$ + 𝑓' (typically in the tens of MHz range). The output of the photo detector is a standard Frequency Modulated 
(FM) signal, with the Bragg Cell frequency as the carrier frequency, and the Doppler shift as the modulation 
frequency [1]. This signal can be demodulated by demodulator in the instrument controller to derive the velocity 
vs. time of the vibrating target. The Brag’s cell is available in free space type AOMs as well as in the form of 
fiber grating inside fiber core, so both type of systems can achieve frequency shift which is principle of optical 
heterodyne detection. The frequency shift is detected at photo diode which will be read to an interfacing board. 
The graphical user interface is provided by NI-LabVIEW.  The basic idea of heterodyne detection is to introduce 
a small frequency shift between two interfering beams. One acts as the reference beam, the other is the object 
beam. Their frequencies are shifted with difference of  𝜔$ by using acousto-optic modulator (AOM), The electric 
fields of the reference and the object arms can be described as 
 

𝐸*+,(𝑡) = 𝐴*+,	𝑒𝑥𝑝6𝑖8(𝜔%)𝑡 + 𝜑*+,:;             (1) 
  

𝐸<$=(𝑡) = 𝐴<$=	𝑒𝑥𝑝6𝑖8(𝜔% + 𝜔$)𝑡 + 𝜑<$=:;         (2) 
 

𝐼	(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) ∝ B𝐸*+,(𝑡) + 𝐸<$=(𝑡)B
C
       (3) 
 

𝐼	(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝐴<$=C 	+	𝐴*+,C + 2𝐴<$=𝐴*+, cos[∆𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦)]    (4) 
 
where  ∆𝜔= 𝜔% − (𝜔% − 𝜔$	)	and  ∆𝜑(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜑*+, − 𝜑<$= . The frequency of the beat signal, Δω, is sufficiently 
low within the bandwidths of the detector. Demodulate I(x,y,t) with a reference sinusoidal signal Δω, the first two 
items in the equation (4) are the DC components and will disappear after demodulation, phase and frequency 
information are extracted. The Bragg’s modulation frequency	(𝜔$) can be detected by using optical heterodyne 
setup which uses self-phase interferometry technique as shown in Fig. 2. The heart rate variability measurement 
is completed by introducing subject’s heart rate frequency (𝜔') vibration to one of the beam splitter of Mach-
Zehnder interferometer [2]. In this case frequency shift is given by 

																			∆𝜔= 𝜔% − [𝜔% − (𝜔$ + 𝜔')]                           (5) 
 

Equation (5) represents output at photo detector which consists of  (𝜔$ + 𝜔'). Thus by demodulating the output 
with Bragg’s frequency, the heart rate vibration frequency can be determined [3]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Optical beating signal 
 
Analysis:  The self-phase interferometry technique provides precision accuracy for vibration measurement which 
includes various application in detection of biomedical signal and structural vibrations. Heterodyne setup involves 
use of Bragg’s cell for modulation of optical signal which improves the detection of beat frequency as compare 
to homodyne detection technique. 
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space-bandwidth product 
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Abstract: The space-bandwidth product is a measure of the performance of an optical system. In this paper, the 
space-bandwidth products of Fourier and Fresnel holograms in off-axis digital holography are compared and 
both methods are experimentally analyzed in terms of speed, size, accuracy, resolution and root mean square 
error. Further it is also verified that the Fourier hologram gives information about a rotation of space and 
frequency coordinates and  Fresnel hologram introduces a shear in the space coordinate.                                                                                                                                                                                              

Keyword: Space-bandwidth product, digital holography, root mean square error. 

Experimental Results: The space-bandwidth product (SBP) signifies the field of view of an optical system and 
the amount of data transferred from an  object to the recording plane. The space-bandwidth product of an object 
is given by the product of object size X and  the spatial frequency bandwidth ∆ν1. 

                                                                             XSBP                                                                            (1)                                                            

In case of Fresnel off-axis setup, the space bandwidth product is represented as1 

                                                                           ' 12( )SBP SBP NF
                                                                (2)  

In case of Fourier off-axis setup, the space-bandwidth product is represented as1  

                                                                          ' 12( )SBP NF
                                                                           (3) 

Where NF  is the Fresnel number. Requirement of space-bandwidth product in Fourier hologram is less than 
Fresnel hologram which is shown in Fig. (1) and (2) and explained  in equations (2) and (3) respectively.                                                                             
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Fig. 1 (a) Reconstructed  image from a recorded digital Fourier hologram and (b) reconstructed  from a recorded 
digital Fresnel hologram 
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Time resolved response of fish cornea exposed to single femtosecond laser pulse 
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Abstract 

Nonlinear interaction of fs-laser and soft tissues like cornea and elastomers like PMMA (Contact lens) and PDMS is 

a dynamic process where the biomechanical properties might be perturbed by the laser beam during the time-course 

of the processing. Here we demonstrate the time-resolved response of focused single fs-laser pulse on soft-tissues 

like Cornea, elastomers like PDMS and PMMA (Contact lens) near ablation threshold where the energy is 

nonlinearly absorbed by the target. Using high speed photography and single shot selection from the pulse train, we 
observe long exponential relaxation dynamics of crater diameter. 

Keywords: Cornea, femtosecond laser, PDMS, PMMA 

Main 

Femtosecond laser pulses have been used in the field of eye surgery, particularly corneal flapping procedure namely 

LASIK, providing the advantages of combined high precision and minimized collateral tissue damage [1]. While 

prominent side-effects after LASIK are relatively rare, fs-laser flap-creation results in creation abnormal roughened 

corneal surfaces, vision defects such as irregular astigmatism, interface haze, and transient light sensitivity syndrome 

caused by increased light scattering [2]. The challenge in femtosecond laser dissection is to optimize clinical 

operating conditions for maximal precision and minimal damage to surrounding corneal tissues. Thus, it is vital to 

understand the single pulse response of soft materials. Since, when the surgery systems are operating at several MHz 

repetition rates, the interaction time of pulses with material plays a significant role in increasing or decreasing the 

surface roughness [3]. 

The CEP amplified femtosecond laser system (FEMTOLASER, AUSTRIA) with 2 mJ energy at the 

wavelength of 800 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used to modify the soft surfaces. The pulse duration of the 
laser is about 25 fs. The laser energy could be attenuated with variable neutral density filter (Thorlabs). The laser 

beams are focused on the sample surface by using an objective lens (10X). The laser beam spot size at sample 

surface was determined to be about 2.5 μm in diameter. The laser polarization is set to be perpendicular to the 

processing direction. The two high speed mechanical shutters was synchronized with input pulse and the high-speed 

charge-coupled device (CCD, FASTCAM, Photron, Japan) to capture the time resolved video after exposing to a 

single femtosecond pulse[4]. The video was converted to time resolved optical images using home built LABVIEW 

software to analyze the change in crater diameter of ablated surface as a function of time. 

 

             

            . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Time resolved response of soft materials towards single fs-pulse, change on crater diameter as a function of 

time (a) PMMA & PDMS (b) Fish Cornea 
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The surface optical image trains were extracted from the fast CCD camera video captured during laser 

irradiation. Inset of Figure 1(a) shows a set of crater images as a function of time delay after single-shot laser pulse 

with energy of 50 J on PMMA surface. The crater diameter has reached to its maximum value of about 26 μm 
within less than 0.1 ms. After 1 ms, the crater size is eventually invariant of about 22.2 μm in diameter. In case of 

PDMS, The crater diameter has reached to its maximum value of about 15 μm within less than 0.1 ms. After 1 ms, 

the crater size is eventually invariant of about 11.3 μm in diameter. In both materials, we observe the 4 μm change in 

crated diameter with the time span of 1 ms. If the pulse repetition rate change from 1 kHz to 2 kHz, viz. two pulses 

in 1 ms time scale, perhaps make a chance of two pulses interacting with the materials without an elastic relaxation, 
this may increase the roughness in focal volume. Fig. 1 b shows the time resolved relaxation of fish cornea (in vitro 

conditions) where the surface was exposed to single fs- pulse with 10 uJ energy. The crater diameter has reached to 

its maximum value of about 20 μm within less than 0.1 ms. After 250 ms, the crater size is eventually invariant of 

about 5.5 μm in diameter. We observe a significant change in crater diameter as a function of time. Thus, in order to 

achieve better performance in fs-laser cornea cutting/dissecting operation, it is quite necessary to carefully design 

inter-pulse interval considering the material relaxation time with respect to the exposure of a single fs- pulse. 
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Abstract 

The surface defects and sub surface damages induced during ultraprecision machining of hard and brittle materials 

influence the physical and mechanical properties of the optical components. These defects are attributed to various 

factors and are required to be examined & eliminated. The experimental evaluation of these defects is very time 

consuming as well as expensive, whereas the theoretical exploration lacks accuracy due to various assumptions 

involved. The aim of this research is to identify the optimum machining conditions during diamond turning of silicon 

to achieve a defect free surface and further to identify the depth of defect encountered during various machining 

combinations using image processing technique. 

 
Keywords: Silicon, Diamond Turning, Surface Defects. 
 

Introduction 

Silicon is a widely used material and has significant attention due to its use in high precision devices. The focusing 

mirrors for x-rays are built on silicon material having a high degree of crystalline perfection [1]. The nano-scale 

material removal by diamond turning is one of the popular method with which it is feasible to produce deterministic 

finish on brittle materials for such applications [2,3]. The development of silicon mirrors without causing surface and 

subsurface defects is exceedingly challenging due to its high hardness and brittleness. In recent years, emphasis has 

been laid to the consequences of surface and subsurface damage in brittle materials. These defects severely limit the 

life of the components by failure of critical optical properties as well as catastrophic fracture. Hence it is of great 

importance to perform a comprehensive study to analyze surface defects in diamond turning of silicon. There are many 

factors which cause sub surface damage stresses and affect the surface quality [4]. In view of this, it is important to 

quantify the defects so that further decision making could be done. In this work, image processing based approach is 

used for evaluating the surface defect in silicon is presented.  

Experimental Setup 

All the experiments were performed in a single point diamond turning machine Nanoform-250. A single crystal 

diamond tool with nose radius of 1.5 mm and rake angle of -25° degrees is used for machining silicon. The process 

parameters considered in this research are: depth of cut, tool feed rate and spindle speed. The parameters were varied 

in three levels as shown in Table 1. The experiments were performed based on Response Surface Methodology design. 

The 20 set of possible combinations of process parameters and their levels were investigated. 

Table 1. Coded level & actual values of Cutting Parameters 

Parameters Units Coded Levels 

-1 -α 0 +α +1 

Spindle Speed (SS) rpm 500 702 1000 1297 1500 

Tool Feed Rate (TFR) µm/rev 1 1.3 1.5 2.2 2.5 

Depth of Cut (DOC) µm 0.5 0.7 1 1.3 1.5 

The machined surface was further investigated to evaluate the defects and valleys induced in silicon by Coherence 

Correlation Interferometer for the best and worst combinations. Image processing is used for further quantification. 

Methodology 

Quantification from non-contact surface profile is a difficult job and requires high accuracy. The surface profilometer 

software has limitations to provide the volumetric information of defects at different locations. It is essential to 

quantify the volumetric information such as crack dimensions at different locations. Hence, it becomes a two-step 
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problem, first to quantify the locations of such defects and second to quantify the volumetric information. In the 

proposed approach, the defect locations are quantified from the surface profile using image processing algorithms, 

where the intensity of the image pixels corresponds to peaks and valleys of the surface. The input image is segmented 

and the morphological properties such as area, perimeter and centroid are calculated to quantify and localize the 

defects. Once, the locations are obtained, the neighbourhood surface profile is extracted and the approximate volume 

of the region is calculated based on the 3D surface profile. A design of experiment is performed to generate 20 set of 

experiments and the three cases are considered for the study – best and worst surface profile based on average surface 

roughness. From the results, it is estimated that the calculated defect locations could be validated from the actual 

surface profile and it is expected that the quantification will have high significance in justifying the usage of the 

machined silicon surfaces for further product development. 

 

          Fig. 1 Schematics of proposed approach: Interferometry data analysis using Image Processing 

The step by step output from the approach is shown in Figure2. It can be observed from Figure 2 that the surface 

profile in the first row has less depth of defect compared to the surface profile in the second row. 

Fig. 2 Scanned profile, irregularities, defects after postprocessing, detected defects, 3D profile & histogram of 

defects 
Conclusion 

The surface defects during worst & best combinations were analyzed by 3D reconstruction approach, whose outcome 

give more accurate and comprehensive analysis about the severity of the defect by determining the average depth of 

the crack. The proposed research will have high significance in justifying the usage of the machined silicon surfaces 

for further product development. 
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Abstract:  

Compared to a Michelson interferometer, a cyclic interferometer is very stable to environmental turbulences and 

vibrations. But it is not very much used in metrological applications as it is difficult to introduce phase changes in 

one of the beams alone. However it was shown by us that a cyclic interferometer can be used to measure tilt angles 

up to 2 nrad. This was done employing polarization phase shifting interferometry and a new method polarization 

phase shifting interferometry (PPSI) was developed for the same. The method is elegant compared to other methods 

described in literature, as it uses less optical components. In any phase shifting measurements, the variations in the 

induced phase can be a major source of error. In a Michelson interferometer, these variations are formed due to 

errors in the movement of the mirrors. But in the case of PPSI, it is due to the in accuracies in the rotation of the half 

wave plate. Here we quantify the errors in our measurement using the new technique due the flaws in the phase 

shifts.  

 

Key words: Cyclic Interferometer, Polarization Phase Shifting, Angle Measurement, Phase Unwrapping. 

1. Introduction  

Interferometry had always been an excellent tool in various metrological applications [1]. It was shown by us that a 

cyclic interferometer can be used as an  excellent tool for precise angle measurement and tilt angles as low as 2 nrad 

was measured using this technique. Also, a novel method of PPSI was developed for this [2]. 

2.  Tilt measurement using the newly developed PPSI 

Figure 1 shows the diagram of a multiple reflection cyclic interferometer with PPSI, designed for precise tilt angle 

measurement. Any tilt in M3 will be amplified by the number of reflections between the mirror and can accurately  
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measured by analyzing the interferogram using PPSI. The rotation of the HWP by θ, creates a phase shift of 4θ in 

the interferogram. The new methods has the advantage that it requires a polarizing beam splitter and a polarizer less, 

compared to the simplest PPSI method that can be found in the literature. 

3.  Error Analysis 

The major source of error in the PPSI methods is the misalignment of the wave plates. The change in visibility due 

to the misalignment of the quarter wave plate has already been studied numerically and published [3]. Here we 

numerically estimate the errors induced in the tilt measurement due to the inaccuracies in phase shifts ,ie the errors 

in the rotation of the HWP. The polarization optics can be mathematically described using the Jones calculus. Using 

the same The PPSI method can be simulated and required phase shifts can be given to evaluate the tilt precisely. 

Initially correct phase shifts were given to verify the code and the erroneous phase shifts were given to quantify the 

errors in the tilt measurement. 

4.  Results 

Figure 2 shows the tilt measurement done with the above mentioned technique. It can be seen that the introduced tilt 

and measured tilt are in good agreement up to 2 nrad. Figure 3 shows the deviation in the measurement  due to the 

erroneous phase shifts given, for a tilt of 50 nrad. It can be seen that for small deviation in the rotation of the HWP, 

the errors in tilt measurement are negligible. But after 5 degrees it can be seen that the measurement becomes very 

erroneous. The Actual errors in a real experiment may be bigger when coupled with other errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.Conclusions 

The newly developed method is an excellent tool for polarization phase shifting and it renders precise measurement 

unto 2 nrad. The small errors in the phase shifting alone do not affect the measurement significantly. However the 

deviations above 5 degrees produce significant errors in the measurent. 
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Extra-ordinary transmission from nanosized opaque 
plasmonic gratings in near infra-red region for highly 
sensitive refractive index sensing  
 

Sachin K. Srivastava1,* • Amandeep Kaur2 • Udaybir Singh1 

 

 

Abstract Polymeric nano-gratings coated with subwavelength plasmonic coatings were examined both 
theoretically and experimentally. Extra-ordinary transmission (EOT) in NIR region was observed from these 
opaque plasmonic films. The reason for EOT was attributed to transfer to extra-momenta from plasmons to rough 
grating structure to emit back light at the other end of the grating. Control experiments with s-polarized light were 
performed to confirm purely plasmonic character of the transmission phenomenon. Further, these structures were 
used for refractive index (RI) sensing. A sensitivity of about 2250 nm/RIU was achieved experimentally.  
 
Keywords Extra-ordinary transmission • plasmonics • sensors • near-infrared • gratings  

  

 

Introduction 

Extra-ordinary transmission from subwavelength plasmonic structures has attracted researchers from all around 
the globe due to interesting Physics involved and intriguing potential new applications. EOT was first reported by 
Ebessen et.al., in 1998, where about 6 % transmission from perforated plasmonic films of 200 nm holes in a 150 
nm thick film with about 900 nm periodicity was observed [1]. The reason behind such an enhancement was 
attributed to surface plasmons which could funnel the incident light to the other end of the subwavelength 
plasmonic film. The investigations on thicker plasmonic films of around 1μm also reported such phenomena [2], 
where the light of any polarizations could be passed through [3]. Also, such films did not require any plasmonic 
materials. The transmission through such thick films was attributed to cavity mode resonances which are similar 
to Fabry-Perot cavities. Because of the inherent property of shift of resonance wavelength of plasmons due to 
change in the in the refractive index of the adjacent material, the wavelength of the light transmitted through such 
films can be tailored to desired value. Such investigations lead to optical filters [4]. Further, the same property of 
plasmons has been utilized for sensing applications [5]. A self-referenced EOT sensor in NIR communication 
window using metal-nano-slit arrays was reported for water detection in ethanol [6]. Most of these studies were 
performed on perforated plasmonic films and the incident light was explained to funnel through the holes via 
plasmons [7]. In recent times, it was theoretically predicted by Abutoama and Abdulhalim that a non-plasmonic 
slit array with a sandwiched thin plasmonic layer between the slit array and the substrate showed enhanced 
transmission in NIR region [8].  
 In this work, EOT from opaque plasmonic nanograting in NIR spectral range has been reported. A 
polymer grating of about 800 nm period was coated with a 50 nm thick gold layer. The scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of the aforementioned grating is shown in Fig.1 (a).  
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Fig.1. (a) SEM image of the plasmonic nano-grating structure; (b) Transmission spectra for varying refractive 
indices of the analyte over the plasmonic nanograting  

Results and discussion 

The transmission spectra both for TE and TM polarized light were recorded. No transmission peaks for TE 
polarization were observed.  Fig.1 (b) shows the transmission spectra of the nanograting for varying refractive 
indices of the analyte over it for TM polarization. The samples of varying refractive indices were prepared 
dissolving different amounts of sucrose solutions in distilled water. The refractive indices of thus prepared sample 
solutions were measured using a high precision refractometer. It can be observed that for each sample solution, a 
peak in the transmission spectrum is observed. The wavelength corresponding to the maximum transmission is 
termed as resonance wavelength. It is further observed that every sample solution of different refractive index has 
a characteristic resonance wavelength which, further shows a red shift with an increase in the refractive index of 
the analyte medium. The refractive index sensitivity was estimated to be 2250 nm/RIU. The transmission though 
such opaque films can be understood as follows. Gratings can be used for the excitation of surface plasmons 
because they impart the additional required phase to the incident light. So, a light beam, whenever finds a 
corrugated metallic film, can couple to surface plasmons. On a similar note, similarly, under favorable conditions, 
surface plasmons travelling on a corrugated surface may radiate light back. This is what exactly happens in this 
case. Since the plasmonic film is only 50 nm thick, the incident light at one side excites surface plasmon super 
modes on both the interfaces, which leads to emission of light on the other side of the film. A detailed study, 
including simulations using RCWA is still undergoing.  
 
 
Conclusions 

Extra-ordinary transmission through nanostructured gratings is possible for opaque thin plasmonic films. 
Refractive index sensitivity of 2250nm/RIU was estimated for such structures. 
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Abstract 

We demonstrate both theoretically and experimentally that the nematic liquid crystal (LC) can be used to 

manipulate the broadband source spectra. By placing the LC cell between a polarizer and an analyzer, one can use 

the combined device as a spectral filter. We also demonstrate that the source spectrum also gets manipulated by 

changing the LC cell thickness and by tuning the voltage applied across the LC cell. Such spectral manipulating 

device is expected to find applications in spectral shaping, data communication and application. 

 

Keywords 

Spectral manipulation, Polarization, birefringence, spectral filter. 

 

Introduction 

Spectral shaping is an active area of research in optics. Spectral changes can be introduced by various methods 

e.g. by polarization induces [1, 2], propagation induces [3], scattering induces [4], etc. We use a nematic liquid 

crystal for spectral shaping by using its birefringence property. The retardance depends on the wavelength of light 

and thickness of retarder (LC).  

Φ =
2𝜋

𝜆
. Δ𝑛(𝜆). 𝑑 

 

Where Φ, Δn and d, are the retardance, the birefringence and the thickness of retarder respectively. The 

birefringence itself depends on the wavelength of incident light. Each wavelength of input broadband spectrum 

feels different retardation and hence persist different polarization state. 

 

Experimental details 

 

Experimental set-up consists of a white light LED source, a spectral filter (400-1100nm) of band width 70nm, a 

polarizer, and an analyzer as shown in Fig.1 (a). A Lens L1, is used to focus the light in fibre coupled with the 

spectrometer. The output spectra can be recorded using spectrometer. The liquid crystal cell is inserted between 

the polarizer and analyzer with its director making 45 degree angle to the input polarization and the analyzer is 

rotated w.r.t. reference axis of input polarization. First we have used an aperture of 1 mm diameter just after the 

LED source to make point source output then use the lens to make it collimated. Spectral filter (central wavelength 

550nm, FWHM 70nm) is used to filter the Gaussian input from LED light. The lens L2, is used to focus the light 

on the detector. 
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Fig.1. (a) Experimental scheme of spectral manipulation. L1 and L2: convex lenses, F: spectral filter, P1 and P2: 

polarizer and analyzer, LC: liquid crystal cell. Figure (i) and (ii) shows spectral density vs wavelength plot for 

different analyzer angle and Figure (iii) and (iv) shows spectral density vs wavelength for different cell thickness. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

We have theoretically and experimentally studied the spectral manipulation using nematic liquid crystal. Nematic 

liquid crystal cells of different thicknesses are used along with a polarizer and an analyzer to manipulate the 

spectra. First, we have fixed the LC cell thickness and varied the analyzer angle. We have also studied the effect 

of LC cell thickness on the spectra. Theoretical analysis of output spectra is carried out by writing the Jones 

matrices of various components used in the experiment. Figure.1. (b) (i-ii) show the experimental results of the 

spectral change for the different analyzer angle. When the analyzer angle is 00, the spectrum splits into two peaks 

Figure.1. (b) (iii-iv). On changing the analyzer angle to 450, it changed to a single peak spectra. On further 

increasing the thickness of LC cell keeping analyzer angle fixed, the number of peaks increases. Also we have 

studied the spectral changes on varying the thickness of LC cell. 
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Abstract 

The interaction between a quantum and a mesoscopic system has always been intriguing in understanding the 

quantum-classical interface [1,2]. For example, in the optomechanical system, coherent coupling between the cavity 

mode and the mesoscopic oscillator leads to several nontrivial quantum effects, namely quantum state transfer, 

cooling, squeezing, and nonlinear effects [3,4]. In this paper, we show how the energy fluctuations in two membranes 

suspended inside a cavity can be adiabatically exchanged by using pulses that drive the cavity modes [5]. The adiabatic 

transfer of fluctuations from one membrane to the other is attained through a “dark” mode, which is robust against the 

decay of the mediating cavity mode. 

Keywords: quantum optics, optomechanics, adiabatic transfer, quantum information 

Method 

We first consider two membranes suspended inside the cavity, dividing the cavity into three segments [see Fig:1]. We 

obtain the equations of fluctuation of the relevant operators and a zero-eigenvalue solution of the corresponding 

evolution matrix. This shows that a suitable sequence of pulses that drive the cavity modes can lead to a deterministic 

adiabatic transfer of energy fluctuations from one membrane to the other, in a way akin to stimulated Raman adiabatic 

passage. 

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written as follows 

                                                 𝐻=𝐻𝑜+𝐻J+𝐻I+𝐻p     [1]                                     

𝐻𝑂 , 𝐻𝐼 , 𝐻𝐽 , 𝐻𝑃 are the unperturbed, optomechanical coupling, transmission and the pulse Hamiltonian respectively. 

Dark state corresponding to zero Eigenvalue is    

                                      ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 2 1 1 2
ˆ ˆˆ2D L R M R Lg g a g b g b       = + −                      

 

Fig 1:  Setup of cavity optomechanical system 
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Results 

We find that it is possible to coherently couple the fluctuations of the two membranes [see Fig:2], even if the mirrors 

are highly reflecting. The cavity mode in the middle remains unpopulated in such adiabatic transfer. This opens up an 

avenue of quantum communication between two truly mesoscopic systems. 

 

Fig:2 Phonons population transfer between 

                                                                     the membranes 
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Abstract: We present double shot interferometric polarimetry to accurately measure the Jones matrix of a spatial 

light modulator (SLM) as a function of input gray levels for SLM display.  The light modulated by a reflective type 

liquid crystal SLM is made to interfere with two orthogonally polarized (X and Y) reference waves at the camera 

which enable us to capture the vector amplitude and phase leading to resultant polarization information of the 

modulated light (Jones vector). By measuring and combining the Jones vectors of the modulated light from the SLM 

for two incident light having the linear states of polarization +450 and other -450 respectively, the Jones matrix of the 

SLM device is calculated. This method is efficient compared to the existing one which requires four shots to 

calculate the Jones matrix elements. 

Introduction  

Liquid Crystal (LC) Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) is a device capable of spatially modulating the amplitude and 

phase of light by virtue of 2-D array of discretely addressed the (LC) cells through the application of voltage 

proportional to the gray level displayed through a digital controller / computer. They are so versatile that they 

became indispensable part in innumerable applications such as Digital Holography [1], Wavefront Shaping [2], 

Computational Ghost Imaging and Phase Conjugation etc require the use of the SLM. However, before one can use 

the SLM in any of these applications, one need to characterize its properties and calibrate it. 

Many methods are available to characterize the SLM [2]. Here we propose double shot interferometric 

polarimetry to find out the Jones matrix of the SLM. If we know the Jones matrix of SLM corresponding to every 

gray level that we display for modulation, we can predict the behavior of the SLM very accurately. Therefore, this 

method is essential and it gives us complete information about the SLM.  

At one gray level, to measure the corresponding Jones matrix, the proposed method requires two recordings of 

interference of modulated light with the vector reference beams, by illuminating the device with input light having 

linear states of polarization of +450 and -450 respectively. In each recorded interference image, a mesh-like carrier 

frequency modulated pattern formed by the interference of the two orthogonal reference waves (X and Y) with their 

corresponding field components in the light modulated by the SLM. To record such interference patterns we used 

the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. 

                                      

Fig 1 Experimental setup                                                                      Fig 2 Variations of Electric Field with respect to the gray levels 
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Theory 

Let us assume Jones vector with components along X and Y directions, for the incident coherent light to be 𝑈 =

 [
𝑈𝑥

𝑈𝑦
], where 𝑈𝑥  and 𝑈𝑦 are complex phasors. The modulation of the light using SLM device under particular gray 

level is described by a 2×2 Jones matrix 𝐽 , such that the output Jones vector 𝐸 is related to the input Jones vector 

through the matrix equation  𝐸 = 𝐽𝑈[3-5] 

[
𝐸𝑥

𝐸𝑦
] =  [

𝐽𝑥𝑥 𝐽𝑥𝑦

𝐽𝑦𝑥 𝐽𝑦𝑦
] [

𝑈𝑥

𝑈𝑦
] 

If we can characterize a given device by specifying its Jones matrix, we will then be able to understand completely 

the effect of that device on an incident wave with a specific state of polarization. 

For +450 input polarized light 𝑈 =  [
1
1

], the output vector components can be written as Eq. (1-2) 

𝐸𝑥
+ =  𝐽𝑥𝑥 +  𝐽𝑥𝑦        (1)                                              𝐸𝑥

− =  𝐽𝑥𝑥 − 𝐽𝑥𝑦              (3) 

𝐸𝑦
+ =  𝐽𝑦𝑥 +  𝐽𝑦𝑦          (2)                                            𝐸𝑦

− =  𝐽𝑦𝑥 −  𝐽𝑦𝑦              (4) 

Similarly for -450 input polarized light, the corresponding output vector components can be written as Eq. (3-4). 

The Jones matrix elements for SLM corresponding to the particular gray level are derived using above four 

equations 

𝐽𝑥𝑥 =  
1

2
(𝐸𝑥

+ + 𝐸𝑥
−)                                                 𝐽𝑥𝑦 =

1

2
(𝐸𝑥

+ − 𝐸𝑥
−) 

𝐽𝑦𝑥 =  
1

2
(𝐸𝑦

+ + 𝐸𝑦
−)                                                  𝐽𝑦𝑦 =  

1

2
(𝐸𝑦

+ − 𝐸𝑦
−) 

The four field components given in Eq. (1)-(4) are retrieved through Fourier transform method of fringe analysis [6] 

of two recorded interferograms. In a similar fashion, Jones matrix components can be retrieved in two shots for each 

gray level to completely calibrate the SLM. 

Results and Conclusion 

We are able to record all four elements of the Jones matrix at one gray level using this two shots method. And by 

changing the gray level digitally and by repeating this method we found the Jones matrices for all the gray levels. 

Once we know the Jones matrices of the SLM at all gray levels, it is possible to predict the output electric fields by 

illuminating SLM with known input polarized light.  Fig. 2 shows the X component of output electric field vector 𝐸𝑥 

variations predicted from the recorded Jones matrices by illuminating SLM with X polarized light and also it 

showed the good match with the experimentally recorded ones. 
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Abstract- Silicon photonics is on the forefront to lead photonics technology for short and long reach optical 
communication. Multi-and fully-functional optical chips require integration of active and passive photonic 
components and devices on a single chip. Many photonic components and devices with extremely high performance 
have been demonstrated that can be integrated on a single chip and many are either missing or have poor 
performance. Photonic memories, buffers and switches that are non-volatile in nature and consume lesser power 
while having ultra-low footprint are in the category of later. The talk will focus on novel solutions potentially useful 
for chip to chip and long reach communication using non-volatile phase change material Ge2Sb2Te5 integrated on 
silicon photonic platform. Such devices can be realized at current optical communication wavelength of 1.55 µm as 
well as emerging window of optical communication around 2 µm. 

Keywords- Silicon photonics, phase change material, non-volatile memory, optical switches 

1. Introduction  
Photonics integrated circuits are envisioned to bring paradigm shift in short and long reach optical communication. 
Silicon photonics is the leading platform for integration of optical devices on a single chip because of its low 
fabrication cost, electronic–photonic integration, and compatibility with the Si microelectronics manufacturing 
process (CMOS). Optical devices have several advantages over the conventional electronic devices in terms of 
latency, power consumption and the bandwidth. However, so far, silicon is unable to deliver all the functionalities 
required for fully functional optical circuits. One of the possible solutions is to use hybrid combinations of different 
materials for the functionalities that silicon is unable to provide [1].  
Here, we present a hybrid approach that can be used to realize non-volatile reconfigurable electro-optic/all optical 
devices such as memories, switches, couplers and routers, integrated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform for Near 
and Mid-IR spectral region. Chalcogenide phase change material Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is used as an active material to 
hybridize the Si waveguide. This material exists in two stable phases i.e. amorphous (a-GST) and crystalline (c-
GST), and exhibits high optical contrast when switched between these phases (with switching time of sub-
nanoseconds) using electrical/optical pulses. Due to non-volatile nature of GST no bias is required to sustain a 
particular state in reconfigurable optical devices [2].  
 
2. Proposed Devices 
 By taking the hybrid approach various devices can be realized using GST as an active material on silicon platform. 
Here, we present the specimen optical devices namely an all-optical memory, and 1 × 2 directional coupler switch. 
A non-volatile all-optical phase change photonic memory device is designed by utilizing coupling between GST and 
Si waveguide at 1.55 µm wavelength [3]. Fig 1(a) shows the schematic view of memory device where Si waveguide 
is hybridized by placing GST on top of Si waveguide. GST dimensions are optimized in order to achieve maximum 
coupling of light between Si waveguide and GST layer. The field profiles for a-GST and c-GST with SOI 
waveguide are shown in Fig 1(b). The phase transformation of GST from a-GST to c-GST and vice-versa can be 
achieved by applying a pump laser source through input waveguide. The binary states ‘1’ (a-GST) and ‘0’ (c-GST) 
of memory are interchanged with the help of purely optical input. Due to high crystallization temperature (140 C̊) of 
GST, the data saved in the amorphous form remains stable for a long time and thus the non-volatile nature of 
memory is retained. The obtained contrast between the ‘0’ and ‘1’ memory states for the device is 7.5 dB. The 
dimensions of this device are very compact compared to the reported devices [4] which leads to ultralow power 
consumption. The idea of phase change is further exploited to obtain a memory with higher contrast. In this case, Si 
waveguide is etched and a 50 nm thick film of GST is embedded in the slot as shown in Fig 1(c). 
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of GST on top of SOI waveguide, (b) field profile in two phases, and (c) hybrid air-GST SOI photonic memory 

As an another example, we propose and present design and simulation analysis of  a 1 × 2 directional coupler switch 
by enabling coupling between the Si and hybrid Si-GST waveguide at 2.1 µm wavelength [5]. As shown is Fig 2 (a), 
a 20 nm thick GST layer is embedded with partially etched Si waveguide. The normalized power transmission and 
power flow for the a-GST (cross state) and c-GST (bar state) phases are shown in Fig 2 (b) and (c), respectively. 

                            
Fig. 2 (a) Schematic view of GST based 1 × 2 directional coupler switch, (b) calculated normalized transmission for a-GST and c-GST phases, 
and (c) simulated power flow for bar and cross state of the switch  

3. Conclusion 

We simulated and analyzed the photonic devices for memory and switching application by hybridizing SOI 
waveguide for currently used communication band at 1.55 µm and the emerging spectral band around 2.0 µm.   
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Study of Photon Blockade Effect in Double Quantum
Dot in a Semiconductor Microcavity

M. Singh · P. Jha · A. B. Bhattacherjee

Abstract We propose a scheme to implement a strong photon blockade with
two interacting quantum dots, optically coupled to a semiconductor micro-
cavity. The photon blockade effect is enhanced by simultaneously driving the
microcavity and one of the two quantum dots with two classical laser fields.
The mechanism associated with strong photon blockade is the quantum inter-
ference effect with different transition paths.This system has been found to
be a tunable source of single or two-photon with applications in solid state
quantum computation and quantum information processing.

Keywords Semiconductor microcavity · Quantum dot · Photon blockade

PACS 42.50.-p · 78.67.Hc · 78.67.-n

1 Introduction

The technological development of classical computing reaching the fundamen-
tal limit imposed by device miniaturization is one of the obstacles of Moor’s
Law [1].Over the past few years, quantum dots (QDs) have emerged as per-
fect candidates to overcome this limitation due to their narrow linewidths and
their capability of implementing tunable optoelectronic devices. QDs optically
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Fig. 1 Schematic picture of the system studied which comprises of two quantum dots em-
bedded inside the semiconductor microcavity fabricated using Distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBR).The microcavity and one of the quantum dots are simultaneously driven by external
laser fields.

coupled to semiconductor microcavities provide an ideal system to study the
field of cavity quantum electrodynamics. Recent studies have observed the
strong coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics in which the pho-
tonic mode of cavity and exciton modes of QD mix together to produce quasi-
particles called polaritons [2,3,4]. Such strong interactions between QDs and
microcavitities allow us to generate non-linear optics near the single photon
level [5,6,7] and have plausible applications in the field of quantum networking
and quantum information plateforms [8,9,10,11,12,13,14].

An important aspect for single photon manipulation is to achieve photon
blockade. Photon blockade occur when one photon blocks the other photon
transmission induced by quantum anharmonicity ladder of energy spectrum
with strong nonlinear interaction between single photons corresponding to
orderly output of photons leading to strong antibunching[15].

Multiple quantum dots (QDs) in a cavity is an important next step for vari-
ous quantum information techniques[16,9,17]. Double QDs in a semiconductor
microcavity provides a more complex system to analyze the physics useful in
quantum application. In this paper by combining the tools of cavity electro-
dynamics with those of quantum dots, a novel scheme for generating strong
photon blockade with a double QD coupled to a microcavity is proposed. The
photon blockade mechanism is realized through multi-photon level.

2 Model and Hamiltonian

We consider here a system consisting of two quantum dots optically coupled to
a semiconductor microcavity supporting a single field mode. The two quantum
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Fig. 2 Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian (2) as a function of ∆c
g1

(a,b,c) for parameters g1 =

20GHz,∆c = ∆d1 = ∆d2,g2 = 0.5g1,Jz = 0.02g1 and wD = 0.02g1, one photon (a), two
photons (b) and three photons (c). Eigenvalues as a function of g2

g1
(d,e,f) one photon (d),

two photons (e) and three photons (f).

dots are also interacting with each other where each quantum dot is considered
as an excitonic two - level system. The semiconductor microcavity can be
fabricated with the help of a set of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR). Light
confinement is achieved by the combined action of DBR along the x-direction
and air guiding dielectric which provides confinement in the y-z plane [18].
DBR mirror consists of quarter-wavelength thick high and low refractive index
layers. The reflectance of DBR is proportional to the number of pairs and the
difference between high and low index pairs [19]. The first and the last layers
are AlGaAs. This enhances the coupling of light in/out of the structure since
the refractive index of AlGaAs lies between those of GaAs and air [19].InAs
quantum dots can be embedded inside the array of GaAs layers according to
known techniques.
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The Hamiltonian describing the coupled system is given by

H = ωca
†a+

ωd1
2
σ(1)
z +

ωd2
2
σ(2)
z + g1(a†σ

(1)
− + aσ

(1)
+ )

+ g(2)(a
†σ

(2)
− + aσ

(2)
+ ) + η(e−iωpta† + eiωpta†) + 2Jzσ

(1)
z σ(2)

z

+ wD[σ
(1)
+ σ

(2)
− + σ

(1)
− σ

(2)
+ ] +Ω1(eiωLt+iθ1σ

(1)
− + e−iωLt−iθ1σ

(1)
+ ), (1)

where a† and a are the creation and annihilation operators of the cavity
mode. Also σk+ = σkij and σk− = σkji with σij = |i〉〈j|(k=1,2) are the QD spin
projection operators with i, j labeling the two involved levels for the two quan-
tum dots identified by the index k = 1, 2. σkz = |i〉〈i|−|j〉〈j| represent the pop-
ulation difference of the two levels in the two QDs. In the above Hamiltonian
(with ~ = 1), the first term represent the energy of the cavity having a fre-
quency ωc. The second term and the third term describes exciton energy in the
first and second quantum dot having frequency ωd1 and ωd2 respectively. The
fourth and the fifth term describes the QD optical cavity mode coupling where
g1 and g2 are coupling strengths corresponding to the two QDs (k = 1, 2) with
the semiconductor microcavity. The sixth term describes the optical pumping
by a laser field with frequency ωp and strength η. The seventh term describes
the coloumb interaction that determine the static exciton-exciton dipole inter-
action energy and the eighth term explains the Föster interaction. Finally the
ninth term accounts for additional pump field applied to the QD with index
k = 1 with a frequency ωL and provides a Rabi coupling strength Ω1. Here
θ1 is the relative phase between the QD pumping field and the cavity driven
field.

The Hamiltonian of the system in a frame rotating at driving laser fre-
quency ωp can be written as

Hrot = ∆ca
†a+∆d1σ

1
z +∆d2σ

2
z + g1(a†σ1

− + aσ1
+) + g2(a†σ2

− + aσ2
+)

+ η(a† + a) + 2Jzσ
1
zσ

2
z + wDσ

1
+σ

2
− + wDσ

1
−σ

2
+

+ Ω1(eiθ1σ1
− + e−iθ1σ1

+), (2)

where ∆c = ωc − ωp, ∆d1 = ωd1

2 − ωp, ∆d2 = ωd2

2 − ωp.
The above hamiltonian in absence of external pump and cavity driven field
can be solved in closed subspace with eigenstate basis |n, g1, g2〉, |n−1, e1, g2〉,
|n− 1, g1, e2〉 and |n− 2, e1, e2〉. Where n is the number of photon excitation,
gk and ek are the ground and excited levels of the two QDs labelled as k = 1, 2.

3 Energy Eigenvalues and Photon Blockade

Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian (2) without external fields are plotted in Fig.2 as a
function of ∆c

g1
(a,b,c) and g2

g1
(d,e,f) for different photon numbers. Fig.2 shows
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Fig. 3 Energy Level diagram of the dressed states in the coupled double quantum dot-cavity
system and the transition paths for the Quantum Interference for photon blockade.

absence of avoided crossings (plots ”a” and ”d”) for photon number n = 1.
The eigenvalue plots as a function of ∆c

g1
displays that avoided crossings appear

at ∆c = 0 for n = 2 and n = 3. The eigenvalue plots as a fucntion of g2
g1

shows

that avoided crossings appear at g2
g1

= 1 for photon numbers n = 2 and n = 3.
In order to analyze the photon blockade effect, we will consider the sta-

tistical properties of photons in the microcavity, which can be obtained by
zero-time second-order correlation function as

g(2)(0) =
〈a†a†aa〉
〈a†a〉2

(3)

The second-order correlation function g(2)(0) < 1 corresponds to the sub-
Poissonian statistics, which signifies photon anti-bunching and hence photon
blockade occurs.

The Hamiltonian described in equation(2) can not be diagonalized in closed
subspace. The photon blockade phenomena in the system can be studied with
the wavefunction

|Ψ〉 =

∞∑
n=0

Cn,g1,g2 +

∞∑
n=1

Cn−1,e1,g2 +

∞∑
n=1

Cn−1,g1,e2 +

∞∑
n=2

Cn−2,e1,e2 , (4)

where Cn,g1,g2 , Cn−1,e1,g2 , Cn−1,g1,e2 and Cn−2,e1,e2 are probability coeffi-
cients. Taking into account the phenomena of photon blockade effect we need
to curtail the photons so all higher photon excitation with n ≥ 3 are removed.
With a condition C3,g1,g2 = 0 the three photon excitations are suppressed
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Fig. 4 The zero-time delay second order correlation function g(2)(0) as a function of cavity
light detuning ∆c/κ for parameters g1 = 4κ, g2 = 1.5κ, Jz = 0.02κ, wD = 0.02κ, Ω1 =
1.41κ, Cos(θ1) = 0.9891,∆c = ∆d1 = ∆d2

resulting in only one or two excited photon in the nanocavity. So the wave-
function for the system can be expanded as

|Ψ〉 = C0,g1,g2 |0, g1, g2〉+ C0,g1,e2 |0, g1, e2〉+ C0,e1,g2 |0, e1, g2〉
+ C0,e1,e2 |0, e1, e2〉+ C1,g1,e2 |1, g1, e2〉+ C1,e1,e2 |1, e1, e2〉
+ C1,e1,g2 |1, e1, g2〉+ C1,g1,g2 |1, g1, g2〉+ C2,e1,g2 |2, e1, g2〉
+ C2,g1,e2 |2, g1, e2〉+ C2,e1,e2 |2, e1, e2〉+ C2,g1,g2 |2, g1, g2〉
+ C3,g1,g2 |3, g1, g2〉 (5)

From the the wave function we obtain equations of motion for the proba-
bility coefficients from which we obtain their corresponding steady state solu-
tions numerically. From the steady state solutions, we obtain the relative phase
(θ1)optimum and Rabi coupling strength (Ω1)optimum. The zero-time delay sec-
ond order correlation function g(2)(0) as a function of cavity light detuning
∆c/κ is shown in Fig. 4. It is noticed that g(2)(0) is asymmetric for red and
blue detuning and shows strong photon blockade effect at ∆c = 0. The mecha-
nism associated with strong photon blockade is the quantum interference effect
with different transition paths as shown in Fig.3. For large value of detuning
g(2)(0) drops to almost zero which cannot be attibuted to photon blockade
mechanism. At large detunings, higher photon excitations are far off-resonant
due to the anharmonicity of energy spectrum.

4 Full quantum model - master equation

The time dynamics of second order correlation function g(2)(τ) as a function
of time delay τ can be evaluated numerically in frame of master equations
in Lindblad form using the quantum toolbox in PYTHON (QuTip, Release
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Fig. 5 Top plot: Second order correlation function g(2)(τ) as a function of time delay τ at
the point ∆c = 0 for g1 = 4κ; g2 = 1.5κ;Cos(θ1) = 0.9891;Ω1 = 1.41κ;γ‖ = 0.05κ;γ1 =
γ2 = 0.3κ;Jz = 0.02κ;wD = 0.02κ and ∆c = ∆d1 = ∆d2 = 0. Bottom plot: Second order
correlation function g(2)(τ) as a function of time delay τ at the point ∆c = 2.76κ for
∆c = ∆d1 = ∆d2 = 2.764κ and other parameters same as that for top plot.

4.2.0) [20]. Since analytical solution of the master equation is very difficult,
QuTiP provides a numerical solution of the density matrix ρ(t).The master
equation in the Lindblad form is written as

dρ

dt
= −i[H, ρ] + L(ρ), (6)

where
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L(ρ) =
κ

2
[2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a] +

∑
i

γi‖

2
[σizρσ

i
z − ρ]

+
∑
i

γi
2

[2σi−ρσ
i
+ − σi+σi−ρ− ρσi+σi−]. (7)

Here, κ
2 is the cavity field decay rate. γ1

2 and γ2
2 are the total QD dipole

decay rate including the spontaneous rate
γ1
‖
2 and

γ2
‖
2 into leaky modes and the

pure dephasing rate γ1∗ and γ2∗ i.e γ
2 =

γ‖
2 + γ∗. .

Fig.5 displays the second order correlation function g(2)(τ) as a function
of time delay τ at the points ∆c = 0 (top plot) and ∆c = 2.76κ (bottom plot)
corresponding to the anti-bunching and bunching points of Fig.4 respectively.
Anti-bunching effect with g(2)(0) < 1 and g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ) indicates that the
transmitted light is sub-Poissonian and antibunched. At ∆c = 0 (top plot) it
is clear that the output light stay antibunched at all times. On the other hand
at ∆c = 2.76κ (bottom plot), g(2)(0) ≈ 1.05 and at later times does not satisfy
the antibunching criterion g(2)(0) < 1 and g(2)(0) < g(2)(τ).

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have proposed a new setup comprising of a double quantum
dot in a semiconductor microcavity with simultaneously driving the cavity
field and one of the quantum dots and realized strong tunable photon block-
ade. Photon statistics with strong antibunching effect have been observed by
optimizing the relative phase θ1 and coupling strength Ω1. Specifically this sys-
tem can be tuned to be a source of single or double photon with applications
in various cavity quantum electrodynamics system.
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Abstract: In this paper we discuss a new method for the analysis of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs). 

This method is based on the collocation framework, and being a bidirectional method, it is 

inherently capable of dealing with reflections in multiple reflecting structures such as FBGs. In 

this method, the structure is assumed to be azimuthally symmetric and therefore, although the 

FBG is a 3D structure, the computational effort required is only for a 2D propagation problem in 

radial and longitudinal coordinates. The present method can treat the reflections in the uniform, 

chirped and the apodized FBGs. The azimuthal symmetry, however, precludes its use for tilted 

gratings or blazed FBGs. 
 

Keywords: Fiber Bragg grating, reflections, transmission, optical fiber, collocation method. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
An FBG is a periodic perturbation written in the core of an optical fiber and it has further added a feature in an 

optical fiber for several new applications. It was first experimentally observed by KO Hill [1] that by exposing the 

core of an optical fiber by UV-light results in the perturbations of refractive index in the core of an optical fiber. 

FBGs offer a wide range of applications such as wavelength filters, mirrors and wavelength division multiplexers 

for communications. One of the most promising features of FBGs is the tunability of spectral characteristics. The 

narrow band reflection encouraged researchers for the applications such as strain and temperature sensing [2,3]. 

The undesirable spectral peaks, e.g., in fiber amplifiers, can be suppressed by using an FBG with a suitable 

apodization profile [4]. The tuning of the full width at half maxima (FWHM) is possible using a chirping profile 

[5]. It is possible to achieve a desired spectral characteristic by the designing the grating profile. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 
 
The analysis of FBGs is important to make a proper design. The transfer matrix method and the coupled mode 

theory (CMT) are often in use for the analysis of the FBGs [6]. However, in cases where the index contrast is high 

the CMT is no longer an appropriate choice for analysing FBGs.  

 
 

Fig.1: 2D Schematic of the fiber Bragg grating showing period variation of refractive index in the fiber length direction 

 

We propose a new method for the analysis of the FBGs using the collocation formulation. The collocation method 

is bidirectional in nature and is capable of handling reflections in FBGs [7]. The collocation method for the planar 

structure is already reported in the literature [7,8]. The structure of the FBGs is assumed to be azimuthally 

symmetric and therefore, the wave equation for the azimuthally fileds involves only two variables, the radial and 

the longitudinal, making is an effective 2D propagation equation. This symmetry speeds up the computations for 

structures such as uniform, apodized, chirped FBGs. The method, therefore, can be for modelling FBGs for 

applications such as strain and the temperature sensing. As a test example, we have tuned the perturbation index 

and obtained the spectral response. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the FBG and Fig.2 shows the spectral response 
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for different index perturbation amplitudes. The response using the CMT is also included. The small difference in 

the results indicates the approximation made in the CMT. More results for apofized and chirped FBGs will be 

presented at the conference. 

 
 

Fig-2 Spectral response of the fiber Bragg grating for three different amplitudes of the perturbation index in the fiber. 
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Abstract Adiabatic taper transitions tend to have very large device lengths. Beam Propagation 

Methods (BPM) have been employed to study propagation in such devices. Owing to large device 

lengths and stringent meshing requirements, these methods are computationally very intensive. 

We present an intuitive and computationally economical approach based on exploiting 

adiabaticity to deal with propagation in Photonic Lanterns. We compare our results with those 

reported using BPM. 

Keywords Space Division Multiplexing, Photonic Lanterns, Single Mode Fibres, Adiabaticity 

1. Introduction 

Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) needs devices to couple light from spatially separated 

input sources (usually single mode fibers (SMFs)) to specific modes of a common output, 

like Few Mode Fibers (FMF) [1]. Several mode multiplexer devices have been reported in 

the recent years to satisfy this demand [2,3]. Photonic Lantern devices also used as mode-

multiplexers, can be realized experimentally by considering an adiabatically tapered 

bunches of n-SMFs, such that the output of the bunch supports the n-modes of an n-moded 

FMF. These devices, owing to the stringent requirements of adiabaticity have very large 

device lengths, which scale quadratically with the number of cores. In this article we outline 

a fast, efficient and intuitive alternative to BPM to study propagation in such devices. 

2. Propagation Algorithm 

Let us consider a Photonic Lantern device with n-SMF inputs leading onto an n-moded 

FMF. Exciting an individual SMF core, implies exciting a superposition of the super-modes 

of the structure. Mathematically, 

 |𝑙𝑚⟩𝑧 = 𝑎𝑚𝑛|𝑠𝑛⟩𝑧                                                          (1) 

where, |𝑙𝑚⟩𝑧 represents the mode of the mth SMF and |𝑠𝑛⟩𝑧 represents the supermodes of 

the combined structure at a certain point along the propagation direction ‘z’, while the matrix 

‘𝑎’ contains the expansion coefficients. The above equation assumes the Einstein 

summation convention. The adiabatic theorem asserts that these coefficients remain 

constant. In [4], the authors have shown a similar analysis for the case of efficient taper 

transitions in Photonic Crystals. This assertion can be exploited to find the field at any 

arbitrary position along the direction of propagation, simply by calculating the super-modes 

at that position and a prior knowledge of ‘𝑎’. Therefore, if we can calculate ‘𝑎’ at 𝑧 = 𝑧1, 

then at any point 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑘, the field propagating from the mth SMF, can be calculated as, 

 |𝜓⟩𝑧 = ∑ 𝑎𝑚𝑛|𝑠𝑛⟩𝑧𝑘𝑒
−∫ 𝑖𝛽𝑛(𝑧)𝑑𝑧

𝑧𝑘
𝑧0𝑛              (2) 

The propagation constants 𝛽𝑛(𝑧) are well behaved in adiabatic taper, they are calculated for 

different taper values and are interpolated based on the variation of the taper transition along 

the propagation direction. This is particularly useful in applying Shortcuts To Adiabaticity 

protocols (STA) [5], that could decrease the device length while preserving adiabaticity by 

considering non-linear taper transitions.  
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3. Results and Discussions 

Two different Photonic Lantern structures 

differentiated based on the functionality of 

mode-selectivity have been studied using 

the reported method and compared with the 

traditional Alternating Direction Implicit 

Finite Difference Beam Propagation 

Method (ADIFDBPM), implemented using 

MATLAB. The Photonic Lantern device 

parameters are detailed in Fig.1. The fields 

propagated for different adiabatic transitions 

yield same results in both the case using 

both the methods as shown in Fig.2. 

The reported method has many advantages 

compared to traditional BPM. It is flexible 

in the choice of meshing and grid size for 

different values of taper as opposed to BPM, 

thus reducing the error due to staircase 

approximation, which in BPM, increases 

monotonically. Further, to calculate the I/O 

characteristics for different taper transitions, we need to run the BPM simulation for every 

step all over again, while in the reported method, a new function for 𝛽𝑛(𝑧) in (2) would 

suffice. The computational time is reduced by over a factor of 10 with a four times higher 

resolution of the mesh. 
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Fig.1 (a)(left) and (b)(right) are the cross-sectional 

refractive index profile at the input untampered end for 

the conventional lantern and the Highly mode-

selective Photonic Lantern respectively. The structure 

in Fig.1a has three cores arranged on the vertices of an 

equilateral triangle, having equal cores with diameters 

of 8.75µm and refractive indices satisfying an NA of 

0.12, for both the layers. It is tapered from 70µm to 

14µm [2]. The Highly mode-selective structure shown 

in Fig.1b has dissimilar cores of diameters 11µm, 7µm 

and 8.8µm respectively. The NA for this case is 0.11 

and it is tapered from 125µm to 14µm [3]. 

INPUT 

BPM 

REPORTED 
METHOD 

Fig.2 The figure shows a comparison between fields obtained from BPM and the reported method for various cases. 

Col.1 represents a linear taper and Col.2 represents a quadratic taper in the case of the conventional Photonic 

Lantern. The next two columns depict I/O characteristics of the highly mode selective Photonic Lantern under 

linear taper. In the third column the field is propagated up to 20mm while the fourth column up to 30mm. The grid 

sizes vary in the plots of the two methods. The axis units are in microns. 
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Optical millimeter wave signal generation employing cascaded 

Polarization modulators 

 

Baskaran Mahalingam . Santhoshi Gayathri T 

 

 

Abstract Millimeter wave frequencies are becoming vital as they bolster a large number of 

applications requiring higher data rates. In this paper, we have demonstrated an external 

modulation based frequency multiplication technique for the generation of a 160 GHz millimeter 

wave signal. The proposed scheme which uses a 4 stage cascaded structure of Polarization 

modulators proves to be a lucrative solution since the chosen modulation index of 2.826 is 

phenomenally low. A precise choice of phase shifts between the cascaded stages, ensures 2 eighth 

order peaks spaced 160 GHz apart. This technique renders an Optical Sideband Suppression 

Ratio (OSSR) and Radio Frequency Spurious Suppression Ratio (RFSSR) of 65 and 45 dB 

respectively. Simulation results are verified from a mathematical standpoint. A higher Frequency 

Multiplication Factor (FMF) eliminates the requirement of a high frequency Radio Frequency 

Local Oscillator (RF LO).   

Keywords Millimeter wave signal . Polarization modulators . OSSR . RFSSR 

 

1 Introduction 

Complexities at the lowest level, cost effectiveness and operational stability are the key factors 

that buttress the fact that frequency multiplication based external modulation techniques have 

been gaining a large attention in the recent years. Mach-Zhender modulators are most commonly 

utilized in photonic based microwave source generation approaches. An FMF of 16 was achieved 

through dual stage cascaded MZMs with the electrical and optical side harmonic suppression ratios 

of around 61 and 48 dB respectively [1]. One of our earlier proposed works on 16 tupling involving 

cascaded MZMs rendered an OSSR of around 54 dB [2].However all the MZM based techniques 

share the common shortcomings of practical values of Extinction Ratio and bias drifts. These 

effects of these drawbacks on the system performance is clearly explained in [3]. 

Polarization modulation schemes involving phase modulators can overcome these setbacks 

as they offer a higher independence to the effects of Extinction Ratio and bias drifts. Works 

involving phase modulators are very few in number. An MZI architecture with four linear phase 

modulators in parallel was suggested [4], to implement frequency octupling. The electrical phase 

shifts tend to deviate from the desired values due to the variable lengths of the interconnects from 

RF source to the modulators. All existing techniques based on phase modulators have only been 

able to achieve frequency octupling. In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme to 

implement 16-tupling using phase modulators. A polarization modulator comprises of two phase 

modulators with their phase modulation indices being complimentary. The proposed work makes 

use of 4 polarization modulators in a cascade architecture. Since the optical path of the signal 

modulated by the laser source is the same, our scheme exhibits a cutting edge advantage over the 

dual arm architectures that suffer from power imbalances between the two arms. 
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2 Methods involved and Results 

 
Fig.1 depicts the block schematic of the proposed scheme. 

Output after polarizer 1 is given by  

𝐸1 = 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑡{𝐽0(𝑚) − 2𝐽2(𝑚) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + 2𝐽4(𝑚) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 − 2𝐽6(𝑚) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 6𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 +

2𝐽8(𝑚) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 8𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡}                                                                                                                     [1] 

𝐽8(𝑚) in the above equation has a negligible amplitude due to the choice of modulation index. 

A phase shift of 45° is introduced between every successive stage. Output at the second stage is 

𝐸2 = 2𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑡{
𝐽0(𝑚)2

2
− [𝐽0(𝑚)𝐽2(𝑚) − 𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) + 𝐽6(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) −

𝐽6(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚)]( 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡) − 𝐽4(𝑚)2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚) −

𝐽2(𝑚)2] 𝑠𝑖𝑛 4𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 − [𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚) − 𝐽0(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠6𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) − 𝐽0(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚) −

𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚)]𝑠𝑖𝑛6𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽0(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚) + 𝐽8
2(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠8𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 − 𝐽2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚)𝑐𝑜𝑠10𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 −

𝐽4(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚)𝑠𝑖𝑛10𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡}                                                                                                             [2]                    

Fig.3 depicts the output spectrum at this stage suggesting us the presence of carrier, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 

8th and 10th order harmonics. 

𝐸3 = 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑡{𝐽0
2(𝑚) + [𝐽0

2(𝑚)𝐽2(𝑚) + 𝐽2
2(𝑚)𝐽0(𝑚) − 𝐽2

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) +
𝐽4

2(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚)] 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [2𝐽6
2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) − 𝐽4

2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚) + 𝐽0
2(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚)] 𝑐𝑜𝑠 4𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 +

[𝐽4
2(𝑚)𝐽2(𝑚) + 𝐽2

2(𝑚)𝐽0(𝑚) + 𝐽2
2(𝑚)𝐽0(𝑚) − 𝐽2

2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚)]𝑠𝑖𝑛6𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽8
2(𝑚)𝐽0(𝑚) +

𝐽0
2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚) + 𝐽6

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) + 𝐽2
2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠8𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽4

2(𝑚)𝐽6(𝑚) −

𝐽4
2(𝑚)𝐽2(𝑚)]𝑠𝑖𝑛10𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + 𝐽4

2(𝑚)𝐽8(𝑚)𝑐𝑜𝑠12𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽8
2(𝑚) + 2𝐽6

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠16𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡}   [3]                                                                                             

𝐸3 serves as the carrier to the final PolM. Proceeding in a similar fashion we obtain, 

𝐸4=𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑡{[𝐽6
2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚) + 𝐽2

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠8𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡 + [𝐽8
2(𝑚) + 2𝐽6

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)]𝑐𝑜𝑠16𝜔𝑟𝑓𝑡} [4]                                                                                            

Equations [1] [2] [3] and [4] are in great accordance with figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively 

suggesting that mathematical derivations validate simulation results. 

Fig. 5 depicts 2 strong 8th order sidebands with a frequency spacing of 160 GHz. 

OSSR≈10𝑙𝑜𝑔10[
𝐽6

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)+𝐽2
2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)

𝐽8
2(𝑚)+2𝐽6

2(𝑚)𝐽4(𝑚)
]2 ≈64.8dB               

RFSSR≈10𝑙𝑜𝑔10[
𝐽6

4(𝑚)𝐽4
2(𝑚)+𝐽2

4(𝑚)𝐽4
2(𝑚)

2𝐽8
2(𝑚)+4𝐽6

4(𝑚)𝐽4
2(𝑚)

]2 ≈62dB   

 It is evident from Fig.5 that mathematically derived OSSR agrees well with the obtained 

simulation result. Fig.6 shows the obtained RF spectrum after photo detection. Sidebands having 

power levels below -60 dB do not need to be considered and hence the discrepancy between 

RFSSR obtained through simulation and through derivation can be ignored. 

 

3 Conclusion  

 

A 16 tupling technique for the generation of MM wave signals using polarization property has 

been proposed. The inherent drawbacks associated with MZM based schemes have been 

alleviated. The frequency tunability attribute of this scheme enables it to be extended in 60 GHz 

wireless applications. Optical and electrical side harmonic suppression ratios achieved are very 

high indicating that slight deviations under non ideal conditions would not undermine the quality 

of the generated signal. Advantages of lower RF LO frequency and an extremely low modulation 

index, makes the practical implementation of this technique feasible. 
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Fig.1 Block schematic of the proposed scheme 

Fig.2 Output Spectrum of Polarizer 1 Fig.3 Output Spectrum of Polarizer 2 

Fig.4 Output Spectrum of Polarizer 3 Fig.5 Output Spectrum of Polarizer 4 

Fig.6 RF spectrum after photo detection  
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Abstract 

High reflectivity protective silver coating is desirable for military and space applications such as telescopes
1-2

, opto-

electronics systems like laser target designator, laser range finder etc. Bare silver based optics possess a very high 

reflectivity for wavelengths greater than 400nm, however bare silver gets tarnished in atmosphere. The paper reports 

the design and development of protective silver coating with an average reflectivity R>95% in the visible region, 

97.5% @ 1064nm and 97.8% @1550nm. Adhesion test (MIL-C14806) was performed to validate the integrity of 

coated sample. The sample was placed in deionized water for 24hrs and no peeling of coating was observed.  

Keywords: Silver coating, high reflectivity, optical coating 

Experiment and Results  

The silver coating was done on fused silica wafer using TFDS-462B e-beam coating system. The fused silica 

substrate was cleaned using ultrasonic cleaner in soap solution, acetone, isopropanol and deionized water and was 

dried using dry nitrogen. After the cleaning process the sample was prepared for coating. Most of the metals like 

gold, silver and aluminium have poor adhesion with the fused silica or glass substrates; therefore a buffer layer has 

to be added before the metal layer to improve adhesion. After depositing the buffer layer of nichrome, 100-200nm 

thickness of Ag layer was coated followed by protective oxide layers. The chromium acts as an adhesive for the 

silver thin film and nickel gives mechanical strength to the silver layer. A protective layer of AlN is coated followed 

by stack of SiO2/HfO2.The coated sample was tested with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer and found to have an 

average reflectivity of 95% in the visible region as shown in Fig1.  The average reflectivity at 1064nm and 1550nm 

measured using Integrating sphere were 97.5% and 97.8% respectively. The design and development of the coating 

is done at an incidence angle of 45
o
. The deposition of metallic layers was done at a temperature of 50-60

o
C and at a 

vacuum of 10
-6

torr, while during the deposition cycle of oxide layers the temperature was raised to 250
o
C and 

vacuum maintained at 2.5×10
-4

torr. 

The adhesion test
3
 (tape test) of the protective silver substrate was done, and no peeling of coating was observed on 

the tape as shown in Fig 2.   

Substrate

Nichrome 20-50Å

Silver-100-200Å

Nichrome-5-10Å

Protective layers AlN-100-200Å

Stack of SiO2/HfO2

 

Fig 1: Schematic of durable silver coating and Reflection Vs Wavelength curve for protective silver in the visible 

region 
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a     b 

Fig 2: Adhesion test of the silver coated sample: a) No coating traces on the tape b) Silver coated sample after 

adhesion test 

  

Fig 3:  Silver Coated sample dipped in DI water for 24hrs 

The silver coated sample was dipped for 24hrs in de-ionized water and there was no peeling of the Ag coating from 

the test sample. 

Conclusion 

The reflectivity result of the silver coated samples is very encouraging. The adhesion of the silver was tested using a 

tape test. The sample was dipped for 24hrs and there was no peeling of the silver coating observed. The silver 

coating results are promising and will be useful for various optical components used in defence applications 
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Abstract 

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a label-free imaging technique which provides volumetric information of 

tissues comparable to histology images. In this study, six different oral tissues were examined following incisional 

biopsy using Spectral Domain-OCT (SD-OCT) and the images were further reconstructed using in-house developed 

algorithm. The micro-anatomical structures like blood vessels, and the different layers of the oral mucosa (keratin 

layer, epithelium, epithelium-connective tissue interface (rete-peg outline) and underlying lamina propria) are clearly 

delineated. Our results highlight the potential of OCT as a quick screening tool for oral malignancies, particularly for 

screening oral potentially malignant disorders, which have a high risk of oral cancer development. 

Keywords: SD-OCT, oral cancer, oral potentially malignant disorders, optical diagnosis, early detection 

OCIS Code: (110.0110) Imaging systems; (110.4500) optical coherence tomography.  

Introduction  

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a clinically adaptable, high-resolution, non-invasive, non-contact imaging 

modality that gives cross-sectional images of sample based on the intensity of backscattered light. It can be used in 

the early detection of various diseases including cancer. The backscattered light contains vital information about the 

subtle morphological changes within the tissue of interest.  Oral cancer is among the most prevalent cancers globally, 

and India alone contributes to 1/3rd of the world oral cancer burden. Oral cancers are often diagnosed during late stage 

(III-IV), and identification at early stages (I-II) can improve patient survival remarkably. Early diagnosis of oral cancer 

is possible with OCT as oral cancers are primarily ‘epithelial malignancies’. The subtle morphological changes in the 

epithelium that occur in the early stages of oral cancer, cannot be detected through visual examination, but can be 

easily picked up through OCT imaging, which has a depth of penetration of 2-3 mm.  Moreover, OCT is the label-free 

approach. It can easily identify the micro-anatomical details within the suspected oral lesion with precise delineation 

of keratin layer, epithelium, basement membrane, and the supporting lamina propia.  

Methods 

Study were conducted on six different oral lesions,  ranging from oral submucous fibrosis  to oral cancers,  using  SD-

OCT. Standard protocols were followed while handling the biopsy specimen. The clinical samples were transported 

in normal saline for imaging, and immediately after imaging they were transferred into 10% formalin and processed 

for histology. The respective OCT images were reconstructed from the interferograms using the in-house developed 

algorithm on a MatlabTM platform, and are shown in the results section. 
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Results 

The reconstructed OCT images clearly indicate highly scattering regions, angiogenesis and morphological changes in 

the tissues suspected for oral cancers. The results correlated with histological diagnosis by a pathologist. The clinico-

pathological findings and corresponding OCT observations will be presented in this study. 

Conclusion 

The oral tissues that were included in this study consisted of a representative sample of oral lesions ranging from oral 

submucous fibrosis to oral cancers. The reconstructed SD-OCT images correlated well with histology. Our results 

indicate the potential of OCT in the early diagnosis of oral cancer, through screening of suspected oral lesions. 

 

 

 

 

 

                   (a)                                                          (b)                                                            (c) 

Fig.1 Oral Tissue Case I study, (a) Camera image of oral tissue (b) Reconstructed SD-OCT image using the developed 

algorithm (c) Histology image of sample. The SD-OCT image or oral cancer shows evidence of tumor-angiogenesis 

at different locations, a strong marker for cancer.  

 

 

 

 

                       (a)                                                              (b)                                                          (c) 

Fig.2 Oral Tissue Case V study, (a) Camera image of oral tissue (b) Reconstructed SD-OCT image using the developed 

algorithm (c) Histology image of sample. The SD-OCT image of oral submucous fibrosis specimen shows a flattening 

of rete-pegs, which correlated to histology images.  
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Abstract: Optical Coherence Tomography is a clinically adapted, high resolution, non-invasive, non-contact imaging 

modality that enables volumetric imaging of samples from the backscattered light. The reconstructed image of SD-

OCT shown in this study gives the morphological information that lacks the biochemical property of tissue. To 

overcome this, Spectroscopic OCT is performed by post-processing the backscattered OCT data without any 

additional requirement of experimental set-up. An algorithm has been developed for time frequency analysis and 

spectroscopic metric mapping on the intensity OCT images using HSV mapping. In this study, we have shown the 

improvement in contrast by implementing the spectroscopic OCT algorithm on clinical samples. Different types of 

tissues have different properties, which can be differentiated using spectroscopic OCT. This could serve as a potential 

diagnostic tool for differentiating the tissue type and for detecting malignancies in tissues.  

Keywords: Spectroscopic Optical Coherence Tomography, Spectral-domain Optical Coherence Tomography, OCT 

Clinical Application, Spectral-domain OCT data post processing  

OCIS Code: (110.0110) Imaging systems; (110.4500) optical coherence tomography.  

Introduction: 

Optical Coherence Tomography is a label-free interferometric imaging modality that gives the depth-resolved 

structural information from backscattered light at different depths of the sample. Along with the morphological 

information (from typical OCT reconstruction method), functional information can also be extracted using 

Spectroscopic OCT method. The spectroscopic property of the sample can be extracted using the wavelength 

dependent absorption and scattering of the sample, present in the backscattered OCT raw data. In Spectroscopic OCT, 

the raw OCT data is post-processed using a different algorithm to extract the spectroscopic signature of the tissues. 

system. It doesn’t require any extra hardware setup.   

Methods 

Spectral Domain OCT with central wavelength 930 nm and bandwidth of 100 nm is used for the stomach tissue 

analysis. The post-processing on the raw interferogram giving Spectroscopic OCT is achieved using the developed 

code in MATLAB. The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with Gaussian window of size 80 pixels is applied on 

the normalized raw data to get the time frequency transformation. Spectral Centroid is calculated for every depth of 

A-scan and mapped it on the intensity OCT images to get the depth-resolved spectroscopic OCT images.  

Results: 

The spectral centroid metric is mapped on the intensity OCT image of the stomach tissue to give the spectroscopic 

property of the tissue. The wavelength coming from different depth depends on the property of tissue at that particular 

depth. In figure 1, there is structural loss (that may be malignant) the cyan color is visualized (figure 1d). The top layer 

of OCT image contains maximum reflection so it is visualized as the magenta color and the tissues where the structures 

are easily visualized gives the wavelength corresponding to the violet color (figure 1c). So this algorithm can be used 
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to detect the type of tissue, distinguish the cancerous part and non-cancerous part of tissue. The results from OCT are 

co-validated from histology data.  

 

 

 

 

                                                (a)                                                                                   (b) 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                (c)                                                                                       (d) 

Fig. 1 (a) & (b) Intensity OCT images reconstructed from raw interferogram of normal part and the suspected part of 

stomach tissue (c) & (d) Spectroscopic OCT image corresponding to the data (shown in box) by spectral centroid 

mapping 

Conclusion:  

Spectroscopic OCT enhances the contrast of the OCT images. Advancement in this technique could be used to 

distinguish the normal and the suspected malignant tissues and margins.    
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Abstract 

Optical narrow band pass filters are widely used as wavelength division multiplexing components in fiber optic 

communications as well as for deriving a monochrome light source from a white light source in many optical 

instruments. In the present study, a multilayer band pass filter using 11 layers of alternate TiO2 and SiO2 were 

fabricated on a BK7 substrate using ion assisted electron-beam deposition technique. The filter was designed to have 

maximum transmission at 545 nm (Green) with adequate bandwidth to allow maximum energy transmission in the 

green wavelength band. The films were deposited in an oxygenated reactive environment at a vacuum level of 10-6 

mbar. The fabricated filter was characterized using UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer to assess their suitability in 

wavelength specific filtering of light. The fabricated filter was found to have a bandwidth of 45 nm with a peak 

transmission of 91.5% at 545 nm.  

 
Keywords: Vacuum Deposition, Band pass Filter, Spectrophotometer, Optical Coating   
 

Introduction 

Optical band pass filters have immense application in fiber optic based communication systems where multiple signals 

are encoded as specific wavelengths of light and then transmitted and decoded into the constituent signals at the 

destination [1]. Band pass filters are equally useful in monochromator, spectrophotometers and other optical 

characterization tools where wavelength selective filtering of white light source is required to derive a specific band 

of light signals. Optical thin film filters work on the principle of interference of light and usually consists of a stack 

of materials having alternately high and low refractive index [2]. Depending on the thickness and the refractive index 

of the constituent material, light waves emanating out of each interface of the multilayer stack can either interfere 

constructively or destructively giving rise to either reflective or anti-reflective properties respectively. TiO2 and SiO2 

are the two most widely used material combination to fabricate optical interference filters owing to their excellent 

absorption-free film properties and complimentary residual stress patterns [3, 4]. For a band pass filter, usually the 

multilayer stack consists of quarter wave reflector stacks separated by a half wave spacer layer. In the present study, 

an 11 layer double half wave band pass filter has been designed and fabricated using ion assisted e-beam deposition 

technique. 

Design of the Bandpass Filter 

The bandpass filter was designed to pass 545 nm wavelength with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth 

of 45 nm. The bandwidth and pass band wavelength was decided as per the requirement of an optical lighting system 

which derives different wavelengths from a white light source.  

 
Fig. 1 Target optical spectrum of the band pass filter 
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The target optical spectrum of the bandpass filter as required by the user is as given in Fig.1. The structure of a basic 

double half wave band pass filter was considered as the starting design for this study. A double half wave band pass 

filter usually has following arrangements of constituents [1]: 

 

Reflector | Half Wave | Reflector | Half Wave | Reflector 

For a 11 layer design, the above arrangement was further expanded as given below where H indicates TiO2 and L 

indicates SiO2 layer: 

(1H 1L 1H) | 2L | (1H 1L 1H 1L 1H) | 2L | 1H 

Considering the target optical spectrum as shown in Fig. 1 as the optimization targets, the above design was optimized 

further to achieve the target spectra. Damped least square algorithm was used for this optimization process. After 

optimization, the following layer arrangement was achieved: 

1.13H 1.00L .97H 1.97L .97H .98L .88H .78L .93H 1.98L .98H 

Deposition of the Multilayer Structure 

The material used for deposition was vacuum-grade 99.9% pure granulates of SiO2 and tablets of TiO2 (procured from 

Umicore Thin film Products). The fabrication of the multilayer was carried out using Ion Assisted dual e-beam 

Deposition (IAD) technique where two separate electron beam guns were used for evaporating SiO2 and TiO2 

sequentially. During deposition, the substrate temperature was maintained at 150 ˚C by using a front quartz heater 

inside the chamber to achieve higher mechanical strength and absorption-free thin film structure.  

Results 

After deposition of the 11-layer structure on BK7, the sample was characterized using UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer 

(Cary 7000, Make: Agilent) and the optical spectrum as observed is given in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 Measured optical transmission spectrum of the fabricated filter (with the photograph of the filter) 

Conclusion 

It was observed that the measured optical spectrum is in agreement with the simulated data as well as the target 

spectrum showing excellent reproducibility of the simulated data on to the actual filter. The fabricated filter has 

multiple applications in the areas of astronomy, biomedical imaging and optical instrumentation. 
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Tamm-plasmon-polaritons in period doubling
sequence based 1D photonic crystals
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Abstract We explore the possibility of existence for Tamm-plasmon-polariton
(TPP) modes in period-doubling sequence (PDS) based one dimensional pho-
tonic crystal. Certain photonic bandgaps (PBGs) allows TPP-like modes to
exist which are primarily dependent on reflection phase. The study also draws
a comparison between the propagation characteristics of TPP-like modes in a
PDS and that in a conventional periodic photonic crystal.

Keywords Bragg reflectors · Surface waves · Tamm-plasmon-polaritons

Photonic crystals, which exhibit photonic bandgaps (PBGs) by virtue of pe-
riodic modulation of refractive index, is now been utilised for various applica-
tions. Amongst them, the most important one is the high reflecting broadband
dielectric mirrors [1]. Interestingly, periodic multilayers such as distributed-
Bragg-reflectors (DBRs) support Tamm-plasmon-polariton (TPP) modes when
they share an interface with a thin plasmon-active metal film. In this work, we
show that the TPP modes could exist at the interface of an aperiodic sequence
such as period doubling sequence (PDS) and a metal.
We have considered two dielectric materials namely SiO2 (A) and Ta2O5 (B)
with thickness dA and dB respectively. The material dispersion is taken from
[1]. In order to obtain the reflection spectrum, we employed the standard trans-
fer matrix approach. We have considered a plane electromagnetic wave which
is assumed to satisfy the condition kAdA = kBdB = π/2 where kA = ω

c nA
and kB = ω

c nB are the wave-vectors in A and B respectively. It could be
seen in Fig. 1(c) that conventional DBR with unit cells N = 10 exhibits a
PBG in the visible (580− 720 nm) wavelength region with dA = 125 nm and
dB = 60 nm. A 30 nm thick Ag layer placed adjacent to the DBR gives rise
to a sharp drop in reflectivity within the PBG at λr = 661 nm which could
be observed in Fig. 1(c)(solid line). In Fig. 1(d), we plotted the intensity of
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Fig. 1 Schematic and reflection spectra of Ag-DBR as well as Ag-PDS-DR are shown in the
(a), (c) and (b), (e) whereas (d) and (e) represents the field variation of the corresponding
TPPs respectively. (g) represents the angle dependence of the TPP mode in PDPhC-Ag.

the normalised mode-field distribution which depicts a decaying envelope as
one moves away from ‘Ag-DBR’ interface. In a similar manner, we analyse
a period-doubling sequence (PDS) based 1D photonic lattice which could be

generated with the formula Sn+1 = SnS
†
n and S†

n+1 = SnSn having S0 = A

and S†
0 = B [2]. The inflation rule for this sequence is A → AB,B → AA.

After n iterations, the total sequence length would be 2n. A few strings
could be expressed as S0 = A;S1 = AB;S2 = ABAA;S3 = ABAAABAB.
We construct a PDS based 1D-photonic crystal (PDS-DR) which appears as
S0S1S2S3 or AABABAAABAAABAB. The corresponding reflection spec-
trum is shown the Fig. 1(e). Interestingly, the PDS exhibits a PBG extending
from ≈ 600 − 760 nm. Its origin could be traced to long range correlations
which coherently add the backscattered waves. The strength of coherent ad-
dition defines the sharpness of band-edges encompassing the PBG. With a
30 nm Ag film placed adjacent to PDS-DR, the reflection spectrum shows a
discernible reflectivity drop at λr = 680 nm within the PBG which is a dis-
tinct signature of TPP-like mode excitation. In order to confirm, we plotted
the mode-field distribution at λr = 680 nm (in Fig. 1(f)) which exhibits a
maxima at the metal and PDS-DR interface and decaying envelope as one
moves away from the interface. It is interesting to observe that the oscillatory
field (with a decaying envelope) has period which is twice that for a conven-
tional DBR. This could be attributed to double-period sequence of PDPhC.
The TPP-like excitation in Ag-PDS-DR configuration exhibits similar (but
non-identical) angular dispersion in comparison with conventional TPP mode
[3]. This is depicted in Fig. 1(g) which exhibits a blue-shift at wider angles
of incidence . The TPP-like resonance in Ag-PDS-DR geometry is, however,
appreciably broad as compared conventional TPP resonance owing to smaller
micro-cavity finesse.
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Abstract:  We generate optical vector vortex beams with definite polarization structure using 

a Sagnac interferometer and propagate them through a ground glass diffuser. The scattered 

radiation observed at the Fourier plane is found to retain its intensity profile as well as the 

polarization structure. 

Key words: Vector vortex beams, scattering, polarization.  

1. Introduction: 

Vector vortex beams possessing a spatially variant polarization state are used in various applications such as 

measuring the chirality of a medium [1], free-space optical communications [2], and study of the molecular 

orientations [3]. One of the common optical phenomenon we encounter in such applications is scattering. 

Properties of vector vortex beams including degree of polarization (DOP), speckle size, scintillation index have 

been studied when propagated through scattering medium [4] as well as a turbulent atmosphere [5] with the 

primary focus of mitigating the scattering effects and enabling robust transmission of light beams through the 

medium. However, the observations in such work were carried out in the normal spatial plane and not the Fourier 

plane. Gangi et al  [6] reported the recovery of the vorticity of a light beam at the Fourier plane after scattering.  

In this article, we have experimentally generated the vector vortex beam using a Sagnac interferometer-

based setup and studied its scattering as it is transmitted through a ground glass diffuser (GGD). Upon imaging 

the scattered vector vortex beam in the Fourier plane, we find that the beam has recovered not only its intensity 

profile but also its polarization structure. Similar results are observed for a rotating GGD as well.  

Experiment: 

For our experiments, we used a modified polarizing Sagnac interferometer to generate vector vortex beam because 

of the inherent immunity of the common-path configuration to external perturbations [7]. The schematic of the 

experimental setup used is shown in Fig. 1(a), where a spiral phase plate (SPP) is used in the Sagnac loop to 

generate the vortex beam. The output of polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is a superposition of two linearly polarized 

vortex beams. The beam is then passed through a quarter wave plate (QWP1) to convert linear polarization states 

to circular polarization states. The relative phase shift between the two circularly polarized components obtained 

because of PBS and QWP1 is compensated using a half wave plate (HWP2). The vector vortex beam represented 

in Equ. 1. is thus experimentally generated with SPP of topological charge 2 and QWP at an angle of 1350 and the 

obtained intensity profile is shown in Fig. 1 (b). 

𝐸 ∝ 𝑒𝑖2∅(𝑥 − 𝑖�̂�) + 𝑒−𝑖2∅ (𝑥 + 𝑖�̂�)  (1) 

The polarization structure of the vector vortex beam is experimentally verified using Stokes 

polarimetry [8]. The polarization map overlapped on the intensity structure is shown in Fig. 1(b), wherein the red, 

green and blue colours indicate right elliptical, left elliptical and linear polarization states respectively. The 

generated vector vortex beam is passed through the 600 grit GGD (Thorlabs Inc.). The scattered light from GGD 

is further analysed using Stokes Polarimetry. 

We performed the experiment in two scenarios, one without rotating the GGD and one with rotating the 

GGD. In the former case, the polarization map which is overlapped on the intensity structure is captured at 22 cm 

away from GGD and is shown in Fig. 1(c). The beam exhibits speckled intensity and polarization patterns. If the 

scattered beam is imaged with a convex lens (f = 20 cm) in the Fourier plane, we observe that the intensity as well 

as polarization structure of the beam are recovered (Fig. 1(d)). Such an observation indicates that the scattered 

radiation preserves both the intensity as well as the polarization structures. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Sagnac interferometer to generate vector vortex beams, P1,2: Polarizer, SPP: Spiral phase plate, HWP1,2: Half 

wave plate, QWP1,2: Quarter wave plate, PBS: Polarizing beam splitter, GGD: Ground glass diffuser, L: convex lens (f=20 

cm). (b)  Polarization map overlapped on the corresponding intensity profile of vector vortex beam, red, green and blue 

colours indicate right elliptical, left elliptical and linear polarization states respectively. Polarization map at 22 cm after GGD 

and at the focal plane of lens, (c) & (d) when GGD is not rotating, (e) & (f) when GGD is rotating.  

We repeated the above experiment by rotating the GGD with some angular velocity so that the scattering 

profile is sampled across multiple locations. The output beam polarization map and intensity structure captured 

without the lens are shown in Fig. 1(e).  In this case, the speckles got averaged out because of the non-zero speed 

of the GGD which resulted in ring intensity pattern with background intensity speckles. However, the polarization 

map is left elliptical in nature (perhaps due to a residual phase retardation) and does not resemble the input 

polarization map. On the other hand, when the scattered beam is imaged at the focal plane we observe that the 

intensity as well as polarization structure are preserved (Fig. 1(f)). 

Based on the above studies, we conclude that the polarization structure of a scattered vector vortex beam 

is preserved along with the intensity structure. Such a result is consistent with the notion that the spin and orbit 

angular momentum for a vector vortex beam is coupled with respect to each other. 
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Abstract: Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a well-adapted imaging technique with applications in biology, 

medicine, and material investigation. OCT is capable volumetric imaging of tissues close to cellular resolutions. In 

this study we investigate the feasibility of OCT in tissue classification. We have carried out intra-operative imaging 

of surgically resected stomach tissues and report our results with correlated histology. OCT is able to differentiate 

normal and abnormal tissues present in the stomach lining. The scattering and morphological changes evident in OCT 

images are in agreement with histological reports. Results evidently prove the feasibility of optical biopsy using this 

technology to distinguish normal and abnormal mucosa of the stomach. The studies show the potential of OCT in 

surgical guidance, demarcation of cancer margins, and early diagnosis of oesophageal cancers in gastrointestinal 

endoscopic imaging.   

 

Keywords: Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography, OCT image reconstruction, OCT clinical application, 

GI endoscopy imaging, Stomach Cancer diagnosis. 

OCIS Code: (110.0110) Imaging systems; (110.4500) optical coherence tomography.  

Introduction: 

Optical coherence tomography is an interferometric technique based on interference of the backscattered light from 

each layer of the sample to reconstruct depth resolved data. The key features of OCT in the medical field are real-time 

imaging, high acquisition rates, cellular-level resolution, spectroscopic feature extraction and a compact, non-invasive 

instrumentation. The variation in the morphology of the tissue can be used to determine the abnormality in the tissue.  

Methods: 

Stomach tissue study is carried out using Spectral Domain OCT (SD-OCT) with central wavelength 930 nm and 

bandwidth of 100 nm. The required protocol has been followed for tissue handling. The sample was kept in normal 

saline before imaging. The images were taken at the different cross-sections of the sample. After imaging, the sample 

was transferred to the formalin and sent for histology. The raw OCT interferograms obtained from the SD-OCT system 

are used to reconstruct the cross-sectional images using the in-house developed reconstruction code in MATLAB.  

Results: 

The reconstructed SD-OCT images from the raw data at different position of biopsy sample are shown in the figure 

1. Figure (b),(c) and (d) show are the normal, marginal and tumorous region corresponding to the camera image shown 

in figure 1 (a) of the tissue sample. The morphological changes in the tissue at different region can be easily identified 

by the SD-OCT images. In normal region, typical mucosal epithelial structure can be observed with the gastric pits, 

gastric glands openings and other layers of cells below. The structural organization which is very clear in normal 

tissue starts disappearing in the marginal regions. In fully tumorous part there is a total structural loss with highly 

scattering tissue due to the presence of multinucleated cells and high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratios and angiogenesis. 

These structural variations can be effectively used in diagnosis of stomach cancer. 
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(a)                                                                        (b)  

 

 

 

 

(c)                                                                           (d)  

 

                 Fig. 1 (a) Shows the sample cross-section where OCT is performed (b) Normal tissue. (c) Transition 

stage, (d) Tumorous tissue 

 

Conclusion:  

Spectral domain OCT can be effectively used in demarcation of different types of tissues. The structural changes 

observed in this study can be used for identifying tumor margins and for early diagnosis of esophageal cancer. Results 

evidently prove the feasibility of optical biopsy using this technology to distinguish normal and abnormal mucosa of 

the stomach. The studies show the potential of OCT in surgical guidance in identifying clean tumor margins, and early 

diagnosis of oesophageal cancers in gastrointestinal endoscopic imaging.   
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Abstract Particulate contamination on optical surfaces degrades the per-
formance of space optical payloads. MIL-STD-1246C provides a theoretical
estimate of particulate contamination on surfaces under different cleanroom
conditions. It assumes spherical geometry of the particles to calculate the
obscuration area. However, in a given cleanroom environment particles with
different sizes and geometries do exist. Thus, the actual obscuration area of the
particles on surfaces is different from that predicted by the theoretical models.
Most of the devices that are used to measure the particulate contamination
on optical surfaces can detect the particles of size greater than 5 µm only.
Particles as small as 0.5 µm can affect the performance of the UV-VIS opti-
cal payloads with super polished optics due to their contribution towards Mie
scattering. A new technique is adopted to measure the shape and size of the
particles precisely. For these measurements non contact optical profiler Zygo
NewView 8200 is used. Current work provides the details about the measure-
ments carried out to determine the size of the particles deposited on surfaces
in ISO- 4 to 8 (ISO 14644-1) class cleanrooms.

Keywords Particulate contamination · Space payloads · Cleanroom ·
MIL-STD-1246C · ISO 14644-1 · Mie scattering

1 Introduction

Cleanrooms are classified as ISO-1 to ISO-8 based on ISO-14644-1 standard
[1]. Particulate deposition on surfaces in cleanroom mainly depends on clas-
sification, airflow type, exposure time and surface orientation. Area obscured

Annie Varghese · Suresh Venkata · S Kathiravan · Shalabh Mishra · Raghavendra Prasad B
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, II Block, Koramangala, Bangalore-560034
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by the particulate contamination on surfaces can be estimated by using Par-
ticle Fall Out (PFO) plates and PFO photometer [2].PFO photometers that
are operational at present can detect the particles of sizes greater than 4 -
5 µm only. But in cleanrooms small size particles are more in comparison
to the large size. With help of PFO photometers and MIL-STD-1246C [3],
obscuration area of the particulate contamination on active surfaces can be
estimated. But, major problems in this estimation is the smallest particle size
detected by the photometer and the geomtry of the particles considered by
MIL-STD-1246C. These two factors can lead to inappropriate estimation of
the obscuration area. A new measurement technique is required to determine
the exact size, geometry and number of particles deposited on surfaces in
cleanroom environments.

2 Measurements

In order to determine the exact shape and size of the particles Zygo NewView
8200 non contact optical profilometer is used. This can resolve the particle of
size 0.18 µm with 50X magnification and field of view of 80 x 80 µm. The
sampling area for particle size measurements can be increased with the help
of stitching algorithm. Measurements are carried out by using the profilome-
ter with 5.5X, 10X and 50X magnification. Obscuration area measured using
profilometer, PFO photometer and estimated using MIL-STD-1246C are com-
pared for different particle sizes.

3 Results

Measured area of obscuration due to particulate contamination on surfaces in
cleanrooms is given in Table 1.

Table 1 Fractional area of obscuration (in ppm) due to particulate contamination on sur-
faces

Cleanroom class Profilometer measurements PFO photometer
ISO-4 92.067 84
ISO-6 1070 1206
ISO-7 2391.54 1617
ISO-8 3134.06 2272
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Abstract: Performance study of sensing parameters of Bragg fiber based biosensor has been analyzed in presence 

of defect layer. In addition, Bragg fiber with PMMA defect cavity and PMN-PT piezoelectric voltage sensitive 

thin layer has shown potential optoelectronic application as inline narrow band optical filter. Both applications of 

Bragg fibers are best in its class and show improved sensing parameters, major spectral shift with applied DC 

voltage and narrower bandwidth.   

Keywords: Bragg fibers, Transfer matrix method, Henkel formalism, Defect mode, Biosensors, Inline narrow 

optical filter.  

 

1. Introduction  

Recently, Bragg fiber waveguides have attracted the attention of researchers due to their potential as a promising 

candidate for a variety of applications such as bio-sensing [1-3], surface emitting lasers [4-5], Boolean olfaction 

[6], simultaneous humidity-strain monitor [7] and many more modern applications. Bragg fiber has overcome the 

shortcomings of conventional optical fiber based devices due to the presence of high index solid core for total 

internal reflection based wave guiding mechanism. It is known that light propagates in usual fibers in an optical 

dense core due to TIR from its boundary. Therefore fiber properties (dispersion, optical loss, nonlinear parameters) 

are determined by the properties of core materials. However, there also exist other mechanism providing the 

localization of light and its directional propagation in a fiber with a hallow core and multilayer claddings over it. 

The mirror properties of such claddings are determined by Fresnel reflections from many interfaces of a multilayer 

structure with alternating values of the permittivity and the subsequent constructive interference of reflected waves 

through Bragg reflection. Fibers with multilayer periodic claddings and a core made of an optically less dense 

material are called Bragg fibers. A specific feature of these fibers is that radiation only in some spectral ranges 

can propagate in the core of a Bragg fiber i.e. these fibers also shows photonic bandgap (PBG) and these PBG 

shifted with the variation in core refractive index. People have encountered this property and utilize it in 

Biosensors [1-3]. But, the sensing parameters found by using PBG as sensing signal has poor values it can be 

enhanced by using a defect cavity or layer in Bragg fiber multilayer structure. This defect layer or cavity act as 

Febry-Perot resonator due to which a very sharp pass band (defect peak) is observed in PBG. Thus this defect 

peak open possibilities to improve sensing performance as well as explore the way for modeling optoelectronic 

devices as inline optical filters, MUX/DMUX/WDM, couplers, isolators etc.   
 

2.  Figures  

The schematic sketches which revel the structure and working principle of Bragg fiber as sensors and voltage 

controlled inline narrow band optical filter are shown here.   

 
  
Fig. 1 Schematic structure of BFW with liquid core for bio sensing. Fig. 2 Schematic structure of BFW with hollow core for voltage tunable 

        inline narrow band optical filter. 
 

3.  Equations 
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The well-known Transfer matrix method and Henkel formalism is used to model the multilayer cylindrical 

structure by solving Helmholtz equations in cylindrical coordinates. The reflection and transmission coefficient 

obtained using the complete transfer matrix is as follow: 
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4. Results and Discussion 

  
Fig. 3  PBG representation of Bragg fiber waveguide biosensor   Fig  4 The variation in Defect peak position in the band gap  

 at different core refractive index and their respective spectral  regime with positive and negative DC bias voltage applied on   
 shift in transmission peak.     PMN-0.33PT. 

       In order to see the performance of proposed waveguide based sensor, a 15 cm length of the cylindrical 

multilayer structure having hallow core diameter mrc 165  is chosen. The core is surrounded by periodic 

concentric claddings layers of high refractive index material Arsenic tri-selenide 82.2Hn  and low refractive 

index material Poly-ether-Imide 66.1Ln  with their respective thicknesses )(76 mdH   and )(124 mdL 

[3]. In this structure a defect layer of low index material (Poly-ether-Imide) having refractive index 66.1Dn  

and quarter wave stack thickness dcD nd 4  is introduced after the 5th unit cell of (H/L) bilayers by breaking 

the symmetry. Also, the liquid used to fill the core of waveguide have refractive indices 1.4019, 1.4620 and 1.5780 

(all standardized at a center wavelength nmc 3.589  at a temperature of C025 . The maximum sensitivity 

through our proposed structure is obtained  RIUnmS /334  which is approximately same RIUnmS /330  as 

reported by Rowland et al. [3] through experiment. But the detection accuracy and overall performance (Quality 

parameter) of our proposed structure are improved considerably due to very small FWHM of transmission peak. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Sensing performance of a novel liquid filled cored cylindrical multilayer sensor having defect mode is compared 

with a similar cylindrical multilayer sensor. Although the obtained sensitivity in our proposed case is similar to 

those obtained in [3] but the overall performance of our proposed sensor is much better that those reported in [3]. 

Also the Bragg fiber waveguide has shown potential candidature for the voltage tunable inline narrow optical 

filter. 
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Study of spatial light modulators as turbulence
phase screen and wavefront sensor and its limitations
in astronomical adaptive optics systems
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Abstract Spatial light modulators (SLM) are widely used in applications in-
volved for phase and amplitude modulation. A variable voltage can be applied
to liquid crystal molecules of SLM to change their tilt angles. This causes
change in refractive index and so the optical path length of the beam propa-
gated through it. We used HOLOEYE LC-R 720 SLM to simulate atmospheric
phase screen in laboratory. The SLM with a pixel pitch of 20 µm could give
input frame rate of 60 Hz. Effect of Earth’s atmospheric turbulence is created
in laboratory using the SLM. It is also used as wavefront sensor and correc-
tor. Known aberrations in the form of zernike coefficients are fed as input
to the SLM and its response is measured using a Shack-Hartman wavefront
sensor. This analysis shows that SLM could generate the high frequency wave-
front distortions (it could also correct it), as compared to deformable mirror
(DM) which is preferably used in astronomical adaptive optics systems. But
the SLMs have slow response time and slow frame rate, unlike DM which can
be used in high frequency correction. Thus, SLMs can provide high spatial fre-
quency but its temporal frequency is poor. In this paper, the feasibility of using
SLM in astronomical adaptive optics system is discussed and its limitations
are examined.

Keywords Spatial light modulator · atmospheric turbulence · adaptive
optics

1 Introduction

The liquid crystal (LC) molecules in SLM has property of optical and electrical
anisotropy. This phenomenon induces variable tilts in molecules for an input

Suresh Venkata · Sreekanth Reddy V · Raghavendra Prasad B
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore, India
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voltage. Due to optical anisotropy in LC molecules, its refractive index changes
with applied voltage. This induces random path lengths to the wavefronts
intercepted with it. Thus SLM can be used as light modulator, either in its
phase or amplitude [1–5].

A layout of laboratory set up is shown in Figure 1. An atmospheric phase
screen based on Von-Kormann model is generated for coherence length (r0) of
range 6-15 cm [4]. The response of the SLM is sensed using a Shack-Hartman
wavefront sensor. The power spectral density of Von Karmann model is given
by equation(1).

Φ(K) = 0.023(r0)−5/3(K2 +K2
0 )−11/6exp−K2/Km

2

, (1)

where, Km = 2π/lm, K0 = 2π/l0 and lm, l0 are inner and outer scales of
atmospheric turbulence. Typically, the inner scale will be few millimeters and
the outer scale will be in the order of few tens of meters.

Fig. 1 Experimental layout for testing the spatial light modulator

In real time, the atmosphere has coherence length (ro) in the range of 6 -
15 cm at 650 nm. The SLM is used to generate these turbulance conditions in
laboratory and its response is evaluated. Performance of SLM as Shack Hart-
mann sensor with different microlens diameters and focal lengths is verified.
Functioning of SLM as DM is tested for a set of stroke resolutions and stroke
lengths. These experiments are helpful in determining the response of SLM
and its usage in astronomical adaptive optics systems.
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Abstract:  Dielectric media are transparent to low intensity near infrared (NIR) light due to 

their inherently large band gap. However, at sufficiently higher intensities, nonlinear 

absorption takes place by multi-photon processes and field assisted collisional ionization 
[1]. For relatively long pulse durations (tp), typically above tp > 100 fs, laser driven electrons 

can gain large kinetic energies by mechanisms such as inverse bremsstrahlung [2]. This 

leads to further ionization by electron impact and a subsequent avalanche. In short pulses, 

tp < 100 fs, these electrons are excited to the conduction band by multiphoton absorption 

[1]. On this time scale, the energy transfer from electrons to the lattice is negligible 

compared to collisional heating. The nonlinear ionization observed in these cases is due to 

field dependent avalanche [3]. In order to study field dependent ionization processes, we 

carried out single-shot nonlinear transmission measurements to determine the breakdown 

threshold in fused silica. Single-shot nonlinear optical transmittance was measured with 

varying the incident pulse power. In order to enable this, control electronics with a boxcar 

averager and LabVIEW programs to vary experimental parameters were built in our lab. 
The results of these measurements and interpretation of the physics involved in these 

processes will be presented herein 

Keywords Multiphoton ionization, avalanche, femtosecond laser pulse, dielectric 

breakdown, fused Silica 
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Fig. 1 (a) The experimental set up for the transmission measurement through a transparent dielectric medium. 

Figure 1 (b) shows the normalized transmittance curve as function of incident energy for 100 fs pulse duration. 

 

Ultrashort laser pulses centred at a wavelength of 800 nm with repetition rates of 1 kHz are 

tightly focused using 0.25 NA microscope objective to 250 µm inside the fused silica. The 

pulse duration can be varied from 35 fs to 1 ps using pulse compressor and stretcher motor 

assembled with Coherent’s Astrella fs-laser. For each pulse duration, the input laser intensity 
was controlled using a combination of half-wave plate and a polarizer. The single shot pulse 

interaction with the sample was studied by translating the sample with a velocity greater 

than the repetition rate of the pulse. This kind of single shot measurement can avoid memory 

effects [4] on transmission. To measure the incident and the transmitted power in parallel, 

the input beam is  split into two perpendicular components using a 50:50 beam splitter. The 

experiment should be carried out at peak power below the critical power (Pcr) , in order to 

avoid the self-focusing and self-phase modulation in pulse propagation [5] in the medium. 

In order to measure such low energy pulses integrating sphere detectors was used in the 

incident and the transmitted part. Using the experimental setup as shown figure-1(a), the 

transmission through fused silica was studied as a function of intensity for the pulses of 

duration varying from 50 fs to 1 ps. The transmittance for 100 fs pulse duration as shown in 
the figure 1(b). The transmittance remains constant for lower energy and above a threshold 

point there is a sharp inflection in the transmittance due to nonlinear absorption. This 

experiment was carried out for the different pulse durations to study the pulse width 

dependence of breakdown threshold for the sample. 
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Generation of non-classical states in Quantum Emitter-Surface plasmon set up 
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Abstract 

The coupling of the electromagnetic fields to the conductor’s electron plasma oscillations at the interface gives rise to 

surface-bound electromagnetic wave. The intensity-intensity correlation of photons emitted by two interacting 

Quantum dots (placed near to the metal-dielectric interface) into the surface plasmon mode is examined. The 

interaction of this confined surface plasmon field leads to the nonclassical state of the photons, thanks to their 

indistinguishability. 

Keywords 

Surface Plasmon (SP), Quantum dot (QD), Metal-dielectric interface, non-classicality 

Introduction 

The surface plasmon is a coupled mode of electromagnetic wave and electron density oscillation on the 

planar metal-dielectric interface. It is a surface electromagnetic wave that propagates along the interface 

and decays exponentially with distance into each medium. Surface plasmon wave can only be excited in the TM mode 

[1]. A Quantum emitter gets strongly coupled to the surface plasmon mode by emitting radiation 

that propagates along the interface and scatters out as photons in free space at the end of the interface [2].  

We find that photons are prepared in N00N-like non-classical states[3]. Our technique of obtaining 

non-classical states is unique as compared to those proposed in the system with nano-fiber and atomic gas [4]. 

Model 

Our model consists of two identical quantum emitters (say quantum dots) placed near to metal-dielectric 

interface at a fixed distance. These QDs interact with each other via dipole-dipole interaction. Each QD can 

be considered as a two-level system (| ,| )g e   and has a transition frequency ωo with dipole moment µ. Two 

detectors D1 and D2 are placed in the far-field region at the end of the interface which detect the scattered 

photons in free space (see Fig1). 

                                                        

Fig 1: Radiative coupling of QDs to the SP mode 

The Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of QDs is 
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where 
iS  and 

iS  are the atomic raising and lowering operators, Ω12 denotes dipole-dipole interaction and Ωi 

represents the driving Rabi frequency of ith QD. 

These dots situated at a distance r emit photons in surface plasmon mode at a rate larger than free space 

decay rate. SP wave propagates along the interface in +x direction as a plane wave. There is a finite 

probability of transmission as photons in free space at the end of interface. The transmission probability 

depends on the permittivities and permeabilities of the two media [5].  

The non-classical properties of the emitted photons have been analyzed by the second order correlation 

function, which denotes the probability of joint detection of the two photons at the detectors D1 and D2 

and is calculated using quantum regression theorem [6]. 

Results  

A high degree of correlation between photons is observed at the detectors. Second order correlation function 

( (2) ( )g  ) has been plotted for different distances between quantum dots such that dipole-dipole interaction 

between them is different (Fig 2). We observed that both detectors D1 and D2 do not click simultaneously, referring 

to a dip at τ = 0 and as τ increases, (2) ( )g   also increases such that (2) ( )g  > (2) (0)g . It shows that 

photons are anti-bunched. The results can be attributed to indistinguishability of the photons in the SP mode. 

 

 

Fig 2: Second order correlation function for different interaction energy between QDs 

Further zero coincidence between photons reaching detectors D1 and D2 leads to   

states of the photons in Fock state basis. Since the photons are completely identical in the SP mode, therefore it 

is not possible to distinguish between photons reaching at detectors, hence leads to non-classicality. In our 

proposal considering N-QDs placed within r<λSP (wavelength of surface plasmon wave) emitting N-photons one 

. 
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Study of internal energy flows in lattice of
polarization singularities

Ruchi and P. Senthilkumaran

Abstract The total transverse energy flow (TEF) of light is determined both
by the spin angular momentum (SAM) and the orbital angular momentum
(OAM) part of light. The spin angular momentum of light is associated with
the polarization of the beam, whereas orbital angular momentum is associ-
ated with optical vortices or the spatial inhomogeneity in the beam. Here we
analyze the patterns of the internal flows in array of polarization singulari-
ties embeddded with both C-points and V-points. The circulations of the flow
lines reveal the presence of C-points in the lattice. The direction of the flow of
the spin flow density vectors is found to be opposite to the handedness of the
C-point.

Keywords Singular Optics · Optical Vortices · Polarization singularities

1 Introduction

Standard approaches for characterization of light beams are not sufficient to
understand the internal processes that constitute inner life of light beam es-
pecially for the beams that carry angular momentum (AM). Study of internal
energy flows [1,2] provide a natural and efficient way for peering into the light
fields and studying their most intimate and deep features. Importantly, the
energy flows represent immediately observable quantities with explicit and
unambiguous physical meaning.
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Spatially varying polarization distributions can possess various singular
points like C-points, V-points and L-lines [3–5]. C-points are points of circu-
lar polarization states surrounded by ellipses whose azimuths are arranged in
specific manner. On the contrary, V-points are found to occur in vector fields.
Generally, these polarization structures are identified in any field from their
morphological parameters- ellipticity and azimuth. In this paper, we study the
total transverse energy flow in an array of polarization singularities embedded
with both C-points and V-points. The circulation of the flow lines mark the
presence of C-points and the handedness of the C-point can be determined
from the direction of the flow of the spin flow density vectors. V-points, on
the other hand are located at the saddle point of S3 distribution where, S3 is
the third Stokes parameter.

2 Energy Flow in Lattices

An array of polarization singularities can be generated from the interference
of three or more planes waves with their state of polarization (SOP) arranged
in specific manner [6–8]. The resultant field ER of the superposition can be
written as

ER = EX x̂+ EY ŷ (1)

where EX and EY are orthogonal and transverse components of resultant
field ER. The complex amplitudes EX and EY satisfy the parabolic equation
of paraxial optics which in case of free propagation has the form

i
∂Em

∂z
= − 1

2k
∇2Em (2)

where ∇ ≡
(

∂
∂x ,

∂
∂y

)
is the transverse gradient, k is the propagation vector

and m = {X,Y }. The total transverse energy flow density, S⊥ (TFD) of
the distribution can be described as the sum of spin flow density, SS (SFD)
and orbital flow density, SO (OFD) which can be written as S⊥ = SS + SO.
The SFD produce pure transverse contribution to the energy flow and can be
expressed as

− 1

2k
[ẑ ×∇S3] (3)

where S3 is the third Stokes parameter that characterizes the presence of circu-
lar polarization. Orbital flow density consists of separable summands SX and
SY owing to each linear polarization component. These separable summands
are called partial OFDs and are given as

Sm =
ic

16πk
(Em∇E∗m − E∗m∇Em) (4)

for m = {X,Y }.
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Fig. 1 (a) Transverse intensity distribution of the resultant field; (b) Distribution of the
third Stokes parameter S3 along with constant level- lines of S3; (c) Spin flow density vector
distribution of the resultant field; Note the circulating (vortex) character of the SFD near
extrema of S3 distribution. (d) Vector distribution representing the gradient of the third
Stokes parameter S3.

Figure 1 (a) depict the transverse intensity of the resultant field. The dis-
tribution of the third Stokes parameter S3 along with its contours is shown
in Fig. 1(b). Due to eqn. 3, SFD vectors shown in Fig. 1(c) are orthogonal to
the gradient of S3 shown in Fig. 1(d). Consequently, the vectors of the spin
flow density are always oriented along the constant-level lines (contours) of S3.
When moving along contours of S3 in the SFD distribution, area of high S3

values remains to the left. This means that near extrema of S3, the SFD field
has a vortex character as can be clearly seen in Fig. 1(c). The circulation of the
SFD vectors marks the presence of C-points in the distribution. It can be seen
that the SFD circulates positively (counter-clockwise) around the maxima of
the S3 distribution, whereas it rotates clockwise around the minima of S3.

The partial orbital flow density (OFD) corresponding to the resultant field
of the interference of three plane waves is given by eqn. 4. In contrast to the
spin part, the OFD has contribution from both the polarization component.
Figure 2(a) and 2(b) depict partial OFD distribution corresponding to X and
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Fig. 2 (a) and (c) Orbital flow density distribution and its vector distribution corresponding
to the partial orbital flow density SX . (b) and (d) Orbital flow density distribution and its
vector distribution corresponding to the partial orbital flow density SY .

Y component respectively. The orbital flow density vectors corresponding to
SX and SY are shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d).

3 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented an attempt of describing resultant field due to
superposition of three plane waves through the analysis of transverse energy
flow patters. The energy flow patterns show circulating behavior around the
C-points and contain information that have one to one correspondence with
the morphological parameters of C-points.
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Abstract:-

This paper is a theoretical analysis of efficient spectral broadening induced by Self-phase modulation in non-linear
optical media employing a tanhyperbolic-Gaussian pulse neglecting the effect of dispersion and fiber loss. We found
that with increase of the pulse undergoes a frequent phase shift and the spectral distribution of this tanhyperbolic

-Gaussian pulses revealed that the spectrum broadens assymmetrically with the increase of . Therefore, the
results of this investigation expose that tanh-Gaussian pulse may have potential applicability in supercontinuum
generation.

Keyword:- Self-phase modulation, Kerr effect, tanhyperbolic Gaussian pulse, tanh-parameter.

I. Introduction

Self-phase modulation(SPM) refers to the phenomenon in which laser beam propagating in a medium interacts with
the medium and imposes a phase modulation on itself which leads to spectral broadening of optical pulse. The
physical origin of the phenomenon lies in the fact that due to Kerr effect, the refractive index of the material of the
medium experienced by the pulse varies depending on the point within the pulse. So there is a difference between the
refractive indices at the the leading edge, at the trailing edge and in the middle. This results in a frequency chirp which
eventually leads to the broadening of the frequency spectrum of the pulse.

In a landmark paper published in 2004, Konar and Jana reported much efficient self-phase modulation dominated
pulse broadening generated by “sine hyperbolic Gaussian” pulse [1]. Also a couple of years back, Borgohain, Sharma
and Konar also predicted the efficient SPM dominated supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibers, via cosh-
Gaussian pulses[2]. Since, it is predicted that optical pulses other than Gaussian or sech-Gaussian may also offer
efficient results. Therefore, it would be worth investigating pulse propagation effects of tanhyperbolic Gaussian pulses
in optical media.

II. General formalism

The spectral broadening that we observe is due to self-phase modulation is due to the optical Kerr effect which gives
refractive index as,

…(1)

is the linear refractive index of the material, is the change in refractive index due to the light source, which is
nonlinear. Considering a tanh-Gaussian pulse propagating through a medium of the form;

…(2)

Figure (1) shows the tanh-Gaussian pulse for different values of Ω0. The tanh-Gaussian pulse with normalized power is
given by figure (2). The evolution of the tanh-Gaussian pulse is given by the non-linear Schrodinger equation;

…(3)

where A is the slowly varying amplitude of the pulse envelope and the three terms on the R.H.S. of the equation
respectively govern the effects of fiber loss, dispersion and non-linearity on pulse propagation. In absence of
dispersion and fiber loss, equation (3) becomes;

...(4)
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The solution to the above equation is of the form;

…(5)

, is the non-linear phase shift due to the intensity dependent change in the refractive index.

The phase shift gives the frequency shift of the pulse as;

…(6)

…(7)

the variation of non-linear frequency shift (δω) of Gaussian and tanh-Gaussian pulse is shown in figure (3). The time
dependence of leads to a frequency chirp and the intensity spectrum of the pulse I( ) can be obtained by using;δω ω

I =(ω) | (z,ω)
̃
Q |2

where …(8)= dT
̃
Q (z,ω)

1
2π∫

∞
-∞Q(z,T)exp [i T(ω -ω0) ]

Due to complicated structure of the cosh-Gaussian pulses, it is not possible to evaluate above equation in closed form.
Therefore we resort to numerical evaluation.

III. Results and Discusssions:-

Fig(a)i. Profile of tanh-Gaussian pulse for different tanh-parameter , corresponds to Gaussian pulse.

Fig(a)ii. Profile of tanh-Gaussian pulses for different tanh-parameter at normalised power. Fig(b)i. Variation of non
linear frequency shift (δω) of Gaussian and tanh-Gaussian Pulses.Fig(b)ii. SPM broadened spectra of tanh-Gaussian
pulse for different tanh-parameter .

Results shows that with higher values of tanh-parameter, the pulse steepens towards the trailing edge (fig.1). For
comparison with the Gaussian pulse, we normalize the input power, the resulting pulse forms are as shown in fig.2.
The tanh pulse undergo both blueshift and redshift at the trailing and leading edge simultaneous which is not the case
for Gaussian pulse (fig.3).

IV. Conclusion:-

In conclusion, in this paper we have theoretical found that the broadened spectra of the tanh-Gaussian pulses are
associated with considerable internal structure. With the increase in the value of , most dominant peaks move

towards spectral boundaries. The number of peaks in the spectra increases with the increase in the value of but
the peak intensities are found to be gradually decreasing. So spectral broadening of tanh-Gaussian pulse increases
with the increase of pulse parameter .
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Abstract

Multiple Bragg wavelength were realized by integrating DBR in a multimode SOI waveguide theoretically. An iterative
computation of the Bragg wavelengths were adopted showing wavelength and waveguide parameter dependency of
effective refractive indices of the guided modes. Theoretically obtained results were verified with 3D FDTD simulation
results.

Keywords: Bragg grating, Optical Filter, SOI waveguide, DBR, Multimode

Introduction

Silicon photonics has opened a great opportunity in the area of research in optics regarding on-chip optical signal
processing, providing with high integration density, higher data transmission speed and cost effective [1] in silicon-on
insulator (SOI) platform. Wavelength filter devices based on distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) are widely applicable
in optical communication, sensing and spectroscopy. Recently, we reported multiple Bragg wavelength devices to
demonstrate rectangular-edge filter [2] and photonic passband filter [3]. However, the generalized Bragg equation in
these papers do not consider wavelength dependency of effective refractive indices of the guided modes. In this article,
we propose an iterative method to compute the multiple Bragg wavelengths which depends not only on the waveguide
dimensions but also on the wavelength dependent effective refractive indices of the waveguide.

Theory, Simulation and Results

A 3D scheme of the proposed device is shown in Fig. 1a. It is comprised of input/output single-mode access waveguides
(width W1) and an asymmetrically positioned multimode waveguide (width W2) with a periodic perturbation (period ),
supporting two lower order guided modes TE00 and TE01 with effective indices n00 e f f and n01 e f f . For a given

Fig. 1(a) 3D scheme of the DBR integrated with multimode SOI waveguide, (b) Effective indices versus
wavelength of the waveguide with width as parameter.

period Λ, the phase matched Bragg wavelengths in the multimode waveguide region are given by λB00 = 2Λn00 e f f and
λB01 = Λ(n00 e f f + n01 e f f). But, to incorporate wavelength dependency of effective indices, n00 e f f and n01 e f f should be
computed at λB00 and λB01 respectively. Thus, the corrected Bragg wavelengths can be given as:

)(2)( 000000
BeffB nupdated   (1)

 )()(2)( 0101010001
BeffBeffB nnupdated   (2)

where n00 e f f (λB00) and n00 e f f (λB01) are the effective refractive indices of the fundamental guided mode at the

Si
SiO2
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2

wavelengths λB00 and λB01, respectively; and n01 e f f (λB01) is the effective index of the first order guided mode at
wavelength λB01. These Bragg wavelengths and corresponding refractive indices were computed iteratively for a given
waveguide using the following steps (S1 to S7):

S1: Select the waveguide dimension such as it allows two lower order modes.
S2: Compute effective indices n00 e f f and n01 e f f at some reference wavelength using Eigen mode solver.
S3: Compute Bragg wavelengths λB00 and λB01 using Eq. 1 and 2 with effective indices as in S2.
S4: Compute updated effective indices n00 e f f (λB00), n00 e f f (λB01) and n01 e f f (λB01) at wavelengths computed in S3.
S5 Check whether these effective indices are same as computed in previous step.
S6: If it it not so, go to step S3.
S7: If it is so, store the values of Bragg wavelengths and effective indices obtained in S3 and S4 respectively.

Fig. 2: (a) Bragg wavelength versus iteration number, (b) 3D FDTD simulated transmission characteristics for
three waveguide widths and (c) Comparison of Bragg wavelengths obtained in FDTD and in iterations as a
function of waveguide width.

Effective indices (with H = 250 nm, h = 150 nm, W2-W1 = 200 nm and Λ = 290 nm) at different wavelength computed
using Lumerical mode solver is shown in Fig. 1b to help compute the above steps. After each iteration, updated λB0m (m
= 0, 1) were noted and plotted (see Fig. 2a) with W1 as parameter. An equivalent FDTD simulation results of the device
are shown in Fig. 2b for grating length 25 nm. The updated λB00 and λB01 obtained in iteration and extracted from FDTD
results are shown in Fig. 2c. Small deviation of the iteration from FDTD is due to the fact that the average waveguide
width were considered for effective indices computation which is only approximation for a waveguide with non-zero
slab height. Thus for the given device dimension (waveguide and grating dimensions) one can predict the values of
Bragg wavelengths.

3. Conclusion

Multiple Bragg wavelengths in DBR integrated with multimode SOI waveguide were computed using a semi-analytical
iterative method. The same were compared with 3D FDTD simulation results. Small deviation between the results can
be solved by suggesting some proper modeling of average effective indices for DBR devices.
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Measurement of Surface force using Optical tweezers

Avijit Kundu · Shuvojit paul · Soumitro
Banerjee · Ayan Banerjee

Abstract Colloidal mesoscopic particles are often used as a probe to study
Brownian motion and the interactions between the surrounding medium as
well as surfaces. Optical tweezers facilitate such measurements by applying
controlled forces on trapped Brownian particles. For example, recently, hin-
dered diffusion has been observed near a surface of a trapped particle by
modulating the displacement sensitivity of the tweezers. In this paper, we em-
ploy oscillating optical tweezers as a probe to measure surface forces between
polystyrene and silica. We modulate a trapped polystyrene particle with an
external force in the close proximity (few nm) of a silica surface. Thus, the
particle motion is influenced by several factors which include an increased drag
force according to Faxen’s correction, a spurious force that comes into play
due to the diffusion coefficient of the medium becoming position dependent,
and finally, the Van der Waals (VdW) force which becomes substantial when
the particle approaches the surface. By accounting for the other forces from
analytically known results, we are able to directly quantify the Van der Waals
force by determining the Hamaker constant H (which qualifies the London-
VdW force) from the experimentally measured amplitude of the oscillating
particle, which we compare to the amplitude evaluated theoretically. We ob-
tain very good agreement in our measurement of H with the value reported
in literature between polystyrene and silica surfaces.

Keywords Optical tweezers · Surface force · Van der Waals force · Hamaker
constant · Faxen’s correction · Chi-square fitting
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1 Introduction

Adhesive forces arise due to the interaction between small particles when the
separation between them is small. This force is known as the London-Van
der Waals (LVDW) force [1], which acts between two particles as a function
of their radii, the distance separating them, as well as on the properties of
the surrounding medium. The latter is accounted into the Hamaker constant
[2] based on the Lifshitz theory. According to Faxen’s correction [3] when a
particle comes near to a surface the drag coefficient will get increased. Thus,
it is important to characterize these forces in order to estimate their influence
in several entities such as bio-molecules or to study intracellular environment.

Several measurement techniques have been developed for measurement of
Van der Waals forces such as Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM)
and optical tweezers - both of which measure the force from its effect on the
Brownian motion of a particle. Thus, studies exist on measurement of the Van
der Waals force between a polystyrene Brownian sphere and a glass sphere
[4], and a glass surface [5]. However, both measurements are with localized
particles, whose distance with the surface of interest is varied, but the signal
to noise is rather less considering that it is only the modified Brownian fluc-
tuations of the particles being measured in order to determine the Van der
Waals force.

In contrast, we trap a polystyrene particle and move it close to a surface
of a comparatively large silica particle using oscillating optical tweezers. We
proceed to measure the amplitude of the particle in the presence of the second,
and thus determine the effect of the Van der Waals force with a greater signal-
to-noise ratio compared to the measurements from Brownian fluctuations. The
effect of the Van der Waals force is pronounced in the motion of the particle
when it moves towards the surface, resulting in a general reduction in its re-
sponse with respect to the amplitude of the drive. We match our experimental
results with numerical simulations, and thereafter use a chi-square fitting to
determine the Hamaker constant H - which quantifies the VdW force.

2 Theory

We consider a spherical Brownian particle of mass m confined in a harmonic
potential close to a flat, rigid surface in a viscous fluid. The Langevin equation
describing the trajectory of the particle is given by

mẍ = −γ(x)ẋ− k(x− x0) + γ(x)
dD(x)

dx
− Ha0

6 (d− x)
2 + γ(x)

√
2D(x)ξ (t) (1)

where, x is the instantaneous position of the particle, x0 is the position of
the potential minimum, k is the stiffness of the harmonic potential. γ(x) is the
position dependent friction coefficient which is defined as Faxen’s correction
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of our system (drawn not to scale). Here DC: Dichroic, M: Mirror,
L: Lens, PD: Photodiode, PBS: Polarising Beam splitter, AOM: Acousto optic modulator. In
the zoomed version: Interaction between two particles of radii a0(PS) and R(silica) separated
by a distance. As R >> a0 , the bigger particle surface is approximated as a flat surface.

which is expressed as

γ(x) =
γ0

1 − 9a0

8h +
a3
0

2h3 − 57a4
0

100h4 +
a5
0

5h5 +
7a11

0

200h11 − a12
0

25h12

(2)

The third term in RHS of Eq. 1 is associated with spurious force due to position
dependent diffusion coefficient of D(x). The radius of the small particle is
1.5µm (a0), while that of the large particle is 40µm (R).

The noise ξ(t) is the zero mean Gaussian random variable whose variance
is defined by fluctuation-dissipation relation < ξ(t)ξ(t′) >= 2kBTγδ(t − t′).
As the particle is confined in a harmonic potential in the vicinity of a flat
surface, the Van der Waals force arises (also known as London-VdW force).
It originates from the interaction between two spherical bodies close to each
other, and is further approximated for the case of a flat surface which is used
in Eq. 1. H is the Hamaker constant calculated on the basis of the Lifshitz
theorem for a spherical body approaches to a surface as given in [2]. Here d is
the surface to surface separation between two particles.

We modulate the harmonic potential sinusoidally with an amplitude A and
angular frequency ω0. The forced overdamped Langevin equation can then be
written substituting x0 = Asin(ω0t) in Eq. 1 as,

γ(x)ẋ = −kx+ kAsin(ω0t) + γ(x)
dD(x)

dx
− AH

(d− x)
2 + γ(x)

√
2D(x)ξ (t) (3)

where, AH = Ha0/6.

3 Result and discussion

Trapping the particle, we move it near the wall until it is at a surface to
surface separation of 200nm, after which we apply a sinusoidal force to it.
This modulation is essentially used to measure the amplitude response of the
particle. Fig[ 2] shows the measured amplitude response of the trapped particle
for each separation that we used in the experiment. Here we observe that as the
separation is increased, the amplitude of the particle also increased, with the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show the numerically and experimentally measured amplitude responses
with varieng the surface to surface separation between two particles at 200nm, 600nm.

least amplitude being obtained for a separation of 200 nm. This is clearly due
to the influence of the VdW force, and to measure this force we have taken
8 data points with a surface to surface separation between 200 - 1400 nm,
which are then compared to data obtained for without the wall. By comparing
the measured amplitudes with that obtained from numerical simulations, and
employing a chi-square fit to the differences between the values - we determine
the Hamaker constant Ah which corresponds to the minimum of the chi-square.
factor to measure the VDW force. Thus, we obtain Ah = 2.55 × 10−27 J-m,
which is quite close to the literature value of 2.29×10−27 J-m for a polystyrene-
silica system.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the numerically and experimentally measured amplitude responses
with varieng the surface to surface separation between two particles at 200nm, 400nm,
600nm.

4 Conclusions

Thus, we have utilized optical tweezers to directly measure the surface force
between two polystyrene and silica spheres. Our method has the significant
advantage of large signal to noise, owing to the large amplitude with which
the optically trapped polystyrene particle (which acts as a probe) is driven,
in comparison to methods reported in earlier which entirely based on the
measurement of Brownian fluctuations of the probe. We intend to extend our
work to viscoelastic media in the future.
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Matter-wave phase operators for quantum atom

optics: On the possibility of experimental verification
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Abstract In early 90’s Mandel and coworkers performed an experiment [1] to
examine the significance of quantum phase operators by measuring the phase
between two optical fields. We show that this type of quantum mechanical
phase measurement is possible for matter-waves of ultracold atoms in a double
well. In the limit of low number of atoms quantum and classical phases are
drastically different. However, in the large particle number limit, they are quite
similar. We assert that the matter-wave counterpart of the experiment [1] is
realizable with the evolving technology of atom optics .
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1 Introduction

In quantum optics, unitary phase operators were introduced in the 1980’s
by Barnett and Pegg [2] to describe the phase measurement and quantum
phase-dependent effects. In the definition of two-mode unitary phase-difference
operators [3], it is assumed that the total number of photons is conserved. This
assumption can not be valid always except in closed quantum optical systems
such as two-mode Raman type processes in high-Q cavities [3]. However, for
matter-waves of ultracold atoms in a double-well (DW) trap, the total number
of atoms is conserved during the trap lifetime or duration of any experimental
measurement on the trapped atoms. It is then necessary to formulate the
quantum phase of matter-waves with a fixed number of particles. So, it is
important to study quantum atom optics under the influence of unitary phase
operators in matter-waves [4,5].

Ketterle’s group [6] has first experimentally observed the atom interferome-
try of two-component Bose-Einstein Condensates (BECs) in a DW trap. They
have observed the relative phase between two condensates with matter-wave
interference [7]. In this case the DW is analogous to a coherent beam splitter.
Their group [8] has demonstrated another experimental technique to determine
the relative phase of two condensates by scattering of light. The advantage of
this technique is that neither coherent splitting of BECs is required nor is
recombination of the matter-waves. Matter-wave interferometry has also been
developed using magnetically generated DW traps on an atom chip [9]. Their
has been several experiments to determine the spatial phase of the matter
wave interference by releasing two condensates from spatially separated po-
tential wells [6]. In those experiments the phase is measured classically. Gross
et al. first demonstrated experimentally quantum mechanical homodyne detec-
tion of matter-wave phase [10]. Recently there are some experiments showing
that a few numbers of particles (atomic bosons and fermions) can also be
trapped using optical fields [11,12].

Here we discuss the possibility of quantum phase measurement with matter-
wave interferometry with small number of bosonic atoms in DW. In the ex-
periment performed by Mandel’s group in 1991 [1] two modes of laser were
employed in a interferometric homodyne detection scheme. One of the modes
was treated classically with large number of photons, and the other quantum
mechanically with variable average photon number. They measured the sine
and cosine of quantum phase-difference operator and plotted the results as a
function of average photon number in the second mode. Their results show that
when the average photon numbers in both the modes are small, classical and
quantum mechanical phases differ significantly. However, if the average photon
number in the second mode is increased, classical and average quantum phases
tend to match. Here we discuss the possibility of a matter-wave counterpart
of Mandel’s experiment using ultracold bosonic atoms in a quasi-1D DW.
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2 Phase-operators: A brief review

Here we consider Barnett-Pegg [2] type quantum phase operators for matter-
wave of few bosons or fermions. Matter-wave phase operators were first in-
troduced in 2013 [4]. It is shown that [4,5], for a low number of bosons or
fermions, unitary nature of the phase-difference operators is important. For
large number of photons or quanta, the non-unitary Carruthers-Nieto [13]
phase-difference operators yield almost similar results as those due to Barnett-
Pegg type unitary operator. Since, in the unitary regime, phase operators are
formulated by coupling the vacuum state with the highest number state in
a finite-dimensional Fock space, the effects of the vacuum state becomes sig-
nificant for low number of particles. In early 90’s, Mandel’s group [1] exper-
imentally determined the phase-difference between two optical fields in both
semi-classical and quantum cases. They made use of the sine and cosine of
phase-difference operators of Carruthers and Nieto [13] as well as unitary op-
erational phase-difference operators as they defined.

For the material particles, quantum phase operators associated with bosons
and fermions have different character. Unitary quantum phase operators for
bosons are introduced by the analogy of quantum phase operator formalism of
photons. It is difficult to define quantum phase operator for fermions because
more than one fermion can not occupy a single quantum state simultaneously.
A quantum state for fermions can be either filled (by one fermion) or empty
(vacuum state). Therefore, quantum phase-difference between two fermionic
modes becomes well defined when single-particle quantum states of fermions
are half-filled.

To clarify the canonically conjugate nature of number- and phase-difference
operators, one can introduce two commuting operators corresponding to cosine
and sine of the phase-difference. Both of them are canonically conjugate to
the number-difference operator. These two phase operators plus the number-
difference operator forms a closed algebra [4].

To define an appropriate quantum phase operator, a complication arises
from the number operator of a harmonic oscillator which has a lower bound
state. Dirac [14] first postulated the existence of a hermitian phase operator in
his description of quantized electromagnetic fields. Susskind and Glogower [15]
first showed that Dirac’s phase operator was neither unitary nor hermitian. If
someone seeks to construct a unitary operator U by following Dirac’s postulate
then UU † = Î 6= U †U , hence U is not unitary. Thus Susskind and Glogower
[15] concluded that there does not exist any hermitian phase operator. Louisell
[16] first introduced the periodic operator function corresponding to a phase
variable which is conjugate to the angular momentum. Carruthers and Nieto
[13] introduced two-mode phase difference operators of a two-mode radiation
field by using two non-unitary hermitian phase operators C and S, measure
the cosine and sine of the fields. The two-mode phase-difference operators as
defined by Carruthers and Nieto [13] are given by

ĈCN
12 = Ĉ1Ĉ2 + Ŝ1Ŝ2
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ŜCN
12 = Ŝ1Ĉ2 − Ŝ2Ĉ1 (1)

where

Ĉi =
1

2
[(N̂i + 1)−

1

2 âi + â†i (N̂i + 1)−
1

2 ]

Ŝi =
1

2i
[(N̂i + 1)−

1

2 âi − â†i (N̂i + 1)−
1

2 ]

are the phase operators corresponding to the cosine and sine respectively, of i-
th mode, where â†i (âi) denotes the creation(annihilation) operator for a boson

and N̂i = â†i âi. The explicit form of phase-difference operators can be written
(with i=1 or 2) as

ĈCN
12 =

1

2
[(N̂1 + 1)−

1

2 â1â
†
2(N̂2 + 1)−

1

2 + â†1(N̂1 + 1)−
1

2 (N̂2 + 1)−
1

2 â2] (2)

ŜCN
12 =

1

2i
[(N̂1 + 1)−

1

2 â1â
†
2(N̂2 + 1)−

1

2 − â†1(N̂1 + 1)−
1

2 (N̂2 + 1)−
1

2 â2] (3)

In interferometric experiments, only the phase difference between two fields
matters and not the absolute phase of a field. According to Barnett-Pegg
formalism, hermitian and unitarity of phase-difference operators corresponding
to cosine and sine of phase have following explicit form

Ĉ12 = ĈCN
12 + Ĉ

(0)
12 (4)

Ŝ12 = ŜCN
12 + Ŝ

(0)
12 (5)

where

Ĉ
(0)
12 =

1

2
[|N, 0〉〈0, N |+ |0, N〉〈N, 0|]

Ŝ
(0)
12 =

1

2i
[|N, 0〉〈0, N | − |0, N〉〈N, 0|]

are the operators which are constructed by coupling the vacuum state of one
mode with the highest Fock state of the other mode. N = 〈N̂1〉 + 〈N̂2〉 is
total number of bosons which is conserved. |N1, N − N1〉 represents a two-
mode Fock state with N1 and (N −N1) being the atom numbers in modes 1
and 2, respectively. The difference of the number or the population imbalance
between the two wells is Ŵ = N̂1 − N̂2. The commutation relations of the
given operators Ĉ12, Ŝ12 and Ŵ are as follows

[Ĉ12, Ŵ ] = 2i(Ŝ12 − (N + 1)Ŝ
(0)
12 ) (6)

[Ŝ12, Ŵ ] = −2i(Ĉ12 − (N + 1)Ĉ
(0)
12 ) (7)

[Ĉ12, Ŝ12] = 0 (8)
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The first two of the above equations imply

∆C12∆W ≥
∣

∣

∣
S12 − (N + 1)S

(0)
12

∣

∣

∣
(9)

∆S12∆W ≥
∣

∣

∣
C12 − (N + 1)C

(0)
12

∣

∣

∣
(10)

Now, the standard quantum limit of fluctuation ∆SQL in number-difference
or phase-difference quantity is given by [5]

∆SQL =
1

N

√

[S12 − (N + 1)S
(0)
12 ]2 + [C12 − (N + 1)C

(0)
12 ]2 (11)

and the normalized squeezing parameters for both phase- and number-difference
operators, respectively, by

Σp = ∆Eφ
2 −∆SQL (12)

and
Σw = ∆Wn

2 −∆SQL (13)

where ∆Eφ =
√

(∆C12)2 + (∆S12)2 is an average phase fluctuation and Ŵn =
Ŵ
N
, normalized number-difference operator. The system will be squeezed in

number or phase variables when Σw or Σp becomes negative.

3 The Model

To build up the model, we consider a quasi-1D DW trap potential in which
bosonic atoms are confined in the two sites of the DW. The DW has two quasi
degenerate energy eigenfunction in which the ground band is occupied by the
bosons. The idea is to initialize a certain number of bosons in one of the either
site of the DW and let them evolve (tunnel) with time. So, the particle number
in the other well (N2) which was initially empty oscillates with time. We have
taken the quantum mechanical average of N̂2 and Ŝ12 throughout the time
upto which N1(t) = N2(t) = N/2.

To detect the phase, we propose a scheme of using the DW as double slit of
interference experiment. By switching off the optical field, the bosons interfere
as they all under the influence of gravity. From that one can detect the phase
by absorption imaging the interference pattern on screen and analyzing the
density profiles in the pattern.

4 Results and discussions

As the total number of bosons in our case is conserved, we calculate the quan-
tum mechanical average of sine phase-difference operator as a function of num-
ber of bosons in the second well for different total number of particles. We
consider symmetric trap for non-interacting bosons. Although non-interacting
bosons are idealized, we assume the interaction to be very small and our case
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Fig. 1 Schematic of bosons in a quasi-1D DW trap with J being tunneling coefficient.
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Fig. 2 Calculated values of 〈S12〉 as a function of average number of bosons for different
total number of bosons.

closely resembles to that. To begin with, we initialize the system with all
bosons in one well and then the number in the other well (N2) evolves with
time. Throughout the evolution of N2 up to half of the total population we
take quantum mechanical average. Then we have plotted 〈Ŝ12〉 with 〈N̂2〉. Our
results are similar to that obtained by Mandel’s group. For their case they have
changed the photon numbers in both the modes treating one mode classically
and other mode quantum mechanically. They have also changed the ratio of
average photon numbers of two different modes in their experiment. Whereas,
in our case we have only changed the total number of particles to mimic their
experimental finding.
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5 Conclusions

We have studied the sine of quantum phase difference between two sites of
a DW for non-interacting bosons. The cosine operator can also be studied
in the similar way. We have shown that when the total number of bosons is
increased the result has a good agreement with the Mandel’s experimental
results. It is worth noticing how the results modify in presence of interactions
and slight asymmetry of the trap. One can also calculate the fluctuations of
sine and cosine phase operators. Recently, phase fluctuation below the shot-
noise has been demonstrated experimentally with two components BEC’s [17].
The results we obtained suggest that when the particle number is small in
either side of the well unitary phase operators become important. This can be
attributed to the effect of vacuum term in unitary phase operators. In case
of Josephson oscillations in BEC’s the unitary quantum phase has not been
studied so far. It may be possible to measure the quantum phase of these type
of systems by using homodyne detection method.
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High Birefringent Photonic Crystal Fibers for THz Guidance 
 

Varun Arora, Vikas Kumar and R. K. Varshney 
 

Abstract We have proposed a new and simple design for a photonic crystal index guided 

fiber (PCIGBF) providing same order of birefringence as conventional elliptical holes in 
the PCIGFs, which are difficult to fabricate and maintain its shape. We have considered 

photonic crystal index guided THz birefringent fiber made of low density polyethylene 

and hexagonal lattice of unit cell of circular air holes in it. In the proposed fiber, elliptical 

holes are replaced by two appropriate circular holes. The birefringence can be increased 

further with the proper optimization. 
  
Keywords Photonic crystal fibers, Terahertz, Birefringence, Polarization mode dispersion 
 

1. Introduction 

A considerable amount of interest is shown for Terahertz wave guidance with suitable 

dispersion in Optical fibers during recent years due to many applications like 

spectroscopy, communication, imaging etc. Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) have also 

generated lot of interest due to their special characteristics like endlessly single mode, high 

nonlinearity, more dispersion tailoring, supercontinuum generation etc. [1]. PCFs with 

high birefringence can be used as polarization maintaining fibers required for many fiber 
devices applications. Such high birefringent fibers can have elliptical air holes, but 

fabrication of appropriate elliptical holes and to maintain their shape is difficult [2-4]. 

Moreover fitting them in hexagonal fashion is also a problem and such fibers have 

relatively higher loss due to poor confinement. To overcome above mentioned problems 

related to elliptical air hole PCFs, we have proposed a new alternative design, in which 

elliptical holes are replaced by appropriate circular holes, and hence, easy to fabricate.  We 

have shown that its birefringent characteristics are almost same as reported earlier. 
Moreover confinement of the modal filed in the proposed fiber is also relatively tight, and 

hence, having a low loss. 
  
2. Proposed structure and analysis 

Schematic diagram of the conventional PCF with elliptical holes and the corresponding 

proposed structure with their modal field distributions are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), 

respectively. Here, the elliptical air hole is replaced by a combination of two appropriate 

circular holes having same air fractional area to decide the dimension of the circular holes. 

These holes are made in the background material of low density polyethylene (n=1.53). 

Enlarged view of dimensions of the elliptical hole and the corresponding two circular 

holes is shown in Fig. 2(a). Characteristics of the proposed PCF structure are studied by 

using full vector beam propagation method. 
  

3. Results and Discussions 

To study modal characteristics of the proposed structure shown in Fig.1, we have chosen 

the pitch parameter Λ = 200µm. A comparison of the modal field distributions shown in 

Fig.1 (a) and (b) clearly illustrates that confinement is relatively low for elliptical hole 
configuration. Variation of the modal birefringence corresponding to both structures with 

frequency is shown in Fig. 2 (b); blue and red curves correspond to conventional and 

proposed structures, respectively. This figure clearly indicates that the modal 

birefringences of both the structures are nearly same. The corresponding Polarization 

mode dispersion (PMD) for both the structures is shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows that 

behavior and magnitude of PMD for both the structures are almost same. More results 

related to it will be presented in the conference.  
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4. Conclusions 

A new and simple design for a photonic crystal index guided birefringent fiber (PCIGBF) 

for THz guidance has been reported. In the proposed fiber design, an elliptical hole present 

in the conventional PCIGBF is replaced by two circular holes. Our proposed fiber provides 

almost similar birefringence characteristics as that of conventional elliptical holes in the 
PCIGBF. However the proposed fiber is easy to fabricate with larger yield and its loss is 

relatively low due to tighter modal field confinement.  
 

  
Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the index guiding PCF with modal field distributions at 1THz (a) conventional 

structure with elliptical holes in the cladding, (b) proposed structure with two adjacent circles 

  
Fig.2. (a) Dimensions of holes in the proposed index guided PCF (b) spectral dependence of the modal 

birefringence of both structures shown in Fig.1 

 
Fig.3. Polarization mode dispersion for the structures with elliptical holes and two circles. 
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Determination of surface binding properties using
rotational optical tweezers

Rahul Vaipully, Dhanush Bhatt, Anand
Dev Ranjan, Dillip Satapathy and
Basudev Roy

Abstract Rotational optical tweezers uses circularly polarized light to rotate
birefringent microparticles. Normally, if the particle is trapped far away from
a surface, the rotation rate only goes to zero when the tweezers laser power
is turned to zero. However, we find that if one traps close to a surface, the
rotation rate goes to zero even at finite tweezers laser powers for some type
of substrates. We suspect this to be due to binding between the substrate
and the birefringent particle, keeping in mind that the hydrodynamic drag for
this mode of rotation cannot increase beyond 1.2 times the drag away from
the surface. We use this to probe some surfaces and find that there is no
binding for hydrophilic ones but hydrophilic ones particularly tend to show a
power threshold beyond which the birefringent particle starts rotating. We also
place the particle on the threshold and observe ”stick-slip” kind of rotational
behaviour.

Keywords Optical tweezers · surface binding energy · birefringent micro-
spheres · colloids

Optical tweezers is a very versatile tool for micromanipulation. The rota-
tional degree of freedom in a birefringent microsphere has been well exploited
to rotate a variety of particles using circularly polarized light. However it is
generally believed that the rotation rate goes to zero if the particle is trapped
too close to surface on account of infinite drag. We find that this statement is
incorrect [1] because the drag in this mode of rotation is bound to 1.2 times
the value far away from surface. Yet when we place our rotating particle close
to some types of surfaces, it ceases to rotate at finite laser powers. We suspect
that this is because of binding to the surface and explore the behaviour for
many different types of surfaces. For hydrophoblic surface like a PDMS sur-
face coated on glass, there is no sticking especially when the liquid crystalline
birefringent microspheres are used. Hydrophilic surfaces, on the other hand,
tend to show a sticking behaviour at finite laser powers. We also observe stick-
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Fig. 1 The rotation rate of the birefringent particle goes to zero close to a surface at
non-zero laser powers due to binding with surface.

slip behaviour just above the surface threshold. This can be used to quantify
various types of surfaces and the leading order binding mechanisms. We find
a regular glass surface mildly hydrophilic and has a low threshold, but when
Chitosan substrate was used, the threshold increased significantly, inspite of
the fact that chitosan is less hydrophilic than glass. We suspect that this hap-
pens because chitosan has adhesive properties particularly in the presence of
water.

we study the stick-slip and find that the waiting time distribution can
be used to ascertain the potential barrier of the washboard that the particle
sees while rotating. We find a value of 0.78 kBT which is slightly higher than
0.5 kBT obtained from the equipartition theorem. The threshold shows that
hydrophilic binding energy is about 40 kBT.

Thus we show that the rotation of a particle in optical tweezers stops at
finite laser power due to surface binding and show an application of the effect
to ascertain surface properties.
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Abstract 

We have demonstrated the various possible combinations of first order linearly polarized modes of a few-mode optical 

fiber that generate inhomogeneously polarized vector vortex modes. A set of degenerate linearly polarized modes with 

tilted polarization vector are shown to be responsible for the generation of a new class of vortex modes apart from well-

known zeroth order vector modes. All these modes are positioned on the Poincare sphere according to their spatial 

polarization. A pair of higher order Poincare spheres is assumed to accommodate the inhomogeneously polarized vector 

vortex modes.  

 

Keywords: Few-mode optical fiber, vector vortex modes, Polarization, Poincare sphere. 

 

Introduction 

Optical beams with inhomogeneous spatial polarization and azimuthally varying phase are drawing much attention owing 

to their unique features and wide spectrum of applications in scientific and industrial fields. Wide variety of methods 

have been proposed to generate and manipulate such optical fields using special optical elements including optical fibers 

[1,2]. The main reason for choosing fibers for this purpose is that these beams are the waveguide modes of the fiber and 

can be easily excited by controlling launching conditions. In fibers, these modes are derived from combination of scalar 

modes i.e., first order linearly polarized modes [3]. Additionally, the geometrical representation of such inhomogeneously 

polarized vector vortex modes (VVMs) is of fundamental scientific interest which is essential in understanding the 

geometric phase of light beams [4]. It is well known that any arbitrary state of polarization can be accommodated on the 

surface of a Poincare sphere (PS). This is valid only if the light beam is homogeneously polarized. In otherwise cases, a 

higher order PS (HOPS) is essential to represent the inhomogeneously polarized modes. A few Poincare sphere 

representations were proposed in literature that deal with the light beams having finite spin and orbital angular momenta 

[5, 6].  

In view of this, here we have presented a geometrical representation exclusively for the VVMs of few-mode 

optical fiber (FMF) and also discussed their origin of generation by exploiting fiber mode degeneracy and mode mixing 

phenomena. All possible orthogonal LP11 modes of FMF are located onto a standard PS with respect to their spatial 

polarization distribution. The linear combinations of these LP11 modes, which results in the generation of various possible 

VVMs, are mapped onto a pair of HOPS. The evolution of new class of VVMs such as spiral and hybridly polarized 

modes is manifested as the linear combination of a new set of LP11 modes with tilted polarization vector. 

 

VVM generation from orthogonal LP11 modes 

In addition to the conventional LP11 modes with orthogonal x̂  and ŷ polarizations, the modes with polarization vector in 

the resultant direction, û and v̂  also exist in an optical fiber, which stands responsible for the generation of spiral and 

hybrid vector modes. All generated VVMs are identical in spatial intensity but are different in the spatial polarization 

distribution. The on axis null intensity, resulting from the absence of field leads to the phase singularity which is a 

significance of helical phase and hence well-defined integral orbital angular momentum of ±1 [7]. Additionally, at the 

same region, the state of polarization is undefined too which leads to V-type polarization singularity [8]. Hence, these 

VVMs are phase and polarization singular and both singularities coincide with each other on the axis of VVMs. It is 

noteworthy to state that the linear combination of LP11 modes with orthogonal polarization û and v̂  leads to the generation 

of vector modes with clockwise and anti-clockwise spiral polarization which have strong focusing properties next to 

radial and azimuthal vector modes [9,10].  

 

Poincare sphere representation 
In general, any arbitrary state of polarization on the surface of PS can be described using the four stokes parameters (s0, 

s1, s2 and s3), which gives the information about linear, elliptical and circular polarization content of the light beam and 

satisfies 12
3

2
2

2
1  sss . The coordinates (2ψ, 2χ), on the surface of PS represent the latitude and longitude of any 

arbitrary point which have their own physical significance in the sense that they represent the ellipse orientation angle 

(ψ) and the ellipticity (χ) of the polarization ellipse respectively. It is well known that any arbitrary polarization can be 

represented using any one of the three orthonormal basis  VH ee ˆ,ˆ ,  AD ee ˆ,ˆ  and  LR ee ˆ,ˆ  where ê represents the base 

vector and H (horizontal), V (vertical), D (diagonal), A (anti-diagonal), R (right circular) and L (left circular) denote their 
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2 

 

respective positions on the PS. The location of VVMs on HOPS is justified by the positions of orthogonal LP11 modes on 

PS, which combine to generate respective VVMs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1(a) shows the standard PS with conventional and tilted polarized LP11 modes located at their respective positions 

on the equator, according to their spatial polarization. It is clear that the conventional modes with orthogonal x̂  and ŷ

polarizations occupy H and V positions whereas tilted polarized LP11 modes with orthogonal û and v̂  polarizations 

occupy D and A positions respectively. The VVMs generated from the combination of VH  LP11 modes occupy H

and V positions, whereas the VVMs from the combination of AD  LP11 modes occupy D and A positions, 

respectively on HOPS with new coordinate axes '
1S , '

2S  and '
3S  as shown in Fig. 1(b). This HOPS contains vector modes 

with regular spatial polarization such as radial, azimuthal, spiral and counter spiral. The other linear combinations of LP11 

modes results in generation of vector modes with irregular or hybrid polarization. These modes can’t be accommodated 

on the same HOPS due to hybrid polarization. Hence, another HOPS is needed so as to accommodate these new hybrid 

VVMs. The accommodation of these hybrid VVMs on the HOPS with new set of Stokes axes ''
1S , ''

2S  and ''
3S , is made 

according to previous case and shown in Fig 1(c). These two HOPS, as a pair, serve the need for representation of all 

possible VVMs of a step index FMF. It is observed that the linear translation along the equator of HOPS can result in 

new VVMs. Interestingly, a single half wave plate works as an efficient tool for transformation among these vector modes 

on both HOPS by rotating the local state of polarization. Moreover, all VVMs are phase singular with helicity of order 

one and it is anticipated that the vector modes that lie diametrically opposite on HOPS may have opposite helicity [7]. 

This reveals that the translation of vector modes along the equator of HOPS not only changes the orientation of 

polarization vector but also affects the azimuthal phase profile of the vector mode which shows a strong correlation 

between polarization and phase of light beams.  

 

Conclusion 

The generation of VVMs from the linear combination of first order linearly polarized modes of a few-mode fiber is 

presented. Poincare sphere approach is presented for the LP11 modes as well as the VVMs generated from their linear 

combination. The location of regular and hybrid VVMs on the HOPS is justified by the positions of orthogonal LP11 

modes on PS, which combine to generate respective VVMs. This novel approach is efficient and much useful in 

representation of vector modes of a FMF. The VVMs with spiral and counter spiral spatial polarization which have sharper 

focusing properties next to radial and azimuthal vector modes are suitable for fields such as particle trapping and optical 

micro manipulation. The other VVMs with hybrid polarization may also have considerable contribution towards 

polarization based data encryption by providing addition degree of freedom.  
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Fig. 1 (a) Allocation of LP11 onto PS, Higher order Poincare sphere (HOPS); (b) vector modes with regular polarization distribution (c) 
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Micro Photoluminescence Setup for Studies on
Single Photon Emitters

Abhinav Kala · Venu Gopal Achanta

Abstract Single photon emitters are essential part of optics-based quantum
information technologies. Quantum dots, nitrogen-vacancy centers in nano-
diamonds etc. are few of the most widely used solid state single photon emitters
[1]. Verification of the presence of a nano-emitter single photon source in a
sample is a two-step process – first the spectrum of the light emitted from
the sample has to be observed to check the presence of the characteristic
photoluminescence of the nano-emitter and then second order time coherence
(g(2)) function for the emitted light has to be measured [2]. We use a micro
photoluminescence setup (Fig. 1) for this purpose.

Keywords Single photon emitters · Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometer ·
Photoluminescence · g(2) function

1 Description of the Setup

Light from a laser is focused on the sample using an objective lens which
excites the nano-emitters in the sample. The same objective is used to collect
the light emitted from the sample. This light passes through a dichroic mirror
to remove the laser light and goes into a spectrometer. The monochromator
inside the spectrometer is used to spatially separate the photoluminescence
from the light of other wavelengths. The photoluminescence is then provided
as a input to a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometer (boxed in green in Fig. 1)
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[2]. Coincidence in the triggering of the two avalanche photodiodes is measured
using coincidence measuring electronics as a function of time delay between
triggering. This measured function is proportional to the g(2) function of the
emitted light.

In case of an ideal single photon source at zero time delay g(2) function
has the value 0. A value of g(2)(0) less than 1 signals quantum behavior. It’s
called photon-antibunching, while a value of g(2)(0) greater than 1 is called
photon bunching [2]. We try to study nano-emitters coupled to photonic and
plasmonic nanostructures using this setup. In Fig. 2 the spectrum observed
using this setup shows the cavity enhanced emission of InGaAs quantum dot
photoluminescence inside a GaAs photonic crystal cavity.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the setup. APD1 and
APD2 are two avalanche photodiodes (Fig-
ure drawn using MS Paint)

Fig. 2 Emission spectrum of InGaAs
quantum dots inside a GaAs photonic
crystal cavity. The sharp peak at 975.2
nm is due to the matching of the quan-
tum dot emission wavelength with cav-
ity resonance (Plotted using OriginPro
2015)
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Abstract: We exploit quantum weak measurement to measure weak value of spin-Hall (SH) shift 

for higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams by pre-selecting the LG beam followed by weak 

interaction via external reflection through a prism surface and post-selection in nearly orthogonal 

polarization state. It was observed that the resultant SH shift for LG beams have three 

contributions- the usual spatial SH shift due to Gaussian profile, the angular SH shift due Gaussian 

profile and the spatial SH shift as a result of coupling of spatial profile of LG beam and angular in-

plane of incidence, Goos-Hӓnchen shift. Further, the Jones polarization calculation for the 

proposed weak measurement shows that the angular contribution of SH shift was amplified while 

the spatial SH shift remains unamplified. The SH shift was studied with varying the angle of 

incidence from 260 to 700 for l=0 to l=3 mode TM and TE polarized LG beams and the shift is 

found to be proportional to order of the LG beam.  
OCIS codes: Laguerre-Gaussian beam, Polarization, spin-Hall shift, weak measurement 

 

1. Introduction  

Spin-Hall (SH) shift of light beam arises when a light beam interacts with dielectric interface. After reflection or 

refraction, light beam is shifted in the plane of incidence known as Goos-Hӓnchen (GH) shift and perpendicular to 

the plane of incidence known as SH shift. These shifts are angular and spatial in nature and very small in magnitude 

(order of micro to mili radians and micro meters respectively) and therefore are difficult to measure using position 

sensitive detector or quadrant detector. Quantum weak measurement is an implication of quantum measurement of a 

system when the interaction between system and measuring device is relatively weak. It is very promising and well 

known experimental technique to measure the small effects in optical sciences by amplifying them. Laguerre-

Gaussian (LG) light beams have phase singularity at the center of beam and associated to have charge which is 

related to an additional degree of freedom given by orbital angular momentum (OAM). 

 Theoretically, it has been proved that SH shift for higher-order LG beams increase and proportional to the OAM 

number but experimental detection of beam shift for LG beams is very limited and is mostly performed by quadrant 

detector which is very demanding, as these beams are prone to huge intensity deformation and cause large error. On 

the other hand, weak measurement which is more suitable and successful for measurement of beam shift remained 

unexplored for LG beams till date and can be used for the same. In this work we have used weak measurement to 

measure the SH shift of higher-order LG beams after external reflection from the prism surface by varying the angle 

of incidence. LG beam pre-selected in a specified polarization state undergoes weak interaction via external 

reflection from the prism surface. The reflected beam is post-selected in a polarization state nearly orthogonal to the 

pre-selected state and SH shift was extracted from these measurements.  

2.  Measurement and theory 

The experimental setup is shown in the Figure 1. A vertically polarized Gaussian light beam from He-Ne laser of 

wavelength 632.8 nm and beam size 470 μm passed through a Spiral Phase Plate (SPP) to transform to a higher-

order Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam. The LG beam is then pre-selected in a definite polarization state using a half-

wave plate (HWP) and a Polarizer P1 and further focused using a convex lens of focal length 50 mm to a beam size 

of 30 μm onto the BK7 right angle glass prism of refractive index n = 1.51. The prism is mounted on a rotation stage 

which is rotated during the experiment to change the angle of incidence. The beam after reflection from the prism is 

collimated using a lens of focal length 75 mm and then post-selected in an orthogonal polarization state using a 

polarizer P2. When the polarizer P2 is positioned orthogonal with respect to P1, the intensity distribution is two lobe 

Hermite-Gaussian, oriented vertically in the beam cross-section, which are two orthogonal polarized RCP and LCP 

components separated due to amplified SH shift. When P2 is rotated away from the crossed position, the intensity of 

one of the polarized components is separated.  
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The SH shift is extracted from the images recorded at crossed position and away from crossed position and 

plotted as a function of angle of incidence for LG beams of order l = 0 to l = 3 as shown in figure (lower section) for 

TM and TE polarized beams. It is observed that the SH shift increases with increasing order of the LG beams. For 

TM polarized beam, the SH shift is positive and increases with angle of incidence till the Brewster angle 56.5º, and 

then jumps from high positive value to high negative value and then decreases further with increasing angle of 

incidence. The SH shift for TE polarized beam increases with angle of incidence up to 46o
 and then decreases. The 

experimental result is plotted with the theoretical result. To calculate amplified SH shift theoretically using weak 

measurement, we have calculated expectation value of transverse y-coordinate between the pre-selected and post-

selected states |Ψ1> and |Ψ2> for LG beam given by E(r,ϕ) using   
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Theoretical result shows that there is coupling between angular GH shift and complex spatial profile of beam 

that leads to additional spatial SH shift. Furthermore, Jones polarization calculation of weak measurement shows 

that there is amplification of only angular SH shift, the spatial SH shift remains unamplified. The theoretical 

equation of amplified SH shift as a result of weak measurement is written as 
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3.  Figures and tables 

               
Figure 1: Experimental setup to measure the SH shift of higher-order LG beams using weak measurement. SPP (Spiral Phase 

Plate) is used to generate LG beams; P1 and P2 are Glan Thompson Polarizers used to pre-select and post-select the states; L1 and 

L2 are lenses of focal length 5 and 7.5 cm respectively; HWP, a Half-Wave Plate; CCD, a camera. Lower figure is plot of SH 

shift for TM and TE polarized beams plotted for various orders of LG beams, l=0 (black), l=1 (red), l=2 (blue) and l=3 (green).  
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Abstract 

Birefringence analysis of twist-induced commercially available endlessly single mode microstructure optical fiber 

(MOF) is presented here and the results are compared with the behavior of standard single mode fiber. The evolution of 

output Stokes parameters as a function of applied torsion, varied from 0
o
 to 1440

o
, leads to the observation of significant 

change in birefringence characteristics and twist-induced circular birefringence of the fiber, measured via the 

polarization ellipse behavior. Enormous change in output state of polarization under same torsion for MOF ESM-12B 

and conventional SMF has been realized from experimental observation. The mode-field diameter shrinks as the twist 

rate increases and the plane of polarization rotates in the direction of twist. For an isotropic single-mode fiber, twist 

induced changes have been studied as a perturbation. All the measurements lead to the potential application of twisted 

MOFs as polarization rotator. 

Keywords: Microstructure optical fiber, Birefringence, stokes polarimetry, polarization ellipse. 

Introduction: 

Endlessly single-mode microstructure optical fibers (MOF) promise to find applications not only in delivery of 

broadband radiation in a single spatial mode, but also in current monitoring, short wavelength applications (visible and 

ultra violet), rotation sensing and other interferometric devices [1-2]. In this paper we discuss the influence of twist on 

the evolution of the polarization along endlessly single mode MOF, because twist is one of the imperfections usually 

present on any real or installed fibers [3-4]. Moreover, useful polarization optical devices can be constructed in a fiber 

by applying controlled twists to it. The influence of twist is intimately linked with the influence of the linear 

birefringence that exists in any real fiber due to deviations from a circular shape of its core or due to internal stress. We 

present an experimental study on change in state of polarization for a commercially available endlessly single mode 

(ESM-12, 87cm length) MOF with no intentional birefringence when a variable twist is applied. Instead of investigating 

the evolution of the state of polarization (SOP) along the fiber [1, 5] on the Poincare sphere, we investigated the 

evolution of output Stokes parameters as the applied torsion varied from 0
0
 to 1440

0
. The polarization state variation of 

emerging signals has been compared with data obtained for standard single mode fiber (SMF-630, 87cm length). In 

both cases, the same measurement procedure and polarimetric set up were used.  

Experimental Setup: 

To measure the input and output state of polarization an experimental setup has established by Stokes polarimetry 

technique shown in figure 1. The Gaussian beam from an unpolarized, 5 mW, 632.8 nm He-Ne laser is first polarized 

using a polarizer. The linearly polarized light then passes through a half-wave plate mounted onto a rotation stage to 

enable adjustment of the polarization direction of the input beam launched into the PCF.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure1. Schematic of the experimental setup used for the measurement of birefringence due to twist. P- polarizer; HWP- half-wave 

plate; OL1, OL2- objective lenses; MOF- microstructure optical fiber; MR- mechanical rotator. 

 

The beam after passing through the polarization components is focused using a 0.25 NA 10 microscope objective lens 

L1 onto the cleaved end of the ESM-12 PCF, positioned using a three-axis stage. The PCFs used here are about 87 cm 

long and are kept horizontal with one end fixed and other end mounted with a mechanical rotator to produce twist. At 

the output end another microscopic lens L2 with 0.40 NA numerical apertures is used to collimate the beam. Quarter 

wave plate with combination of polarizer is placed at output end to measure stokes parameters. 

Results and Discussion: 

1.1 Twist Induced PCF 

In the present case input state of polarization is fixed, a linearly polarized horizontal beam is launched into the PCF with 

an objective lens. At the output end Stokes polarimetry setup is used to measure Stokes parameter, normalized stokes 
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parameter are calculated and shown in figure 2 for various twist angle. The measurement has performed for five 

different twist angles from 0
0
 to 1440

0
 with an interval of 360

0
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure.2 A. Cross sectional view of ESM-12; normalized stokes parameters are shown in different twist angle (B) 0�, (C) 360�, (D) 

720�, (E) 1080� and (F) 1440� at horizontal input polarization.  

Initially when no twist is applied i.e. twist angle is 0
0
, the normalized Stokes parameters are depicted in figure 2(a). An 

algorithm is developed to extract the normalized stokes parameters from the experimentally measured data. Total 

intensity S0, horizontal and vertical components S1, diagonal and anti-diagonal components S2, right circularly polarized 

(RCP) and left circularly polarized (LCP) component S3 is calculated and plotted for each twist angle varied from 0
0
 to 

14400. ��, � intensity of the light variation in the direction which makes an angle � with the x- axis direction after the 

phase retardation . Ellipticity � �
�

�
��������/��� and ellipse orientation � �

�

�
��������/��� are calculated by 

measured data and ellipse orientations are shown in figure 3(a) for each rotation angle of ESM-12B PCF and figure 3(b) 

for SM-630 conventional single mode fiber. 

 

 

 

 

 

(A)                                                                                                 (B) 
Figure.3(A) Ellipse orientation of ESM-12B PCF at twist angle (a) 0� , (b) 360�, (c) 720�, (d) 1080� and (e) 1440� for horizontal 

input polarization. Figure.3(B) Ellipse orientation of SM-630 conventional single mode fiber at twist angle (a) 0� , (b) 360�, (c) 

720�, (d) 1080� and (e) 1440� for horizontal input polarization.  

From figure 3(A) it is clear that direction of polarization ellipse and ellipticity changes clockwise as the twist angle is 

increased. Input state of polarization is fixed for the evolution of the output state of polarization measured for the 

endlessly single mode fiber (ESM-12B) and the standard single-mode fiber (SMF-630). 

Conclusion:  

We have studied the evolution of output Stokes parameter as the applied torsion varied from 0
0
 to 1440

0
. Polarization 

measurement executed by Stokes polarimetry techniques and significant birefringence properties are observed from 

polarization ellipse of twist induced MOF and results are compared with standard SMF-28. Enormous change in output 

state of polarization under same torsion for MOF ESM-12B and conventional SMF has been realized from experimental 

observation. 
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Abstract: Nonlinear photonics in SOI (silicon-on-insulator) waveguides has emerged as a promising technology for 

quantum light sources at telecom wavelengths (~1.5 µm). Here we explore dispersion engineering through numerical 

mode simulations in order to design optimal waveguide dimensions for photon pair generation across the entire telecom 

spectrum (~1.3 – 1.8 µm). Both silica-clad embedded waveguides and air-clad strip waveguides are shown to yield broad 

phase-matching bandwidths. 

Keywords: Four Wave Mixing, Dispersion, Photon Pair Generation, Kerr Non linearity 

 

1. Introduction 

As part of quantum photonic technologies, generation of efficient broadband and photon pairs, especially at 

telecommunication wavelengths (around 1550 nm), is critical for applications such as long distance quantum 

communication [1]. Four wave mixing (FWM) in Kerr nonlinear media such as silicon is a way to generate photon pairs 

symmetrically detuned from a central pump wavelength [2]. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) nano-waveguides can greatly 

enhance the efficiency of such nonlinear processes, due to the tight light confinement afforded by high refractive index 

contrast (𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛 - 𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑂2  = 2.0007 at 1550 nm) in addition to the large Kerr nonlinearity (4−9 × 10−18 𝑚2/𝑊) of silicon 

[3, 4]. The objective of our work is to design optimal SOI waveguides for the generation of broadband photon pairs across 

the entire telecommunication spectrum (~ 1.3-1.8 µm) pumping at the C-band wavelength of 1550 nm. As waveguide 

dispersion can compensate for the material dispersion [3], the dimensions of the waveguide are optimized to yield a 

negligible phase mismatch between the input pump and the generated signal and idler photons.  

Fig.1 shows the optimal structure that we obtained (a) for the silica-clad embedded and (b) air-clad strip 

waveguide designs. Fig. 2 shows the TE (transverse-electric) mode profiles of the respective waveguides. Figure 3 shows 

the total phase mismatch for the two waveguides, given by [4]                                                

 𝛥𝛽 =  2𝛾 𝑝𝑝 −  𝛥𝛽𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟  

Where  𝛥𝛽𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 2𝛽𝑝 − 𝛽𝑠 − 𝛽𝑖  is the linear phase-mismatch (𝛽𝑝 , 𝛽𝑠 , 𝛽𝑖  are the propagation constants of 

the pump, signal and idler modes, respectively), and 2𝛾 𝑃𝑝 is the non-linear phase-mismatch, 𝛾  and  𝑃𝑝 are the effective 

nonlinearity and pump power respectively. For photon-pair generation through spontaneous FWM,  𝛥𝛽𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 >> 2𝛾 𝑃𝑝 

for typical pump powers of 𝑃𝑝 ~ 1-10 mW. If we include the dispersion term up to fourth-order, the linear phase-mismatch 

[5] is given by  

  𝛥𝛽𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 =  −𝛽2(𝛥𝜔)2 −
1

12
𝛽4(𝛥𝜔)4 

Where 𝛽2= 
∂2 β

∂ω2 
 and 𝛽4= 

∂4 β

∂ω4 
  is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter and fourth order dispersion 

(FOD) parameter at the pump wavelength respectively, Δ𝝎 is the angular frequency difference between the pump and 

the signal/idler. For generation of correlated photon pairs, the phase matching condition should be satisfied i.e. Δβ~0 or 

−
𝜋

2𝐿
< Δβ  <  

𝜋

2𝐿
 , where L is the length of waveguide (1 cm in our case). 

We use both RSOFT and COMSOL FEMSIM packages to find the optical modes, effective indices and dispersion of 

waveguides with various dimensions, taking into account material dispersion of both silicon and silica [6]. 

 
2. Structure and analysis 

We analysed two types of SOI waveguides for generation of broadband photon pairs:  

1) Embedded (Silica clad) 

2) Strip (Air clad) 

  

Embedded Waveguide: As shown in Fig. 1(a), the rectangular embedded waveguide has a core of silicon (blue) and 

cladding of silica (silicon dioxide, black). Since the most commonly used commercially available SOI wafer has a silicon 

layer thickness of 220 nm, we kept the height of the rectangular waveguide constant at 220 nm and vary the width. The 

optimum dimension obtained is 220 nm × 420 nm, yielding the broadest phase-matching bandwidth of ~180nm (see Fig. 

3a). 

Strip Waveguide: As shown in Fig. 1(b), for the rectangular strip waveguide, the top cladding of silica is not deposited 

resulting in an air-clad structure. Again, the height of the rectangular waveguide is kept constant at 220 nm and the width 

varied. The optimum dimension obtained is 220 nm × 758 nm, yielding the broadest phase-matching bandwidth of 

~450nmin this case (see Fig. 3b). 
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3. Results and Conclusions 

A rectangular embedded (silica clad) and strip (air clad) SOI waveguide has been studied and proposed for generation of 

broadband photon pairs at telecom wavelengths, yielding phase-matching bandwidths of ~200 nm and ~450 nm 

respectively. Both these types of SOI waveguides with such dimensions are routinely fabricated with existing technology. 

4. Application 

The proposed waveguides can be used as sources for Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems in quantum 

communication, where single photons at many different channels spaced in frequency/wavelength can be simultaneously 

used to carry information to boost data rates and/or number of users. 
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Fig. 3 (a) Phase mismatch (Δβ) for Embedded waveguide (b) Phase mismatch (Δβ) for Strip waveguide 

       Fig. 1 (a).Embedded Rectangular Waveguide and (b) Strip Waveguide. 

  Fig. 2 (a) TE mode profile Embedded Waveguide (b) for Strip waveguide 
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Abstract 

A zinc oxide (ZnO) grating structure on top of silicon (Si) waveguide in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate has 

been proposed. Gratings of ZnO on top of silicon is a new concept. The proposed structure has been designed to 

act as an input coupler as well as a sensor in photonic integrated circuits. The structure is made to operate at 1310 

nm wavelength in TE mode for first diffraction order. Theoretical analysis using Finite Element Method (FEM) 

has been done for optimizing the structural dimension and to evaluate as well as to enhance the optical 

performance of the proposed device. Two cover materials namely air and SiO2 has been used for the simulation. 

To optimize the grating coupler, the duty cycle of the grating structure has been varied from 20%-90%. The effect 

of the variation on the transmitted beam diffracted by the ZnO gratings and guided out by the Si waveguide layer 

has been studied and the diffraction efficiency has been calculated for each duty cycle value. The variation of the 

diffraction pattern with the incident angle and the dependency of the diffraction efficiency on the operating 

wavelength (1300-1320) nm for both the cover materials has been calculated and studied respectively. 

Keywords 

ZnO, Diffraction grating coupler, Sensor, Photonic device 

Introduction 

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) based grating couplers have established itself emphatically as excellent photonic device 

in both due to its easy productivity, nano-order scalability and high refractive index (r.i.) contrast in between the 

guiding and the substrate layer thereby exhibiting perfect transmission in IR region of the electromagnetic 

spectrum [1, 2]. Among different semiconductor oxides, ZnO is gallantly advancing nowadays, in the arena of 

nano-photonic devices, for grating and sensing applications by the virtue of its high optical transmissivity and 

high conductivity characteristics [3-5]. The growth of ZnO films on Si films/substrate has already been 

experimentally validated [6, 7] and their combination is needed to be studied in the field of photonics which is the 

motivation of this work. 

Results and Discussions 

The schematic structure of the proposed device has been shown in Fig. 1. In order to ensure negligible light 

leakage toward the substrate and the buried-oxide (BOX) layers, the widths have been taken as 1.2 µm and 0.8 

µm for the substrate and BOX layer respectively. The device comprising of 20 grating elements is designed to 

operate at 1310 nm in TE mode and the pitch of the grating has been confined to 400 nm to capture only the 

diffracted pattern of m=1 order. Due to the zero dispersion behaviour, 1310 nm has been chosen as the operating 

wavelength for the proposed structure. For simulation purpose the r.i. of the Si, BOX and the ZnO material has 

been taken as 3.505, 1.45 and 1.5715 respectively [8, 9]. Two cover materials namely air (r.i.=1) and silicon di-

oxide (SiO2, r.i.=1.45) has been used throughout the simulation. 

Fig. 2 shows the dependency of the diffraction efficiency on the duty cycle of the grating. The duty cycle has been 

varied from 20%-90% of the grating constant. The maximum value of the efficiency is≈79.1% at 50% duty cycle 

when the cover material is air and ≈62% at 40% duty cycle when the cover material is SiO2.Fig. 3 exhibits the 

diffraction pattern for different incident angles (0o-90o) on the grating. The pattern shows the peak value at 17.8o 

and 55.7oincident angle for air and SiO2 respectively. Though the peak transmittance value is falling by a value 

of ≈0.17 yet the sharp diffraction pattern of SiO2 is noticeable and promises to be a good cover material for the 

proposed structure. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the transmitted power of the grating upon slight variation of the 

value of the operating wavelength on both plus-minus order. The wavelength that corresponds to the maximum 

value of the transmittance for both the cover materials is 1310 nm, which is the wavelength aimed at in the design 

of this grating structure. The drop in the efficiency or the transmittance value with change in the refractive index 

of the cover material is evident in all the simulated results, which definitely infers to the fact that this structure 

can also be used as a sensor in photonic integrated circuits. 
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           Fig. 1Schematic diagram of the simulated structure       Fig. 2 Diffraction efficiency (m=1) vs Duty Cycle 
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            Fig. 3 Diffraction pattern (m=1) vs Incident Angle      Fig. 4 Transmittance (m=1) vs Wavelength 

Conclusions 

A ZnO based grating structure on SOI waveguide has been proposed and analysed using FEM method. From the 

simulated results we can infer that the proposed structure can find its application in the field of photonic devices 

both as a grating coupler as well as a sensor to track down the variation in refractive index. Optimization of 

parameters like the BOX layer or the guiding layer height, the grating height etc. may increase the diffraction 

efficiency of the proposed structure to a higher value with respect to the current value. 
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Performance Evaluation of bidirectional Distributed Raman Amplifier
with equal number of forward and backward pumps

Shameem Saifuddin · Arunagiri Sivasubramanian

Abstract In this paper, bidirectional pumped Raman Amplifiers with forward and backward pumps are
analysed for the performance in terms of gain and noise figure. Equal number of pumps are used in both
directions with multiple wavelengths as it helps to attain a flat gain for the amplifier. The effect of pump
powers on the gain and noise figure for a constant pump power ratio is investigated through simulations.

Keywords Distributed Raman Amplifier · Bidirectional pumping · Gain · Noise figure

1 Introduction

Recently Raman fiber amplifiers have gained very much attention in Dense and Ultra Dense WDM system
due to their wide bandwidth [1]. Unlike the Erbium doped fiber amplifier, these Raman amplifiers do not
need any doped media and the installed fiber itself act as the gain media [2]. Different pumping methods
have been reported for different applications as each pumping gives specific gain as well as noise figure.
Backward pumping helps in improving noise figure and while forward pumping helps to attain higher
gain [3]. Hence, multiple bidirectional pumping is found to be the optimum pumping method in most of
Raman Amplifier demonstrations. In this work, we investigate the dependence of gain and noise figure on
the pump powers for an amplifier configuration with equal number of forward and backward pumps.

2 Simulation setup

The simulation setup done in Rsoft Optsim software consists of 40 Gbps, 40 channel DWDM link with
an inter channel spacing of 50 GHz at a bit rate of 1 Gbps as shown in Fig. 1. The bandwidth considered
is 70 nm and a 70 km distributed Raman Fiber Amplifier with zero dispersion is used in the setup. Five
pumps are used in the forward and backward direction as indicated in Fig. 1 which are combined using
appropriate MUX. Two different sets of pump wavelength were used for simulation. The first set consists
of CW laser pumps with optimal wavelengths 1420 nm, 1435 nm, 1450 nm, 1465 nm and 1495 nm as
pump wavelengths and the second set consist of pump wavelengths 1445 nm, 1450 nm, 1465 nm, 1480
nm and 1490 nm. The signal wavelength is assumed to be around 1550 nm in both cases. The pump power
ratio is maintained at 20% in all cases as all the pumps are fed with the same power [4].

3 Results and Discussion

Bidirectional multiple pumping is analysed with equal number of forward and backward pumps with
optimal pump power so that the pump power ratio is fixed at 20%. The backward absolute gain was
found to -1000dBm/GHz and forward absolute gain was found for the wavelength range of 1535-1555nm
around 2.77 dB. Forward gain for the wavelength 1553-1554 nm is found to be 23.61 dB which is a
moderate gain for working as an in-line amplifier. But from the setup, the forward effective noise figure
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for the wavelength range of 1538-1553 nm is 10.93 dB, which is very high in case of fiber amplifiers
and forward SNR for the range of wavelength is 43.01 dB. The backward and forward gain as a function
of pump power is plotted in Fig. 2 (a). It may be observed that as the pump power increases, the gain
decreases. This is consistent for both the sets of pump wavelengths used for the simulation.

The output signal distortion increases with increase in pump power even when the pump power ratio
was fixed at 20%. Though the gain is high, the noise figure increases for higher values of pump. The main
advantage of using multiple pumping methods for Raman Amplifiers is a flat gain and it is achieved when
the pump power is kept at a low value than high pump power values. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), the noise
figure for set 1 wavelength is found to be maximum for 1435 nm, whereas it is linear in the case of second
set of wavelength.

Fig. 1 Simulation setup showing bidirectional pumping with equal number of forward and backward pumps.
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Fig. 2 (a) Forward and backward gain as a function of pump wavelength (b) Forward and backward effective noise figure as
a function of wavelength. 1 and 2 indicate the first and second set of pump wavelengths.

4 Conclusion

In this study, the performance of bidirectional pumped Raman fiber amplifier with equal number of for-
ward and backward pumps is analysed in terms of amplifier gain and noise figure. For a fixed pump power
ratio, the gain is found to decrease with increase in pump power. The output signal distortion is also found
to increase as the noise figure increases with higher pump powers.
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Localized Magnetic Field Enhancement in Fano Resonance based 

Active Metamaterial  

Subhajit Karmakar1*, Ravendra K. Varshney1, and Dibakar Roy Chowdhury2  

 

 

Abstract We study magnetic field enhancement and the creation of near field hotspot in a 

variable capacitor loaded active Fano metamaterial. Our design consists of dual gap 

rectangular split ring resonator with external capacitor loaded in the split gaps which 

supports asymmetric Fano resonance depending upon its structural asymmetry. Fano 

resonance, due to its indirect excitation, is free from radiation loss and it largely enhances 

magnetic field by displacement current mechanism. Interaction of incident radiation with 

metamaterial structure causes manipulation of electromagnetic field near the surface, 

depending upon structural geometry and design parameters of our metamaterial structure. 

We report more than six order of magnitude enhancement of magnetic field at resonance 

frequency in our designed structure. Moreover, the enhancement factor can also be tuned to 

various values and different frequency range by changing the value of external capacitor 

and degree of asymmetry. Our study can be used in variable device applications in 

topological and nonlinear optics. 

Keywords Metamaterial, Terahertz, Fano resonance, Magnetic hotspot.  

 

1. Introduction 

Interaction of incident electromagnetic wave with any material causes the force applied by 

the electric field, which is ‘c/v’ times higher than that of by the magnetic field [1]. In atomic 

systems and natural materials, magnetic field and magnetic susceptibility is 4th order of 

magnitude lower than the corresponding electric field. However, high magnetic field 

coupling is very important in atmospheric science to detect unwanted radio communication 

blockage, nonlinear optics, enhanced surface Plasmon generation, spin rectification, 

optically controlled etching, magnetic optical Kerr effect, memory design, and sensor 

applications [2-3]. Due to lack of natural magnetic materials, several attempts have been 

made to localize and confine magnetic field with artificially engineered structures like 

Metamaterials, which have gained tremendous interest due to numerous applications [4]. 

One of the limitations of typical metal-dielectric based metamaterial is huge ohmic and 

radiative loss. Recently, people have demonstrated Fano resonance in asymmetric 

metamaterial structure to minimize such losses. Fano resonance can be used for various 

applications like solar energy harvesting, molding of light, highly sensitive sensors etc. [5]. 

In this paper, we have shown the creation of magnetic hotspot in Fano-resonance based 

active metamaterial in THz domain through simulations. The degree of magnetic field 

enhancement and magnetic field spectra have been tuned by changing external capacitor in 

the lower gap (𝐶1 in Fig. 1(a)) and asymmetry parameter ‘d’. Such tunable hotspot can be 

very effective for different applications with varying frequency range. 
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2. Proposed design and simulation results 

The structure of the unit cell of our proposed metamaterial has been shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Substrate (in brown) and resonator (in yellow) consist of silicon (Si) and aluminum (Al), 

respectively. These structures are stimulated by frequency domain solver in CST microwave 

studio software with varying ‘d’ and 𝐶1. Incident field directions are shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Magnetic field behavior for d = 20 μm with the presence of capacitor 𝐶1 (= 0.5 fF) and 

with the absence of 𝐶1 has been shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) respectively. Due to 

introduction of external capacitor in lower gap, a large displacement current has been 

induced in the lower gap of the structure, which eventually causes large magnetic field (H) 

near the resonator surface [6]. The maximum value of magnetic field in the present 

configuration has been found to be 5.23 × 105 A/m (as shown in Fig. 2(a)) which can be 

tuned further by varying ‘d’ and 𝐶1. In order to show this tunability, we have plotted 

variation of magnetic field enhancement factor (H/H0, where, H0 is the incident Magnetic 

field) with ‘d’ and 𝐶1 as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) respectively. A maximum of 4.7 ×
106 times enhancement has been obtained for 𝐶1=1 fF.  

3. Conclusion 

In this work, magnetic field enhancement in capacitor loaded active Fano-metamaterial has 

been studied. It is shown that magnetic field enhancement as high as 4.7 × 106 times is 

obtained by using 𝐶1 of 1 fF. The enhancement factor has also varied with varying 

asymmetry and capacitor value in the structure. Such property in plasmonic Fano 

metamaterial structure can be utilized to make advance nonlinear Fano devices. 

  
    (a)                   (b)              (c) 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the proposed Metamaterial structure [ls=75 μm, lsrr=60 μm, w=6 μm, G1 = G2 = 3 μm]   (b) 

Magnetic field distribution at Fano dip of frequency f=1.167 THz (𝐶1 in the lower gap) (c) Magnetic field 
distribution at Fano dip of frequency f=1.27 THz (no capacitor) 

 
                (a)             (b)              (c) 
Fig. 2 (a) Spectral response of magnetic field (H) and surface current (I) at Fano dip (1.167 THz) (b) Variation of 

magnetic field enhancement Factor (H/H0) for 𝐶1 = 0.5 fF (c) Variation of magnetic field enhancement Factor 
(H/H0) for d = 20 μm. 
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Abstract 

In the present communication, a beam propagation model based on a diffractive optical element is 
conceptualised and demonstrated to study the coherent combining of the laser beams in free space. The effect 
of actual wavefront aberration on the beam combining is also examined quantitively, through the estimation of 
the Ensquared energy and M2 parameter.  
Keywords: Coherent Beam Combining, High Power Lasers, Diffractive Optical Element, Ensquared Energy, M2 Parameter 

 
1. Introduction 
High power lasers with several kiloWatt output power levels are a critical requirement for direct energy weapon 
applications. Fiber lasers are an attractive choice for such laser sources since they have high wall-plug efficiency, 
relative ease of thermal management and near-perfect beam quality (M2 < 1.1). Due to nonlinear effects and thermally-
induced mode instabilities, power scaling of a single fiber laser module is limited to around 1 kW. These difficulties 
limit the operation of individual lasing modules at their optimum power levels [1]. Combining multiple fiber lasing 
modules, each operating at its optimum power level, is a promising approach to power scaling of single-mode fiber 
lasers. The coherent beam combining (CBC) technique is an attractive choice due to its scalability and a relatively 
simple Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration. The coherent combining configuration can be 
classified into two groups - depending on whether the combination occurs in the near-field or the far-field. Most of the 
combining techniques operate in the far-field, and the interference pattern is generated far away from the laser beam 
output [2]. Two widely used configurations for CBC are tiled-aperture and beam-splitter overlapped beams. An 
alternative scheme is to generate the overlap of individual emitters in the near-field, close to the fiber laser outputs, 
using a specially-designed diffractive optical element. 

In this paper, a diffractive optical element based coherent beam combing methodology is considered to scale up the 
fiber laser power far above the limitation of single fiber laser by manipulating the wavefronts of the multiple beams 
altogether. Detailed analysis of the beam combination is carried out using a beam propagation model based on the 
Huygen’s Fresnel diffraction. 

2. Beam Propagation Model for Coherent Beam Combining 
The beam propagation model is conceived to demonstrate the coherent beam combining at 1064 nm wavelength using a 
diffractive optical element in MATLAB as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Two independent laser sources are considered and are 
propagated up to the diffractive beam combining element (DBCE); the geometry of which is shown in Fig. 1(b). The 
DBCE is a bidirectional element, which works as a splitter/combiner depending on the direction of propagation [3]. 

   
Fig. 1. (a) Beam propagation simulation model and (b) Geometry of the two laser sources 

In the simulation model, we consider the two laser beams (diameter: 10 mm, resolution: 2000×2000, λ: 1064 nm) 
kept at a distance, d=20mm, from each other whose spatial profile is described by U(x,y). The two beams are 
propagated up to 1000mm and are allowed to incident on to the DBCE with an angle (θs) of 1.15°. The tilting of the two 
beams is controlled by mixing the suitable blazed grating with the incoming field in the simulation. Beam propagation 
at various observation planes is simulated by using the Huygens’s Fresnel diffraction integral as in Eqn.1 below. 

  
Pn =

eikf

iλ f
U (x, y)e

ik
2 f (u−x )2+(v− y )2( ) dx dy

A
∫∫     (1)  

where, 
  
U (x, y) = U0 ei ϕn ( x ,y )+ 2παnr cos(θn−βn ){ }⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

1

n

∑  is the profile combined field of the two laser beams in a single window.  

The design of DBCE is simulated by the function ODBCE  
ODBCE = e( iΦ( x ,y )( ) . Now the resultant field Uop1 

  
Uop1 = Pn ×ODBCE( ) is again propagated up to a lens using a Fresnel diffraction operator; a lens function 

  
exp − ik

2 f u2 + v2( )( )( ) is 

multiplied with field Uop1 to simulate the focused laser spot at the target plane. 
Along the combining of the beams, the effect of wavefront aberration on the final combined beam has also been 

(a) (b) 
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studied. The wavefront aberration is defined by the combination of Zernike polynomials, here on-axis aberrations 
(defocus and spherical) are considered only, using the equation 

  
exp −ikW (x, y)( )( )  [4]. Now, the resultant field Uop2 at 

DBCE is given by
  
Uop2 = Pn ×ODBCE × exp −ikW (x, y)( ) . The field Uop2 is focused by using a lens to get the laser spot. 

The beam quality of the combined beam in the presence/absence of wavefront aberration is analysed by estimating 
the Ensqaured energy (EsE) and M2 parameter. Standard formulations are used to evaluate these parameters [5, 6]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Simulated profiles of the propagated beams at a different location are illustrated in Fig. 2. Simulation results clearly 
reveal that if the designed DBSE is used in reverse direction, it will combine the beams. For faithful beam combining, it 
is prerequisite that the polarization and intensity in the two arm should be the same and uniform. 
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Fig. 2. Propagation of laser beams before and after combining 

The design of the experimental setup for DBCE based CBC of the two collimated lasers is conceptualised to 
estimate the actual beam quality parameters. Collimated high power laser beams are allowed to fall on the DBCE with a 
precise angle of 1.15° using the tilting mirrors. The actual angles and distances between all the components are 
estimated. When a collimated laser beam is propagated in any experimental setup through various optical components, 
each optical component adds the specific amount of wavefront errors in the laser beam depending on its surface 
roughness (standard roughness for each component from the product catalogue is considered). The transmitted 
wavefront error (TWE-rms) is estimated for the proposed experimental testbed, and it is found that all optics will 
combinedly add the approximated wavefront error of the order of λ/8. The effect of this strength of wavefront aberration 
on the beam combining is also estimated to find out the exact value of the M2 parameter. 

The values EsE and M2 have been estimated using the process as explained in Section 2. It is found that, on 
increasing the strength of aberration, the size of laser spot increases and energy is spread over a much larger area     
(Fig. 3(a)), the value of M2 is also increased due to increase in size (Fig. 3(b)). 
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Fig. 3. (a) Estimated graph of Ensquared energy and (b) M2 in the presence of wavefront aberration of various strengths from the focused laser spots 

In conclusion, the design of DBCE element has been finalised and the element is under fabrication using an 
appropriate lithographic technique. TWE of the testbed has also been estimated which is used to calculate M2 parameter 
after combining the beam. The estimated M2 parameter of the combined beam has been found to lie in between 1.2–1.3. 
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Direct measurements of black body like
thermal-emission from VO2 thin films using FTIR
spectroscopy

J. K. Pradhan,1,∗ Bharathi Rajeswaran,2

A. M. Umarji,2 S. A. Ramakrishna1

Abstract We experimentally demonstrate that a thin film (nearly 250 nm
thickness) of a thermochromic material, vanadium dioxide (VO2) deposited on
top of a plasmonic substrate, indium doped tin oxide (ITO), exhibits switch-
able black-body-like thermal emission in the wavelength range spanning 3 µm
to 5 µm. The thin film emits less infrared radiation when the sample surface
is heated to temperatures higher than the phase transition temperature of
VO2, i.e. 68◦C. The films were prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
and the thermal emissivity of VO2 is dynamically controlled by temperature.
This wavelength-selective, switchable thermal source can be a potential can-
didate use for various field applications such as radiative coolers, thermopho-
tovoltaics, infrared imaging, and infrared tagging, etc.

Keywords VO2, thermal emissivity, phase change material

Tailoring the emissivity (ε(λ)) of an object can be useful for several energy
harvesting applications such as thermal light sources, thermophotovoltaics,
thermal imaging, and thermal tagging, etc. Particularly, mid-infrared (MIR)
thermal sources with switchable thermal emissivity have potential use in active
camouflage. MIR thermal sources with materials such as VO2, and Ge2Sb2Te5
with dynamic control over their emissivity have been used recently for thermal
camouflage [1,2].

In this paper, a highly switchable thermal source with a phase change ma-
terial VO2 is demonstrated. The bi-layered design consists of a 250 nm thick
VO2 film on top of a 150 nm ITO coated on a glass substrate, and the VO2

1Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur-208016, India
E-mail: ∗jitendra@iitk.ac.in

2 Materials Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-560012, India
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the VO2/ITO thermal source. The thickness of the bottom
ITO and VO2 films are 150 nm, and 250 nm respectively. (b) The normalized emission
spectra of the switchable thermal source measured at different temperatures.

is deposited using CVD. The room temperature emissivity at a peak wave-
length (4.9 µm) switches to a low value at high temperature. The high value
of emissivity at room temperature arises because of the strong interference
effect inside of light in VO2 [3].

The emission spectra was measured using a FTIR spectrometer with a
room temperature cooled deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector at-
tached to it. The sample and the reference were placed on a temperature con-
trolled pad (Harrick, Model ATC-024-4) and the sample surface was heated
to temperatures varying from 50◦C to 90◦C. Black soot is considered as the
reference because of its high thermal emissivity. The black soot is prepared on
a glass substrate using a candle and the soot-coated glass substrate is baked at
120 ◦C for 30 min to remove the excess parafin from the candle. We measured
the spectral radiance of the black soot and the samle by passing the emission
coming from these to the DTGS detector. The VO2 thickness is 250 nm here
with the thickness of ITO as 150 nm (see Fig. 1(a)). At room temperature, the
sample shows high emissivity peaked at 4.9 µm and it gradually switches to a
low value of 30 % at high temperature, i. e. 90 ◦C. The normalized emissivities
(εsample(λ, T )) of VO2/ITO samples are shown in Fig. 1(b).

In conclusion, a highly switchable thermal source with VO2 as an active
component is demonstrated based on strong interference inside a asymmetric
Fabry-Perot cavity . The phase change of VO2 is induced by temperature and
can be controlled dynamically.
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Localization of Energy by Metamaterial Cylindrical
Waveguide

Abhinav Bhardwaj ∗ · Dheeraj Pratap† ·
Kumar Vaibhav Srivastava∗

Abstract Recently, inhomogeneous as well as anisotropic cylindrical waveg-
uide is realized by nanoporous alumina microtubes with the radially emanating
nanopores. The nanopores of this waveguide can be filled with suitable ma-
terials like plasmonic metals, dielectrics, etc. The electromagnetic modes of
a circular waveguide filled with a cylindrically anisotropic metamaterial are
described by Bessel and Neumann functions of imaginary orders. Even modes
with very large angular momentum in such waveguides have a large modal vol-
ume and localize near the center of the waveguide. Our calculations show that
inhomogeneity plays a relatively significant role in the localization of modes
by comparing with an anisotropic homogeneous waveguide with the same fill-
fraction. In this waveguide, we can control the localization of fields by different
filling materials and fill fractions.

Keywords Inhomogeneous · Anisotropic · Imaginary order modes · Fill-
fraction

Nanoporous alumina microwires with the radially emanating pores filled with
dielectric or plasmonics metals like silver have been showcased as examples of
anisotropic metamaterial fibers [1] and [2]. In this article, we have compared
the localization of fields in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous fibers. It is
found that the field is highly localized when pores are filled inhomogeneously
with air as shown in Fig. 1 and control the position of localization of field by
filled inhomogeneously with CdS as shown in Fig. 2. It is also found that the
higher electric field intensity is coupled in an inhomogeneously filled fiber as
shown in Figs. 1,2.

∗ Department of Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur
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Probing inelastic and elastic scattering from 

Nanowire-nanoparticle (nw-np) junction 
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The large local electric field associated with localized and 

propagating surface plasmons polaritons at metal-dielectric 

interface, helps us to go beyond the diffraction limit of light. 

Nanowire-nanoparticle system has both the localized and 

propagating plasmons excited at the metal dielectric interface.  

We show that the propagating SPP’s excited at one end of the 

nanowire out couples directionally at the nanowire-nanoparticle 

junction and influence the molecular emission near the vicinity 

of the junction [1]. We further show that, when exciting both the 

end of the nanowires, the counter propagating plasmons 

significantly increases the SERS signal from the molecules at 

the junction compared to the emission from the single end 

excitation of the wire [2]. Elastic scattering from the junction 

also shows interesting signature in the Fourier space.   

Keywords   Localized and propagating Plamons, Fourier plane imaging. 
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Investigation of exceptional point in a non-Hermitian system 
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Abstract 

Exceptional points (EPs), the singularities of non-Hermitian systems, where both the eigenvalue and eigenvector 

coalesce, have been under intense investigation due to the unusual topology of its eigenmodes. Following an intense 

theoretical scrutiny that started more than a decade ago, the EPs have been demonstrated and characterized in a variety 

of physical systems with coupled characteristics including gain–loss, exciton-polariton, atom-cavity etc., leading to 

applications including unidirectional light propagation, PT symmetry breaking, selective optical amplification, and 

spectral dispersion effects. 

Historically, Voigt was the first to identify and study singular axes in absorbing biaxial crystal which was 

subsequently understood and explained by Pancharatnam in terms of birefringence and dichroism and in the recent 

times has become one of the finest examples of system with non-Hermitian degeneracies or EPs. The recent article by 

Berry and Dennis [1] brought together the underlying physics of EPs in biaxial crystals under different conditions. The 

singular axes occur along directions where the birefringence and dichroism are equal in magnitude, and their principal 

planes make 45° angle with each other. Identifying that the C-point singularities in the crystal, where the polarization is 

purely circular, coincides with the EPs in the presence of absorption, we characterize the EPs through conoscopic 

Stokes polarimetry [2]. The two optic axes of the biaxial crystal split into two pairs of singular axes due to dichroism, 

which coalesce following helical trajectory and disappear upon externally inducing symmetry breaking effect in the 

system. The complex dynamics of the EPs is studied carefully, which leads to a fine control of the EPs and the 

associated chiral dynamics. Our results on using the birefringence—dichroism pair, instead of the usual gain—loss pair 

to realize EPs is expected to generate several intricate features to further the emerging interest in topological optics and 

photonics involving EPs and their manipulation. 

Key Words: Exception point, non-Hermitian system, Biaxial crystal, Polarization 
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High-resolution absorption imaging in a saturated

absorption medium

Onkar N. Verma · Sourabh Roy

Abstract We propose an efficient way of diffraction-free imaging of multi-
mode transverse profiles in a saturated absorption medium composed of two-
level atoms. We find that the diffraction-limited Gaussian modes imprinted on
pump beam is efficiently transfered to probe beam with feature size reduced
by a factor four. This method of information transfer may find potential ap-
plications in all-optical imaging and lithography technologies.

Keywords Paraxial diffraction · saturated absorption · all-optical imaging ·

lithography techniques.

Paraxial diffraction of laser beams poses a great challenge in image processing,
wave-guiding and lithography techniques[1]. Divergence of a laser beam due to
diffraction determines its size and shape during its propagation in free space
as well as in a medium. The smaller is waist of a laser beam, the quicker it
diverges. The divergence of a laser beam can be reduce or even reverse using
a nonlinear optical effect known as Kerr effect[2]. Spatial solitons of distinct
shape are generated on the same principle of self-focusing due to a strong
Kerr effect[3]. However, the Kerr effect is limited due to high intensity light
beams propagating through conventional nonlinear media[4]. Therefore, it is
very important to search a new class of optical medium that can produce
optical solitons at very low light intensities[5].

Here, we propose a method to reverse the paraxial diffraction of multi-
mode transverse light fields exploiting a saturated absorption medium com-
posed of two-level gas atoms[6]. In a such medium, two counter-propagating
laser beams (a strong pump and a weak probe beam) are generated from a
single laser beam. Both the beams are driving the same transition of two-level

Onkar N. Verma
National Institute of Technology Warangal, Warangal-506004, Telangana, India
E-mail: onkarnath15verma@gmail.com
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Fig. 1 Comparison between peak normalized intensity distribution of the transmitted
probe beam and diffraction-limited pump beam. (a) Two Gaussian-shaped profiles (b) Three
Gaussian-shaped profiles. Probe beam is chosen initially a plane wave.

atoms in a vapor cell. Previous theories or experiments in saturation absorp-
tion spectroscopy are focused for slow light propagation in temporal domain[7].
However, the spatial profile of strong pump beam may alter the size of weak
probe beam during interaction inside the medium. It is, therefore, essential to
take into account the spatial effects of laser beams in a such medium.

Fig. 1 illustrates the imaging of two and three Gaussian-shaped profile of
pump beam by a plane wave probe beam. The input waist radius of each
Gaussian mode is same and equal to 100 µm at the entry facet of vapor cell.
The peak normalized intensities of both input and propagated pump beam is
plotted with the transmitted probe beam after traversing a 4-cm-long medium.
The size of individual peaks of transmitted probe beam profile is measured to
be 25 µm. Thus, the feature size of the transmitted probe profile is 4 times
smaller than the input pump intensity profile. It is interesting to note that the
pump profile is distorted severely after propagating 4-cm-long medium.

Acknowledgements Authors gratefully acknowledge funding from SERB-DST, Govern-
ment of India (File No. PDF/2016/002679).
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Abstract 

Optical properties of titanium-dioxide thin films prepared by the sol–gel technique are presented. The layers 

were deposited on glass slides by spin coating process. The grating structure was developed by 

photolithography. The transmission of grating structure so obtained is measured using spectrophotometer. It is 

seen that the grating structure can be used to improve light output of light emitting diodes or light absorption in 

solar cells.   

Keywords 

Sol–gel technique, TiO2, Diffraction grating, Transmission spectra 

1. Introduction 

For quite a long time, diffraction grating is being used as a tool to analyze the spectrum of light. Apart from 

spectroscopic applications, grating based couplers are used in optical interconnects, integrated optical devices, 

optical communications as well as in sensing [1–3].  

In this work we have developed the sol-gel technique to fabricate TiO2 thin film and then use it to fabricate 

gratings with this thin film. Although there are several techniques for TiO2 thin film deposition, but sol-gel 

technique is a low-cost process which can form uniform coating over a fairly large area. It can be seen that the 

fabricated gratings can find application in improving the output efficiency of light emitting diodes (LEDs) [4]. It 

can also be used in increasing the light capturing capacity for solar cell [5].  

2. Experimental work 

Titanium Isopropoxide (TIP), Acetic and Ethanol, these are three components which were used for TiO2 sol-gel 

preparation. All chemicals were supplied by Aldrich Chemicals Ltd. TiO2 thin films are prepared by Sol-Gel 

spin- coating method. At first 50 ml of Ethanol and 5 ml of acetic acid was mixed by using a magnetic stirrer for 

5 min and then 6.3 ml of TIP was added to the mixture of glacial acetic acid and ethanol. The mixture was 

continually stirred by using a magnetic stirrer for another 2 hrs, and then cleaned glass substrate was spin coated 

by TiO2 precursor sol with the rotation speed of 4000 rpm for 30s.  Then, the coating was dried at room 

temperature for 10 min followed by annealing at 550°C for 1 hr. 

The grating pattern is developed on the spin coated TiO2 layer by means of photolithography. The process 

involves spin coating of the sample with a photo resist solution (Shipley 1818) followed by pre-baking at 900 C 

for 10 minutes. Then the sample is exposed to UV light through a grating mask for 20s and the grating pattern is 

obtained by dipping the sample in diluted developer solution (1:3) followed by DI water. Once the pattern is 

developed the sample is post baked for about 35minutes for proper adhesion of photo resist pattern on the TiO2 

layer. The portions of the TiO2 layer that is not covered by photo resist (on development of the grating pattern) is 

etched by dipping the sample in a dilute solution of HF (1:25) for about 8s followed by thoroughly washing in 

DI water. After properly drying the sample the photo resist is stripped off using the stripper solution. 

Consequently the glass substrate is left with the grating pattern of TiO2 on it. 

3. Results and discussions 

Fig 1. shows the fabricated TiO2 grating structures where Fig 1(a) shows the grating with the photoresist coating 

while Fig 1 (b) shows the TiO2 gratings. The images were taken by Carl Zeiss Axio Observer A1 microscope. 

The mask used is a diffraction grating having 5 lines/mm. 
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Fig 1. Microscope image of the grating structure (a) with photoresist cover (b) after removal of photoresist 

 

Fig 2. (a) Transmission of the TiO2 thin film and the TiO2 gratings for different wavelengths. (b) The orientation 

of the samples in the test arm 

 

The transmission through the sample in the visible region is observed using PerkinElmer Lambda 45 UV-VIS 

spectrophotometer. Fig 2(a) gives a plot of the transmission data of a TiO2 coated glass substrate, TiO2 grating 

facing the detector and the grating facing the source. It is seen that in the 2nd case (given in Fig 2(b)) when light 

is passing through the glass substrate towards the grating, the transmission increases compared to that of the 

TiO2 coated substrate. So it can be concluded that if these types of gratings are fabricated on top of LED, it can 

increase the light output. Usually outputs from LEDs are restricted due to total internal reflection at the high 

index contrast interface of the LED with air. Undulation, roughening or patterning on the top usually increases 

the light output efficiency [4]. Our structure also shows the same, although not over the entire visible range. 

When the fabricated grating structure is facing the light, it is seen that the 400-500 nm wavelength region the 

transmission is less than that of TiO2 thin film alone. It means that light in this wavelength region is absorbed. 

Increase in absorbance of light is advantageous for solar cell applications. So the TiO2 grating can find 

applications in enhancement of efficiency of solar cells.   

4. Conclusions 

In this work we have developed a technique for thin film deposition of TiO2 using sol-gel technique and have 

successfully fabricated gratings with this thin film. The fabrication process is given in details. The transmission 

data shows that fabricated grating can find application in improving the efficiency of LEDs as well as it can be 

used to enhance the light capturing capacity of solar cells. Although the results shown here are very preliminary 

but detail study will lead to more promising results in future. 
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Abstract: We describe an in-line and common path interference microscope based on Mireau configuration for 
generating the three dimensional phase profile of a reflecting sample. It is shown that by using suitably 
converging laser illumination, a wire grid polarizer placed between the objective and the sample is capable of 
converting a conventional microscope objective into an interference microscope objective. Experimental results 
are presented and a possibility of polarization phase shifting interferometry is discussed. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Standard interferometric set-ups such as Michelson, Twynman-Green, Mach-Zehnderand , Linnikand , Mireau 
configurations have been developed for quantitative phase measurement. The Mireau configuration [1] stands out 
among the rest because of its simplicity and elegance. Phase shifting Mireau objectives typically use a piezo 
translator to shift the objective away or towards the sample so that a phase shift is introduced between the 
reference and sample beams. In the present study it will be shown that with a suitably placed wire-grid polarizer 
polarization phase shifting can be conveniently effected without the use of any piezo device. Using this 
configuration, 3D reconstructions has been demonstrated for reflective objects.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. The spatially filtered beam of light is made to converge so 
that after reflection from the cube beam splitter (CBS) and its subsequent passage through the microscope 
objective, the beam is focused at the point A as shown in Fig.1 (b). The reflected wave front from the interfacing 
layer of the CBS goes through the microscopic objective and is amplitude divided by the wire grid polarizer 
(WGP) which is an array of microscopic wires on a glass substrate. The transmitted beam travels to the test 
surface and is reflected from it. The beam reflected from the sample, is re-transmitted by the WGP as shown in 
the figure. The reflected s-polarized beam from WGP is the reference beam. The two partially orthogonally 
polarized reflected beams return through the same objective, cube beam splitter and a tube lens on the CCD. Use 
of Quarter wave plate (QWP) ensures that the two interfering beams are circularly polarized in the opposite 
sense and phase shifting is achieved simply by rotation of a linear polarizer LP placed before the recording 
plane. 

III.THEORY 

Ideally the WGP selectively transmits p-polarized light while reflecting s-polarized light. However, a small 
fraction ξ of the transmitted light from the WGP is s-polarized. In the Jones formulation, the reference beam Eo 
and the sample beam Er may be espressed as, 
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Where, O and δ indicates the amplitude and phase of the sample area under test, r is the amplitude of reference 
beam ,the Jones vector 1

0
 
 
 

and 0
1

 
 
 

denotes the p and the  s polarization components of object beam and 

reference beam respectively. After its passage through the QWP and LP, the beam emerging from the output 
polarizer is given by : 

1 1 1
( ) i iE P O e O e r

i i i
  

      
                                                                                                       (2)

 

where P(θ) is the Jones matrix of a polarizer with its transmission axis along θ and the intensity distribution I on 
the plane of the CCD is: 

2 2 2 2 22 cos 2 2 cos( 2 ) 2 cosI O O r O Or Or                                                        (3)  
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To achieve the polarization phase shifting the angle of transmission axis of the output polarizer is set to 00, 450, 
900, and 1350 to obtain four phase shifted interferogram I1, I2, I3, I4 respectively at image plane. The phase 
distribution over the sample, δ (xi, yi), is given by the four-step phase-shifting algorithm 

1 4 2
2

3 1

ta n
4

I I
I I O




  
                                                                                                                            (4)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 (a)Schematic of the proposed in-line laser interference microscope. (b) The path of rays between the 
Objective and the Sample shown in detail 

IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
To validate this technique a 5X long working distance (LWD) microscope objective and a tube lens(200mm)was 
used to image the flat surface (mirror).Fig. 2 shows four phase- shifted intrferograms. Reconstructed phase 
profile of the object is shown in Fig. 3. Fig.4 shows the interferogram and phase reconstruction using Fourier 
Transform technique from a single frame. 

      

   Fig.2 Four phase shifted interferograms                          Fig 3. Reconstructed phase profile of the sample 

                                                        

Fig.4. (a) The interferogram and (b) phase reconstruction for a portion of a unpackaged CMOS chip. 

 V.CONCLUSION 

A simple modification of the Mireau objective is proposed for polarization phase shifting interference 
microscopy. As phase shifting is achieved through polarization means, the proposed technique is suitable for 
non-birefringent sample. 
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             Observation of temperature dependent Strong coupling between Quantum Dot and 

metamaterial 
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Abstract:  Strong coupling between quantum emitter (QE) and matter is result of reversible exchange of energy 

between QE and matter which results formation of hybrid energy level of QE and matter. Strong coupling phenomena 

emerges, when gain mechanism in the system dominates over the loss mechanism which is one of the challenges in 

plasmonic system.  Hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) is well known for providing large photonic density of states which 

enhances the decay rate of QE, near the HMM surface [1]. To reach in strong coupling regime, there are limitations yet, 

because of the lossy nature of HMM. 

                            

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig.1 (a) Schematic of  Hybrid system of CdSe QD monolayer and HMM [2], (b) shows the Photoluminescence 

(PL) spectra of QD on HMM and QD on glass at room temperature (300K), (c)  PL spectra at 140K , (d) PL 

spectra at 77K. 

As we have already reported a way to overcome this losses , by using large Photonic Density of States (PDOS) of HMM 

and cooperative emission of Quantum Dots (QDs) in form of a monolayer [2] as shown in fig.1(a).  We have observed 

strong coupling at room temperature using compact monolayer of QDs on HMM [2].  To avoid the plasmonic losses 

near the HMM, we have separated HMM and QDs monolayer using polymer spacer. The observed strong coupling is 
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highly dependent on PDOS dispersion of HMM and number density of QDs [2].  Quenching in QDs PL near the HMM 

because of non-radiative losses is still a challenge. To suppress temperature dependent non -radiative losses, we are 

exploring the temperature dependent study of the same system and we have observed change in magnitude of splitting 

as well as a change in QDs PL signal, from quenching to enhancement as shown in fig.1. We have measured the QDs 

PL on HMM up to liquid Nitrogen temperature (77K) as shown in fig.1. 

As we can see in fig.1 splitting magnitude is maximum at 140K and we have also observed quenching at room 

temperature which is expected result for HMM but at lower temperature, we have observed enhancement. 

(Prefer oral presentation) 
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Strong Coupling, Hyperbolic metamaterial, Cooperative emission, Quantum Dot. 
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Abstract 

Photoinduced gold nanostructures coupled with fluorophes hold great importance as channels for the transfer of energy 

and information in future all-optical devices. Although, plasmon coupled fluorophores are known to substantiate third-

order optical nonlinearity but, the deconvolution of the complex mechanisms involved and their quantification has not 

been established so far. In this work, we have experimentally realized morphology directed energy transfer between 

an Eosin yellow (EY) dye and three distinct gold nanoshapes. Raman spectroscopy has been conducted to assert 

mutual interaction within the hybrid. The relationship between the observed quenching of the dye’s fluorescence and 

the geometrical factors of the gold nanoshapes has been used to comprehend the influence of energy transfers on their 

enhanced third order nonlinearity. This study may act as a basis for the design of nanocomposites for active photonic 

applications based on their efficient energy transfer interactions. 

Keywords : Z-Scan; Energy Transfer; Plasmons; Flurophore. 

Introduction 
 

Nonlinear Optics offers exciting new capabilities for efficient manipulation of photonic signals. As this field continues 

to evolve, it has lead to the emergence of many promising technologies such as optical communication and computing, 

dynamic image processing, optical processors, optical switches, wavelength filters and modulators[1]. Whereas, a 

major application, all-optical switching, has still not been realized because of the lack of a suitable material with a 

high nonlinear figure of merit. The major requirements of such materials, in addition to large nonlinear optical (NLO) 

response, are low losses at the wavelength(s) of interest, good optical quality, and mechanical stability, together with 

easy preparation procedures and low cost [2]. 

In order to delineate of energy transfer mechanism responsible for the variation in the third order nonlinear optical 

(NLO) coefficients in plasmonic organic hybrids we synthesized three distinct plasmonic structures namely gold 

nanoflowers (GNF) and gold nanopebbles (GNP) and gold nanospheres (GNS)[3]. All three different nanoshapes of 

nearly same size and LSPR (Local Surface Plasmon Resonance) are synthesized, by changing the reaction solvent 

under the same experimental procedure. Further a dye Eosin Yellow was adsorbed on these nanoparticles. The NLO 

investigations are conducted using 20 picoseconds laser pulses of wavelength 532 nm as an excitation source in single 

beam Z-scan setup. UV-visible spectroscopy is employed for monitoring changes in linear absorbance. 

Photouminance study has been conducted for the emission spectra.  
 

Results and Discussion 

EY when hybridized with GNP, GNF and GNS in fixed ratio 1:1 (v/v) illustrated a significant enhancement in the 

third order nonlinear coeffecients accompanied with a drastic quenching effect in the emission spectra of the dye. The 

observed quenching in the emission spectra is extremely sensitive to the morphology directed plasmon coupling effect, 

which originated from the space interaction between the free electrons of metal nanoparticles and dipoles of the dye 

molecules 

The Third order nonlinearity has been evaluated using the following equations: 

. 
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where, Z is the sample position; 
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 0

0Z is the Rayleigh range, ω0 is the beam waist at focus, λ is wavelength, 

I0 is the peak intensity and β denotes the nonlinear absorption coefficient. 

 

Fig. 1. Z-scan representation of Eosin Yellow (EY) (300μM) (a) open aperture (b) closed aperture. 

While, the energy transfer efficiency (ФET) from dye to gold nanoshapes is calculated using equation: 

ФET = 
1

1+(d/𝑅0)
n* ; 

Where, R0  is the Förster distance, while, n* is the fitting factor and d is the between the donor and acceptor 

molecules . 

Conclusion 

In this work, we have focused on the energy transfer mechanism responsible for the variation in the morphology 

dependent two photon absorption coefficients of EY-gold nanoparticles hybrids. The plasmonic resonances, linear 

extinction spectra, photoluminance spectra, two photon absorption coefficient and two photon refractive indices of 

two distinct plasmonic shapes, namely EY-gold nanoflowers and EY-gold nanopebbles, in comparison with 

conventional EY-gold nanospheres, have been studied. The experimental outcomes infer that the third order nonlinear 

coeffecients of the hybrids with an organic fluorophore (Eosin Yellow) are in the order nanoflowers > nanopebbles > 

nanospheres. Further, the study confirmed that the energy transfer within the of EY-GNF hybrid, was NSET while in 

conjugation with GNS and GNP, FRET dominated the interaction. The results indicate an interesting relationship 

between the efficiency of the energy transfer mechanism and the enhancement in the third order nonlinear coefficients. 
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Creating C-point array by diffraction of a C-point through two ring 

aperture 

S. Deepa, Sushanta Kumar Pal, and P. Senthilkumaran 

 

 

Abstract The ellipse field polarization singularities, commonly known as C-points, are of 

interest in recent times. We have studied the propagation characteristics of C-point through two 

ring aperture. The study has revealed some interesting results. On diffraction, the C-point is 

found to form an array of C-points, around a central C-point. The other C-points are found to 

be arranged in the form of a circle. The interesting fact is that all the C-points are found to be of 

same handedness and same C-point index as the central C-point.  The far field Stokes phase 

distribution and the resulting polarization distribution have been presented in this article. This 

study has been extended to dark C-point too and the corresponding results are presented. 

Keywords Singular Optics, Polarization singularities, Diffraction, Apertures. 

Polarization singularities, a constituent field of singular optics, are one in which some 

of the parameters representing the state of polarization (SOP) of a beam become 

indeterminate.  Elliptic point singularities are isolated, stationary points in a plane at which 

some of the parameters that define polarization ellipse become undefined. The two types 

of planar elliptic point singularities are points of linear polarization (L-points) at which the 

handedness of the ellipse becomes undefined, and points of circular polarization (C-points) 

at which the orientation of the major/minor axis of the ellipse is undefined. Elliptic point 

singularities in a plane are characterized by singularity index IC that describes the 

orientations of surrounding polarization ellipses in the ellipse field. IC is given by
1

2𝜋
∮ ∇𝛾 ∙

𝑑𝑙,where ‘’ is the azimuth. 

Generally, a brightC-point can be understood as the superposition of Gaussian beam in 

left/right circular polarization state and a vortex beam with charge ‘m’ in right/left state. 

The non-vortexbeam polarization state decides the handedness of the C-point whereas it is 

the charge of the vortex beam which decides the index of the C-point.  Hence, a C-point 

can be mathematically represented as,  

𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑡
= 𝜓𝑚

± 𝜎±  + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝑟2

𝑤2
) 𝜎∓ 

where,  𝜓𝑚
± = exp (imϕ) denotes an optical vortex of charge ‘m’ and 𝜎± denotes the 

left/right circular polarization state. The lower order C-points can be classified as lemon, 

monstar and star based on the orientation of the polarization ellipses around the C-point. 

These generic polarization singularities can be realized when polarized light traverses 

through inhomogeneous and birefringent media. Different methods for generating lemons 

and stars have been reported. But not much work has been done on diffraction of C-points.   

Recently applications of C-points are being reported. C-points  have been used to controll 

emission from quantum emitters[1] and to  extract Chern number of the band structure [2], 

which extends C-point application to the field of topology too. 

Here we create bright C-points by superposition of orthogonally circularly polarized 

Gaussian and vortex beam and then diffract it through a two ring aperture to study the far-  
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field polarization distribution. The beam waist is taken to be 0.5x10-4 m and 1x10-4m 

fordifferent studies. The inner ring of the aperture has r1=0.05mm with other ring 

diameters being r2=0.1mm, r3=0.3mm and r4=0.35mm. The Stokes parameters are 

calculated from the far field electric field components.The polarization patterns and the 

Stokes phase distributions are computed using Stoke’s parameters S0, S1, S2 and S3. Fig. 1a 

and 1b show the presence of a central C-point (here, a lemon) surrounded by many lemons 

which are symmetrically arranged around the central lemon and all are found to have same 

handedness (here red represents right handedness). L-lines separate regions of left 

handedness from regions of right handedness. 

The same has been done for dark C-point too. A dark C-point is generally generated by 

the superposition of two orthogonally polarized vortex beams with unequal topological 

charge. The corresponding polarization distribution and Stokes phase distribution are 

shown in Fig. 1c and 1d, respectively. They also show additional lemons around them but 

the polarization distribution around the central C-point is different in both the cases which 

is evident in Fig.1. The polarization and Stokes phase distributions corresponding to the 

diffraction of bright and darkC-points from the normal circular aperture with r=0.05 mm, 

are shown in Fig.2. The apertures considered have been shown at the centre of Fig. 1 and 

2. The diffraction of bright C-point through another radii combination of two ring aperture 

is also studied. The corresponding polarization and Stokes phase distribution are shown in 

Fig. 3a and 3b respectively. In all the figures the zero contour lines of S1 and S2 are 

marked by red (dotted) and black (solid) respectively. The intersection of these two lines 

indicates the position of C-points. Thus we have realised generating array of C-point from 

a single C-point.  

In conclusion, we have studied the characteristics of C-points when they are diffracted 

through normal circular aperture and two ring aperture. On diffraction, the C-points are 

found to form an array of C-points of same handedness, around a central C-point. The 

study has been extended to dark C-point too. 

We gratefully acknowledge grant from DST Women Scientist Fellowship (SR/WOS-

A/PM-66/2017). 
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Abstract  Resolution  of  a  ground  based  telescopes  is  limited  by  the  atmo- 

spheric turbulence irrespective of its aperture size. Adaptive optics (AO) system  is  a  

best  possible  solution  to  minimize  the  effect  of  turbulence  and  to restore the 

performance of the telescope near to diffraction limited. The performance of an AO 

system depends on accuracy of sensing, reconstruction and correction of wavefront. 

The frequency at which the AO system operates plays a  vital  role  in  achieving  the  

desired  performance  requirements.  Shack  Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWS) is 

the most commonly used tool for wavefront sensing. SHWS can sense the distortions 

over the spatial scales equivalent to twice the diameter of microlens. This is not 

suficient to estimate high frequency distortions in the wavefront. To overcome this 

difficulty, we used interferometric  techniques  for  wavefront  sensing.  This  will  

help  in  estimating  the  high frequency  distortions  and  their  contribution  towards  

the  total  wavefront  error. Thus, helps in identifying the frequencies over which the 

distortions effect the  performance.  In  this  paper  we  discuss  the  details  about  

the  experiments carried out, results obtained from them and comparison with 

SHWS. 
 
 

Keywords  Wavefront  sensing  ·  atmospheric  turbulence  ·  adaptive  optics and 

interferometry 
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1 Introduction 

 
Wavefront of light passing thorough the atmosphere gets distracted due to random  

temperature  and  density  fluctuations  in  the  atmosphere.  The  distorted wavefront 

results in loss of telescope resolution. Resolution of a ground based telescopes is 

limited by the atmospheric turbulence [1] irrespective of its aperture size. Adaptive 

optics (AO) [2] system helps in restoring the performance of  the  telescope  by  

correcting  the  distorted  wavefront.The  functioning  of  AO system  [3]  involves  

sensing  the  distortions  in  the  wavefront,  reconstruction and correcting the 

wavefront. AO systems can not eliminate the distortions in the wavefront completely, 

but they minimize the distortion to a great extent. 

First step in AO system is sensing the distortions in wavefront. This is typically 

performed by using a Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (SHWS). Wave- front 

sensing capability of the SHWS is limited by the diameter of micro lens that focuses 

the wavefront. Distortions in the wavefront can be sensed down to  the  spatial  scales  

equal  to  twice  of  the  diameter  of  micro  lens  array.  This may  not  be  sufficient  

to  estimate  the  high  frequency  distortions/aberrations in the wavefront. 

Interferometry is known for accurate sensing of high frequency distortions in the 

wavefront. This gives the information  that is missing from the SHWS and  helps  in  

identifying  the  limits  of  the  frequencies  that  induces  significant distortions  to 

the wavefront. Hence, a better wavefront sensing that leads to more precise 

reconstruction and correction. 
 

 
2 Methodology 

 
In laboratory, atmospheric turbulence is created using a pseudo random phase plate. 

Light propagating through this plate gets distorted. The distortions in the wavefront 

are sensed using a Michelson interferometer. The sensed wave- front  will  be  

reconstructed  using  a  software  module  developed  in  MATLAB Simulink for this 

purpose. This gives distortions in the wavefront over different frequency spectrum. 

This information is used in correcting the wavefront and simulating the expected 

performance of telescopes with different aperture size. 
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Abstract 

Self-referencing interferometry has been widely used in wavefront sensing. In this paper, we report on a simple 

method to determine the phase information of an incoming wavefront. For this purpose a modified Mach- 

Zehnder interferometer is developed. Although the aberrated wavefront enter both the interferometer arms, it is 

spatially filtered and collimated in the reference arm so as to generate a plane reference beam. The phase 

information of the wavefront under test can be obtained from the fringe patterns directly with the help of Fourier 

transform. Experimental results are presented. 

Keywords 

Wavefront, Self-referencing, Phase, Interferometer 

Introduction 

Self-referencing interferometry has been widely used for distorted wavefront measurement1, laser beam 

diagnostics2, and adaptive optics wavefront sensing3. Compared with the traditional double-beam interference 

measurement technology, the reference wavefront is generated by the wavefront under test in self-referencing 

interferometry. The advantages of the self-referencing interferometry are insensivity to the disturbance in 

environment, strong stability, high spatial resolution and high measurement precision. The most common self-

referencing interferometry includes point diffraction interferometry and shearing interferometry. In either of the 

cases the interference between the sample wavefront and its sheared version or a derived plane wavefront is 

recorded4. The reference wavefront of point diffraction interferometer is an ideal spherical wavefront generated 

by the diffraction of a pinhole and the phase information of wavefront under test can be obtained from the fringe 

patterns directly without any special wavefront reconstruction algorithm. The reference wavefront of shearing 

interferometer is generated by the deformation of wavefront under test and the resultant interference pattern 

leads to the derivative of the wavefront phase with respect to the direction of shear. The wavefront 

reconstruction algorithms typically carries out a digital integration procedure to retrieve the wavefront phase5. In 

the present work we report a self-referencing Mach-Zehnder interferometer where self-referencing plane beam 

is generated by spatial filtering the incoming aberrated wavefront in one of the arms of the interferometer. 

Experimental Set-Up 

As shown in Fig.1, the incoming aberrated wavefront is amplitude divided by the Cube Beam Splitter (CBS1) 

and is directed along the two arms of the interferometer. In one of the arms the aberrated beam is focussed by a 

10X microscope objective (MO). It may be observed that the focal spot thus formed is the Fourier Transform of 

the incoming aberrated wavefront with the higher spatial frequency terms caused by the non-planeness of the 

wavefront located away from the centre. The pinhole (P) of 10 micrometer diameter placed at the centre of the 

focal spot acts as an ideal low pass filter. The collimating lens L generates a plane beam of light which is 

directed towards CBS2.  The neutral density filter is required to adjust the intensity of the interfering beams so 

as to maximize the fringe contrast. The interference pattern is recorded on a CCD. 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig 1: Schematic Experimental Set-up 

P MO L 
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Experimental Results 

The Fourier transform of the captured frame is obtained, a mask is applied so that only one order of the Fourier 

spectra is allowed the inverse Fourier Transform of which yields the wavefront phase. This is repeated for a 

plane wavefront and a distorted wavefront and the phase obtained from the latter is subtracted from the former 

so as to eliminate system errors if any. The recorded interference pattern for the plane wavefront and a distorted 

wavefront are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) respectively. The reconstructed phase over the wavefront for the plane 

wavefront and the distorted wavefront is shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) respectively. Fig. 3(c) shows the actual 

wavefront phase obtained by subtraction of the latter from the former. 

                                

(a)                                         (b) 

Fig2 (a): Fringe pattern for original wavefront (b) Fringe pattern for distorted wavefront. 

 

  (a)   (b)        (c) 

Fig 3(a): Undistorted wavefront (b): Distorted wavefront (c) Distortion in the incoming wavefront 
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Abstract 

Metal ions play significant role in various industrial and biochemical processes. However, some metal ions are 

toxic and hence cause serious health and environmental problems. Because of these features, the detection of 

metal ions is of great importance. This work describes the fluorescence enhancement and fluorescence 

quenching of 5 aminoquinoline in different solvents upon binding with silver ions. Very feeble emission of 5AQ 

is observed in water (polar solvent) which gets enhanced upto ~46 folds in presence of Ag
+
 ions. However, in 

acetonitrile (polar aprotic solvent), the addition of different concentrations of Ag
+
 ions results in quenching of 5 

AQ (~17 folds).  Also a red shift in emission spectrum of 5-AQ is observed upon addition of Ag
+ 

ions in both 

solvents. Thus present system appears to be quite interesting in the sensing/recognition of Ag
+
 ion in various 

protic as well as aprotic environments. 

 

Keywords: 

5 Aminoquinoline, Silver ions, red shift, ICT. 
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Introduction 

Substituted quinolines constitute a broad class of fluorophores with both technological and academic interest. 

Amino-quinolines (AQ) belong to the class of molecule that can exist both in enol and keto forms and can 

interconvert through tautomerization by excited state proton transfer (ESPT) [2-3]. There is a growing interest to 

sense heavy metal ions selectively for both chemical and biological reasons. Many analytical methods have been 

applied in that respect, and much attention has been made to fluorometry because of its low cost, selectivity, 

sensitivity, and response time. [4]. As one of the most commonly encountered HTM elements, silver and silver 

compounds have been widely utilized in chemistry, pharmacy, the electrical industry, and the photographic and 

imaging industry [4]. In particular, Ag
+
 has received considerable attention because of its bioaccumulation and 

toxicity.Furthermore, the mechanism of antimicrobial activities of Ag
+
 has not been well established because of 

a lack of suitable detection and imaging methodologies.So far, many of fluorescence sensors based on metal-

ligand coordination or chemical reactions for HTM ions detection, especially Zn
+
, Cu

2+
, Pb

2+
, Fe

2+
 have been 

reported [4].  

Experimental Section 

5-aminoquinoline (obtained from Sigma Aldrich), Silver nitrate and other metal salts (obtained from Loba-

Chemie) are of 98-99% purity and used without further purification. Steady state absorption spectra, at room 

temperature, were recorded by UV–Visible Double beam Systronics Model No: 2203 Spectrophotometer. The 

excitation and emission spectra were recorded by using ISA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog FL3-22 Spectrofluorometer 

and data were analyzed by related software. Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system 

(DeltaFlex-01-DD, Horiba Jobin Yvon IBH Ltd) coupled with Delta Diode (340 nm) and PMT (PPD 850) was 

used for fluorescence decay measurements 

Results and discussion  

The absorption maximum of 5-AQ in water is observed at 335nm while for acetonitrile (ACN) it is observed at 

345nm.The excitation spectrum of 5-ASA in both aprotic and protic solvent was found to be independent of 

monitored emission wavelength and exhibits a single peak at ∼338nm and 347 in water and ACN (which 

resembles to its absorption spectrum). On successive addition of Ag
+
 ions the optical density is increased and a 

new peak is developed at 305nm in aqueous solution. In contrast to this, decrease in optical density is noticed on 

adding the increased concentrations of Ag
+
 ions in 5AQ ACN solution. These changes in absorption maximum 

with addition of Ag
+
 ions indicate that there is ground state complex formation between Ag

+
 and 5-AQ. Upon 

adding various concentrations of Ag
+
 ions, the fluorescence intensity of 5AQ in water gets enhanced upto 19 

folds and also the fluorescence spectrum is shifted towards red side (~23nm). In ACN, the fluorescence intensity 

of 5-AQ is quenched upto 17 folds which is also accompanied by a red shift of ~46nm upon successive addition 

of Ag
+
 ion (4µm-60mM). Time resolved studies have been performed further understand the nature of 

quenching of 5AQ with Ag
+
 which confirms the nature of quenching to be dynamic. The shift in the FL 

spectrum may probably be ascribed to the different ICT states formed by the interaction of 5AQ with Ag+ ions. 

With the help of BH plot the binding constant calculated to be 1.4×10
4
 M

-1
 for 5AQ:Ag

+ 
in ACN. Also 1:1 

binding is suggested for both the cases. In addition to this bimolecular quenching constant (kq) and Stern 

Volmer constant (KSV) have been calculated. 

Conclusion 

The present system appears to be quite interesting in the sensing/recognition of Ag
+
 ion in various protic an 

aprotic environments in a concentration range of ion (4µm-60mM). A large Stokes shift is observed which is 

also beneficial in fluorescence sensing technology to avoid self-absorption and interference from light source. 
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Fig1. SV plot of 5AQ in presence of Ag
+
 ions in ACN        Fig2. Absorption verses concentration graph that      

                                                                                                 suggest 1:1 binding in aqueous solution.   
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ABSTRACT 

 

Spectroscopy has been proficient in providing molecular signatures related to composition and biochemistry of biological 

molecules (or tissues), which has propounded methods based on spectroscopy for label-free investigation of biomolecular 

interactions and in vivo/in vitro imaging and medical diagnostics. Nobiletin is a natural alkaloid having propitious 

anticancer activity, however, the cellular targets and underlying action mechanism is not well-defined. Hence, the present 

work focuses on determining the spectral characteristics of binding between nobiletin and nucleic acid at molecular level. 

Results concluded here, contribute in realizing the cytotoxic action of this alkaloid inside the cell and also pave the way 

in developing alkaloid based new chemotherapeutics. 

 

KEYWORDS Vibrational spectroscopy; Anticancer alkaloid; Nucleic acid; Circular dichroism 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nobiletin (5,6,7,8,3′,4′‐hexamethoxyflavone) is a polymethoxylated natural alkaloid derived from citrus fruit peels, Citrus 

nobilis. This molecule has shown substantial anticancer activity against various types of in vitro and in vivo tumors cell 

lines and animal models, respectively. However, its specificity for biomolecules and inhibition mechanism inside the cell 

is still under investigation. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the genetic material, has been considered as one of the main 

cellular target for anticancer small molecules. With this possibility, we have investigated in vitro molecular interaction 

between nobiletin and nucleic acid to unveil the rationale behind its (nobiletin) cellular action (graphical representation, 

Fig. 1). Spectroscopic methods have been preferred to probe the interaction as these provide structural and conformational 

information on biological molecules. Besides this, alteration in the biomolecule structure and sub-conformational states 

owing to its complexation with small molecules (ligands) or any other external factor (such as disruption in the ideal 

physiological condition) can be clearly assessed. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

2.1 Stock Solution Preparation 

 

Nobiletin and calf thymus DNA were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals, USA. The stock solutions of DNA were 

prepared in tris-HCl buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) and placed at 8 ºC for 24 h. Similarly, stock solution of alkaloid (nobiletin) 

and its different dilutions were prepared in deionized water. Alkaloid/DNA molar ratios (r) were prepared by drop wise 

addition of different concentration of nobiletin into constant concentration of DNA. This was followed by vortexing and 

incubation at room temperature for 3 h to ensure complexation. 

 

2.2 Methods 

 

Vibrational spectroscopy, circular dichroism and absorption spectroscopy have been employed to determine the binding 

mode, structural-conformational stability and binding strength of nobiletin complexed with DNA in aqueous solution 

under physiological conditions.  

 

3. RESULTS 

 

The results suggest that nobiletin directly interacts with DNA double-helix through nitrogenous base residues and possibly 

intercalates through sugar-phosphate backbone. Conformationally, nobiletin-DNA adductation alters the native B-

conformation of biopolymer (DNA), thereby attains an intermediate state, where its native activity is disrupted. The 

binding strength estimated for the complexation indicate moderate to strong binding affinity of alkaloid for nucleic acid.  
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

The findings drawn from the study recognize DNA as molecular target of nobiletin and also describe the mechanism of 

DNA damage exerted by this natural alkaloid that can be the basis for further exploration in demarcating its anticancer 

potency.  

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 1 Bio-spectroscopic (structural-conformational) characteristics of alkaloid (nobiletin) binding with nucleic acid    

(DNA) and its cellular significance. 
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Off-core long period fiber grating based highly sensitive 

refractive index sensor  

Krishnendu Dandapat, Indrajeet Kumar, Saurabh Mani Tripathi  

 

Abstract A grating structure in the cladding region (off-core) of an optical fiber has been 

proposed in order to increase its sensitivity for refractive index measurement. For off-core long 

period fiber grating (LPFG), the sensitivity of ~ 4390 nm per refractive index unit is achieved 

for a refractive index range of 1.33-1.36 which is 1.4 times higher than that of conventional (in-

core) LPFG. Theoretical study suggests that the primary reason for the increase in sensitivity is 

the modulation in refractive index in the off-core region which leads to existence of resonance 

wavelengths close to the turn-around point.  

Keywords Fiber optics; Fiber optics sensors; Remote sensing and sensors; Fiber Bragg grating 

1. Introduction 

Accurate refractive index (RI) measurement is most important in scientific and industrial 

research as it is very important parameter for the measurement of quality of a number of 

food products, chemicals, and its precise measurement is also very important in medical 

industrial sectors. Several highly sensitive schemes for RI measurement based on Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) [1], long period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [2, 3], metal clad 

waveguides [4] and reverse symmetry waveguides [5] have been reported. The LPFG based 

RI sensors have numerous advantages over other sensing schemes as they are very compact 

in size, highly accurate, spectrally selective, easy to use, inexpensive, and support remote 

sensing. The resonance wavelength of the LPFG is influenced by an ambient refractive 

index (ARI) change and because of this the LPFGs can be used as RI sensors. For most of 

the LPFG sensors, the gratings are inscribed inside the core region and sensitivity is 

generally low expect etched LPFG and dual resonance LPFG. In this paper, we propose an 

ultra-high sensitive RI sensor, based on off-core long period gratings. We show that the 

sensitivity of the off-core grating sensor is much higher,  ̴  4390 nm per refractive index unit 

(RIU), than the conventional LPFGs ( ̴  2500 nm / RIU) for biological/chemical samples [2]. 

2.  Theoretical Analysis 

The schematic of the proposed sensor is shown in Fig. 1. We consider an optical fiber whose 

core and cladding regions are made of 3.1 mol. % GeO2 doped SiO2 with a radius of 4.1 μm 

and 1 mol. % Fluorine doped SiO2 with a radius of 62.5 μm, respectively. Sellmeier relation 

is used to incorporate the wavelength dependency of refractive index [2]. We first choose 

an appropriate cladding mode that exhibits turn around behavior at desired wavelength and 

then calculate the grating period (Ʌ). The total field in the grating region will be the linear 

combination of core mode and cladding mode fields. The effective indices of the 

participating core (LP01) and cladding mode (LP010) are 1.441208 and 1.434639, 

respectively, at the low loss telecommunication wavelength 1.55 μm. 

 

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed RI sensor. 

The transmission power is calculated using coupled mode theory (CMT). The relationship 

between the core and cladding field at z = L (output) can be written in terms of their value at z 

=0 (input) using the matrix equation (1) [2, 6]: 
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where, TLPFG is the transfer matrix of LPFG having a grating length L, κ is the cross coupling 

coefficient between the core and cladding field and can be written as: 
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            (2) 

Here, ε0 is the free space permittivity, rco and rcl are the core and cladding radius, 

respectively, ∆n is the RI modulation in core having a refractive index nco and δ is the 

detuning parameter. We have considered an initial condition that the light is launched 

entirely in the core region, so we can write Aco(z=0) = 1 and Acl(z=0) = 0. Substituting the 

value of the amplitude of core and cladding field, we calculate Aco(z=L), using which 

transmission power is calculated. 

2. Results and Discussion 

The phase matching curve between the core mode (LP01) and cladding mode (LP010) is 

plotted in Fig. 2(a) for two different ARI. There are two resonance wavelengths for a 

particular grating period and the resonance wavelengths are shifting opposite to each other 

when ARI is changed. The phase matching curve is showing maximum shift of the 

resonance wavelengths at the turn around point (TAP) wavelength. 

 

Fig. 2: (a) Phase matching curve between core and cladding mods. (b)Transmission spectra corresponding to four 

different ambient refractive index. (c) Variation of wavelength shift with respect to the ambient refractive index 
(ARI) of in-core LPFG.(d) Variation of wavelength shift with respect to ARI of off-core LPFG. 

We observe that with increasing ARI, the resonance wavelengths move opposite to each 

other, shown in Fig. 2(b), which effectively doubles the sensitivity. To compare the 

performance of our proposed sensor, we also carried out simulations for LP01-LP010 mode 

power coupling using an in-core LPFG. The corresponding sensitivity curve is shown in 

Fig. 2(c). In Fig. 2(d) the sensitivity curve of our proposed sensor has been plotted. We 

observe that the proposed scheme is about 1.4 times more sensitive than the in-core LPFG. 

The proposed sensor can be easily fabricated using Femto-second or CO2 lasers. 
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Abstract 

The present study proposes a novel way for designing a spatial filter using holographic 

technique. Detailed design consideration and experimental results have been presented.  

Keywords 

Holographic lens, Spatial Filter, Microscopic Objective, Coherent optics  

 

Introduction 

Coherent optics enables the optical systems to perform many sophisticated information processing 

operations, such as Fourier transform [1], holography [2] and spatial filtering [3]. A spatial filter is a 

beam converging device coupled with a pinhole. The pinhole, is used to remove interference 

patterns in a laser beam caused by diffraction from dust, lint, lens imperfections etc. The 

configuration of the spatial filtering arrangement using conventional lens (Microscopic Objective) 

is straight forward and is well known but due to the increasing interest towards the holographic 

optical elements (HOEs) [4] and their monochromatic aberration free performance [5,6], we have 

developed a new and simple method for designing holographic spatial filter using off-axis 

holographic lens (hololens).  

 

Optical Design Consideration 

Optical assembly for designing holographic spatial filtering arrangement is shown in Fig.1 and 

Fig.2. Fig.1 describes multiple focal length operation whereas Fig.2 maximum efficiency operation 

of the hololens in the arrangement. Conventional lens used as a microscopic objective is replaced 

here by a hololens, details of hololens recording geometry is described in our previous 

communication [7].  

 

 

LASER 

PINHOLE 

HOLOLENS  

PINHOLE 

1st order 2nd order 

HOLOGRAPHIC 

SPATIAL FILTER 

Fig. 1. Holographic spatial filter having multiple focal length operation. 
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Here two hololenses have been recorded in present work, having different inter beam recording 

angles 17° and 45° in free space (corresponding central fringe spacing are 2.14μm and 0.826μm 

respectively). Lower inter beam recording angle (i.e. 17°) is for obtaining higher order foci (42%, 

24% and 5% diffraction efficiency at 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order focal points respectively) and optimum 

recording angle (i.e. 45°) is for obtaining maximum diffraction efficiency (68%) at 1st order and 

almost negligible efficiency for the rest of the orders. In multiple focal length operation, an 

unexpanded laser beam is allowed to pass through the hololens and different higher order foci are 

retrieved in addition to the principal focus off-axially at positions 2f , 3f , 4f , 5f , . . .,  etc. A 

pinhole, aperture of diameter 15µm is placed one by one over all the higher order focal points but 

due to low intensity of higher order foci we have restricted to 2nd order only. In maximum 

efficiency operation, the same pinhole is placed over 1st order focal point.  

 

Results and Discussion 

The design consideration described in this paper is used to evaluate the performance of the 

holographic spatial filter. Some of the test results are produced in Fig.1 and Fig.2 to substantiate our 

claim. Airy pattern formed in both 1st and 2nd order, in case of multiple focal length operation is 

shown in Fig.1 whereas Airy pattern formed in 1st order in case of maximum efficiency operation is 

shown in Fig.2. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion it has been experimentally demonstrated that a spatial filtering arrangement can be 

designed holographically to work in coherent light. Experimental results show that holographic 

lenses can be used advantageously in spatial filtering arrangement due to their light weight, low cost 

and easier fabrication technique.  
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Abstract This paper presents fabrication, characterization and testing of metal oxide/porous 

silicon (PS) based devices for selective detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
Electrical detection scheme was applied for sensing VOCs at room temperature. Sensor devices 

were fabricated using metal oxide like TiO2 with PS as a sensing material. Electrical electrodes 

were formed on the sensing surface using standard micro-fabrication techniques. Sensors were 

tested in presence of ethanol, acetone, IPA and moisture. Various readings were taken at 

different temperatures to confirm the operating temperature of sensor. Also, sensor was found 

to be most responsive for ethanol vapors at room temperature. Thus, sensor was found to be 

selective for ethanol and its best performance was observed at room temperature.   

Keywords chemical sensors, metal oxides, TiO2, selectivity 

 

The need of highly sensitive and selective alcohol sensors has been growing rapidly to 

prevent and prohibit drinking and driving cases. Different materials are being explored as gas 

sensors since many years, which include electronic ceramics, metal oxide semiconductors, and 

conducting polymers [1–3]. Nanostructured transition metal oxides such as ZnO, SnO2, CuO, 

WO3, MoO3 and TiO2 etc. are used as potential sensing materials because of high sensitivity, 

low fabrication costs, durability and reusability. These materials also confront few challenges 

like selectivity and high operating temperature which makes these materials not compatible for 

CMOS integration [4–11]. From this point of view ethanol sensor is one of the major 

components of a breathalyzer used for estimating the alcohol concentration in the human 

breath. This paper presents the high performance selective ethanol sensor based on TiO2/porous 

silicon (PS). 

     Wafer scale metal oxide/PS was synthesized using RF sputtering in presence of 

oxygen. The technique used here for TiO2/PS fabrication is superior in comparison to other 

methods as this provides on chip scalable and low in cost fabrication process. Electrical 

electrodes were fabricated on top of TiO2/PS layer which act as a sensing. These electrodes 

were used for recording resistive measurements from metal oxide/PS sample in presence of 

different volatile organic compounds (VOCs). With the effect of metal oxide on PSi, an 

enhancement in sensitivity and a selective response for ethanol was observed at room 

temperature. Morphology of the samples investigated using SEM confirms the formation of 

metal oxide nanostructures on PS. Samples were further analysed using Raman, XRD and XPS.  

All samples were tested in presence of different analytes in the wide range of 5-500 ppm. 

Upon exposure to analytes, a change in resistance was measured through electrical electrodes 

on the surface. It should be noted that the samples were exposed to different analytes like 

ethanol, IPA, acetone and moisture, however all were found to be selective to ethanol. The 

highest response was obtained for ethanol vapors as shown in Fig. 1. Thus sensor can be used 
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to detect a wide range of ethanol at room temperature. Sensor response obtained from the 

sample TiO2/PS in presence of 100 ppm of each test analyte is shown in Fig. 1(a). This sensor 

was tested for almost two months and almost same response was observed. Hence, this affirms 

that the sensor exhibits repeatability sensing for ethanol and long stability.  

 
Fig. 1 Sensing Studies of TiO2/PS Sensor at room temperature (a) selectivity test (b) stability 
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Electric-field induced controllable Photoluminescence in rare-

earth doped lead-free piezoelectric ceramics- towards paradigm 

shift in ceramic photonics 

Sai Santosh Kumar Raavi, K. R. Kandula, C. Goutham, Abhinav Kumar, Saket Asthana 

 

 

Abstract:  With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT), the requirement for various 

multifunctional materials is the need of the hour. Sodium bismuth titanate, Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 

(NBT) is a proven candidate showing excellent ferroelectric properties. In particular, it was 

observed that site-specific substitution with optically active rare-earth (RE) ions resulted in 

enhanced electrical properties with additional functionality of photoluminescence (PL) making 

them attractive for promising application. In this report, we focus our attention on obtaining the 

optimal substitution of RE-ions for enhanced multifunctionality in terms of PL, ferrorelectric 

and energy storage properties. This work explores substitution of neodymium (Nd3+), Europium 

(Eu3+), Presoymium (Pr3+) and Holomium (Ho3+) ions into NBT matrix. Most important 

observation is that obtaining the optimal substitution for obtained highest emission intensity is 

sufficient to obtain best electrical properties. Our results also indicated that both PL with 

electrical properties can be modified upon electric poling. In case of Nd, Eu and Ho substituted 

NBT it is observed that upon poling, PL intensity is observed to be quenched, consistent with 

the obtained XRD data indicating an electric-field induced structural ordering towards higher 

symmetry, confirmed with the help of structural refinement. The situation is opposite for Pr-

doped NBT. Considering that traditionally, research in ceramics doped with optically active 

ions have commonly been targeted towards the fabrication of phosphors for fluorescence lamps 

or lasing applications, we believe the direction of the work presented here offers a paradigm 

shift in the research of photonics with ceramics. 

Keywords Photoluminescence. Lead-free piezoelectric ceramics, rare-earth luminescence, 

sodium bismuth titanate.  

 

Among, the several lead-free ferro/piezoelectric ceramics Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 (NBT) has 

emerged as a potential candidate to replace lead based piezoelectric materials and is 

chosen as a parent compound for the studies presented.  The details of synthesis of NBT 

can be found elsewhere [2,3]. Polycrystalline NBT compounds with RE3+ substitutions 

(Nd, Eu, Pr, Ho) were synthesized by solid-state route to obtain stoichiometric ratios given 

as [𝑁𝑎0.5𝐵𝑖0.5−𝑥𝑅𝑒𝑥]𝑇𝑖𝑂3, where x is the mol % of the substituent.   Phase analysis of the 

obtained ceramic pellets were performed by using powder X-ray diffractometer over the 

angle of 20°<2𝜃<90°. The room temperature PL spectrum was measured by photo-

exciting with 440 nm (Pr-, Ho-NBT) and 532 nm (for Nd-, Eu-NBT) from cw-DPSS lasers 

and the subsequent PL is collected by a fiber coupled spectrometer (Avantes). The samples 

were electrically poled at room temperature in silicon oil bath by applying a DC electric 

field of 60 kV/cm for 30 min. The hysteresis (P-E) data were performed with TF-Analyzer 

2000 on samples of 0.5mm thickness, using silver coated electrodes on both sides. 
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As an initial step, the RE substituent concentration is carried out by varying 𝑥 in the 
[𝑁𝑎0.5𝐵𝑖0.5−𝑥𝑅𝑒𝑥]𝑇𝑖𝑂3 to obtain highest emission intensity. This is important that 

increasing RE concentration beyond the optimal 𝑥, the onset of PL occurs due to 

concentration quenching.  The optimal composition for Nd-NBT, Eu-NBT, Pr-NBT and 

Ho-NBT are found to be 𝑥 = 0.01, 0.025, 0.005 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0.03 respectively.  As a 

representation illustration of the performed studies we present Fig -1 (a) that shows the PL 

spectra obtained for various Eu-NBT with increasing Eu3+ concentrations.  The most 

intense spectra is obtained for 𝑥𝐸𝑢 = 0.025. Figure 1(b) shows the PL quenching observed 

upon electrical poling. The choice of poling field is done upon performing the hysteresis 

(P-E) data.  Evidently, one can observe changes in both spectral peak position as well as 

peak intensity upon poling. In case of Eu-NBT, we elucidated this to be as a result of 

electric-field induced structural ordering to higher symmetry. The structural studies from 

XRD data corroborated the hypothesis as the poling resulted in transformation of 

stabilized NBNT phase from monoclinic to orthorhombic structure which has higher 

symmetry. This explanation is in line with Judd-Oflet theory which is used to estimate the 

intensities of the transitions for the RE ions. Similar investigations and observations are 

obtained for Nd-, Pr- and Ho- NBT compounds and will be presented in detail. 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Photoluminescence spectra of NBET (0<x<0.5) and the inset of the figure represent the area under the 

curve Vs composition of Eu3+;  (b) The comparison of PL spectra of unpoled and poled for optimal concentration 

of NBET and the inset showed the closed view of 5D0-> 7FJ. 

Further to highlight the application of this optimized RE-substituted NBT, we briefly 

explain here the results obtained for Nd-substitution [3]. It is found that for the optimized 

Nd-NBT the electrical characterization revealed a reduction in coercive electric field  (𝐸𝑐)  

by 12% compared to undoped NBT. The piezoelectricity characterization showed 

enhanced 𝑑33 coeffiecint for the optimized NBNT and off-resonance figure of merit 

(𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑜𝑓𝑓) for energy harvesting revealed  30% enhancement. In case of optimized Eu-

NBT, the dielectric studies confirm the coexistence of antiferroelectric and ferroelectric 

and ferroelectric to paraelectric transitions. Similarly, improved electrical properties were 

observed for the optimized Pr-and Ho-NBT ceramics.  To conclude, our results 

demonstrate that obtaining the optimal RE substitution for highest emission intensity is 

sufficient to obtain best electrical properties. Therefore, we believe the direction of the 

work presented here offers a paradigm shift in the research of photonics with ceramics. 
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Abstract: Laser induced breakdown study of the safest plastics for daily use, 
Polypropylene (PP) is carried out. The second harmonic of Nd:YAG  Pulsed Laser  (λ = 
532nm ) has been used to create the PP plasma. The PP plasma is analyzed with help of a 
monochromator and a photo multiplier tube (PMT). Fully resolved CN violet bands are 
observed with band heads at 388.4 nm, 387.1 nm, 386.0 nm, and 385.5 nm.  The temporal 
evolution of CN band emission in PP plasma is recorded to get the decay time which is 
estimated by fitting the evolution profile with first order exponential decay function. The 
decay time of CN band emission is found ~121ns, which is relatively lower and this may 
be one significance fingerprint to stamp that PP is safe for human being. 
 
Keywords: Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy, Polypropylene, Laser induced 
plasma, CN band emission. 

1. Introduction 
Plastics are being used almost in every step of modern life in various forms like water 
bottles, bags, containers, syringe, medicine containers, food grade plastics, etc1. The 
unprocessed disposal of plastics can pose an adverse effect on human health and will 
deteriorate our environment. By recycling of these plastic wastes, one can retrieve the 
useful material and the accumulation of plastics waste can be avoided. Among all the 
commonly used plastics, Polypropylene (PP) (Recycle code 5) is comparatively safer for 
human health, as plastic products made by PP, do not leach harmful chemicals into foods 
or liquids. Polypropylene (PP) is a flexible, hard and semi-transparent and has high 
resistance to solvents. In this work, spectral response of PP on focusing of a high power 
pulsed laser is analyzed using Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technique.  
LIBS is a very promising technique for in-situ identification of organic materials, as it 
allows quick and multi-elemental analysis, without contact and prior sample preparation. 
Many works have been conducted to identify and classify plastics and polymers using the 
atomic and molecular signal from LIBS2-5. 

2. Experimental Details 
For recording the LIBS spectra of PP samples, the schematic of experimental set-up used 
is shown in Figure 1(a). For formation of laser induced plasma (LIP), the second harmonic 
of pulsed Nd:YAG laser (quanta system HYL-101, λ = 532nm, τ= 25 ns, frep =10 Hz) was 
focused onto the continuously translated sample, with the help of 5 cm focal length lens. 
The samples used in the experiment were taken from microwave container having recycle 
code 5. The LIP emission was imaged (1:1) onto the entrance slit of monochromator 
(SPEX 750M) using a lens of 10 cm focal length. A 532 nm notch filter was placed at the 
entrance slit in order to avoid the laser scattered light entering into the monochromator. A 
photo multiplier tube (PMT) attached to monochromator, interfaced with a computer was 
used to record the spectra. The entrance and exit slit widths of monochromator were kept 
at 50 μm. To record the CN emission at 388.4 nm, monochromator was scanned from 370 
nm to 400 nm. The temporal evolution of the CN emission at 388.4 nm was recorded by 
displaying the PMT output on to the Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) interfaced with 
the computer. 
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(a)                                                          (b)                                                                   (c)                                                             
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of experimental setup for recording LIBS spectra, (b) CN band emission spectra 

from LIP of PP, (c) Temporal Evolution of CN emission of PP 

3. Result and Discussion 
The LIP emission of the plastics is generally having strong ionic and atomic lines because 
of the relatively higher concentration of carbon in plastics. After termination of the laser 
pulse, LIP plume expands adiabatically in ambient air. The ambient air also breakdowns in 
the vicinity of focal volume. Carbon ions and atoms recombine with the ionized nitrogen 
gas to form CN molecules in the excited states6. The excited state relaxes to give CN band 
emission. In LIP of the taken PP sample, the well resolved CN violet bands 
(   22 XB ) were observed at 388.4 nm (0, 0), 387.1 nm (1, 1), 386.0 nm (2, 2), 
385.5 nm (3, 3) respectively for 0 , where "'   is difference between the 
vibrational quantum numbers of the upper ( ' ) and lower ( " ) electronic states of 
corresponding transition. The observed spectrum of CN band emission for PP is shown in 
Figure 1(b). 
Temporal response of the vibrational band of CN molecules is a key parameter for 
identification and classification of plastics.  Therefore, this study was extended to 
investigate the temporal evolution of CN band emission in PP plasma. The temporal 
profile of CN emission for PP is shown in Figure 1(c). From temporal evolution, the decay 
time of CN band can be estimated by fitting temporal profile of the band spectrum to first 
order exponential decay function, )/exp()( 0 tItI   where I0 is the initial intensity 

immediately after the laser pulse and τ is decay time of the CN emission band for the PP. 
Exponential fitting is done in Origin 7.0 and is shown in Figure 1(c).  It is observed that 
decay time of CN band emission of PP is ~121 ns, which is relatively lower. 

4. Conclusion 
LIBS spectra for PP plasma are recorded and analyzed. The well resolved CN violet bands 
(   22 XB ) were observed at 388.4 nm (0, 0), 387.1 nm (1, 1), 386.0 nm (2, 2), and 
385.5 nm (3, 3). The temporal evolution of CN band emission in PP plasma is also 
investigated. It is found that decay time of CN band emission is ~121ns, which is 
relatively lower and this may be one major parameter to stamp that PP is safe for human 
being. 
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A simple design of metamaterial absorber for large
areas fabrication

Raghwendra Kumar∗1,2 and S. Anantha
Ramakrishna1

Abstract We present a simple design of metamaterial absorber for large ar-
eas fabrication based on the cavity and guided-mode resonance. The metama-
terial absorber consists of tri-layers (Au/ZnS/Au) on the photoresist micro-
structured. The photoresist micro-structured disk arrays were fabricated using
laser interference lithography and followed by sequential deposition of tri-layers
using physical vapour deposition technique. Due to the tri-layers deposition
on the structured photoresist, there is a formation of cavity and waveguide
which enable the absorption of electromagnetic radiation at some specific fre-
quencies. Our proposed design provides polarization and wide-angle insensitive
electromagnetic response.

1 Introduction

Electromagnetic metamaterials are artificial nano/micro-structured compos-
ites that exhibit unusual electromagnetic responses those are not available in
natural materials [1]. These composites usually consist of identically struc-
tured unit cells with sub-wavelength sizes, arranged typically in a periodic
fashion, and can be considered as bulk homogeneous media described as an
effective medium through effective medium parameters. The structures are de-
signed to be resonant at specific frequencies so that the violent dispersion of
the material parameters in the neighbourhood of the resonances can be uti-
lized to obtain various effects. Negative refraction, perfect lenses, invisibility
cloaking devices and perfect absorbers [2,3] are among some of the applica-
tions that have captured the scientific communities’ imagination. Spectrally
selective perfect/highly intense absorbers have received considerable attention
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due to their importance for RADAR stealth at microwave and terahertz fre-
quencies, development of sensitive infra-red detectors, micro-bolometer arrays
etc.

Here we have used an inexpensive laser interference lithography and phys-
ical vapour deposition techniques to fabricate the metamateial absorber over
the large area. The fabricated samples were structurally characterized using
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and their infra-red properties were charac-
terized using angle-resolved Fourier transformed infra-red spectrometer.

2 Results

Figs. 1(a) and (b) show the AFM topographical maps of the fabricated sample
before and after tri-layers deposition with the inset as a 3D view of the corre-
sponding images, respectively. Figs. 1(c) and (d) show normalized measured
reflectance spectra of the sample for the TE and TM polarizations, respectively
at different incident angles. Due to the single side polished silicon substrate,
the transmitted light get diffracted by the roughness on the bottom side of
the substrate and hence transmittance cannot be measured and in our case it
is almost zero. Thus the absorbance can be calculated as A(ω) = 1 −R(ω).
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Fig. 1 AFM topographical maps of the fabricated sample (a) before tri-layers deposition,
(b) after tri-layers deposition with inset as the 3D view of the corresponding image. The
measured reflectance spectra (c) TE polarization, (b) TM polarization at different incident
angles.
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Abstract 

Axicon has shown vast applications including laser scanning, laser machining, wavefront sensing, medical diagnostics 

and corneal eye surgery. The axicon generated hollow beams play a vital role in non-invasive applications, especially, 

non-contact cornea cutting. A small misalignment induced wavefront distortion in the intensity profile of such hollow 

beams could lead to catastrophe in such applications. Diagnosing misalignment of axicon in the experimental setup in 

itself is a tedious task having wide implications in the accuracy of results. We perform a detailed experimental study 

on these wavefront distortions, to identify the misalignment and its removal in the optical setups. Experiments are 

performed using both polychromatic and monochromatic partially coherent light sources. It is concluded that the 

generation of the wavefront distortion is well detectable in partially coherent beams and can be removed in controlled 

manner by precisely adjusting the lateral position of axicon. 

Keyword: Diffractive Optics; Axicon; Dark Hollow Beam; Bessel Beam; Wavefront Distortion  

1. Introduction 

Axicon is a axially symmetric conical lens, commonly used for producing Bessel beam and hollow beams [1], which 

has shown significance in the areas including image scanning, wavefront sensing, laser cutting, wavefront sensing 

medical diagnostics and surgery [2,3]. In many applications namely, corneal eye surgery, axicon generated hollow 

beam is used for non-invasive cornea cutting, where a small distortion in the intensity profile could severely affect 

precision of the surgery. Also, in laser cutting and laser scanning wavefront distortion is a bottleneck. Recently, we 

have studied the appearance of wavefront distortion in the axicon generated beam profiles, arising due to lateral 

misalignment of axicon (Dwivedi et al. 2017), which is inherent in nature. However, recognizing the misalignment of 

an axicon in experimental setup is a daunting task and also drastically affects the results. We therefore, perform a 

detailed experimental investigation of these wavefront distortions induced due to the lateral shift of axicon. The 

experimental study is also carried out with partially coherent monochromatic and polychromatic dark hollow beams. 

These results are very significant to identify and quantify lateral misalignment of axicon deployed in optical setups 

which further allow rectification of the misalignment issues in non-invasive applications.  

2. Experimental Setup 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup, where light from He-Ne laser (633 nm,1 mw) falls on the rotating diffuser ‘D’ followed by a 

variable pinhole ‘d’ for attaining the desired coherence length at the incident plane of axicon. ‘Z1’ propagation distance after pinhole.  A 

converging lens ‘L’ with focal length f = 120 mm is placed at a distance Z0 after axicon Ax (having cone angle ‘α’ = 1ͦ and refractive index 1.515) 
to generate partially coherent Bessel beam and Dark hollow beam in a controlled manner 
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3.   Results and Discussion 

 In the case of laterally shifted axicon, appearance of a small wavefront distortion can easily be identified as a 

growing dark region in the intensity profile (referred by arrows in fig 2 (I) and fig 3 (I)) above the center of the beam 

for increasing upward lateral shift ‘l’ of axicon. 

                                      (I)                                                                                               (II)                                        
Fig. 2 (I) (a)-(c) CCD image showing variation in the distorted region near the center of the beam with increasing lateral shift ‘l’ of axicon placed 

at Z = 140 mm and (II) Shows distortion region appeared in the intensity distribution along the line AB 

It is also observed that the wavefront distortion region keeps growing up with Z as the hollow beam shapes up with 

asymmetric annular intensity distribution, evident in fig. 3 (I) and (II). This distortion can be inferred as an indicator 

and measure of lateral misalignment in the setup and can be removed in controlled manner. 

 

(I)                                                                               (II) 
Fig. 3 (I)(a)-(c) CCD image showing variation in the distorted region near the center of the beam with increasing propagation distance ‘Z’ from 

axicon-lens assembly for the lateral shift of l = 1 mm and (II) Shows distortion region appeared in the intensity distribution along the line CD 

The control removal of this type of distortion appearing in the intensity profile can be achieved by precise adjustments 

in the lateral position of axicon. To investigate effect of wavefront distortion in polychromatic dark hollow beam, we 

repeat same experiment with polychromatic partially coherent dark hollow beam by replacing ‘S’ in fig 1 with a 

tungsten lamp and observed similar results with additional chromatic aberration effects. 

4. Conclusion  

In the present study, we performed an in-depth investigation of the generation of wavefront distortion in the beam 

profile owing to a laterally misaligned axicon setup. It is observed that the wavefront distortion region is easily 

observable just before the evolution of the dark hollow beam. This study also reveals that the wavefront distortion is 

easily detectable in the partially coherent beams. The results can be employed in proposing a simpler method to 

identify and quantify the lateral misalignment of axicon in optical setups. 
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Abstract: Applications of Moiré pattern in different applications such as strain measurement or topography 

measurement are common and important tasks in research as well as in industry. A recent phenomenon regarding this is 

observed when moiré patterns are generated from the display devices or image acquisition devices such as CCD 

camera. These patterns are terms as electronic moiré and in certain cases they create unwanted fringes over the acquired 

images. In most analyses, the outer boundaries are not taken care of whereas due to change in shapes of the object, this 

analysis is particularly relevant for electronic moiré fringes. In this proceeding, we have analysed two particular 

boundaries – rectangular and circular and result matches with theoretical considerations.  

Keywords: Moire pattern; superposition of gratings; electronic moiré; 

Moiré patterns are generated by overlapping of periodic structures such as gratings. These patterns can of multiple 

dimensions and recently three dimensional moiré patterns are also being used, even for commercial purposes. Despite 

its limitations, it is applied to many applications simply because of simplicity and computational efficiency without 

taking recourse to complicated set-up of interferometry. There are multiple ways moiré fringes can be applied to various 

problems [1, 2]. Apart from physically overlaid grating structures, fringe projection and even computationally generated 

patterns are also used for these applications [3]. 

In this conference proceeding, however, we are going to concentrate on a currently observed phenomenon known as 

electronic moiré fringes. These patterns are observed, in certain cases, when CCD cameras are used for image 

acquisition. There are instances of moiré fringes generated from LCD or similar display devices. These fringes 

sometimes change the images and cause unwanted effects. If suitably used, however, they can be used for 

characterization or even in certain cases measurement purposes. Previously, electronic moiré patterns have not been 

commonly used for monitoring parameters. Our endeavour is to first characterize and then detect any defects on the 

surfaces of these devices. To be more specific, in most cases, the aperture function around moiré pattern is not taken 

into account which will essentially change the spectrum plane pattern. Here, initially we explain with the help of basic 

mathematics how a superposition of two (2) 2D grating patterns can be explained and later, few experimental results are 

presented.  

Two, 2D binary grating in X-Y plane, first one varying along X-direction and the second one slightly displaced, can be 

written as in terms of Fourier coefficients as shown below where the period for both them is length L. 

and      (1) 

In the above equation, the other symbols carry their usual meaning. In Fig. 1(a-c), the situation is described pictorially. 

In this case, the resultant pattern will be obtained by multiplication of these two gratings as given below. In the second 

part of the equation the frequency domain expression is shown with multiplication being replaced by convolution. For 

each parameter of gratings, the subscript number remains the same.  

and       (2) 

However, in the above expressions, the effect of the aperture is not considered and therefore, the change in the spectrum 

plane, obtained after Fourier transform cannot be properly described. The resultant spectrum plane pattern will be an 

ensemble of delta-functions as shown in Fig.2.  

This patterns need to be modified since this in other way assumes that the periodic patterns are extended to infinity. This 

is particularly important for electronic moiré since, the patterns generated in screen can be of various shapes i.e. outer 

boundaries can be of different shapes. In our case, we have considered a rectangular and a circular shape covering the 

moiré as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(c). These figures are generated on an LCD computer screen using MATLAB and 

then, imaged onto a CCD with the help of well-corrected lens. Considering the case rectangular aperture, Eq. 2 for both 

spatial and spectrum plane have to be modified to the following.  
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and   (3) 

As from the second part of Eq. 3, an ensemble of impulses, therefore, theoretically, in positions of Dirac delta functions, 

sinc functions will be convolved since Fourier transform (FT) of rectangular functions is well-known sinc function and 

the resultant pattern is shown in Fig. 3(b). In case of circular boundary, well-known Bessel function or airy pattern will 

replace sinc function since, it is the FT of the circular aperture.  

From Fig. 3, it is clear that for both cases, the peak-values differ without changing the spatial frequencies. This can be 

used for proper filter design which can be used to clear unwanted moiré pattern from the electronic images. It can also 

be used for other characterizations such as pixel counts and deformities in the respective surfaces of LCD or CCD. 
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Fig 1 (a) Vertical grating r1 (b) displaced grating r2 and (c) superposition r(x,y)                 

   

 Fig 2 Spectrum pattern R(u,v) 

 

 

Fig 3 (a) Image of electronic moiré with rectangular shaped boundary generated on a LCD (b) corresponding Fourier 

transform (FT) pattern (c) Image of electronic moiré with circular shaped boundary generated on a LCD and (d) 

corresponding FT pattern 
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Macrobending Loss based Edge Filter using Large Core
Graded-index Fiber

Debparna Majumder · Nilotpal Choudhury · Nishant Kr. Shekhar ·
Ranjan Sen · Mrinmay Pal

Abstract An optimized bend loss based edge filter is

presented using a large core graded index fiber with a

single turn macrobending structure. A single peak in

the Fourier transform of optical spectrum is obtained

from the experimental setup on modal decomposition

of the fiber and it shows single mode propagation in

spite of having a V number greater than 2.405. The

structure based on graded index fiber with absorbing

coating layer is highly tolerant to whispering gallery

modes and produces a bend loss characteristics simi-

lar to the fibers with theoretical infinite cladding layer.

A linear monotonic change in intensity with discrimi-

nation range of 11 dB for a wavelength span 40nm is

obtained based on single turn of fiber which can be em-

ployed as an edge filter. Novelty in this structure is that,

inspite of having a high V number, there is only single
mode propagation and transmission spectrum shows a

linear monotonic change in intensity with wavelength.

Keywords Fiber edge filter · Graded-index fiber ·
macrobending loss · wavelength measurement

Introduction

The measurement of unknown wavelength is a com-

mon application in optical communication; examples in-
clude wavelength monitoring in dense wavelength divi-

sion multiplexing, and optical sensing using fiber bragg

grating and Fabry Perot filters. Bending of fiber causes

Authors acknowledge financial support from CSIR Project
MLP0101

Fiber Optics and Photonics Division
CSIR-Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute, Kolkata
E-mail: dmdeb66@gmail.com

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup

a reshaping of the guided light which refract the field

outwards and for that consequence calculation of bend

loss became important since 1970. Marcuse explained

that for an optical waveguide with an infinite cladding,
bend loss increases as bend radius decrease[1]. The ef-

fect of whispering gallery modes in a practical fiber
with coating was first explained by Harris and Castle[2].

In 2007, Wang explained an optimized design of mac-

robending based edge filter using two single mode bare

fibers (SMF28, 1060 XP)[3]. Similarly, a different bend
loss characteristic was observed in SMF28 with coating

layer in wavelength measurement system due to the ef-

fect of whispering gallery modes[4]. In the previously

published papers, to obtain a monotonic increase in

transmission spectra within a wavelength range, fibers

had a V number less than 2.405, but the fiber used in

this work is having a higher V number. In this paper,

a large core graded index fiber is used and its mac-

robending bend loss effect is utilized to design an edge

filter.

Experimental Setup and Results

A schematic structure for wavelength measurement edge

filter based on macrobending loss using a large core

graded index fiber is shown in Fig. 1. Initially, trans-

mission spectra of graded index fiber was measured, to
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Fig. 2 FFT of the transmission spectra (Inset:Transmission
spectrum obtained from OSA with bend radii 3.5cm)

identify the modal decomposition. A single mode step

index fiber SMF28(Core diameter 8.2 um, NA:0.14) was

spliced to a graded index fiber of core diameter 30um,

cladding 125um, NA: 0.07,with parabolic refractive in-

dex profile. The transmission spectra of this fiber set-up

is measured at the spectrum analyzer from wavelength

1530 to 1570nm at an input power of 6mW(shown in

the inset of Fig. 2). Fourier transform of intensity spec-

trum plotted against group delay differences (shown in

Fig.2) explains that maximum power is carried by the

fundamental mode with zero group delay, power does

not couple to other supported modes. Thus it can be

considered that graded index fiber exhibit effective sin-

gle mode operation inspite of a V value 4.25.

The bend sensitivity of the fiber is measured under

different bend radii to obtain certain bend parameters.

An edge filter should provide a linear monotonic change

of transmission spectrum from a start wavelength to

end wavelength, and this linearity is obtained using

the graded index fiber for any bend radius. The differ-

ence in bend loss between start wavelength and the end

wavelength (1530nm to 1570nm) is termed as discrim-

ination range, is 10dB and 7dB for single turn under

bend radius 3.5cm and 4cm respectively. The baseline

loss(loss at the starting wavelength 1530nm) is nearly

20dB. The fiber with a single turn can give a maximum

discrimination range upto 11dB under bend radii 3cm,

and below this curvature, the light almost refract out-

ward. The baseline loss and discrimination range follow

an exponential trend with the increase of bend radius

in a single turn fiber (shown in Fig. 3). At multiple

turns, the discrimination range gave random variations

inspite of following an exponential trend as shown for

single turn of fiber(Fig. 4). This phenomenon can be ex-

plained in bending, when radiated field is reflected and

forms the whispering gallery modes bend loss charac-

teristics change in a stochastic way. In this case, at 6cm

bend radii, discrimination range is 11dB, for multi turn

which can be used as an edge filter, but for other radii

discrimination range reduces to 2dB. When the fiber

Fig. 3 Baseline loss and discrimination range(single-turn)

Fig. 4 Baseline loss and discrimination range(multi-turn)

is bent in a single turn, whispering gallery modes has

no such strong effect on its characteristics. Thus, with

the use of graded index fiber using very few number of

turns, a 11dB discrimination range can be obtained for

a 40nm wavelength span which can be employed as an

optimized edge filter.

Conclusion

A optimized fiber bend loss edge filter is developed us-
ing a large core graded index fiber based on a single

turn macrobending structure.But, with multiple turns

effect of whispering gallery modes gets stronger in the

fiber. The discrimination range is 11dB for a single turn

structure from wavelength 1530 to 1570nm which can
be used in wavelength measurement system edge filters.
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Frequency dependent radiation properties of
negative permittivity metamaterial reflector antenna

Jovia Jose, Sikha K. Simon, Joe
Kizhakooden, Sreedevi P. Chakyar, Anju
Sebastian, Nees Paul, Jolly Andrews and
Joseph V. P.

Abstract This paper reports a novel type of microwave reflector antenna
which uses the frequency dependent properties of epsilon negative (ENG)
metamaterial medium. The frequency dependent characteristics of this artifi-
cial plasma medium is analyzed using dispersive Auxiliary Differential Equa-
tion Finite Difference Time Domain (ADE-FDTD) method by employing a
Gaussian pulse and the results are verified experimentally using a plasma
medium fabricated by an array of thin conducting wires. The radiation pat-
tern of plain and corner reflector antennas modeled using Drude equations are
obtained and are compared with conventional metallic reflector antennas. This
new class of plasma antennas show marked variations in radiation pattern for
frequencies above and below plasma frequency which may find potential use
in various frequency selective applications.

Keywords Artificial Plasma Antenna · Metamaterial · FDTD

Epsilon negative (ENG) medium, a constituent part of metamatrials, has
gained importance in microwave and terahertz research fields due to its fre-
quency selective properties. In this paper, we have employed two dimensional
ADE-FDTD method [1][2] for a dispersive medium to model frequency depen-
dent reflector antennas using negative permittivity plasma slabs making use
of the effective medium theory. Initially we have modeled an artificial plasma
medium and its frequency depended behavior is analyzed using a Gaussian
pulse[3]. The results are verified by fabricating an artificial ENG sheet using
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[a] [b]

Fig. 1 Propagation of 3 GHz and 9 GHz sine wave through the corner reflector antenna in
the computational domain .

[a] [b]

Fig. 2 Radiation pattern of plasma and the metal corner antenna for 9 GHz

an array of thin copper wires[4]. Reflector antennas of different geometries are
quite popular in various microwave applications and in our present work we
are introducing a novel type of metamaterial inspired reflector antenna having
the frequency selective properties of the plasma medium. The performance of
this plasma reflector antenna is compared with the conventional metallic re-
flector antenna and the results are analyzed. Fig 1 (a) and (b) shows the field
distribution for a 900 plasma reflector antenna for excitation frequencies below
(3 GHz) and above (9 G Hz) the plasma frequency of 4.5 G Hz. The radiation
pattern of metallic reflector antenna will be same irrespective of the frequency
of operation whereas for our plasma reflector antenna, there is a clear distinc-
tion between the patterns obtained above and below the plasma frequency.
The plasma frequency related selective properties are clearly observed in the
radiation characteristics of this new reflector antenna.
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Refractive index sensing using gold nanohole arrays

fabricated by colloidal lithography

Brindhu S Malani · P. Viswanath

Abstract We have investigated the optical properties of gold nanohole arrays on

silicon substrate fabricated using colloidal lithography. Here, a preformed monolayer

of polystyrene spheres is size reduced using reactive ion etching. This is followed

by sputtering of gold and removal of polystyrene spheres. Field emission scanning

electron microscope images show different degree of ordering and periodicity of gold

nanoholes which is found to drastically affect the optical properties. Its application

towards sensing is further discussed.

Keywords Colloidal lithography · Plasmonics · Sensing

1 Introduction

Colloidal or nanosphere lithography is a promising approach to pattern hexagonally

shaped ordered arrays of spheres which is used as a mask to fabricate large area

plasmonic film [1],[2]. Here the size, periodicity and thickness of the gold nanohole

arrays is known to affect the optical response to a larger extent. The enhancement

in electric field and the sensitivity of the localized surface plasmon resonance modes

with refractive index enhances their scope in surface enhanced raman spectroscopy [3]

and also in sensing applications [4].
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2 Experimental methods

Close packed polystyrene (PS) spheres (size 1 µm) were formed over silicon sub-

strates using evaporative induced convective self-assembly. Non-close packed (NCP)

assembly of PS spheres is obtained from the close packed state by fixing the reactive

ion etching parameters (gas flow 6 SCCM, power 7W and pressure 6.3 torr). Gold

film of thickness of about 85 nm is sputtered on to this assembly. Post sputtering, the

PS spheres were removed from the silicon substrates. The gold nanohole arrays were

further characterized using field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM),

optical microscope and uv-visible-near-ir spectroscopy techniques.

3 Results and Discussion

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 FESEM images of a) PS spheres of reduced size in non-close packed state and b) gold nanohole

arrays. c) Reflectance spectra of gold nano hole arrays in air and in solvents of different refractive index.

Figure 1(a) shows a representative image of size reduced PS sphere (RIE duration

10 min.) obtained using FESEM where the NCP state of assembly is clearly visible.

Optical microscope image of the gold nanohole arrays shows the presence of defects

and grain boundary which are intrinsic to the self-assembly process. Further, FESEM

image at higher magnification shows hexagonal ordering of the gold nanoholes (Fig-

ure 1(b)). Reflectance spectra of the gold nanohole arrays in air and also in solvents

of different refractive indices is shown in Figure 1(c). Signatures of coupling of local-

ized surface plasmon resonance and surface plasmon polaritons were seen. We find

the former resonance mode tends to red-shift with change in refractive index.

Acknowledgements The authors thank Mr. Arun D for FESEM measurements.
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Abstract Due to the high index between Silicon (𝑛 = 3.45) and SiO2 (𝑛 = 1.45), the typical 

single-moded Silicon waveguide has a dimension ~ 220 × 500 nm2 while optical 

waveguides in silica can have dimensions ~ 2 × 2 μm2. Due to a large mode-mismatch the 

direct butt coupling of the two leads to huge power loss of more than 90%. We here give a 

specific design strategy for design of a beam spot size expanding configuration based on 

complete resonant coupling of optical power from the silicon nano-wire mode to only the 

fundamental symmetric mode of an  Si/SiO2 array waveguide. The concept is illustrated by 

design of a nano-wire/5-waveguide array coupled section for coupling from a 220 nm nano-

wire to a 2 μm silica waveguide.  

Keywords Silicon Waveguides, Coupled Waveguides, SOI waveguides, array waveguides 

Introduction 

Over the last decade there has been extensive research on silicon based photonic integrated 

circuits. The optical waveguide used in these photonic circuits is a Silicon core waveguide 

on a Silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrate with a cover of SiO2 or air commonly referred to as a 

nanowire Due to the high index between Silicon (𝑛 = 3.45) and SiO2 (𝑛 = 1.45), the typical 

single-moded Silicon waveguide has a dimension ~ 220 × 500 nm2 and the spot-size of the 

fundamental propagating mode is ~ 0.11 μm2. Traditional optical waveguides in silica, 

including the optical fiber have dimensions ~ 2 × 2 μm2. Due to a large mode-mismatch 

the direct coupling of the two leads to huge power loss of more than 90%. Jiang et al [1] and 

Niharika et al [2] recently proposed a spot-size converter for coupling from a silicon nano-

wire to an optical fibre by coupling between the silicon waveguide and fundamental mode 

of a large dimension waveguide formed by an array of Si/SiO2 coupled waveguides. 

However, the two designs [1,2] showed conceptual differences in absence of a specific 

design  strategy for such a spot size expanding configuration. In this paper we discuss the 

design strategy for such a beam expanding configuration for efficient coupling between a 

silicon nano-wire and a larger silica waveguide.   

 

 

Design of the Coupled Waveguide Array and Optimal Coupling 

The Si/SiO2 waveguide array shown in Fig.(1) consisting of five single-mode 

waveguides is multi-moded and in general supports five modes. The spacing of the mode 

Fig.1 Evanescent coupling between Silicon nanowire and 5-waveguide Si/SiO2 waveguide array beam 
expander for efficient coupling to a silica waveguide. 
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effective indices depends on the thickness, d, of the silicon core and intra-waveguide 

spacing, t. The spot size expansion is based on complete resonant coupling of optical power 

from the nano-wire mode to only the fundamental symmetric mode of the array waveguide. 

In order to achieve this following design criteria need to be satisfied: 

1. To ensure that coupling occurs to only one mode at phase matching, the effective 

indices of the five modes of the array waveguide should be well spaced. This is satisfied 

by appropriate choice of the intra-waveguide spacing, t.  It may be mentioned that 

higher the spacing, t, higher is the spacing in the effective indices, but this also 

decreases the mode size expansion factor. 

2. For resonant evanescent coupling to the fundamental mode from the nano-wire mode, 

the two modes have to be synchronous, i.e., have the same propagation constant or 

effective index. This can be satisfied by estimating the appropriate value of the 

thickness, d, of the silicon cores of the array waveguide. 

3. Once resonant coupling to only one mode is achieved, the fraction of power coupled 

out of the nano-wire to the array waveguide mode depends on the spacing, s. To ensure 

complete power transfer this spacing should be large enough to ensure that equal power 

is coupled into only the first two modes. 
 

Results and Discussion 

We considered a typical nano-wire of dimension h = 220 nm, with silicon core 

index 𝑛0 = 3.45 on a silica substrate of index 𝑛𝑠 = 1.45 at 𝜆 = 1550 nm, which supports 

a single mode with effective index 𝑛𝑒 = 2.82269. A study of the array waveguide shows 

that for t = 200 nm, the effective indices of the five modes are adequately spaced and for 

d = 189.7 nm, the fundamental mode of the array waveguide is phased matched, i.e., 𝑛𝑒1 =
2.82269. Next, the coupling from the nano-wire mode to the six supermodes of the nano-

wire/array-waveguide coupled section was studied. At a value of s = 400 nm, 98.96% 

power is coupled from the nano-wire into the first two modes of the coupled section and at 

a length  𝑙 = 171 μm, 96.7% power is obtained in the fundamental mode of the array 

waveguide due to interference between these two modes as shown in Fig.(2). 

Finally, the total power coupling efficiency from the nano-wire waveguide to a 

silica waveguide of dimension a = 1.75 μm and  𝑛1 = 1.5 butt coupled to the array 

waveguide was obtained as 76.3%. It may be noted that for direct butt coupling of the nano-

wire and silica waveguide the coupling is only 24%. 
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Abstract: Two-photon absorption coefficients of a various concentration of colloidal Tungsten disulphide (WS2) 

have been investigated and compared. The different concentrations of WS2were prepared by changing the quantity 

of Tungsten disulphide in dimethyl sulphoxide. Afterwards, the various solutions of WS2were examined for their 

concentration-dependent nonlinear absorption coefficients and refractive index. The nonlinear optical studies have 

been performed using Nd-YAG pulsed laser of 20ps laser pulses at 532nm as a probing beam in a standard Z scan 

setup. Uv-Visible spectroscopy is used for inferring the linear absorption coefficient of samples. The experimental 

outcomes revealed that there was a significant nonlinearity at a concentration of 7 mM solution of Tungsten 

disulphide. This study confirms reverse saturable absorption and two-photon absorption in tungsten disulphide 

which may find potential applications in optical limiters. 

Keywords: Z Scan, WS2, Nonlinear Optics, Colloids 

 

1. Introduction 

In last few decades, nonlinear optics has attained a lot of interest due to its numerous applications in diverse areas 

such as optical modulation, optical switching, optical data storage, frequency shifting, information processing and 

many more [1]. But the challenge is to find or develop materials which shows high nonlinearity at low power.  

Among large variety of nonlinear optical materials, 2-D materials such as graphene [2], boron nitride and a new 

class of materials as TMDs (transition metal dichalcogenides) grew rapidly due to its micro and nanostructures, 

which shows large nonlinearity at low intensity. They find large applications in electronics and optoelectronics 

like light emitters, detectors, photovoltaic devices and optical switches.  Tungsten disulphide comes under TMDs 

whose indirect band gap changes to direct band gap on going from bulk to single layer. Due to its direct band gap 

in the visible region of EM spectra, it is improvised for optoelectronics applications. As its structure changes from 

bulk to a single layer, there is a change in the width of the band gap from 1.3 ev to 2.1 ev and its properties can 

be improved on changing its particle size [3]. Even when we work at atomic scale like in quantum dots, there is 

high tunability of its character due to quantum confinement and size effect [2]. Due to these reasons, WS2 is an 

interesting material to work with. Various concentrations of WS2 in colloidal form has been investigated and 

thereafter these different solution of WS2 were compared to examine the concentrations effect on nonlinear 

absorption coefficients and refractive index. The nonlinear optical studies have been performed using a standard 

Z scan setup [1,4]. 

2. Experimental Setup 

 

Figure 1. Experimental setup of Z scan for study of nonlinear optical properties of sample with Nd-YAG Laser pulsed laser of 

20ps laser pulses at 532nm is used, (a) Open aperture for precise determination of nonlinear absorption coefficient and (b) Close 

aperture setup for precise measurement of nonlinear refractive index 
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3. Results and Discussions  

 

Z scan technique was used for study of third order nonlinearity. In Z scan, experimental data points were fitted 

by using the equation described below [4] 

T(z)  =  1 −
−β∗I0∗Leff

23 2⁄ ∗(1+(𝑧 z0⁄ )2)
                          (1) 

Where, ‘T(z)’ represents the transmission of laser, ‘β’ is nonlinear absorption coefficient, ‘I0’ is peak intensity at 

focus and  Leff =
1−exp(−aL)

a
  where ‘a’ is the linear absorption coefficient calculated using UV-Visible 

spectroscopy, and ‘Z’ is the -displacement axis of sample and L is the thickness of cuvette.  

This fitted curves gave the two photon absorption coefficient. It was establish that on increasing the molar 

concentration of WS2 in colloidal form, the two photon absorption coefficient increases up to a limit and then 

saturates. It follows the relation as given below 

                      Y =  𝐴1 ∗ exp (−
𝑋

𝑡1
) + 𝑦𝑜                          (2) 

Where, ‘Y’ represents the two photon absorption coefficient, ‘X’ represents the concentration and ‘A1’, ‘t1’ and 

‘yo’ are the constants which were determined by fitting the experimental data points. 

4. Conclusions  

In the present work, we found that different concentration of WS2 in colloidal form showed variable 

nonlinearity. It was determined that on increasing the concentration of WS2, nonlinear absorption coefficient 

increases and then saturates. It was concluded that on increasing the concentration from 1 mM to 7 mM, there 

was a maximum enhancement in nonlinearity. The result established that for 7 mM of WS2 showed the 

maximum nonlinearity comparative to other concentrations. Further in order to enhance the observed 

nonlinearity, this optimized concentration of WS2 will be used for making WS2 –CNT hybrids. The interaction 

within the hybrid system will be studied using linear as well as nonlinear characterization techniques. These 

experimental findings may find applications in various active photonic devices.  
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Abstract: We present Synthetic aperture imaging technique based on white light diffraction phase microscopy which 

completely uses the frequency coverage to improve the field of view. A conventional microscope with a halogen lamp 

and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer combined to obtain images of the specimen. We have moved the CCD camera 

through four different positions using a precision translational stage to improve the field of view and Synthetic 

Aperture is formed. We imaged a microstructure to demonstrate an improved field of view.  

 

Keywords: Microscopy, Quantitative Phase imaging, Synthetic Aperture, white Light Diffraction Phase Microscopy, 

3-D imaging  

 

Introduction: 

Imaging of transparent specimens using a bright field microscope is challenging as they absorb or scatter light weakly. 

The phase shift of the transparent specimens can be converted into observable intensity information based on the phase 

contrast technique developed by Zernike. Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) techniques quantify the phase shift 

associated with a transparent specimen when light passes through it [1]. QPI can achieve three-dimensional 

information of the object as it is inherent to the phase information map. White light diffraction phase microscopy 

(wDPM) is a label-free interferometric QPI modality which produces three-dimensional information of the object non-

invasively [2]. In this paper, we developed a Synthetic Aperture white light diffraction phase microscopy with an 

increased field of view. 

Method:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        Fig 1.  Experimental Set-up wDPM                                                           
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wDPM systems use a low coherence halogen lamp as a source of illumination. DPM module is an add-on to the 

inverted microscope Axio Observer Z1, Zeiss. In the proposed work we have used concept of Synthetic aperture radar 

(SAR) with wDPM for object field of view enhancement. SAR technique combines several low-resolution information 

to form high-resolution information. The interferogram is recoded using a CCD camera having 1920x2560 pixels and 

each pixel size Δx =Δy= 2.2 µm. We have recorded four interferogram by using precision translation stage to 

completely use the frequency coverage. All interferograms are combined using ‘efficient sub pixel algorithm’ and a 

single interferogram is formed which enhances the object information and field of view [3]. The phase information of 

the object has been retrieved using the conventional phase reconstruction algorithms.  

Results: 

Multiple beam interference technique is used to create a microstructure of a positive photoresist (AZ1518) material 

having refractive index of 1.623.  figure 2 (a, b, c, d) shows the three-dimensional unwrapped phase distribution of 

four different interferograms and figure 2 (e) shows the three-dimensional unwrapped phase distribution of mosaicked 

interferogram with improved field of view and resolution. Results quantifying the resolution improvement using the 

new technique will be presented in the full paper.  

 

         

 

 

 

Fig 2. (a), (b), (c), (d) three-dimensional phase map of microstructure and Fig 2. (e) three-dimensional phase map of 

mosaicked interferogram. 

Conclusion:  

Synthetic Aperture wDPM enhances the field of view and resolution. The simplified interferometric setup has been 

achieved using small aperture which is needed for phase retrieval and synthetic aperture contributes to improved 

field of view and allows to achieve resolution therefore suitable for biological microscopic applications. 
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Resonance properties of split ring resonators made
of polyaniline based conducting polymer
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Abstract We present the observance of magnetic resonance for the first time
in split ring resonators (SRR’s) made of polyaniline based conducting poly-
mer and verify our experimental result through simulation. The magnetic res-
onance behaviour of closed ring resonator (CRR) and SRR of polyaniline -
polytetrafluoroethylene (Pani - PTFE) are studied for square and circular
shaped rings. This humidity sensitive conducting Pani - PTFE ring, the main
characteristics of our novel resonance structure, behaves like lossy conduct-
ing ring with wide band resonance behavior whereas the CRR doesnot show
any resonant response as is expected for a metallic ring. The results are com-
pared using simulation studies of copper rings of similar dimensions. Resonance
absorption of the Pani - PTFE ring resonators are analyzed using the tran-
simission spectra (S21) obtained by arranging the proposed resonator between
monopole antennas connected to the transmitting and receiving probes of a
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The humidity dependence and flexibility of
this Pani - PTFE ring can be used for the designing of frequency tunable 3
dimensional resonator and sensors at microwave regime.

Keywords Polyaniline · conducting polymer · split ring resonator · magnetic
resonance
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[a] [b]

Fig. 1 (a) Magnetic resonances present in a Copper and Pani-PTFE circular ring of outer
diameter = 10 mm, inner diameter = 8 mm, slit = 1.057 mm and thickness t = 2 mm .(b)
Magnetic resonances present in a Copper and Pani-PTFE square ring of outer length louter
= 10 mm, inner length linner = 3.8 mm, split s = 3 mm and thickness t = 1.5 mm.

Protonated chlorine doped polyanilie (Pani) is formed from aniline and am-
monium peroxysulphate (APS) using chemical oxidation method. The pow-
dered polyaniline is then turned into sheet form using polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) so as to form polyaniline - polytetrafluoroethylene (Pani-PTFE) hy-
brid sheet.[1,2]The prepared sheets possessing greater conductivity in highly
humid conditions are then cut into square and circular rings of specific dimen-
sions.

Figure 1(a) shows the experimental magnetic resonance curves obtained for
SRR and CRR of circular geometry made of Pani - PTFE along with the sim-
ulation results. Simulated result of circular copper ring with same dimension
is also shown in the figure for comparison. The wide band resonance behavior
of the Pani - PTFE ring in comparison with its metallic counter part is due
to the lower conductivity of the material. The absence of magnetic resonance
for CRR is also noticed.[3,4] Figure 1(b) shows the experimental magnetic
resonance spectra of a square SRR along with the simulation results where
the simulated curve of square metallic ring is also shown. The noticeable shift
in the resonance frequency between Pani - PTFE and copper ring may be
explained in terms of the higher contribution of displacement current due to
the nonignorable dielectric behavior of Pani - PTFE material. The magnetic
response of this polymer with tunable conductivity makes it a new candidate
for the realisation of left handed materials with attractive features.
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Abstract: A simple ion sensor bearing flavone  moiety and hydroxyl group, showed both colorimetric and 

fluorescence turn–off response towards  Cu2+ and Fe2+ with high sensitivity and selectivity. Meanwhile the 

distinct color change and the rapid quenching of fluorescence emission provide naked eyes detections.3HF 

shows great affinity with a wide range of metal ions and the complexation usually occurs at the 3-hydroxy-4-

keto binding site(Fig i). In present work 3 Hydroxyflavone was used for the detection of Cu2+ and Fe2+  ion  in 

aqueous solution. The detection limit of the sensor towards Cu2+ and Fe2+ was 1.54 µM and 1.98 µM 

respectively. Moreover, sensor could be used as a quick, simple, visual test strip for Fe2+ and Cu2+ detection. 

This sensor achieved the detection of two ions which does not need to rely on two different probes: utilization of 

the innate reactivity of only one probe could achieve a dual recognition purpose in a tandem fashion. 
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Introduction: Transition metal (TM) ions are caused for concern because of their applications in the field of 

medicine, catalysis, biology, and environment [1]. Copper is a vital trace element, the third most abundant in 

humans, and is present at low levels in a variety of cells and tissues with the highest concentrations in the liver. 

Fast detection of Cu2+ in water or physiological samples is of toxicological and environmental concern[3]. Fe2+ 

is one of the most essential metals in oxygen transport and electron transport. Fe2+deficiency in our bodies will 

lead to low oxygen delivery, which could result in low blood pressure, anemia and decreased immunity. On the 

contrary, excess Fe2+ can result in the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which have damaging effects 

on lipids, nucleic acids,and proteins [2,3]. 

Flavonoids are a class of polyphenolic compounds, containing a variety of functional groups including 

methyl, isopentenyl, and phenolic hydroxyl groups. Studies on the electronic excited—relaxation processes 

including excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) of flavones, especially for the development of fluorescent probes 

and sensors have been extensively undertaken [4]. Hydroxyflavones are characterized by low toxicity and 

extensive pharmacological activity and have become an area for intense study in the field of natural medicines. 

Here we would like to report on a 3-hydroxyflavone-based fluorescence chemosensor for copper and ferrous  

ions. [5,6,7 ] 

Experimental: UV-Vis absorption spectra, at room temperature, were recorded by Perkin Elmer Lambda -750 

spectrophotometer. Emission spectra were recorded by using Jobin Yvon FL3-22 fluorolog and data were 

analyzed by related software.  3-Hydroxyflavone of 98-99% purity was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and all 

the metal salts was purchased from LOBA Chemie and SRL Pvt. Ltd. and both were used without further 

purification. All the solvents used were of spectroscopic grades and were also checked for their fluorescence 

purity. 

Result and Discussion: On adding the copper and ferrous ions,  the  probe 3HF showed  noticeable naked eye 

detection of Cu2+ and Fe2+ ions accompanied by an obvious yellow and brown colour appearing, 

respectively(Fig ii). Further irradiating 3HF by 345 nm, in MeOH/H2O, the green emission at 409 nm and a 

strong band at 510 nm of the long wavelength emission maximum is observed. The recognition ability of the 

sensor was obtained by mixing it with various metal ions including Ca2+, Mg2+, Al3+, Zn2+, Pb2+, Hg2+, Ag2+, 

Cu2+, Fe2+, Na+, K+ in aqueous solution using the fluorescence titration method (Fig iii). Further on successive 

addition of Cu2+and Fe2+, fluorescence of 3HF was “turned off”, whereas no change in wavelength of 

fluorescence was detected in any of two emission bands. Quenching efficiencies for copper and ferrous ions are 

found to be 88.35% and 49.07%. Further, the test paper coated with probe 3HF was found to be excellent quick, 

convenient and visual to detect Cu2+and Fe2+ions (Fig iv). The probe is found to be more sensitive towards 

copper ions.                                                        

Conclusion: The sensor 3HF displayed good selectivity, high sensitivity, and low detection limits for the dual 

ions. The test strips was successfully applied to detect Fe2+ and Cu2+ ion by a simple test paper. The proposed 

sensing system can be successfully applicable for determination of Cu2+ and Fe2+ in waste water samples and 

onsite analysis showing turn off fluorescence response and for further monitoring of intracellular Cu2+ levels in 

living cells with high sensitivity and selectivity at micromolar level concentrations. 
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Fig i. Scheme for 3HF metal ion complex 
Fig ii. Colorimetric response of 3HF in presensce of 

Cu
2+

 and Fe
2+ 

under visible light 

Fig iii. Relative fluorescence intensity of the 3HF(20 µM) in the presence of 50µM of various metal 
ions. 

Fig iv. Photographs of 3HF and the response of a.) Cu
2+

 and b.) Fe
2+

 ions on test papers in visible light. 
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Abstract This paper introduces a novel Triangular Broadside Coupled Split
Ring Resonator (TBCSRR) metamaterial structure with high Quality factor
for the sensitive detection of very weak mechanical vibrations. Instead of fab-
ricating TBCSRR in a conventional manner, we have fixed metallic triangular
strips of the resonator on two separate identical low loss thin sheets coaxially,
which are capable of changing the spacing between them. Vibration sensor
operates on the possible resonance frequency variations of the TBCSRR in re-
lation to the changes in the spacing between rings caused due to amplitude of
mechanical vibrations. If the operating frequency of the TBCSRR is selected
on the rising or falling slope of the resonance curve, the output amplitude
fluctuates in accordance with mechanical vibrations. The resonant absorption
curve having very small bandwidth, not reported for earlier structures, makes
the proposed TBCSRR a suitable choice for high sensitive vibration measure-
ments. The high Q resonance curve of TBCSRR is experimentally obtained
and the result is confirmed using simulation. Using TBCSRR as a sensor probe
the amplitude variations caused due to some typical vibrations are presented.
The proposed TBCSRR sensor probe may find applications in detecting even
very weak vibrations caused due to various man-made and natural sources.

Keywords Metamaterials · Vibration Sensor · BCSRR

Metamaterial TBCSRR structure of different dimensions are fabricated and
resonance properties are studied. Fig 1a shows the schematic representation of
TBCSRR and Fig 1b shows the experimental and simulated resonance curves
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[a] [b]

Fig. 1 a) Design of Triangular BCSRR b) Transmission spectra of Triangular BCSRR.

[a] [b]

Fig. 2 a) Output vibration pattern due to freely falling standard weight of 2 gm from a
height of 10 cm at a distance of 10 cm from the sensor probe. b) Output vibration pattern
due to freely falling standard weight of 50 gm and 100 gm from a height of 25 cm at a
distance of 2 m from the sensor probe.

of TBCRR having dimensions of length of one side 12 mm ,width 2 mm, silt
width 0.5 mm, thickness 0.05 mm and spacing 0.5mm. The experimental set up
consists of the newly designed TBCSRR unit with one of its triangular portion
fixed on a rigid support whereas the other one is mounted coaxially on a can-
tilever capable of sensing mechanical vibrations, placed between transmitting
and receiving probes of Vector Network Analyser[1,2].

Operating point for the vibration sensor is chosen on the falling edge of the
absorption curve at a frequency of 1.31 GHz . In order to verify the sensitivity
of the proposed vibration sensor, we have measured vibrations caused due to
freely falling standard weights. Typical vibration patterns are shown in Fig 2a
and 2b. This proposed high sensitive TBCSRR based vibration sensor can be
a suitable choice for the precise detection of very weak vibrations like seismic
tremors, vibrations due to hectic transportations, quarrying, pilling etc.
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Abstract: The tight focusing properties of  azimuthally polarized  axisymmetric Bessel-modulated Gaussian beam with 
quadratic radial dependence (QBG beam) in high numerical aperture system through dielectric interface  is investigated 
theoretically by vector diffraction theory. We observed that the generated focal structure is completely transversely 
polarized and the spot size and focal depth are calculated for different values of µ (beam parameter). It is observed that 
for complex values of µ, the spot size reduced and the focal depth improved very much. We also observed that presence 
of annular obstruction further confined the spot size (0.378 λ) and drastically improved the focal depth (31.42λ). 

Keywords: Focusing properties, Axisymmetric Bessel-modulated Gaussian, Vector diffraction theory, Dielectric 
Interface. 
 
1. Introduction 

The tight focusing effect of light is an important research due to variety of application such as microscopy [1-
3], optical tweezing [4], Raman spectroscopy [5] and fluorescent imaging [6] .These applications demands sub 
wavelength scale focal spot with ultra long focal depth normally generated using radially polarized beam. However the 
strong longitudinal component of radially polarized beam suffers discontinuous at the interface of two neighboring 
media and enlarges the focusing spot in the high-NA medium. This implies that the sub wavelength focused spot with 
longitudinal polarization is limited in applications such as imaging of silicon integrated circuits[7,8].Hence many 
methods to generate transversely polarized focal patterns under tight focusing conditions are suggested[9-12].Recently, 
Caron and Potvliege et.al. Introduced a novel class of beam expressed in cylindrical coordinate system namely, the 
Bessel-modulated Gaussian beams with quadratic radial dependence (QBG beam) [13]. Belafhal and Dalil-Essakali et. 
al. studied the propagation properties of QBG beams through an unapertured optical paraxial ABCD system [14]. The 
tight focusing properties of such a beam are investigated for possible applications in optical trapping and manipulation 
of particles .In this paper we numerically investigated the tight focusing properties of azimuthally polarized Quadratic 
Bessel-modulated Gaussian beams through a dielectric interface. 

2. Theory 
Scheme of the optical system of the proposed system is shown in Fig 1. In the focusing system we 

investigated, focusing beam is azimuthally polarized axisymmetric QBG beam whose value of transverse optical field is 
same as that of the scalar axisymmetric QBG beam and is given by  [15]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of focusing optical system. 
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Where ki= nik0 is the wave number, Jn(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, α = arcsin(NA) is the 
maximal angle determined by the NA of the objective. 
 
3.  Results and Discussion 

In the investigation of azimuthally polarized axisymmetric QBG beam, without loss of validity and generality, 
it is proposed that the numerical aperture of the focusing optical system NA = 0.95 and relative waist width ω=1. We 
assume here the other parameters are chosen as λ = 632.8 nm ,n1 = 1, n2 = 3.55, f =2 mm, d=1λ and m = 1. 
 

 

Fig.2. µ=10i using the annular obstruction for δ=0.5 and δ=0.75 

In order to improve the focal depth, we tried annular obstruction to the complex value beam parameter µ=10i with 
δ=0.5 and δ=0.75. It is observed from the Fig.2(a and e) the focal depth of the generated focal structure is improved 
when using annular obstruction. The DOF achieved for δ=0.5 is 26.1 λ with spot size of 0.426 λ. However for annular 
obstruction with δ=0.75 the DOF drastically increased to 31.428 λ and spot size decreased to 0.378 λ. The position of 
maximum intensity corresponding to δ=0.5 is measured as 6.2 λ and for δ=0.75 it is 6.9 λ. We also noted from fig.2(c & 
g), that the generated focal structure is completely transversely polarized with no longitudinal component. Such a 
needle of transversely polarized beam is useful in application such as optical recording, optical trapping and 
semiconductor inspection.  

4. Conclusion  
The tight focusing properties of azimuthally polarized axisymmetric Bessel-modulated Gaussian beam with quadratic 
radial dependence (QBG beam) in high numerical aperture system through dielectric interface is analyzed numerically 
by vector diffraction theory. It is observed that by using annular obstruction with δ=0.5 and δ=0.75 a   highly confined 
transversely polarized focal spot with FWHM around 0.378 λ with large focal depth 31.42λ is obtained for complex 
valued µ.  
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Abstract The temperature dependence of complex permittivity of flame re-
tardant (FR) printed circuit board (PCB) samples is carried out using a reso-
nance property of metamaterial split ring resonator structure. Different PCB
laminates used for the study are placed in close contact with (SRR) test probe
and is arranged inside a temperature controllable wooden chamber. The varia-
tion in the resonant frequency of the SRR with temperature in presence of the
sample is measured by arranging it in between the transmitting and receiv-
ing probes of a vector network analyzer (VNA). Using theoretically developed
equations the real and imaginary parts of permittivity at different tempera-
ture is calculated from the shift in resonance frequency and Q-factor. Results
are verified by simulating the resonant frequencies from the calculated values
of temperature dependent permittivity.

Keywords Metamaterial · Split Ring Resonator · Flame Retardent boards ·
Temperature dependent permittivity

Flame retardent (FR) Printed circuit boards (PCBs) are dielectric ma-
terials whose electrical properties strongly depend on their composites and
fabrication procedure. One desirable condition for the faithful functioning of
electromagnetic gadgets is to have thermal stability of the dielectric constant
and loss tangent of the PCB laminates. In different electronic circuits the heat
produced during operation can affect the performance of the FR board sub-
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[a] [b]

Fig. 1 Variation of (a) real part of permittivity and (b) loss tangent with temperature for
five different FR board samples

strate which in turn adversely affect the operation of the circuit as a whole.
Hence, the study of dependence of temperature on the electrical properties of
the laminates is an important area in designing electronic circuits and anten-
nas. Only a few attempts are found in literature in this regard [1],[2]. But,
extensive sample preparation, bulky experimental setup and rigorous calcula-
tion methods make them less desirable. In this work we use the dependence
of complex permittivity on resonant frequency and Q factor of metamate-
rial resonating structure SRR to measure the temperature dependent complex
permittivity of FR board samples using the equations given in [3].

Five different types of FR boards samples are used for the study. SRR of
resonant frequency 3.6 GHz is used as the test probe and is placed between two
monopole antennas connected to transmitting and receiving probes of a vector
network analyzer (VNA). For uniform heating of the sample, SRR test setup
is placed inside a thermally insulated box, which is having an arrangement
to increase the temperature using an infrared lamp and having provisions for
accurate measurement of temperature.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the variation of the real part of permittivity
and loss tangent calculated using equations from the resonant frequencies and
Q-factors obtained from the experiments for different temperature. Significant
changes in real and imaginary parts are observed even for an experimental
band of temperature difference 50 �. From the experimentally obtained val-
ues of permittivity, the resonant frequencies for different temperatures are
simulated and are found to be in agreement with experiment. In various fields
employing circuit boards especially in microwave systems, this study may help
in the detection and removal of undesirable noise effects which may be more
prominent during sudden temperature changes in the environment due to var-
ious reasons.
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Analysis of V-slot Bow-tie Optical Antenna

Shubhanshi Sharma · Saawan Kumar
Bag · Rajat Kumar Sinha · Shailendra
Kumar Varshney

Abstract In this paper, V-slot has been made at the tip of the bow-tie optical
antenna. Near field analysis of the antenna has been done for the mid-IR
region. It is observed that because of the slot, higher-order resonances occur
at the optimized length of 4.5 µm and thickness 375 nm. The maximum electric
field intensity of 61.35 V/µm and transmittance of -12.98 dB is obtained at the
wavelength of 12.8 µm. The designed optical antenna can be used for near-field
optical microscopy, IR detection and solar energy harvesting.

Keywords Optical Antenna · Plasmonics · Mid-IR · Localised Surface
Plasmons

1 Introduction

In recent times, optical antenna has found many applications in the area of
optical microscopy, optical tweezers, thermal imaging and solar energy har-
vesting. An optical antenna is a device which converts the energy of free prop-
agating electromagnetic waves into localised energy[1]. The optical antennas
are generally made of rare metals, such as gold or silver, rested over the Silica
glass. When the light of certain frequency is incident on it, localised plas-
mons are formed at the metal-dielectric interface[2]. As a result, the charge
accumulating at the edges generates high electric field at the feed point of the
antenna. This paper focuses on the near field analysis of optical antenna where
the characteristics of V- slot antenna is studied.
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2 Design and Analysis

The optical antenna here is of sectoral bow-tie type which has a slot on its
tip which is rested on a silica glass substrate (permittivity of εr = 2.09). The
design of the device is shown in Fig.1. The antenna arms are made of Gold. The
dielectric constant of gold is obtained from the Drude model. The 3D numerical
simulation of the proposed design has been done using commercial COMSOL
Multiphysics, which works on finite element method. The antenna structure
is illuminated from normal direction to the antenna plane with a unity (1
V/m) electric field magnitude and a linear polarisation along the antenna
axis. The structure is optimized in terms of antenna length, the thickness
of antenna, width and length of the slot to monitor the performance of the
antenna in the mid-IR wavelength region. Through simulation, it is found
that antenna resonates at multiple wavelengths between 8 µm to 15 µm. The
first resonant wavelength is at ∼9 µm whereas the second and third resonant
wavelengths are 10.6 µm and 12.8 µm, respectively, as shown in Fig.2. The
transmission characteristic of the designed antenna is also calculated, which
shows a maximum transmission depth of 12.98 dB at 12.8 µm wavelength and
greater than 10 dB at ∼9 µm.

Fig. 1 V-slot gold bow-tie optical
antenna placed over Silica Glass

Fig. 2 Electric field for optimised
antenna

3 Conclusion

The designed optical antenna works in the mid-IR range of 8 µm to 15 µm.
It is observed that because of the slot, higher-order resonances occur at the
optimized length of 4.5 µm and thickness 375 nm. The slot is also further
optimized for length and width. The maximum electric field intensity of 61.35
V/µm and transmittance of -12.98 dB is obtained at the wavelength of 12.8
µm.
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Full field birefringence microscopy using a rotating polarizer 

Kallol Bhattacharya 

 

Abstract This work aims to provide a novel method to characterize and analyze microscopic 
birefringent samples in terms of its magnitude of retardance and its fast axis orientation with the 
help of a rotating analyzer. Moreover, it is possible to estimate the Stokes parameters using a 
simple algorithm thus developed. The simulated and experimental results thus presented are in 
good agreement with the proposed theory. 
 
Keywords birefringence measurement, birefringence microscopy, birefringence phase 

Theory 
If a birefringent material is illuminated by a circularly polarized beam of light, and a polarizer is 
rotated in the path of the exit beam, the phase difference between the orthogonally polarized 
components depends on the orientation angle of the polarizer θ, the retardation of the sample 
and its direction of birefringence φ according to the equation 
 

1  2 2                                                                                                            (1) 
The optimal value of Ic(θ) can be found  by taking the derivative of eqn (1) with respect to θ and 
equating it to zero. In this way we get the point of inflexion for the function. 

0, which gives  cos 2 2 cos  ,  
i.e.,                                                                                (2) 
Also,  I( +45o)=1 + sinδ                              (3)          
 and     I( -45o)=1 – sinδ                                                                                                                    (4)                  
Hence, sin I ° I °

I ° I °
                                                                                           (5) 

 
Then equations (4) and (5) are used to compute the retardance and the fast axis orientation at 
each pixel to derive the spatial distribution of retardance of the sample. In case of quantitative 
evaluation of birefringence in microscopic bio-specimens, the retardance is restricted to well 
within π radians and as such Eq.5 is sufficient for this purpose. Fig.1 shows plot of Eq.5 for 
fixed magnitudes of φ and δ as specified in the figures. It is worthwhile to observe that the 
retardation of the sample controls the amplitude of the periodic oscillations of phase as shown 
in Fig.1(a) and direction of birefringence controls the position of the inflexion points as evident 
from Fig.1(b). This provides a clue for complete evaluation of birefringence. 
 

 
Fig 1. The phase difference between two orthogonal components oriented at θ-45o and θ +45o 
of the exit beam  as obtained when the output polarizer is rotated from 0o to 360o for (a) φ=45o  
and fixed magnitudes of retardance and (b) and the corresponding changes when the fast axis 
orientation of the sample is changed in steps of 22.5 degrees,  for a sample of retardance π/4. 
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Optics Design For Compact Optical Imaging System Using Hybrid Optics And Fabrication Aspects 
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Abstract: Optical and infrared remote sensing using satellite based Earth observation cameras has proved to be an indispensable 

tool for providing valuable information on natural resources and environment on various spatial and temporal scales. Higher 

resolution demands larger mirrors/focusing optics and to achieve best image quality, optical aberrations are minimized by using 

multiple elements in the optical imaging system. This results into increase in weight, size and cost of space based cameras. In this 

paper, hybrid (diffractive/refractive) optics is proposed as one of the solutions to this problem. Commercially available optical 

design software ZEMAX, is used to design an eight element refractive optical imaging system (F/5, EFL (effective focal length): 

120mm, 500-700nm, ±100 FOV (Field of view)) to achieve diffraction limited performance at 70lp/mm. Two designs have been 

proposed to reduce weight, size and cost using hybrid optics to meet the same specifications and performance. First design consists 

of six elements (four refractive lens and two hybrid lens with flat diffractive surface) and second design consists of four elements 

(two refractive lens and two hybrid lens with curved diffractive surface). Also, in-house fabrication of amplitude and phase binary 

diffractive lens using Direct Write Laser (DWL) lithography have also been reported in this paper. 

Keywords: Diffractive lens, optical design, ZEMAX, remote sensing, hybrid optics, direct write laser lithography 

Extended Abstract: Optical and infrared remote sensing using satellite based Earth observation cameras has proved to be an 

indispensable tool for providing valuable information on natural resources and environment on various spatial and temporal scales. 

Such observations are crucial and of primary importance in the assessment and monitoring of natural resources, weather and climate 

system and mitigation of its implications [1].The quality of the imagery reaching the end user from an Earth observation camera 

depends primarily on the imaging optics, the focal plane detector array and associated electronics and the processing of the raw data. 

The function of imaging optics is to transfer the radiance from the object space to image plane. The imaging optics for any optical 

imaging system is chosen from one of three basic configurations – 1. All refractive 2. All reflective 3. A combination of reflective 

and refractive, called catadioptric. Optical design software is used to optimize the configuration of imaging optics to get the best 

image quality (measured in terms of MTF and distortion value). Desired performance is achieved by reducing monochromatic and 

chromatic aberrations which requires optimization of curvatures of optical components and usage of multiple elements [2]. This leads 

to increase in size and mass of the space based camera. Also, higher and higher resolution is needed to examine distant astronomical 

objects and also for other applications like earth observation, optical communications etc., which requires larger mirrors/focusing 

optics which further increases the weight and cost. Since, size and weight is a crucial factor for any object sent into space, solutions 

are required to reduce the size and weight of space based cameras.  

One solution is using a hybrid (diffractive/refractive) lens / optical imaging system i.e. using either diffractive lenses in an optical 

imaging system or using a hybrid lens (diffractive/refractive) in an optical imaging system. Phase profile of the diffractive surface 

is modelled by a polynomial, whose coefficients are optimized to achieve the desired performance. Second order phase coefficient 

is used to establish the power of diffractive lens whereas other higher order coefficients are used to minimize the third order 

aberrations. Therefore, in diffractive lens, in addition to optimizing the curvature of the surface (on which diffraction pattern is 

written), we have additional degrees of freedom (higher order phase coefficients) which can be used to control monochromatic 

aberrations. Additionally, diffractive lenses have large negative dispersion. As such, if diffractive lenses are used together with 

refractive lenses (positive dispersion) in an optical imaging system (Hybrid system), they can also compensate for chromatic 

aberration in addition to reducing monochromatic aberrations [3]. Hence, same performance can be achieved with lesser elements, 

thus reducing the mass and size of an optical imaging system. Also, the value of dispersion for diffractive lenses is much larger, 

hence chromatic aberration can be compensated in a hybrid system by only a small power of the diffractive element (which means 

larger focal length and easier fabrication).  

In this paper, an all refractive optical imaging system (F/5, 120 mm EFL, wavelength range: 500 – 700nm, ± 100 FOV) is designed 

using commercially available optical design software ZEMAX. System is optimized so as to achieve diffraction limited MTF at 

70lp/mm and distortion less than 0.1%. Designed system consists of 8 refractive elements (Refer Fig 1(a)). MTF curves and 

distortion curves are given in Fig 1(b) and (c) respectively. Optical imaging system with the same specifications is redesigned using 

ZEMAX to achieve the same image quality using hybrid lenses. In ZEMAX, a diffractive surface is modelled by the following 

phase profile:  𝛷 = M . ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝜌
2𝑖𝑁

𝑖=1  ,where N is the number of polynomial coefficients in the series, Ai the coefficient on the power 

of ρ, which is the normalized radial aperture coordinate, and M is the diffraction order. Fig 2(a) shows the design in which diffractive 

surface is on the flat side of the refractive lens. This system consists of 6 elements (4 refractive lenses and 2 hybrid lenses). Fig 2(b) 

shows the design in which the diffractive surface is also allowed to be curved resulting in further reduction of elements to 4 elements 

(2 refractive lenses and 2 hybrid lenses).  

Initially, an amplitude (Fig 3(a)) and phase (Fig 3(b)) binary diffractive lens were fabricated in-house, using direct write laser (DWL) 

lithography. Optimized phase polynomial obtained from ZEMAX is fractured to obtain the transition locations according to the 

number of levels to be fabricated. Fig 4(a) and 4(b) show the microscopic images of the center rings and side rings of the fabricated 
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diffractive lens respectively. Fig 4(c) shows the surface profile of the fabricated phase binary diffractive lens from confocal 

microscope. In the future, fabrication of multilevel (higher efficiency) diffractive lenses and fabrication of hybrid lenses (also with 

curved diffractive surface) will be undertaken. 
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Figures referenced in text 

 
                      (a)                                                                                                           (b)                                                        (c)                      

Fig 1. Refractive optical imaging system (F/5, EFL:120mm,500-700nm, ±100 FOV) (a) Optical system layout consisting of eight refractive elements (b) 

Polychromatic MTF curve showing diffraction limited performance at 70lp/mm at all fields (sagittal and tangential) (c) Distortion curve for 500nm, 600nm and 

700nm as a function of field 

 

                 
(a) (b)                

Fig 2. Hybrid (diffractive/refractive) optical imaging system (F/5, EFL: 120mm, 500-700nm, ± 100 FOV); image quality similar to refractive optical imaging system 

consisting of 8 elements (as depicted in fig 1) (a) Optical system layout consisting of six elements: 4 refractive lens and 2 hybrid lens with flat diffractive surface (b) 
Optical system layout consisting of four elements: 2 refractive lens and 2 hybrid lens with curved diffractive surface 

 

 
(a)                                                                  (b) 

Fig 3. Binary diffractive lens fabricated in-house using Direct Write Laser lithography (a) Amplitude (b) Phase 

 

 
(a)                                                                             (b)                                                              (c) 

Fig 4. Microscopic images of fabricated binary diffractive lens (a) Center rings (b) Side rings (c) Surface profile of phase diffractive lens measured with confocal 

microscopy. Number of transition points are 1272. Deviation in width of last circle (critical dimension (CD) for fabrication/resolution of diffractive lens), was 3.7% 

(Targeted CD was 5um, achieved was 4.813um). Achieved etch depth has 2.5% deviation from targeted etch depth (Achieved etch depth is 497nm, while targeted 
etch depth was 485nm). Deviation in focal length was 0.5% (Design focal length is 200mm). Diffraction efficiency of Phase Binary diffractive lens was 3.5 times 

more than Amplitude binary diffractive lens. 
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Abstract  
 The rapid pace of industrialisation has resulted in increased the consumption of energy up to 520 Quadrillion 
Btu in 20111. With the sun not dying in near future, solar energy is envisioned to satisfy the energy demands in future. 
The primary bottleneck in exploiting solar PV power is the cost per unit of electricity. The cost of energy generated us-
ing photovoltaics depend on a large number of factors such as conversion efficiency, the lifetime of the solar panels to 
name a couple of them. First generation solar cells based on crystalline silicon are more efficient and also highly expen-
sive2,. whereas second and third are cheaper but at the same time suffer from poor efficiencies. One way to increase the 
efficiencies is to increase the light trapping mechanisms for which TiO2 nanotubes form potential candidates. The peri-
odic arrangement of nanotubes fabricated on Ti metal arranged as a photonic crystal is expected to increase the light 
trapping mechanisms. The band gap and density of states available in conduction band are the main parameters to 
choose an efficient semiconductor3. Highly ordered TiO2 nanotubes fabricated using a nano porous alumina templating 
method have been used to achieve solar cell efficiencies of 3.5% 4. Here we propose a technique of fabricating TiO2 
nanotubes with sub wavelength scale pore size using electrochemical anodisation technique. This enables in keeping 
low fabrication costs and achieve higher efficiencies by increasing light trapping mechanisms because of photonics 
crystal arrangement. 
Keywords 
 TiO2 nanotubes, DSSC, light trapping mechanisms, Solar cells. 
Introduction  
 TiO2 nanotubes have very high surface to volume ratio because of which they are highly used in photocataly-
sis5, photo electrolysis6, and photovoltaics7. Several methods have been explored such as deposition into a nano porous 
alumina template8, sol–gel method9, seeded growth10, and hydrothermal processes11 to fabricate TiO2 nanotubes. Of all 
the methods, fabrication of TiO2 nanotubes using anodisation of titanium12 produces more uniform structures. By vary-
ing the electrochemical conditions like fluorine content, electrolyte to water ratio, anodisation time and voltage one can 
control the pore sizes, lengths, and wall thicknesses. 
Sample Preparation and Characterisation 
 TiO2 nanotubes are prepared using thin Titanium sheet. The Ti foil is cleaned by sonication in ethanol and DI 
water and later dried with hot air blower. The as such prepared Ti metal is used as anode and platinum gauge (100mesh) 
as cathode in a two electrode electrochemical cell with 0.5 wt% NH4F in ethylene glycol and 2 volume % water.  Dur-
ing the electrochemical process, anodic oxidation occurs, which converts Ti to TiO2 and then localised dissolution of 
oxide occurs because of the fluoride ions resulting in formation of nanotubes 6,. The anodisation is performed at 30V for 
a period of 24hrs at room temperature. These samples are then cleaned with DI water to remove the contamination and 
annealed in air  at 500oC for 3 hrs at a heating rate of 5oC/min. The SEM image, UV-VIS reflectance spectrum, XRD 
and PL spectrum are shown in the Fig.1.To characterise the electrochemical activity of TiO2 nanotubes cyclic voltame-
try was carried out in 1 M Na2SO4 solution. The TiO2 nanotubes grown substrate was polarised from -1.2 to 1.3V vs. 
SCE. The CV curves exhibit a typical characteristic for anatase structure of titania nanotubes that are characterised with 
a very low capacitive current in the anodic potential range but in the cathodic range there is a high electrochemical ac-
tivity. The redox peaks recorded at about −0.7 V could be related with alteration in electronic structure of the oxide, e.g. 
Incorporation of additional states within the band gap that alter the conductivity and optical properties as well. The ca-
thodic peak could be attributed to Ti4+ reduction in conjunction with cation intercalation and is related with substantial 
variations in the material conductivity. On the other hand, the reduction peak located below −0.5 V was identified 
as hydrogen evolution despite its generally regarded that this reaction takes place at more negative potentials. The redox 
activity in the material comes from the internal walls of the nanotubes and also from the top surface of the nano 
porous structure. The CV is shown in Fig.2.  
Conclusion 
 TiO2 nanotubes are synthesised using two electrode anodisation method and it’s SEM, XRD, Reflectance and 
Photoluminescence spectra  are reported. The TiO2 nanotubes so obtained are expected to show good potential as photo 
anode under reverse illumination in fabrication of due sensitised solar cells. 
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Fig.1 (a) SEM of TiO2 nanotubes at 30V, 24hrs, (b) XRD of TiO2 nanotubes, (c) Reflectance of
TiO2 nanotubes, (d) Photoluminescence spectrum of TiO2 nanotubes. 

    
    
    Fig.2 CV measurement of TiO2 nanotubes 
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Spin momentum locking in a tightly focused Gaussian
beam

Debapriya Pal · Indrani Bhattacharya ·
Sourav Islam · Subhasish Dutta Gupta ·
Nirmalya Ghosh · Ayan Banerjee

Abstract We demonstrate by a simple calculation that tight focusing of a Gaus-
sian beam in optical tweezers leads to spin-momentum locking, where the spin
momentum density is rendered independent of helicity while the Poynting vec-
tor becomes helicity dependent. We hypothesize that the presence of a stratified
medium in the path of the trapping beam would enhance the transverse spin mo-
mentum leading to exotic controlled rotation of optically trapped single mesoscopic
particles for input circularly polarized light.

Keywords Spin Momentum Locking · Optical Tweezers · Gaussian Beam ·
Optical Manipulation · Light Matter Interaction

Introduction: Light carries both orbital and spin angular momentum, and the
Poynting vector - which is considered to be the vector representative of the flow of
energy - has contribution from both the orbital and spin part of the momentum.
The spin contribution in Poynting vector, introduced by Belinfante through the
equation p = po +ps [1], where ps represents the contribution of spin in poynting
vector, is rather enigmatic. This is because the term ps, though being responsible
for spin angular momentum, does not contribute to the energy flow, so that it may
be considered to be a virtual quantity. On the other hand, po represents canonical
momentum that is responsible for generating orbital angular momentum (OAM)
(l = r× po).

It has recently been discovered that a phase shifted longitudinal component
of field plays a major role in the appearance of spin (polarization) dependent
transverse momentum and spin (polarization) independent transverse spin angu-
lar momentum (SAM) (ps)[1–4]. This particular feature is well known as spin
momentum locking in condensed matter physics in the context of topological insu-
lators [5,6]. On the surface of a topological insulator, special states exist which fall
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within the bulk energy gap and allow surface metallic conduction [7]. The carriers
in these surface states have their spin locked at a right-angle to their momentum
(spin-momentum locking) [8]. In optics, this feature is manifested as the trans-
verse component of the Poynting vector - which represents the flow of momentum
- being independent of helicity (spin) of the beam [9]. In case of evanescent fields,
such non-trivial structures of spin and momentum density have been observed and
reported [9]. In fact, such a transversely spinning electric field arising in the case
of transverse SAM of light, and resembling the spinning movement of the spokes of
a rolling bicycle wheel, has recently been experimentally achieved [10]. It has also
been shown that the general solution of Mie scattering from a spherical particle,
which has phase-shifted longitudinal component indeed has the helicity dependent
transverse component of poynting vector (generally addressed as ‘transverse (spin)
momentum’) and helicity independent transverse spin angular momentum density
[11,12]. Thus, keeping in mind that a tightly focused Gaussian beam has a lon-
gitudinal field component which is phase shifted from the transverse components,
the obvious question that arises is whether a tightly focused Gaussian beam also
contains these interesting and exotic properties.

Theory: Tight focusing is well understood with the help of Debye-Wolf diffrac-
tion integral method and angular spectrum method. The generation of longitudinal
component which is phase shifted from the transverse components is well known.
The expression of the tightly focused beam can be written in a matrix formation
and be related to input polarization X [13],Ex

Ey

Ez

 = C

 I0 + I2cos2ψ I2sin2ψ 2iI1cosψ
I2sin2ψ I0 − I2cos2ψ 2iI1sinψ
−2iI1cosψ −2iI1sinψ I0 + I2

X (1)

where X is Jones polarization vector. I0, I1 and I2 are well known diffraction
integrals[13], and C is a constant. Using X = [1 0 0]T as the input Jones matrix
for the case of linearly polarized input Gaussian beam and in case of left circular
and right circular polarization input (with X = [1 ± i 0]T for L.C.P. and R.C.P.
respectively) the output electric field can be calculated.
To calculated magnetic field we exploit the symmetry that tightly focused electric
and magnetic field enjoy[14].
The spin momentum density is given in SI units as[2,10,15]

S =
εE×E∗ + µH×H∗

ω[ε |E|2 + µ |H|2]
(2)

The Poynting Vector in SI unit is given as:

P =
1

2
Re(E×H∗) (3)

Next, we calculate the Spin momentum density and Poynting vector. For Right
Circularly Polarized light the expressions are:

Sx = −4iI1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Sy = 4iI1(I0 + I2) cos(ψ);

Sz = −2i(I20 − I22 )

(4)
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Px = 4I1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Py = −4I1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Pz = 2(I20 − I22 );

(5)

For Left Circularly polarized light the expressions are:

Sx = −4iI1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Sy = 4iI1(I0 + I2) cos(ψ);

Sz = −2i(I20 − I22 );

(6)

Px = −4I1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Py = 4I1(I0 + I2) sin(ψ);

Pz = 2(I20 − I22 );

(7)

In earlier work [16,17], we have demonstrated that the presence of a stratified
media in the path of the tightly focused beam in optical tweezers can lead to in-
teresting effects due to spin-orbit interaction of light. This includes an enhanced
spin Hall effect [16], which leads to a large transverse spin momentum that causes
the formation of intensity lobes of opposite helicities for input linear polarization.
We have been able to trap and rotate single particles in opposite directions in
this experimental configuration. We therefore hypothesize that the transverse spin
angular momentum would be likewise amplified in the presence of the stratified
media leading to the generation of exotic effects. We would also like to investigate
the behaviour of both P and S for input circular polarization.

Conclusion: It is clear that under the change of helicity from +1 to -1, the
transverse component of spin angular momentum remains same, but the trans-
verse components of Poynting Vector flip direction. This confirms that the helicity
dependence of the traverse Poynting vector and the helicity-independence of trans-
verse spin angular momentum are properties of a tightly focused Gaussian beam.
We believe that both would be amplified in the presence of a stratified media in the
path of optical tweezers leading to exotic motion of particles for input circularly
polarized light.
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Abstract: Solar cells are yet to overcome its practical lower efficiency compared to its theoretical potential. One of the 

most important aspects of enhancing solar efficiency is to increase light trapping within cells for generating more number 

of carriers. Light trapping within periodic structures is one of the most promising cost-effective solutions and to increase 

the optical path length, appropriate insertion of metallic layers is critical. In particular, the shape and size of the metallic 

layers and proper arrangement of periodic structures are vital to increase the optical absorption of the solar cell. In this 

proceeding, we characterise metallic layers with different metals such as gold, silver and aluminium embedded within a 

bilayer structure of Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and Silicon (Si). Evidently from the result, gold becomes the better choice 

for light trapping considering, superior effective absorption property of structure for the entire spectrum. In another study 

presented here, comparison of multiple (1-5) gold metallic layer of 5 nm thickness shows that there is significant increase 

in effective absorption with increase in numbers of layers particularly in the UV spectrum.  

Keywords: solar cell; light trapping; metallic nano-layer 

Solar cells are required for renewable energy applications, particularly, for clean and green energy. A serious challenge, 

however, is to overcome its practical lower efficiency compared to its theoretical potential. One of the most important 

aspects of enhancing efficiency of solar cells is to increase light trapping inside the structure for generating more carriers. 

Light trapping within periodic structures can be the most promising alternative from the cost effectiveness and less 

material requirement point of view [1]. In this proceeding, our endeavour is to describe the effects of change in effective 

absorption with change in thicknesses of metallic nano-layers of different metals such as gold (Au), silver (Ag), and 

aluminium (Al), introduced inside the periodic structure appropriately [2]. By effective absorption, it is meant that this 

absorption is responsible for carrier generation and not the total absorption within the structure. In particular, the size of 

the metallic layers and proper arrangement of periodic structures are vital to increase the optical absorption within the 

solar cell as well as to reduce the losses by the nano-layers themselves [3, 4].  

Here, for this study of comparison of different metals, we have designed a simple and well-known periodic structure of 

TiO2 and Si having nano-layers of metals to enhance the solar light absorption. The three metals chosen here are 

commonly used since gold and silver are noble metals and Al behaves similar to noble metals in room temperature. The 

schematic of the structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) for Au-layer, however, for Ag-layer and Al-layer also similar structures 

are considered. The thicknesses considered here (50 nm for metallic layers, 46 nm for TiO2 and 27 nm for Si), as shown 

in the figure, are obtained from standard literature [3]. The red dots in the figure simply represent the selection of the 

layer in FEM software used and does not carry any other physical meaning. In the present study, our emphasis is on the 

choice of metals, therefore, only one periodic layer on each side of the layer (i.e. Si-TiO2-metal-Si-TiO2) is considered. 

The results arising out these structures are presented in Fig. 1(b) that represents the graphs of effective absorption vs. 

wavelength for three metallic layers with thicknesses of 50 nm. Clearly, absorption at all wavelengths for Al remains low 

compared to Au and Ag. For Ag, though, there is a gradual variation, but after wavelength 500 nm, it remains nearly 

saturated. The absorption due to Au, however, remains high and there is an exponential decrease with wavelengths 

though within visible region it remains nearly same. Evidently, gold will be a better choice for light trapping considering, 

its higher effective absorption for the entire spectrum. This high absorption could, possibly, be caused by increased 

electronegativity of gold than other metals considered, here. It also has high electron affinity compared to other metals 

considered here for which electrons, and thereby, carriers need to absorb more energy. From a practical point of view 

also, gold, due to its low oxidation property will be better compared to other materials.  

From these two graphs two important aspects emerge here- a) possibility of increase in effective absorption with decrease 

in thickness of metallic layers and increase in number of metallic layers; and b) in all three of the graphs there is higher 

absorption in UV region. Both of these are going to be examined in the subsequent parts. For studying the effect on 

absorption due to change in thickness of metallic layer, thickness of gold layer is decreased further to three thicknesses 
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namely 25 nm, 10 nm and 5 nm without changing the thickness of periodic structure. Corresponding simulation results 

presented in Fig. 2(a) clearly demonstrates that effective absorption increase with decrease in layer thickness and 

maximum absorption for 5 nm thickness. The possible reason is decrease in thickness compels the metallic layer to 

absorb less energy, yet propagate light to semiconductor layers for carrier generation.  

We continued our investigation with increase in number of gold layers (keeping 5 nm thickness) separated by bilayers of 

TiO2 and Si (as previous) and varied the number from one (1) to five (5). As can be seen from Fig. 2(b), with increase in 

numbers of layers, effective absorption increases significantly. Evidently, this is due to increase in number of carriers for 

plasmonic resonance and the phenomenon is particularly strong in the UV region, as described earlier. In fact, all three of 

the graphs (Fig. 1(b), Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)) show higher effective absorptions in UV. This is, possibly, due to the fact 

that the thicknesses of TiO2 and Si remained constant for all of these cases and that is the determining factor in light 

trapping in around the wavelength region (UV).  

 

In conclusion, we presented a brief study on characterisation of usage of metallic layers within a periodic structure of 

TiO2 and Si by changing the materials (Au, Ag and Al), thicknesses (25 nm, 10 nm and 5 nm) and numbers (1–5) for 

obtaining maximum effective absorption leading to maximum carrier generation. The study shows that using multiple 

metallic layers of gold with 5 nm thickness, higher effective absorption can be achieved. This can lead to designing more 

efficient solar cells in future.  
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1(a)         1(b) 

Fig 1 Comparison of different metals (a) Structure with Au metallic nano-layer (b) effective absorption due to Al, Au and Ag 
metallic layers of 50 nm 

   

2(a)        2(b) 

Fig 2 (a) Comparison of change in thickness of gold (b) effective absorption due to multiple Au metallic layer of 5 nm thickness 
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‘Seeing’ quantum correlations in two-level atomic
system
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Abstract We study the behavior of intensity pattern and photon statistics
for the coupled two-level atomic system in the far-field domain which shows
two distinct regimes, one with uniform intensity and other with non-uniform
intensity. The effect of transition frequency on the radiation intensity is ex-
plicitly demonstrated at finite temperature in two phases. Radiated intensity
is shown to exhibit periodic variation from super to sub-radiant as a function
of observation angle. It persists at higher temperatures with reduced inten-
sity, even in the absence of entanglement but with non-zero quantum discord,
showing the physical realization of quantum discord.
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1 Introduction

The atomic system of coupled two-level atoms is an ideal venue to ‘see’ the
effect of different quantum correlation (QCs) on the emitted light. The far field
radiation pattern, faithfully reveals the effect of entanglement and discord on
the pattern of emitted light. More importantly, the angular distribution and
‘statistics’ of light quanta can be controlled through the system parameters.
We investigate this physical system in the presence of a realistic environment
and demonstrate the effect of temperature on different QCs influencing the
observed radiation pattern.

We consider a three identical coupled two-level atomic system. The system
is non-interacting with environment and surroundings. The Hamiltonian for
such a system of two-level atoms is given by [1],

H =

3∑
i=1

ωiS
z
i +

3∑
i6=j=1

Ωij S
+
i S
−
j . (1)

The first term describes the energy difference between ground and excited state
of an isolated atom and the second term represents the interaction between
the ground state of one atom and the excited state of another atom, with
Ωij is the coupling strength. The interaction is prohibited between two atoms
which are both in excited/ground state. In the above, S+

i = (|1〉〈0|)i and
S−i = (|0〉〈1|)i are the raising and lowering operators of the ith atom in the spin
representation. The presence of the coupling, Ωij , between the atoms causes
mixing of the energy levels leading to the creation of states with different
correlations. The characteristics of radiation intensity with constant coupling
is extensively dealt in [2], for two topologically distinct configurations, namely,
line and loop configurations, for the first time at finite temperature and as a
function of transition frequency.

We now take into account the thermal effects, where, at finite temperature,

the expectation value of an observable
〈
Â
〉

takes the form,〈
Â
〉

= Tr
(
ρ̂Â
)
, (2)

with ρ̂ being the thermal density operator given by,

ρ̂ =

∑8
i=1 |ψi〉 〈ψi| e−βεi

Tr
(∑8

i=1 |ψi〉 〈ψi| e−βεi
) . (3)

Here |ψi〉 is an eigenstate with εi its eigenvalue. For pairwise thermal entangle-
ment, one can obtain the reduced density matrices ρij by taking partial trace
of ρ = ρijk with respect to k, given by

ρij = Trk (ρijk) . (4)

The normalized intensity in the far field domain is given by [1–3],
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I(r) =
〈
Ê(−)Ê(+)

〉
=
∑
i,j

〈Ŝ+
i Ŝ
−
j 〉e

i(φi−φj). (5)

Here φj is the relative optical phase accumulated by a photon emitted at Rj

and detected at r. In the subsequent sections, we investigate the behavior
of intensity pattern and photon-photon correlation (also known as intensity-
intensity correlation), resulting from the line configuration as a function of the
system parameters, as well as observation angle at finite temperature.

2 The characteristics of radiation intensity in the line configuration

In the line configuration, a system of three identical coupled two-level atoms
are placed symmetrically along a line with equal spacing d between adjacent
atoms. For simplicity, we consider all transition frequencies of three atoms
to be the same, ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ω and the nearest neighbour interactions
Ω12 = Ω23 = Ω = 1 and next nearest interaction Ω13 = 0. For this topology
the phase φj the relative optical phase accumulated by a photon emitted at
Rj and detected at r is,

φj(r) ≡ φj = kn.Rj = jkd sin θ, (6)

with k = λ
2 , where λ is wavelength of observed radiation.

Fig. 1 (Color online) Panels a and b show the radiation intensity for fixed inter-atomic
spacing (d = λ

2
) as a function of observation angle and transition frequency for two different

temperatures (a) T = 0.005 and (b) T = 1.0, respectively, clearly revealing two distinct
phases and interference effect.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of the intensity pattern as a function of tran-
sition frequency and observation angle. The behavior of intensity from super
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to sub-radiant is observed with respect to observation angle. This reflects the
subtle interference effects present in the three particle system. At low temper-
atures, as transition frequency increases a phase with uniform light emission is
seen, separated from a non-uniform intensity with periodic modulations. The
uniform phase of radiation arises when both entanglement and discord vanish,
as is evident from Fig. 1(a). The uniform phases vanish at higher temperatures
is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 2 (Color online) Panels a and b show the variation of photon-photon correlation at fixed
inter-atomic spacing (d = λ

2
) as a function of observation angle and transition frequency for

two different temperatures (a) T=0.005 and (b) T=1, respectively.

We have investigated the photon-photon correlation as a function of obser-
vation angle and transition frequency for two different temperatures as shown
in Fig. 2, revealing the sub- and super-Poissonian statistics of emitted ra-
diation. The value of g2(0) < 1 represents sub-Poissonian and g2(0) > 1
super-Poissonian photon statistics.

3 Conclusion

In conclusion, the QCs in an entangled atomic ensemble leave their signature
on emitted radiation. This can be quantitatively estimated, showing the precise
effect of QCs on the nature of emitted radiation in different parameter domain.
The emitted intensity is found highly super-radiant depending on system pa-
rameters. Further, photon-photon correlation shows sub- and super-Poissonian
statistics as a function of observation angle and system parameters.
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of Directional Coupler Employing Non-Identical Single Mode 

Fibers 
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Abstract We examine the existence of two critical wavelengths in the transmission-

spectrum of a Directional Coupler (DC), employing two non-identical single mode fibers. 

One fiber consists of a core with GeO2-doped SiO2 and the other with both B2O3 and GeO2 

doping in SiO2 host.  

Keywords Directional coupler, Integrated optics, Critical wavelength, Fiber Optics, Fiber 

I.INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY the existence of a critical wavelength has been 

predicted and subsequently demonstrated in the 

transmission spectrum of fiber-optic single-multi-mode 

structures and DCs [1,2]. The critical wavelength has two 

distinct properties (i) the spectral shift of transmission 

spectrum is of opposite nature on either side of the critical 

wavelength, and (ii) sensitivity is highest for transmission maximum/minimum nearest to 

the critical wavelength. In this paper we theoretically demonstrate that in DCs employing 

non-identical single mode fibers there exist two critical wavelengths both of which are of 

mutually opposite nature.  

II.Theoretical Analysis  

We consider a directional coupler consisting of two non-identical optical fibers, with their 

core regions made of 3.1 mole% GeO2 doped SiO2, and 7.7 mole% B2O3 and 9.1 mole% 

GeO2 doped in SiO2, respectively, with their core diameters selected using the phase-

matching condition [3] to increase the power transfer at a particular wavelength and their 

axial separation being 2.5 µm, schematically shown in Fig1. The cladding region is 

considered to be made of fused SiO2. For theoretical analysis, a master wave equation was 

solved for the super-modes supported by the DC to obtain the propagation constants and 

field distribution of the super-modes [3]. For our analysis we have considered strictly 

single-moded optical fibers i.e. l =0. The modal fields of the fibers have been taken as 

follows [3] 

𝜓(𝑟, 𝜙) = {

𝐴

𝐽𝑙(𝑈)
𝐽𝑙 (

𝑈𝑟

𝑎
) [

cos 𝑙𝜙
sin 𝑙𝜙

] ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ≤ 𝑎

𝐴

𝐾𝑙(𝑊)
𝐾𝑙 (

𝑊𝑟

𝑎
) [

cos 𝑙𝜙
sin 𝑙𝜙

] ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ≥ 𝑎
            (1) 

We incorporated the wavelength dependence in the refractive indices of the fibers using 

Sellmeier relation [4]. 

III.Results and Discussions 

The powers carried by the first (|𝑎(𝑧)|2) and the second (|𝑏(𝑧)|2) SMFs of the DC are 

obtained using the coupled mode theory and are given by [3]    

|𝑎(𝑧)|2 = 1 −
𝑘2

1

4
∆𝛽2+𝑘2

𝑠𝑖𝑛2[(
1

4
∆𝛽2 + 𝑘2)

1

2𝑧]             (2)                         

      |𝑏(𝑧)|2 =
𝑘2

1

4
∆𝛽2+𝑘2

𝑠𝑖𝑛2[(
1

4
∆𝛽2 + 𝑘2)

1

2𝑧                      (3)  
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Fig 1 Schematic Diagram of a 

Directional Coupler 
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here ∆𝛽 = 𝛽1 − 𝛽2, and z is the interaction length. 

The length 𝐿𝑐 =
ℎ

2
= 𝜋/2(

1

4
∆𝛽2 + 𝑘2)1 2⁄  is the coupling length of the directional coupler 

and corresponds to the minimum length required for the maximum energy transfer 

between the two fibers. In our simulations the interaction length is taken as 3400 µm. 

The transmission spectrums at two different temperature variations i.e. ∆T=0 ̊C and 50 ̊C 

are plotted in Fig.2(a), showing the existence of two critical wavelengths at 0.92 µm and 

1.08 µm, respectively. We also observe that the nature of spectral shifts around these two 

critical wavelengths is opposite. To explain this peculiar behavior, in Fig.2(b) we have 

plotted the spectral variation of κ (= βs– βa) i.e. variation of the propagation constant 

difference of the symmetric- and anti-symmetric super modes with changes in wavelength. 

Since the propagation constant of the super modes is a function of both the operating 

wavelength as well as perturbation parameter (here temperature), we can write the 

variations in phase difference of the super modes (𝜑 = κL) as, 

∆𝜑 =
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝜆
∆λ +

𝜕φ

𝜕T
∆T                     (4) 

In order to obtain the wavelength shift of a given peak/dip due to change in temperature, 

we put ∆𝜑 = 0, as a particular peak/dip corresponds to a fixed phase difference. This 

gives    
∆𝜆

∆𝑇
= −

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑇

1

𝐿
(

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝜆
)−1                                         (5) 

From Fig.2(b) we see that ∂κ /∂λ is negative (positive) and ∂φ/∂T is positive (positive) on 

the lower (higher) wavelength side of the first critical wavelength, resulting in a positive 

(negative) spectral shift of the transmission maxima/minima on the lower (higher) 

wavelength side, while its vice-versa for the second critical wavelength.  

IV.Conclusions 

In conclusion, we theoretically demonstrate the existence of two critical wavelengths in 

the transmission-spectrum of a Directional Coupler (DC), employing two non-identical 

single mode optical. These two wavelengths are of utmost importance to enhance the 

sensitivity of a sensor based on directional coupler. Owing to the fact that the sensitivity is 

inversely proportional to the slope of the phase mismatch curve (Eq.(5)), an infinite 

sensitivity can be achieved by operating the DC at the critical wavelengths.  
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Fig 2 (a) Transmission Spectrum (b) Variation of κ with wavelength at 2 different temperatures of DC 

consisting of non-identical fibers. 
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Build-up Dynamics of Mode-locked like Pulses in a Linear
Cavity with Frequency Shifted Feedback

Nishant Kr. Shekhar1 · Mrinmay Pal1 · Chandan Guha2 · Ranjan Sen1

Abstract The transient state dynamics of sub-hundred

nanosecond mode-lock like pulses in a frequency shifted

feedback cavity with ytterbium doped active fiber as

gain medium is studied. The feedback provided to the

linear cavity is the Doppler upshifted frequency of the

diffracted light from an intracavity acousto-optic mod-

ulator. The pulses evolve through three distinct optical

regimes classified as passive Q-switching, continuous-

wave and multiple-pulse mode locking. Each of these

regions are inherently stable in separate windows of

the input pump power. The regions have distinct spec-

tral and temporal characteristics which has been inves-

tigated in this paper.

Keywords Frequency shifted feedback laser · Passive

Q-switching · Mode-locking · Linear cavity

Introduction

Frequency shifted feedback (fsf) lasers have long chal-

lenged the researchers with theoretical difficulty of ex-

plaining the pulsed output from them. In an effort to

comprehend its behaviour C. C. Cutler [1] created a

computational model and associated the mode-lock like

output to a moving comb of coherent frequencies. Later,

L.P. Yatsenko et.al [2] showed that the discrete comb

model of a traditional mode-lock laser is equivalent to
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the experimental setup

the model by Cutler in a time frame of multiple output

pulses or put simply in periodic state of pulse gener-

ation. In 2011, H. Guillet de Chatellus et.al [3] com-

mented on the universal validity of the moving comb

model restricting its usefulness to a subset of observa-

tions. The statement was based on the quadratic spec-
tral phase that the modes have in a fsf cavity to the

constant one of the traditional mode-locked lasers. The

quadratic spectral phase in the conventional mode-lock

cavities is an outcome of Kerr non-linearity while these

are inherent to the Doppler shifting mechanisms of an

acousto-optic modulator(AOM) that are mostly em-

ployed in fsf cavities. In order to reduce the dilemma of

the current situation an exhaustive experimental data

is required both in stationary and transient phases of

these lasers.

Experimental Setup and Results

The experimental setup of the fsf fiber laser is shown

in Fig.1. The cavity comprises of a double-clad Yb-fiber

(core diameter: 8.9 um, core NA: 0.1) of length 4 meter,

a pair of FBGs of reflectivity 99% and 20% with Bragg

wavelength at 1064nm (3dB bandwidth 3nm and 1nm

respectively). A fiber pigtailed AOM (operating wave-

length: 1030 to 1090 nm) is placed inside the cavity.

The AOM driver was supplied a DC waveform from an
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Fig. 2 Multiple-pulsing output (Inset: Passive Q-switched
pulses)

arbitrary function generator (Agilent 81150A). The to-

tal cavity length was about 14 m. Active Yb-fiber was

pumped by MM 976nm pump diode through a pump

combiner. An isolator was placed at the output end to

prevent back-reflection. Spectral and temporal charac-

teristics were acquired by an optical spectrum analyser

(Yokogawa-AQ6370D) and an oscilloscope (Tektronix-

DPO7254C) respectively.

The passive Q-switched pulses that emanate from

the regenerative amplification of spontaneous emission

is shown in Fig 2 (inset).The AOM driver when driven

with a DC waveform feeds a sinusoidal frequency of 150

MHz and creates a moving diffraction grating in the

AOM whose 1st-order diffracted beam is connected to

the cavity. This causes a feedback of 150 MHz upshifted

frequency to the cavity that fails to provide enough gain

to any of the Fabry-Perot modes and thus ensues gener-

ation of stable relaxation oscillations. These pulses were

tunable from 25 kHz to 39 kHz with increasing pump

power. At about 2W of pump power the acquired phase

correlation is disrupted which makes the passive Q-

switched pulses disappear and a continuous-wave (CW)

laser gets generated. The beginning of the CW regime

was also marked by a shift in peak wavelength of the

spectra as shown in Fig. 3, signifying the dominance of

Doppler up-shifted frequency in the cavity. Fig.3 also

provides spectral information of the other regimes. On

further increment of pump power to about 2.2W, mul-

tiple burst of sub-nanosecond pulses in a rectangular

shaped envelope of 24 ns were formed as depicted in

Fig.2. These changed to a 10 ns pulse on small incre-

ment of 100 mW of pump power. With further incre-

ments of pump power the 10 ns pulse broadens and at-

tains a width of 40 ns running at a repetition frequency

of 7 MHz which is shown in Fig. 4 and in its inset.

The pulse breaks thereafter with further increment of

pump power. The formation of such mode-locked like

pulses could be hypothesized with the argument that

since the reciprocal of the round trip time of the cavity

Fig. 3 Spectral output of different regimes

Fig. 4 Mode-locked pulse of 40ns (Inset: Repetition fre-
quency of output)

is 7 MHz and feedback frequencies are 150 MHz apart,

the Fabry-Perot modes that would get reinforced lie ap-

proximately at a difference of 1 GHz. This lowers the

probability of phase locking of a large number of cavity

modes and with few modes that develops a phase corre-

lation generates the nano-second mode-lock like pulses.

Conclusion

Since a large number of experimental data on ring cavi-

ties are already available, the authors preferred to study

the less researched linear fsf cavity in the emission area

of ytterbium doped silica fibers and have documented

the results.
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Abstract: A design of extended depth of focus Infrared camera using wavefront coding is 

described herein. The phase mask is designed and optimized so that the PSF and subsequently the 

MTF remains invariant to the range of defocus/temperature range. This provides advantage over 

traditional infrared imaging system, where athermalization increases complexity and cost of the 

imaging system. The image is blurred due to introduction of phase mask but it is recovered 

digitally by using suitable image deconvolution technique. The effect of detector sampling, 

deconvolution method and noise enhanced by deconvolution process is studied and techniques to 

improve the performance are reported.  

              OCIS codes: (110.2960) image analysis; (110.7348) wavefront coding 

 

1. Introduction  
 
The depth of focus of any optical imaging system depends on the aperture of the optical system and there is a 

tradeoff   between the performance and depth of focus. The wavefront coding imaging technology increases the 

depth of focus without compromising the performance with lesser number of optical elements [1]. The technology 

gives advantages in terms of reducing aberrations and defocus caused by the temperature change as well as  errors 

due to the assembly, along with reduction in weight, size and cost of imaging systems. The cubic phase mask can be 

represented as  

                                                                 )](exp[ 33
yxiP += α  

where α is the strength of phase mask. Traditional optical systems have a depth of focus defined by Rayleigh 

criterion according to which  optical path difference on the edge of the aperture should be within a quarter of 

wavelength. However the wavefront imaging system significantly increases the depth of focus depending on the 

strength of the phase mask. The approximate extension ratio in depth of focus is given by [2] 

                                                                      
π

α3
=M  

2. Optical design of IR system 
 

A LWIR infrared system was designed with F#1.4, focal length 50mm and total system length was less than70 mm. 

The detector used has 640X480 pixels with 17 µm pitch. The optical system consists of a two lens (Petzval type 

design) system. . Optical design of the wavefront coded IR system was done on a ray tracing software written in 

Matlab. The MTF of the system is nearly diffraction limited throughout the field and range of wavelengths. The 

corresponding plot of MTF is shown in the figure 1.  
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Fig.1 MTF at different field positions 
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The cubic phase mask was  designed and optimised by comparing the focused image without phase mask to the 

images recovered for the temperature range (-20 0C to 60 0C) using phase mask in a least squares manner and the 

optimized phase mask was obtained by minimizing the least squares error. The optimized phase mask strength 

comes out to be 2.88 waves (λ=10µm). The MTF has non-zero values at required spatial frequencies (Detector cut 

off 30 line pair/mm) of the optical system.   

3. Image restoration 
The image of a Siemens star pattern was taken as an input image. Figure 3.1 shows the image for optical system 

without phase mask at different temperature/defocus. Figure 3.2 shows the image for optical system with phase 

mask applied for same range of temperatures For image restoration Weiner filter [4] was used. Figure 3.3 shows the 

restored images after deconvolution. The recovered images are not affected by the variation of temperature.  

 

                                          
  

                                                                      

 

                                                                         

  

 

4. Conclusion 
It is observed that the wavefront coding reduces the aliasing effects and the detector sampling does not affect the 

image restoration quality. The noise characteristics of the recovered image were also studied. It was found that the 

noise enhanced during the convolution process can be reduced significantly by minimizing the total variation in the 

image(Fig 3.4). The work will help in development of low cost light weight athermalized imaging systems for 

firefighting applications, night driving and airborne applications. 
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          Fig 3.1 Without phase mask a) at -20 0C  b) at 20 0C  c) at 60 0 C                 Fig 3.2  With phase mask a) at -20 0C  b) at 20 0C  c) at 60 0 C 

Fig 2  a) Phase mask                                                  b) PSF                                     c) MTF at different temperatures from -20 0C to 60 0C 
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Fig 3.3 Recovered image a) at -20 0C  b) at 20 0C  c) at 60 0 C 
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Rapid phase calibration of a spatial light modulator
using novel phasemasks

Amar Deo Chandra · Dibyendu Nandy ·
Ayan Banerjee

Abstract The phase response of a reflective spatial light modulator (SLM) is
measured using interferometry. The conventional method is cumbersome and
we suggest a new method using novel phasemasks for faster characterisation of
the SLM. This new method is threefold faster than the conventional method
for phase measurements.

Keywords spatial light modulator · interferometry · phase measurement ·
novel phasemasks · fast characterization

1 Introduction

Spatial Light Modulators (SLMs) are dynamic optical elements which can be
used to modulate the amplitude or the phase of the incident light beam. They
have myriad applications in the field of aberration correction in microscopy
[1], beam shaping [2], optical trapping [2–4], super-resolution imaging [5] and
wavefront correction [6]. In order to use the SLM for any phase measurement
applications, it is essential to characterise the phase response of the device.
There are many methods discussed in literature such as intensity correlation [7]
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and interferometry [8] to calibrate the SLM. We use a Michelson interferometer
setup to characterise the phase response of our reflective SLM. This method is
time-consuming and we report a new method using novel phasemasks which
can enable threefold faster measurements without modifying any hardware in
the experimental setup.

2 Methods

We set up a Michelson interferometer as shown in the schematic diagram (fig.
1) for measuring phase shifts by varying gray values on the SLM. The mirror in
one arm of the interferometer is replaced by the reflective SLM from Holoeye
(LC-R 1080) [9]. We study and characterise the phase response of the SLM at
671 nm.

Fig. 1 Michelson interferometer setup for phase calibration of a reflective SLM.

We use a half-wave plate to rotate the incident polarisation of the laser
beam to align along the molecular director of the liquid crystal molecules
to achieve phase mostly modulation. Phase measurements are very accurate
but are prone to vibrations and local variations in the refractive index of air.
To mitigate this problem, we generate phase masks horizontally divided into
variable graylevel (top half) and fixed reference graylevel (bottom half) at zero
which are then displayed on the monitor. We vary grayvalues from 0-255 in
steps of 10 (15 for the last step) and record twenty interferograms for each
step. Fig. 2 shows some interferograms (top panel) obtained for grayvalues of
0, 140, 190 and 255 respectively and the corresponding phasemasks (bottom
panel) displayed on the SLM. This shows that differential phase shifts are
produced on varying grayvalues in the phase mask displayed on the SLM.

In order to measure phase shifts at each displayed grayvalue, we developed a
semi-automated pipeline in python and shell to analyze all 520 interferograms.
The first step in the analysis is to smoothen each interferogram and then make
an appropriate 1-D cut in the interferogram at two locations viz. one in the
top half and the other in the bottom half of the interferogram. These values
are kept fixed for all interferograms. A peak detection algorithm then detects
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Fig. 2 Interferograms (top panel) obtained for different phasemasks (shown in bottom
panel). The lower half of each phase mask is kept fixed at reference grayvalue of zero while
the variable graylevel shown in top half of each mask is 0, 140, 190 and 255 respectively.

the number of specified peaks in the fringe pattern and finds the relative shift
between the upper half (variable graylevel) and lower half (reference graylevel)
of the fringe pattern (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Fringes showing relative phase shifts between desired graylevel and reference
graylevel for grayvalues of 140 and 0 respectively. Rows selected for plotting profiles in
top half and bottom half of each interferogram are shown by white dotted lines.

This process of calibration is cumbersome and we suggest an improved
method of calibration which is three times faster that the current method and
does not involve disturbing any component in the experimental setup (no mov-
ing parts). We construct a new phasemask made up of three different graylevel
stripes embedded on reference graylevel of zero. We record the interferogram
using the same setup and simultaneously measure differential phase shifts for
three different graylevels with respect to the reference graylevel (fig. 4).

3 Results and Discussions

We obtain the phase shift vs grayvalue curve as shown in fig. 5. The phase shift
in pixels is converted into phase shift in radians by normalizing each phase shift
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Fig. 4 The novel phase mask used in our experiment (left panel) showing three differ-
ent graylevels (top to bottom: 110, 150 and 190) superimposed on reference graylevel and
the corresponding interferogram (right panel) exhibiting simultaneous phase shifts obtained
using our phasemask.

by the number of pixels between consecutive bright fringes corresponding to
phase shift of 2π radians. We observe that the maximum phase sweep achieved
by the SLM is about 0.8π which is less than about 1π phase depth claimed
by the manufacturer at visible wavelengths. The phase response of the SLM
is non-linear and the linear region of operation of the SLM is from grayvalue
90 to about grayvalue 160.

Fig. 5 Phase shift vs grayvalue curve for SLM obtained by interferometric calibration.

4 Conclusions

We calibrate a reflective SLM using interferometric measurements and imple-
ment a new rapid phase measurement scheme using novel phasemasks. Our
method is three times faster than the conventional method and can be useful
for fast phase calibration and sensing applications.
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Abstract: Significant research activity has happened recently on the development of microrod-shaped waveguides 
from the self-assembly of the diphenylalanine (FF) moiety depending on various fabrication conditions. However, the 
reported self-assembly is without any external stimuli, and is also not directed. We have developed a new method of 
directed self-assembly of such microrod waveguides on a glass substrate by the use of laser induced microbubbles 
which also leads to the formation of ring-like structures which display wave-guiding properties. In addition, we have 
observed Fano resonances in the case of single FF micro-rod irradiated by broadband light. We also demonstrate that 
the asymmetry of the Fano resonances is modified in the presence of a dye in contact with the waveguides, which 
clearly proves the suitability of these structures for sensing applications.  
Keywords: diphenyl-alanine, directed self-assembly, optical tweezers, waveguides, Fano resonance 

Introduction: Self-assembly is ubiquitous in nature, scaling from molecular to planatery systems. Desired patterns 
and functions can be engineered by understanding the interactions governing the self-assembly of the building blocks. 
Practical limitations of lithography and other top-down techniques have spurred interest in bottom-up approaches, 
where building blocks self-assemble into desired structures. Over a few decades, a lot of attention is given in this 
approach to develop new strategies.  In this context, peptides as building blocks have become possible candidates for 
fabricating novel functional material. Among peptides, diphenylalanine(FF) has been extensively investigated due to 
its structural simplicity , functional versatility, biocompatibility and broad applications in biology . 
 
 In recent times, considerable research has been carried out on the development of microrod shaped waveguides [3,4], 
ranging from the self assembly of the FF moiety by tuning different parameters like concentration like concentration 
of FF, sonication time, nature of solvent, environmental conditions[2,3] etc. But precise control and formation of the 
complex structures like ring, torroids etc. by just spontaneous self-assembly has proved difficult. 
 
In this paper, we report a method of directed self-assembly which uses laser induced micro-bubbles [2]. The process is 
fast (seconds in contrast to hours), and controllable both in terms of morphology as well as spatial location. Thus, we 
have demonstrated the formation of both microrods and micro-ring like structures of FF using such  micro-bubbles 
which are generated on pre-existing patterns of soft oxometalates (SOMs) [2] on glass that are absorptive at the 
wavelength of a tightly focused laser that forms a thermo-optic tweezers [2]. We have controlled the size of the 
microrods and rings by varying the laser power as well as exposure time. In addition, 
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we have obtained clear signatures of wave-guiding in rods [3,4] and ring  structures when irradiated with both 
monochromatic and broadband, both visually and by using a spectrometer. Finally, we report Fano-resonances [7] 
observed in the case of single FF microrods irradiated by broadband light. These are understandably induced by the 
coupling of the waveguide mode and the background broadband scattering profile. It is well known that Fano 
resonances – that are characterised by asymmetric resonance spectral profiles – have promising applications in 
multifarious directions including sensing, switching and non-linear optical devices etc. [5,6,8]. We obtain clearly 
different values of the asymmetry parameter q for orthogonal polarizations. We have also demonstrated that the 
asymmetry is modified in the presence of a dye in contact with the waveguides, which clearly proves the suitability 
of these structures for sensing applications.    
Materials and methods: 
2.1. Microrod preparation: FF rods were prepared by dissolving the L-diphenylalanine (FF) peptide (Bachem) in 
distilled water at an initial concentration of 10   M and then sonicating for 30 min. 
 
2.2 Molybdenum-Based Soft-Oxometalate: The SOM was prepared by dispersing 817.6 mg of ammonium 
heptamolybdate tetrahydrate (from Sigma-Aldrich) in 4 mL of water which was warmed until a homogeneous 
dispersion was obtained. This dispersion was then cooled to room temperature 

2.3. Thermo-optical Tweezer: The thermo-optical tweezers is constructed around an inverted microscope (IX71 
Olympus). A 100X, 1.4  N.A. oil immersion microscope objective (plano-apochromat, infinity corrected) is used to 
couple 1064 nm from a diode laser (Laser LSR1064 ML) into the sample holder to attain a spot size of waist radius 
∼500 nm. The laser power can be varied from 0 to 100 mW after the objective. 

                                 

                                 Fig. 1 Experimental setup for spectral response of FF rod 
Results and Discussions 

Ring Pattern Formation: 

 We used a substrate which was pre-patterned by soft oxometalates using the techniques described in Ref. [2]. The 
SOM patterns were washed with methanol to reduce their thickness and width so as to cause minimum contamination 
of the FF. The FF solution of concentration 10  M was drop-casted on the coverslip and the trail was focused with 
1064 nm laser such that a microbubble is nucleated. This bubble due to the difference in surface tension generates 
convective flows which assemble the FF moiety at the base of the bubble in form of a ring. We observed that as we 
increase the laser power, the ring size increases due to increased size of bubble as evident from Fig 2 (a) and (b). Also 
the size of the ring increases with increasing the time of irradiationas evident from Fig 2 (c) and (d), for which self-
assembly happens. 
 
2. Wave-guiding in FF 

The wave-guiding property of the FF micro- ring and FF cluster was then investigated by a laser as shown in Fig 3(a), 
and broadband light in Fig 3(b), respectively. When the laser at 780 nm is focused at a certain region of the micro-
ring the light is guided along the periphery of the resonator, resulting in guiding the light along the ring, as shown in 
Fig. 3(a).When the FF cluster was excited by broadband light, only particular k vectors of light fulfill the coupling 
conditions into the waveguide so that a particular wavelength is propagated along the waveguide, as shown in Fig3(c). 
Understandably, this coupling depends on different geometric properties of the cavity. 
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Fig. 2 CCD images of rings assembled for 1min at (a) 10 mW (b) 60 mW .CCD images of rings assembled at 60 mW 
power for (c) 30 sec (d) 1.5 min     

                                                      
 
Fig. 3 (a) FF ring clusters formed on the trail of SOM’s, acting as a waveguide when excited at 671 nm.(b) FF 
cluster showing wave-guiding for broadband excitation.(c) Schematic diagram showing the coupling of k vector into 
the micro-rod cavity. 
 
3. Anisotropic Fano Resonance in a Waveguided FF microrod: 
The Fano resonance line-shape is due to interference between two scattering amplitudes, one due to scattering within 
a continuum of states (the background process) and the second due to an excitation of a discrete state (the resonant 
waveguide process). The resulting expression for the scattered intensity can be written as 
                                                           𝐼 = |𝐸  (𝜔)| ≈

( )

( )
+

( )
                  (1) 

The first term represents the Fano-type asymmetric spectral line shape with an effective asymmetry parameter q. 
The second term corresponds to a Lorentzian background. The FF rod acting as a waveguide, oriented horizontally, 
on top of a glass coverslip is shown in Fig 4(c). The scattering polarization response from the FF waveguide crystal 
sample were recorded for orthogonal polarizations using a spectrometer integrated with a dark-field microscope. 
Focused annular-shaped white light was used as an excitation source in this arrangement. Typical SEM images of a 
FF rod on a glass substrate are shown in Fig (4a.). We observe that for such FF waveguides the background broadband 
can couple to the guided mode.  
 

                                 
Fig 4 a. SEM image of a FF microrod on a glass substrate, b. Dark field image of a FF microrod 
 
 In Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), we demonstrate the different spectra obtained for a single FF rod irradiated with incident 
orthogonal polarizations. We fit the data with eq.1 in Fig 5(c) which yields the asymmetry parameter q are  𝑞  = 0.015 
for TM (blue) and 𝑞  =0.071 for TE (red) mode, respectively. Thus, clearly are  𝑞  ≠𝑞 .The corresponding parameters 
in a similar FF rod doped with Congo red dye (10  M) are 𝑞 = 0.009 for TM and  𝑞  = 0.030 for TE mode respectively 
as shown in Fig 7(b). This also implies for the anisotropy of the q parameters. Also, in presence of the dye, there is an 
appreciable change in the q parameter due to change in the refractive index of cavity, which establishes the possibility 
of the use of such waveguides for sensing using Fano resonances. 
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 Fig.5 The spectral variation of scattered intensity (a)TM- x polarization (b)TE-y polarization (c) For a single rod 
.Theoretical fits of the spectra with  𝑞 =0.015 and  𝑞 =0.071 for TM and TE polarization respectively. (d) A dye-
doped FF rod. Theoretical fits of the spectra with 𝑞 = 0.009 and 𝑞 =0.030 for TM and TE polarisation respectively 
 
Conclusion: In conclusion, we have developed a novel method of directed self-assembly which results in the 
formation of micro-rods and rings of different sizes and at different spatial locations of a glass substrate. The structures 
display clear wave-guiding properties for both laser and broadband excitation. For the latter, we obtain Fano 
resonances with the asymmetry parameter q being modified for incident orthogonal polarizations. We show that the 
value of q also changes in the presence of a dye in contact with the waveguide, thus demonstrating the possible 
application of these structures for precision sensing. We would like to extend the applications of these devices towards 
the development of display lighting systems and the sensing of bio-analytes. 
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Ultrafast Excitonic Recombination in MoS2 Nano-crystals:Observed 
through Time Resolved Non-linear Pump, Linear Probe

Spectroscopy

a,* a,† b,† a a,c
Manobina Karmakar , Sayantan Bhattacharya , Subhrajit Mukherjee , Rup Kumar Chowdhury , Samit K. Ray

a
and Prasanta Kumar Datta

a b cDepartment of Physics, Advanced Technology Development Centre, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India 721302; S.N. Bose National Centre for

Basic Sciences, Kolkata, India 700106.

Abstract: We have utilized single and two-photon pump excitation in femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy to probe C 
exciton dynamics in MoS2nano-crystals. We observe valance band depletion and Pauli blocking effects in the probe absorption of

A and B excitons under linear photo- excitation regime. In presence of  non- linear pump, the Pauli blocking effect disappears due

to a trapped state in the nano-crystals. The excitons created by later technique undergo ten times faster relaxation than that of the

excitons created by single photon absorption.

Keywords: Transient absorption spectroscopy, Molybdenum disulphide, Transition metal dichalcogenides, Excitons.

1.Introduction:

Transient absorption spectroscopy is an efficient tool in probing carrier dynamics in a semiconducting system in a time window of 
few  hundred  femtoseconds  to  a  few  nanoseconds.  Apart  from  the  inter-band  transitions,  this  non-equilibrium  spectroscopic 
technique can shed light onto different processes namely bandgap renormalization, Pauli blocking, many-body exciton interactions 
etc. [1-3] which  occur  as  a  result  of  Coulombic  interactions.  Carrier  and  quasi-particle  dynamics  in  such  materials  become 
extremely important  because  of application  in opto-electronic devices. Here  we  have chosen a transition  metal  dichalcogenide 
material- molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) and study its excitonic transitions upon quantum confinement. We propose a technique 
to identify two-photon pumping in this dual–beam spectroscopy. Using two-photon absorption (TPA) in a trapped state of MoS2

nanocrystals, we could differentiate photo bleaching effect and Pauli blocking in conduction band.

2. Sample Preparation:

Starting from bulk MoS2 (99%, 2 μm in size), we have prepared nano-sheets and nano-crystals by a combination of sonication and 
gradient  centrifugation  using  N,  N  dimethylformamide  (DMF)  as  solvent [4].  A  simple  sono-chemical  exfoliation  technique 
comprised of sonication and gradient centrifugation is used to exfoliate the 2D layers from its bulk. We procured sample “NF”, 
nano-sized flakes of MoS2 (lateral dimension 10-100 nm) andsample “NC”, which is MoS2 nano-crystals (of average diameter 2

nm) inter-dispersed in nano-sheets (lateral dimension 10-100 nm).

3. Results and Discussion:

Steady state optical absorption spectra of the sample NC shows well-known A, B and C excitonic peaks, centered around 665 nm

(1.86 eV), 610 nm (2.03 eV) and 435 nm (2.85 eV). Comparing these values in NF we observe a blue-shift in all three features, 
maximum shift is for the C peak ~106 meV. There is also a maximum in absorption spectrum around 305 nm, whose origin is not 
yet known. We hypothesize this transition as a trapped state stemming fromlateral confinement; as the absorbance at this particular 
wavelength is seen to be enhanced in the NC sample (Fig. 1).

We  excite  the  sample  NC  with  405  nm(~180  eV  blue-detuned  to  C  excitation)  and  and  610  nm  pump  (in  resonance  to  the  B 

excitons) inducing a carrier density of 2*10
13

cm
-2

and probe its differential absorbance (OD (t) = A
pump

(t) – A
no pump 

(); where 
A is absorbance) in the visible range through a broadband supercontinuum probe with variable delay from 200 fs to a few ns. To 
understand whether  the  pump  absorption  is  single-photon  or  two-photon,  we  calculate  the  gradient  of  the OD  with  respect  to 
pump fluence. Considering the fact that Fermi-Dirac distribution of valance band is perturbed by pump excitation, it

†
These authors contributed equally to the work.
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can be easily shown that Log(OD) = Log(a) + Log(N) ,where  for linear absorption and Log(OD) = Log(b) 

+*Log(N) for two-photon absorption,  being 2. N is number of pump photons per pulse and „a‟ is a constant proportional to 

linear absorption cross-section and „b‟ is that of TPA. These conditions will be satisfied only when the absorbance of the material 

is less than 1, which we had maintained throughout our experiment. We track this gradient () for 500 nm probe wavelength and 

find that it is ~1 for 405 nm and ~2 for 610 nm pumping. We repeat the same calculations at different delay times and result was 

the same. We also changed the tracking wavelength and calculated and2varying from430 nm, 650 nm and the results were as 

before. This is quite surprising because the probe is always in the linear regime (verified by varying probe intensity). being 2 in 

broadband region reflects the fact that the population in the valance band has been depleted by two-photon absorption. As there is 

a sharp peak in the absorption spectra at 305 nm trapped state, the TPA is observed in this particular pump wavelength (610 nm). 

 

Fig.1: (a) Steady state absorption spectrum of sample NF and NC, (b) Differential absorption spectra at 5 ps delay for varying pump powers. 

We observe the decay dynamics of the C exciton resonance peak for both the cases and fit with tri-exponential decaying functions 

(Linear: T1: 1.01±0.05 ps, T2= 73±17, T3=900±250 ps; Nonlinear: T1: 0.3±0.02 ps, T2= 7±1, T3=132±25 ps). The recombination 

rates for TPA is one order less than that of the single-photon pump absorption. This is because of the fact that upon TPA, photons 

in the trapped states do not scatter onto the conduction band and hence effect of Pauli blocking is absent. In this condition, the 

reduction of probe absorbance is an outcome of the valance band depletion, which is removed through faster relaxation. On the 

other hand, for 405 nm pump excitation (linear regime) the exciton bleaching is due to both valance band depletion and Pauli 

blocking. This results in a slower relaxation rate of the excitons. 

4. Conclusion: 

We have prepared MoS2 nano-crystals in dispersion and studied its transient absorption upon linear and two- photon non- resonant 

pump excitation. We distinguished processes of valance band depletion and Pauli blocking in this semiconductor and found out the 

time-scales of those processes. 
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Tunable OMIT and OMIA in a double cavity hybrid 

optomechanical system  
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Abstract  

We study switching from optomechanically induced transparency (OMIT)  to 

optomechanically induced absorption (OMIA) of the weak probe field, by  tuning the 

control fields driving each of the cavities, in a tunnel coupled double cavity system. The 

system consists of  two tunnel-coupled optomechanical cavities, each  driven by a 

coupling field.  A probe field is injected through one of the cavities, the transmission 

characteristics of which are studied. A systematic study of the probe transmission in 

different parameter regimes is carried out, which also incorporates the case in which the 

cavity detunings and the atomic detunings are all distinct. This is different from the 

previous studies [1,2] where all these detunings are assumed to be equal to the mirror 

oscillation frequency, which resulted in considerable simplification. Our analysis enables 

separating out the contribution arising from different frequency components clearly.   

In the case of a weak photon tunneling rate from the first cavity to the second,  combined 

with a strong optomechanically coupling of the first cavity, it is seen that the effect of the 

second cavity is negligible, thus giving rise to OMIT.  For moderate values of the tunnel 

coupling strengths, the effect of the second cavity gives rise to  modification in the 

transmission spectrum.  However, for the case of a strong optomechanical coupling in the 

second cavity, combined with a weak optomechanically coupled first cavity, we observe 

OMIA.  From a study carried out through an extensive parameter regime, it is observed 

that while the first cavity induces OMIT, the second cavity is responsible for the observed 

OMIA in the transmission spectrum.  The OM coupling strength can be tuned either by 

changing the cavity lengths or the power of the control fields.  It is also seen that switching 

from OMIT to OMIA can be seen by introducing atomic ensembles in the cavities.  

Keywords Optomechanics, Coherent effects, OMIT, OMIA, Double cavity 

Model 

The hybrid OM system studied here is shown in Fig.1, consisting of two optomechanical 

cavities filled which two level atomic ensembles.  Each cavity consists of a  (perfectly 

reflecting)  fixed  mirror  and a ( partially transmitting ) movable  mirror,  with  a  tunnel  

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a tunnel coupled double cavity hybrid 

optomechanical system 
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coupling rate of λ, which is proportional to the transmittance of the oscillating mirrors, 

with their effective mass, frequency and mechanical decay rates given by mi , ωmi  and  γmi 

(i=1,2), respectively.  Li (i=1,2) are the lengths of the cavities,  ω0  and κ  are the frequency  

and the cavity decay rate, assumed to be equal for both cavities.  

Each of these cavities is driven by a laser field of frequency ωi (i = c, d), with input powers 

Pc and Pd respectively. A probe beam with frequency ωp is injected into the left cavity. The 

Hamiltonian taking into account various interactions is constructed and the Heisenberg 

equations of motion for the operators are solved under appropriate approximations and 

representative results for the transmission spectrum are presented in the following. 

Shift of OMIA TO OMIT by tuning the input pump laser field 

Pumping the left cavity with a laser field gives rise to OMIT  as shown (blue solid curve) 

in Fig. 2 (a), corresponding to weak optomechanical coupling regime for the  right cavity 

and thus has negligible effect on the output spectrum. The OM coupling of left cavity gm1 

being strong, we obtain OMIT at the line centre. Similarly pumping the right cavity gives 
rise to OMIA (red dotted curve) [1]. 

   

Fig. 2  Probe transmission spectrum as a function of normalized probe detuning (δ/ωm1). (a) OMIT 

(blue curve) for Pc = 3 mW; OMIA (red dotted curve) for Pc=0. (b) OMIT (blue curve) with J1=0.5k,                                
OMIA (red dotted curve) for J1=0. 

From fig. 2 (b) it is clearly seen that OMIA in the transparency spectrum can be altered to 

OMIT by introducing two level atoms in the left cavity[2]. Here, the atoms couple to the 

cavity field, which in turn couples to the mechanical modes of the movable mirror, thus 

enhancing the overall effective OM coupling, giving rise to OMIT at the line centre. These 

results demonstrate that tunability from OMIT to OMIA and vice versa can be achieved by 

modifying the pump laser powers and/or by introduction of atomic ensemble into the left 

cavity.  

  

Fig. 3 Probe transmission spectrum as a function of normalized probe detuning (δ/ωm1). (a) Enhanced 

OMIT (Red) at J1 = 0.5 κ, (Blue dotted curve) for J1=0. (b) Increased OMIA (red curve) with J2=0.5 κ, 

(blue dotted curve) J2=0. 
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Furthermore we observe enhancement of probe transmission by introducing atoms in the 

left cavity which is shown by the red solid curve in Fig. 3 (a). An increase in probe 

absorption at line center can be observed (red curve in Fig. 3(b)) when atoms are added to 

the right cavity. 
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